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Natural Gas and Coal Oil in Kansas.

BY E. H. S. BAILEY,

Petroleum or " Rock Oil" of some sort has been found in almost

all countries and in nearly every state of the Union. Practically

the production of Petroleum in this country began with the striking

of oil by Col. Drake at Titusville in 1859. Most of the oil that is

put on the market now comes from the states of Pennsylvania, New
York, Ohio, West Virginia, California, Colorado, and Indiana, and

considerable from Canada. As the production begins to diminish in

the older fields, there are many prospectors hoping to find newer and

better ones.

One of these newly-discovered fields for gas and oil is the state

of Kansas. These products have been known in various localities in

the state for a number of years, but it is only since December, 1892,

when the first successful well was bored near Neodesha, that there

has been any extensive development in this direction.

The gas and oil field in this state, from present developments,

seems to extend from the vicinity of Paola, Miami county, in a south-

westerly direction, to the southern border of the state, near Peru, a

distance of about 120 miles in a straight line. The width of this zone

has not been fully established, but from borings that have been made

it does not appear to be over 25 miles at any point. These products

have been found in commercial quantities in the counties of Miami,

Allen, Neosho, Wilson, Labette, Montgomery and Chautauqua, with

small quantities in Wyandotte, Linn and Bourbon counties. It is

evident that the borders of this field are irregular, and many more

holes must be bored to define it accurately. For convenience most

of the borings have been made near the streams, and thus far the

work has been done in the valleys of the Marais des Cygnes, the

(1) KAN. UNIV. QUAU., VOL. IV, NO. ]. .JTI.Y 1, 1895.
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Neosho, the Fall, the Caney and the Verdigris rivers. Successful

borings have been made in the following towns:— Paola, Osawatomie,

Louisburg, lola, Humboldt, Thayer, Cherryvale, Mound Valley, Ft.

Scott, Fulton, Coffeyville, Independence, Peru, Sedan, and Neodesha.

Small developments may have been made in other places, for it is

known that in some localities farmers have bored shallow wells which

yield a sufficient supply of gas for domestic and heating purposes.

The method of boring the wells is that which has been used so

extensively in the eastern oil lields. The outfit is as inexpensive as

possible, and the material which is forced out of the boring by water

is usually quite finely divided, yet coarse enough so that it can be

readily identified. The casing of the well is often eight inches for

the first 300 or 400 feet, then for the next 300 feet it is about six

inches, while at the bottom of the well it is diminished to ^y^ inches.

After passing through the various layers of limestone and shale,

frequently an "oil sand," as it is called, is struck some distance

above the true oil-bearing layer. The oil-sand, which is really the

porous reck alluded to below as the reservoir of the oil, is of various

thickness but often from ten to twenty feet. If the conditions are

favorable, yet the yield of the well in oil is not very large, and there

is no strong flow of gas, it is ofen considered advisable to "shoot"

the well. This is the term used to indicate the explosion of a charge

of nitroglycerine in the oil-bearing rock, to produce a greater cavity

near the bottom of the hole, so that the oil may flow more freely

from the shattered rock For this purpose the well is carefully cleaned

out and its depth noted, so as to get the charge in the right place.

The man who makes it his business to "shoot" wells for a company,

brings with him overland in a wagon from his factory, the requisite

amount of nitroglycerine, from 10 to 60 quarts, in tin cans. When
all is ready, he pours the explosive into a long cylindrical can which is

suspended over the well. In the top of this can is fixed an exploder,

and after the charge has been carefully lowered to the proper depth,

some fortunate bystander is allowed to drop the "go-devil" onto the

cap. This is simply a piece of two inch gas pipe, which sliding down

several hundred feet, strikes a very heavy blow and explodes the

charge. At the surface the force of the explosion is at first not very

apparent, but soon a column of water, gas and oil shoots from the

well, and gradually mounts higher till it is often many feet above

the top of the derrick. This is often accompanied with a terrific

noise and, in the case of a "gusher," the stream continues to flow

for some time. Later, if the well is a producer of oil, the oil rises

and begins to flow over the top of the well. Arrangements are then

made to pump the well, or if there is no storage tank at hand, it is

simply capped till such receptacles shallbe provided.
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OIL AND CAS REGIONS OF KANSAS.

MIAMI COUNTY.

In the vicinity of Paola there have been at least seventy-five wells

bored. There was great activity here in the gas industry five or six

years ago, and a large amount of capital was invested in boring wells.

About 12 wells are at present yielding gas, and three of these some

oil. There are three of those not yielding gas that furnish some oil.

The pressure of the combined wells as delivered at the regulator was

35 pounds per square inch in the summer. After the pressure had

been reduced, the gas was delivered to customers at a pressure of

about two inches, water pressure. The gas has considerable odor of

sulphur compounds, so that there is little danger that it will escape

into a room and not be noticed. Some difficulty has been experienced

here in keeping sufficient pressure on the mains for the use of con-

sumers in winter, when so large an amount is used for heating pur-

poses.

In the vicinity of Osawatomie there is a stronger flow of gas than

at Paola. There are at least eight wells here, most of them yielding

an abundant supply of gas, and new wells have been bored recently.

The pressure runs up above 200 pounds to the square inch, and the

depth of the wells is from 324 to 686 feet. A large number of pri-

vate families are supplied with the gas and it is used at the State

Insane Asylum.

At Louisburgh, in the eastern part of the county, there is at pres-

ent only one well yielding gas, and this only in a limited quantity.

ALLEN COUNTY.

The lola Mineral Well was the first development in this line here.

At a depth of 626 feet gas was obtained, and at one time the quan-

tity was estimated to be over 5000 cubic feet daily; now, however,

owing to the flooding and partial filling up of the well, there is prac-

tically no gas. The well still affords an abundant supp^ly of mineral

water. Previous to this year 5 wells were supplying the town with gas,

but more recently a new well has been bored in the southwestern part

of the town, that yields gas at a rock pressure of 350 pounds to the

square inch. The gas issues from a 4^3 inch pipe and comes from a

depth of 835 feet, although the well has been bored to the depth of

over 850 feet. A well bored some distance east of town proved to

be unproductive. It is estimated that the yield of the new well is

7,000,000 cu. ft. per day. This is one of the strongest wells that has

been bored in the state. The wells that supply the city discharge

into a common regulator of the "Little Giant" type, where the
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pressure is reduced to eight ounces, and gas is supplied to a large

number of consumers at this pressure.

At Humboldt in the same county, there were two gas wells, about

600 feet deep, bored five years ago, which supplied a flouring mill

and many of the residences of the city, but more recently the yield

of gas has not been very satisfactory because the water was not

properly cased off. A new company, however, has taken up the

matter and four good wells have been bored. One of these, the

Hamm well, is north of town, and the other three are south and west.

The Hamm well yields considerable gas from the shale at a depth of

595 feet, and a more abundant supply of gas with considerable oil

from a depth of about 900 feet. One of the other new wells is on

Coal Creek, one on Owl Creek and the other directly on the banks

of the Neosho river. All of these yield gas with some oil. Another

well more recently reported, three miles from town, is an excellent

gas producer. There have been no developments directly east of

town yet.

NEOSHO COUNTY.

At Thayer a new field has been opened up during the past year.

Here there are nine wells that are said to produce from 5 to 20 barrels

of oil per day. They are from one to two and a half miles northwest

of town and five miles southwest. Ordway No. i is about Soo feet

deep, and is producing a good grade of oil. Ordway No. 2, which

is 810 feet in depth, and contains 35 feet of sand rock, was

"shot" in June last. Nye No. i yields a thick oil 'that may be

of value as a lubricating oil. McFarland No. i is south of the

Ordways, and is said to yield an excellent oil in abundance. There

are several thousand barrels of oil already stored here in tanks.

Several dry wells or "dusters" as they are called have been sunk in

the vicinity of Thayer. At Chanute the borings so far have not been

successful.

WILSON COUNTY.

It is in this county, especially in a district near the confluence of

Verdigris and Fall rivers, that the greatest development has been

made during the past two years. There have been at least eighty

wells bored in this vicinity, and a large proportion of them are pro-

ducers of oil or gas or both. As early as February, 1894, 25 wells

had been bored. They are usually between 800 and 900 feet in depth.

In order to test the strata at a greater depth, in one case the boring

was continued to the depth of nearly 1200 feet, till a harder flint rock

was struck, but no good oil sands were met in this increased depth.
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Special mention may be made of a few of the representative wells in

this district. About six miles north of Neodesha is the Hopkins well,

1034 feet deep. This is on the bank of Fall river, and from the

quality of the oil is in a different "pool" from most of the wells in

this vicinity. A very thick heavy oil is produced, which has already

obtained quite a reputation in the vicinity as a lubricant, so that

farmers come many miles to get it for use on their farm machinery.

Salt water comes up with the oil. About two miles northwest of the

town is the Haag well, one of the best gas wells in the state. From
this and adjacent wells gas is piped to the town, and has been used

for running engines in boring other wells. Still nearer the town, and

on the west side quite near the bank of the Fall river, is a group of

wells that promise to be excellent producers. Among these may be

mentioned the Kimball wells, the De Moss wells, and the Pierce

wells. These are nested about the De Moss No. 2, where a pumping

station has been established. Some excellent wells have been bored

south of town, and in the vicinity of the confluence of Fall and

Verdigris rivers. In regard to the striking of a "gusher," as it is

called, in the spring of 1894, a citizen of Neodesha writes: "Imme-
diately after being 'shot, 'most of the wells spout for a time at

intervals until they have quieted down. Other wells, without being

shot, but being drilled down into the oil-bearing rock, are often

capped, and then whenever the cap is removed they will overflow.

In the case of the Mann well, the drill had hardly entered the oil-

bearing rock before the oil began to rise within the well to a height

of 500 feet, the well soon began to spout a column of oil six inches

in diameter, entirely free from brine, and then continued to flow at

intervals for several hours till the workmen succeeded in capping it.

Spouting and intermission are due to a contest between the oil and

the gas each pouring into the well. For a time the gas may escape

freely, but soon the oil, flowing in, overpowers the gas and is forced

out by it." Another interesting well of the spouting variety is the

Butcher well, four miles southeast, 840 feet deep, which at intervals of

two or three minutes thr'ows out a vast volume of brine into the air to

a height of perhaps 20 feet. An analysis of the brine of this well

shows that it contains quite large quantities of bromides and iodides.

In this respect it is similar to the deep well at Independence that was

bored some eight or nine years ago. There are other wells just as

promising as these mentioned, all within a short distance of the

town. It was not till November, 1894, that the houses of the town

were piped for gas. The oil yield of these wells has not been com-

pletely estimated, but many are believed to be capable of yielding from

forty to sixty barrels per day. The depth of the wells in this county

is from 790 to 890 feet.
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MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

There are three gas towns in this county: Independence, Cherry-

vale and Coi^eyville. At Independence, during the past summer,

there have been four wells supplying the gas for use in the city. The

pressure of the gas is regulated at the tank by the "Fulton " Regu-

lator, so that from 60 to 80 pounds of pressure is carried by the

pipes leading to the town. The closed pressure on the wells runs

from 300 to 400 pounds at different wells. The Regulator system

that is used is for the purpose of preventing a higher pressure than

that stated above from entering the lines of pipe, so as to avoid any

accident that might occur from the bursting of pipes. For domestic

use in the city the pressure is reduced by an automatic regulator from

75 pounds to 5 ounces, and the regulator is so arranged that a higher

pressure will cause the oil to blow out of the apparatus so that the

excess of gas will escape. For supplying factories and mills a

special pipe line is laid and a pressure of 20 pounds is maintained on

this. The new ice factory on the banks of the Verdigris is thus

supplied. During the past season the gas company has connected

four other wells wiih the system for supplying the city. A new well

that was bored in December a mile west of the city is said to pass

through gas sand 40 feet in thickness, and to be the best well yet,

yielding an abundant flow of gas, and giving a rock pressure of 350

pounds per square inch. The oil produced here has not yet been

utilized.

At Cherryvale during the season there have been eleven wells from

which gas could be drawn. The amount of gas that these can yield is

not known. There is oil in smaller quantities than at the Neodesha

pool, but no attempt has been made to utilize it yet. The wells here

have not been "shot." Several companies are in the field and it is

expected that soon more prospect holes will be bored. There are

three regulators in use, of a new and superior pattern. It is notice-

able that the wells here are not as deep as most of those that have

been previously mentioned, being only about 600 feet deep. The

"log" of well No. 2 has been kindly furnished us by the superin-

tendent of the Gas Company there. It is as follows:

Feet. Feet.

Soil 4 Dark shale 10

Clay and lime boulders xo Drab sand (gas) 8

Blue stone grit 30 Soapstone 14

Dark clay like fire clay 10 Light sand (gas) 7

Gray lime, hard 18 Shale and soapstone 85

Soapstone 10 Drab lime 26
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Blue shale 37 Dark shale i8

Gray lime 14 Black sand (gas) 6

Dark shales 15 Brown sand (salt water) 7

Black muck and salt water ... 2 Blue shale 5

Dark shale, soft 30 Gray sand (water) 17

Lime, shell i Dark shale i

Light shale 5 Gray lime 31

Dark shales 13 Dark shale 7

Sand shale (gas) i Gray lime 6

Light shale 14 Dark shale 2

Magnesian lime 22 Gray lime 20

Light shales 19 Dark shale 5

Hard white lime 10 Black sand, hard 6

Soapstone 2 Dark shale 19

Light shale 5 Gas sand 2

White lime 6

Light shale 5
Total 590

White lime 4

The rock pressure is 260 to 300 pounds per square inch. It is

delivered to customers at a pressure of one and one-half ounces. In

Cherryvale the gas has been used more or less for over four years,

but recently its use has been much extended. As the wells are in

different parts of the city and connected in the same system there is

little loss from friction from conveying the gas long distances and no

trouble has been experienced by consumers since the pipes have been

properly protected in the winter. It is said to never have a less

pressure than 115 pounds even in the coldest weather.

At Coffeyville on the southern border of the county there are six

wells in use for supplying the gas to the city, but they are not all in

constant use. The rock pressure is about 300 pounds, and the gas

is supplied to factories at a pressure of 50 pounds and to consumers

at six ounces, water pressure. The wells are approximately 800

feet in depth. Other companies are at work here, in addition to the

one that has been supplying the city for some time.

There was a very curious explosion at Coffeyville in July last. It

occurred near gas well No. 2 of the Coffeyville Gas and Mining

Company. A local reporter says: "The earth was torn up for a

distance of several hundred yards. Where the main part of the

upheaval occurred is a hole probably twenty yards wide by ten or

twelve feet deep. Huge masses of rock are lying around which

came from the very bowels of the earth. The gas company say

that the stratum of rock lies at least thirty feet below the surface.
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Several pieces of rock weighing fully fifty pounds were found a block

and a half away, where they had been carried by the force of the

explosion." All around this crater are cracks as if the earth had been

lifted up and had fallen back nearly in the original place, and in

many places it looks as if a veritable earthquake had passed that way.

There is one very important industry that is fostered by the natural

gas in this place. A large establishment, with a capacity of 25,000

per day, is making an excellent grade of vitrified brick from the bluff

shale south of the city. In addition to this, there are numerous fac-

tories and mills that depend on this gas for fuel.

CHAUTAUQUA COUNTY.

At Peru a well has been bored which yields both gas and oil. It

is 920 feet to gas and 940 to oil, though it was bored to a depth of

1300 feet. The "oil-bearing sand" is said to be much thicker than

that at Neodesha. A flow of water made it necessary to case the

well for 800 feet down, and when hot salt water was struck at a little

over 1300 feet, the well was plugged and further exploration stopped.

The closed pressure of the well is said to be 400 pounds. The oil

belongs to the black heavy lubricating class.

At Buckle's well, two and one-half miles west of Peru, between that

town and Sedan, another well has been bored which is estimated to

flow 20 gallons without pumping. At Niotaze, east of Peru, a well

has also been bored. The well at Sedan, iioo to 1200 feet deep,

proved a dry hole. Another at the county poor farm is under

contract.

LABETTE COUNTY.

At Mound Valley a well was sunk ten years ago to a depth

of about 750 feet and a fair supply of gas obtained, which has been

utilized ever since at a "Health Home" in the vicinity. Other

prospectors are now in the field and numerous leases have been made.

BOURBON COUNTY.

At Fort Scott, several years ago, wells were bored in the bottom

near the Marmaton river and the gas obtained was piped into the city

and used at houses near the wells.

Of this field Robert Hay, in his report to The Kansas State Board

of Agriculture, 1885-6, says: "One company has drilled four wells,

three of which are yielding an abundant supply. of gas. Mains have

been laid and gas is now in use in Fort Scott hotels, private

houses, car-barns, &c." In the report to the same Board in 1891-2

he says: "The wells have gradually diminished their yield and the
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city is no longer using natural gas." One well 400 feet deep was

quite successful and the artesian well (see Trans. Kas. Acad. Science,

Vol. PX), which was bored 621 feet, yielded a little gas. At Fulton,

in the same county, natural gas is used locally on a small scale.

There are about twenty-five wells within a radius of twelve miles,

and each of these furnishes gas enough for the use of a family.

The "sand" is struck at a depth of 270 to 300 feet. The cost of

drilling is not over 50 cents per foot.

WYANDOTTE COUNTY.

At Kansas City, Kansas, some wells were bored several years ago,

and enough gas was produced so that it was used locally for fuel.

Oil was also produced in small quantities (see Quarterly Report

Kas. State Bd. Agric, Dec, 1885).

There are many other counties where oil and gas have been pro-

duced in small quantities, but the yield is at present not large enough

to consider that they are of commercial importance.

NATURAL CAS: METHODS OF COLLECTING AND ANALYZING.

There are numerous theories as to the accumulation and storage of

natural gas, but most writers agree that the necessary conditions are:

(i) a reservoir of porous sandstone or limestone; (2) a cover of im-

pervious rock so that the gas cannot escape; and (3) such an

arrangement of strata as shall allow the gas to collect in the upper

part of a natural arch of rock.

The writer has visited all the important gas fields of the state and

collected samples of the gas and oil. The method of collecting the

gas was as follows: Flasks holding 300 cubic centimeters were

drawn out at about the middle of the neck to a small bore, and a

glass tube attached by a rubber hose to the gas burner, was inserted

in the flask and was pushed nearly to the bottom. The gas was

allowed to run at about full pressure for some time, the flask being

inverted till the air was thoroughly washed out by displacement.

The flask was then held in the same position, the glass tube was

withdrawn and the cork was inserted in the neck. After warming

the flask and removing the cork for an instant, by means of a small

alcohol lamp, the glass tube at the narrow part of the neck was

drawn out and the neck thus sealed. The gas was transfered to a

measuring apparatus at the laboratory, by breaking off the end of the

neck, beneath the surface of the water under a bell glass. For the

analysis of the gas, Hempel's Apparatus for Gas Analysis was em-

ployed. In this apparatus the carbonic anhydride was first absorbed

by caustic potash, then the heavy hydrocarbons were absorbed by
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passing the gas over fuming sulfuric acid; the oxygen was removed

by means of stick phosphorus, and the carbon monoxide was removed

by cuprous chloric!. A part of the remaining gases; nitrogen, marsh

gas and hydrogen, was exploded over mercury, and from this the

amount of each of the two latter was calculated, and the nitrogen was

thus absorbed, and the other gases were determined as before. This

gas contains over 90 per cent, of marsh gas, a gas producing but

little light, but valuable for heating purposes. It contains small

quantities of carbon monoxides, carbonic acid and oxygen with traces

of nitrogen and olefiant gas. Like most natural gases it is, as far as

examined almost entirely free from hydrogen. It is on account of

the small quantity of olefiant gas or other illuminating materials,

that the gas is not burned satisfactorily in an ordinary "bat wing"

burner, but a special burner, must be used. The results of some of

the analyses were as follows:

Carbon dioxide.. -Sj-- -22.

Olefiant gas, &:c.. .11.. .22.

Oxygen 45 . . trace .

Carbon monoxide 1.57.. i-33-

Marsh gas 95-2o. ol-C^S- -89.56

Nitrogen 2.34.. .60.. 7.76

Hydrogen 0.00. . o 00 . . 0.00

.90

.00

45
1.2^

'lici'i-y-

vale.
C'otT'cy- Indepen- Nfixlu-
villc. deiKH'. sha.

. 22 . . .00 . . .44

.00.. .35.. .67

. 22 . . .12 . . trace

i.i6- .91.. .^T,

92.46. .96 41 . .95.28

5.94., 2.21.. 3.28

o. 00 . . 0.00 . . 0.00

. 1 .00

. 22

. .65

• -5"

.90 56

• 7-07

. 0.00

Total ..100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00

DISTRSBUTION AND USE OF CAS.

As the gas is produced at the wells and held in the mains at

tremendous pressure it is of the utmost importance that before it is

supplied to customers it be reduced in pressure to nearly the

same pressure as that on the ordinary street mains, where illuminating

gas is used. The regulators that are used for this purpose are of

various patterns, but in the better class the gas is passed through a

governor, in which the pressure is reduced as desired, by weighting

the end of the lever, and then through the valve to a gas holder.

By means of an automatic valve the pressure on the mains is kept

constant.

The gas is sometimes used in the ordinary burner, provided with a

special lava tip, but as it contains so little illuminating material, and

as in order to get sufficient light it is allowed to "blow," the light is

not satisfactory, except perhaps for a street lamp. There are two

special burners that are very largely used with natural gas and with

poor illuminating gas. One of these is the Welsbach Incandescent,

in which a " mahtle " of oxides of some rare earths is heated to a
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very hi^h temperature. Tlie other burner for natural gas is the

I.ungren Regenerative Lamp, in which the air used in the combustion

is heated to a high temperature.

For fuel purposes the gas is used in the ordinary gas stove.

Some investigations were made as to the cost of natural gas to

consumers in the different towns where it is supplied. Heating

stoves cost the consumer $1.50 per month at Cherryvale; the same at

Independence, and ^9.00 per year at Coffeyville. Mills are supplied

at $2.00 per day. . Cooking stoves are supplied for $2.50 at Paola,

$1.00 at Cherryvale, $2.00 at Independence, $2.50 at lola and the

same at Osawatomie. Gas jets cost 30 cents at Paola, and 25 cents at

other places. The gas for the Lungren burner costs from $1 .00 to $1.50

per month, and sometimes a special charge of 50 cents is made for the

Welsbach burners. Complete details are not at hand as to the num-

ber of consumers. In Cherryvale there are 550 stoves and 500

lights, and in Independence there are 400 stoves in winter and 400

burners. At lola about 200 stoves and houses will be heated by the

gas this winter. The price of gas by the thousand feet is 20 cents at

Coffeyville, and the maximum price at Neodesha will be 30 cents.

COMPOSITION OF THE PETROLEUM.

In making an analysis of the oils, that was distilled first which came

over at a low temperature, and then that which came over at a high.

These were kept separate; then beginning again a fractional distilla-

tion was made, at the temperature stated below. The distillations

were continued till the glass of the flasks melted. In the determina-

tion of the flash points, a wide glass tube open at both ends was used.

In the bottom of this a cork was inserted through which passed a

glass tube drawn to a small jet. Oil was put in the large tube and it

was placed in a water bath. A thermometer was hung in the oil and

a current of air blown through.

The results on some of the Neodesha wells are as follows:

MANN WELL.

Temp. C. = . Flash puiiit. Specific Gj-:iv. Auioniit.

1. 40 to no Below 26.^ ... .7058.... 61 cc.

2. no to 150 Below 26 7314.... 82 '•

3. 150 to 200 Below 26. .... .7778.. ..107 "

4. 200 to 250 Below 76 8112.... 77
"

5. 250 to 300 91 8377. ...101 "

6. 300 Above 100 869 I .... 2 15
•'

Original oil Below 30 ^ 8900

37.75 Baume.
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The relative amount that came off at the different temperatures is

graphically represented below.

Amount. Temperature.

^ Below 150*

I^^^^HB^^H 150 to 200

200 to 250

250 to 300

[Above 300

About 14 per cent, of this oil remained in the retort as coke and

material that could not be distilled over in a glass flask.

DE MOSS WELL.

Temp. C. = . Flash Point.

Below 150 Below 30° ..

150 to 200 Below 30

200 to 250 51

250 to 300 88

Above ^00 Above 100

Specific Gra\
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3-

4-

5-

6.

ORDWAY WELL

Temp. C. = Flash Foiiit.

70 to no Below 27

110 to 150 Below 27

150 to 200 Below 27

200 to 250 69.5

250 to 300 Above 95

300-I- Above 95

Specific Grav.
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This oil is a valuable fuel without refining. It is utilized at many

places by being sprayed into the fire-box with a jet of steam, and in

this way produces intense heat. It is also used in the manufacture

of gas and in the enriching of the "water" gas.

Altogether, the outlook is good for gas and oil in Kansas. Their

production must add very largely to the wealth of the state. In the

eastern part of the state, it is true, fuel is not such an item of expense

as farther west, but the use of natural gas and oil here will tend to

increase the manufacturing industries, and in that way benefit the

people very materially. It is conceded that last year there was only

one state where the yield of natural gas had not decreased. If the

same thing should prove to be true in this part of the country, and a

maximum production should be reached in a few years, still the effort

will not be in vain, for not only will the gas be of use while it does

last, but it will pave the way for the general introduction of some

cheap "fuel gas," which can be made from the petroleum of the

state, or from other cheap combustible material.



Experiments in the Solution of the Labor

Problem.

BV F. W. BLACKMAR.

Experiments in the manipnlation of social forces are much more

difficult than those in other branches of science where the material

to be dealt with may be brought immediately into subordination to

the will of the experimenter. In the former case the experimenter

has to contend with the vagaries of human nature and the potency

of individual will force. He must first take societ}' as it is, inves-

tigate the conditions under which it operates, examine the forces

that create and propel it forward, and determine the moment and

direction of each. The question is rendered even more difficult,

on account of the fact that the instant he considers any given force,

a score of resultant and deflective forces interfere with analysis and

application. But the real problem in social dynamics is made more

apparent as the experimenter becomes a reformer and attempts to

direct the social forces toward a certain end. It is the herculean

task of the reformer to determine the nature and direction of social

forces and impel them in the line of actual progress. As one sur-

veys the evolution of societ}-, it is marvelous to observe how little

has been accomplished in the attempt to force social life into

especial channels and how much has been determined by the spon-

taneous activities of human nature. But it yields wholesome les-

sons to the person who by his own will says he will change the

trend of society or build upon the old foundation a new structure

which will permanently change the relations of men. He will at

least be convinced of the persistency of the social forces that have

been developing through the progressive stages of man's existence.

The social problem of the day is the creation of the largest pos-

sible amount of general well-being of the entire number of individ-

uals which compose the social organism. This involves many
questions. It includes not only the litilit}- of existing forces but

it includes the utility and the happiness of each individual. As the

progress of social life is measured onl}^ through a long period of

time, the "greatest good to the greatest number " may include

those of future generations. Consequently it is difficult for the

(15) KAN. UNIV. yr.\R.. VOL. IV. NO. I. .iri.v 1, 18'.)5.
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social scientist to measure with exactness the permanent results of

his experiment. It requires, therefore, a careful estimate of the

ends sought for, a clear understanding of the nature of the forces

and material dealt with, a wise management of the experiment and

great wisdom to determine whether the results obtained after all

are anything more than changed conditions rather than permanent

advance.

The solution of the labor problem has had more formal attempts

by actual experiment than any other form of the modern social

problem. As a part of the social problem it seeks to adjust eco-

nomic relations between employer and employee. It involves some-

thing more than the proper and just apportionment of the net pro-

ducts of industry. It seeks to insure contentment, happiness and

progress. If the distribution of a certain amount of goods in pro-

portion to service rendered in production was the only object

sought, the question would be readily solved. But when it involves

the idea of happiness and contentment, the harmony of social rela-

tions must be considered, and then it is that the problem becomes

more difificult, for law has failed to force out of man a spirit of dis-

content. There must be a readjustment of conditions which time

alone can perfect. If the idea of progress is insisted upon, then the

individual and the community must move forward with power,

increase in knowledge, in skill and intellectual growth which in-

volves also a progressive happiness to accompany this, in short it

means a constant harmonious progressive activity, which is indeed

difficult to obtain.

A few experiments in the attempt to improve the condition of the

laboring classes will be given, the data of which have been obtained

through original research of the writer. In these it will be seen

that the foregoing principles have been partially observed. The

first one presented will be that of Mr. Pullman, the founder of the

famous town of Pullman, and the owner of the Pullman patents.

The object of the experiment is best set forth in the founder's own

words:

"The object of building Pullman was the establishment of a

great manufacturing business on the most substantial basis possi-

ble, recognizing as we did and do now that the working people are

the most important element which enters into the successful opera-

tion of any manufacturing enterprise.

"We decided to build in close proximity to the shops homes for

the working men of such character and surroundings as would

prove so attractive as to cause the best class of mechanics to seek

that place for employn^ent in preference to" others. We also de-
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sired to establish the place on such a basis as would exclude all

baneful influences, believing that such a polic\- v.ould result in the

greatest measure of success from a commercial point of view,

and also, what w^as equally important, or parhapj of greater im-

portance, in a tendenc}' toward the continued elevation and improve-

ment of the condition not onl}' of the working" people themselves

but of their children growing up about them."

To one who reads closely this statement of the founder of Pull-

man, it will be observed that the prime motive was to build a man-
ufacturing interest which would yield a sure and steady profit to

the investors without the usual accidents that arise from uncertain

and unskilled labor. The laborer being a necessary adjunct

to this l:)usiness enterprise should be cared for in order that the

money-making plan could be successfully carried out. Manufac-
turing was to be placed on a higher plane. Attracted by the Sur-

roundings and by good wages, it was hoped and expected that

skilled workmen would seek Pullman as a place of residence 'v'//

preference to otiiers.'' Thus the Pullman company woidd have the

advantage over other companies in the production of goods. Thus
far the idea is pureh' commercial and represents the extreme spirit

of modern competition. But the plan was accompanied by altru-

istic motives, for it was thought that the workmen would be inter-

ested in the Pullman plan and thus improve their condition and

furnish a rational plan for the peaceful solution of the labor prob-

lem. So the plan, having been symmetrically conceived, was

formally carried out. A model town was built adjacent to the

shops composed of long rows of brick houses joining eachother and

facing on streets well macadamized and drained. Systems of

sewerage, water works, and gas supply were established for the

convenience of the residents. A central market was erected pro-

vided with rooms and stalls which were rented to parties who
would conduct the business for the convenience of the people. A
large arcade or department store was so arranged that an individual

after once entering could do all of his shopping under the cover of

one roof. A play-ground, a church, a theatre, and a school house

were provided by the town authorities. And thus it happened

that a city of twelve thousand people sprang up, nearl}^ all of

whom were employees of the Pullman company and who had all

municipal advantages thrust upon them with no anxiety except as

to wages received and rents paid. They rented the houses and the

company did everything else. It did the thinking, the planning,

the working, the doing. The result of it was that a symmetrical

town, well arranged for convenience and economy, sprang up, com-
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posed of a group of citizens who were virtually denied the right of

self-government as much as if the}' were an old-time feudal village

governed by a lord of the manor.

For many years the company carried out their plan of paying

better wages than in similar shops in the United States, and

thus proceeded upon their first supposition that a superior class of

laborers should receive superior wages. The rents charged in the

beginning were based upon an income of six per cent, on an actual

investment. In many instances the rents were higher than the

wages would warrant, although possibly no higher than the busi-

ness interests of the investors had good reasons to demand. In

1893, the company felt obliged to reduce the wages of the em-

ployees in order to keep up a regular dividend and surplus. The
laborers thereat became discontented and struck for higher wages,

although the company assured them that they were manufacturing

goods at less than cost. Prior to the reduction the rate of wages

Avas about $2.10. which included men, girls, and youths, and all

skilled and unskilled labor. The maximum rate was $4.50 per

da\'. After the reduction the a\erage was $1.67, while the maxi-

mum was $3.50. The entire reduction, which occurred at three

different times, amounted to between 20 and 25 per cent. A care-

ful estimate shows that at the same time a sudden depression of

33/-'-' P*^''
^''-'^^^- 'n wages had occured throughout the United States,

and also that the sudden panic had thrown a large amount of man-

ufactured goods upon the market upon a decreasing demand, and

this reduced their price from 20 to 25 per cent., so that had the

laborers onh' known how to accomplish it the\- could have pur-

chased as many goods in the market with their wages after the

reduction as they could have done before when times were better.

Not so, however, with rents. The following table exhibits a

complete statement of rentals:

No. Kfiiliils. Anit. pt'f IMo. No. Kt'iil iils. A nil. pci- Mo. No. Kcntiils. Aoit. per Mo.

2 $4. 00 4 S 1 1 . 50 S $26. 00

6 4- 50 173 12.00 I 27.00

23 5-00 25 12.50 13 28.00

4 5-50 4 13-00 9 30.00

24 6.00 263 14.00 4 32.50

41 6.50 70 15.00 20 35.00

5 6.75 61 16.00 3 37.00

55 6.00 222 17.00 4 40.00

9 7.50 58 18.00 10 45.00

83 8. 00 1 I g. 00 I 46. 00

5 <^.25 26 20.00 I 50.00
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No. Rentals. Amt. per Mo. Xo. Rentals. Amt. per Mo. No. Rentals. Anit. pei- Mo.

106 ^-50 3 22.00 I 55-00

226 g.oo 2. . .. 22.50 I 60.00

68 10.00 6 23.50 I 70.00

4 9- 50 4 23.00 2 65.00

38 10.50 I 24.00 2 75- 00

53 ii-oo 45 25.00 I...... 77.25

The average monthly rental of 1799 tenants was $13.50; of 1200

the average rental was $10.00, and of 600 it was $8.00. Not all of

the Pullman employees were renters, though fully 35 per cent, of

them were direct renters, 30 per cent, sub-renters, and the remain-

ing 35 per cent, had lodgings outside of the town of Pullman. The
rents ranged from S4. 00 a month to $77.25 a month, although a

large proportion, as the above statement will show, ranged from

$8.00 to $18.00 per month. A flat of Ave rooms on the first floor

with interior water closets, and a basement capable of use for

washing and cooking, on one of the best streets, rented for $14.00

per month, with street water rents of 71 cents per month. It

would seem that this was not an extravagant rent. Yet the ten-

ants sublet one room for $9.00, and another for $6.00, retaining

the other three for themselves, thus living practically rent free for

three rooms in the house. However, it will be seen by a careful

examination that the rents conformed fairly well to the income of

laborers before the reduction, but after the reduction they were

too high. The average normal rent expenditure of a laboring man
in the state of Illinois, according to economic laws, would be about

17 per cent, of his income: but we find after the reduction of wages

that the relation of rent to income had changed so that the rent

amounted to from 20 to 25 per cent, of the income.

So the company which agreed to furnish superior conditions to

the laboring man and free him from the burdens of unjust pressure

and to raise his standard of life, had finally succeeded in placing

these same laborers in a condition which would not support the

standard of life which had been practiced. The result was dis-

content, distrust and inharmoii}-, the very things which the Pullman

company sought by its plan to avoid. It is not sufficient for the

Pullman company to say that laborers were unreasonable and

therefore the plan did not work. It does not free the plan from

the stigma of failure, simpl}- because the originators of it miscalcu-

lated the conditions of human labor.

For the improvement of the social conditions of the laborer,

there was established a well equipped library, with fine furnishings,

containing standard works wliich the laborer h.id the privilege of
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reading on payment of the small sum ot twenty-five cents per

month or three dollars per year. Quite a large number of the

more intelligent classes found it convenient to patronize the library.

With it were connected several courses of lectures for the benefit of

the employees. But the great majority of the employees remained

outside of the direct influence of the librar}'. There was, however,

from year to year a slow increase in the number of persons using

the library, and man\- 3'oung men and women were materially

helped by it. The influence on those who were constant patrons

and readers at the library was very noticeable. They were among
the better class of employees, were not found with the malcontents and

strikers, and were reasonable in the consideration of the relations

of employer to employee. A church was built b}- the company

where regular services were had. but this, too, became as all

churches do when supplied h\ individual power, a monotonous

affair. The theatre was more of a success, for here convenient to

their labor the people could find the means of an evening's entertain-

ment and observe the performance of some of the best talent of the

country-. The base-ball grounds and picnic grounds were also of

some service to the people. In order to make a moral town, great

care was taken to eliminate all baneful influences, such as saloons,

gambling houses, and brothels, although it was allowed later to

peddle beer on the streets or deliver it in kegs at the

houses. The social life of the people, however, was mostly based

upon the gossip}' communications of families more intimately

acquainted which associated in groups. With all of the symmetry

of the town, there Avas not a homogeneous society. And the first

universal idea which prevailed in the majoritN' of the minds of the

people, and upon which they could all unite, was that the Pullman

company had finall}' grown to be a great overbearing corporation

without sympathy for the laboring man, and this idea, once

thoroughl}' established, could not easily be eradicated.

An inquiry into the causes of the failure of the plan will show

first of all that laborers do not care to have too much done for

them, but prefer to be placed in a condition to do for themselves.

There are laborers who would prefer to have a poor house sur-

rounded by a small yard into which they could allow the pigs,

ducks, and the chickens to come and go at will, with poor water

and poorer sewerage, for the sake of bare independence, of having

the absolute control of the premises for the time being, than to live

in a row of brick houses, with lawns in front, well macadamized

streets which were kept by the company of whom they rented, and

in the management of which they have no voice. Such people
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cannot be impressed with tlie advantages of the aesthetic, the

uniform and the symmetrical, nor. indeed, to a great extent, with

the conditions of health and comfort.

The attempt of the company to make a better-living animal

possessed of full physical capacity and skill with a better mind

and a better life, and a better civilization, that the same creature

might yield a larger return in the manufacturing interests, was

indeed a noble conception. The fact that the system of social

improvement of the laborers was to rest upon an economic basis,

was in accordance with sound economic doctrine: for no attempted

improvement of any class or group of people can be considered of

any value except as it rests upon this basis. And the principle

that each individual should pay for everything received, and that

nothing should be granted gratis, is also to be considered funda-

mental in the doctrine of social improvement. Yet when the desire

for these things has been excited anji the means of attaining them

fails, the foundation of the plan is destroyed. .

Another potent cause of the discontent arose from the fact that

the magnitude of this business seemed to remove the company far

awa}' from the laboring population; sympathy Avas soon lost

between laborers and employers, and discontent gradually devel-

oped. This the employers failed to recognize until the discontent

was fanned into open revolt. If the friendly feeling of the managers

continued to exist, there was at least the lack of the expression of

sympathy between employer and employee. It may be said that the

laborer is narrow and bigoted in his conception of affairs and

therefore unreasonable. To a certain extent this is true, not only

with the laborers at Pullman but with the laboring class at large.

While there has been an increase in skill and in general intelligence

of the laboring population, there has remained with them a sort of

illogical conception of the relation of things. The excessive

division of labor has brought about great skill, but in teaching each

individual to do one thing well and that alone, it has narrowed his

life to a minute operation requiring a single conception. The result

of the excessive division of labor is to make men illogical and

unreasonable concerning the exact condition of affairs. But those

who would solve the labor problem must take this into considera-

tion. If anyone doubts the truth of the assertion, let him mingle

with the laborers and he will see how the man who stands at the

machine cutting bolts all the day long, day after day. year after

year, becomes monotonous in life and provincial in thought, so

that when new conditions arise he is unable to grasp thoroughly

the situation. He is then open to conviction by the man who
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can gain his confidence and move liini through passion and

prejudice.

So far as the librar_v is concerned, a large proportion of the

laborers would have been better contented and received as much

benefit by having a reading room adjoining a billiard room, card

room, and smoking room, than in the well equipped library with its

fine furniture and stately volumes. In this respect the ideal plan

overreached the condition of the laborer, and conseqnently had its

effect upon but few. And finally it may be said, that had the company

taken the laborers into partnership not only in the plan of improve-

ment but in the actual building of the town, asketl them to

assist in its control and management, and given them an

opportunity to obtain stock in the business and to become sharers

in the great enterprise, doubtless the plan might have realized the

hopes of the founders. Not that things would have been done

any more nearly right, or in better form than when accomplished

by the company itself, but they would have been done to some

purpose. But as it is, the model plan of Pullman for the harmon-

izing of the interests of labor and capital, of employer and em-

ploye, and the elevation of the laboring population to a higher

standard of life, cannot b(^ said to have been productive of much

permanent good. Whether, in the future, plans will be so modi-

fied as to overcome the defects of the system remains to be

determined.

A more successful plan of harmonizing the interests of labor and

capital has been instituted In' the firm of Proctor & Gamble whose

manufactory is located at Ivorydale, a small town in the suburbs of

Cincinnati. The company employs about 500 laborers at the

factory besides another hundred in the Cincinnati office and on the

road. The average wages of men is $10 per week; of women,

$4.75: of boys, $3.50 to $7. The wages are considered only fair,

yet the method the company has adopted of dealing with its

employees has been such as to prevent any discontent, strike, or

revolution. The firm was established in 1H37, but the plan of

profit sharing was adopted in 1887. It provided for the distribu-

tion of the profits among the employees after allowing a reasonable

salary of $4000 to each member of the firm who was actually

engaged in conducting the business. The laborers were to receive

the same proportion of the profits as the total wages paid bore to

the total cost of manufacturing and marketing the product. I'or

example, if the total amount of business done was $100,000, the

amount of wages paid $20,000, the amount of profit made $10,000;
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then the total cost of making and marketing the goods was

Si 00, 000 less the the profit of $10,000, or $go,ooo. The amount

of wages paid Avas $20,000. The amount of profits given to em-

ployees would be then in the ratio of 20,000 to 90,000 or two-ninths,

and the proportion to the firm would be as 70,000 to go, 000 or

seven-ninths of the profits. The laborers' proportion of the profits

was distributed among them in accordance with the amount of

wages earned by each. This plan was in force for three years,

during which the dividend or share of the profits averaged 12^
per cent, of the" wages.

In i8go the firm of Proctor & Gamble was reorganized on the

basis of the payment of 12 per cent, on the common stock, if this

amount should be earned. This being practically the same rate

earned by the emplo3'ees under the old plan, it was an easy and

advantageous arrangement to adopt a plan of paying to employees

a-s their share of profits the same rate of dividend upon their wages

as was paid upon the common stock of the company. This method

was adopted and under it profit sharing is now carried on. The

dividends are paid semi-annuall}'. To illustrate this, suppose a

man earns $500 a }'ear in wages; he receives in addition a diviciend

of 12 per cent, on this amount or $60. The man that has $500

worth of stock in the company also receives 12 percent, or $60.

Thus the laborers and the stockholders are upon an equitable

basis. All employees are entitled to begin to share in the dividends

after l:)eing in the employ of the company for three months: but if

one quits work or is discharged before three months' labor in the

service of the compan}- he receives no dividend. At first the

laborers were divided into full participants and half participants in

profits. This was not found to be desirable and all employees were

placed on the same basis. Now full}' g8 per cent, of the laborers

participate in the profits. The company' reserves the right to deny

the dividend to the employee for cause, but the amount of this

unpaid dividend must be paid to other laborers and does not go to

the stockholders of the company.

The company not only allows sharing in the profits but also

encourages employees to acquire a part of the capital stock. An}'

employee may obtain a share of the common stock upon the follow-

ing terms: $10 at the time of application, the balance in install-

jiients of not less than $5 each. Upon this balance he must pay

interest at the rate of 4 per cent, per annum. In the meantime all

dividends declared upon the stock accrue to the purchaser. But

the certificate of stock is held by the secretary of the company as

trustee for the subscriber until the final payment is made. There
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have been up to date about seventy or eighty shares taken b}' the

employees, nearly all of which were purchased at prices varying

from $ioo to $128. The company has under consideration a plan

to go one step further and guarantee the employees who hold stock

against loss upon their investment. They find a good many diffi-

culties in the way of the practical working of such a guarantee, but

hope to make it a permanent part of their system.

Another important feature of the Ivorydale system is the pension

fund inaugurated for the benefit of the employees. This fund is

created b}' setting aside the sum of $500 semi-annually, half of

which amount is taken from each profit sharing dividend and one-

half is paid b\' the Proctor & Gamble Company. The management
of the fund is in charge of a board of trustees composed of

employees and members of the company. A pension is granted to

any employee Vvho has been in the continuous employment of the

company for not less than seven years when partial or total

disabilit}' to work has been caused by accident, sickness or old age,

and it is the company's intention so far as possible to provide those

who are entitled to pensions with such work as they can readily

perform at such wages as the work is worth. The introduction of

the pension fund is of recent date, but on Januar\' i, 1895, there

was $2000 in the fiind with one pensioner upon the rolls.

One other economic condition is found in the building and loan

associations which have enabled a few to build their own homes,

and this is encouraged by the compan\'.

The attempt to improve the social life of the employees has met

with less success. Although library, reading room and card room

have been provided free, they have not met the success anticipated

when inaugurated. This is doubtless owing to the man\' mutual

aid clubs which furnish greater attractions than the reading room

and the library. In seeking enjoyment laborers have a tendency

to scatter into other groups rather than to associate among them-

selves in a single group; also the widely separated position of the

homes render compact grouping almost impossible, as about one-

half live near Ivorydale and the rest live in the city of Cincinnati.

When an employee is injured or sick, the physician employed by

the company cares for him. The company also continues the

wages of the injured employee through the period of his disability,

and seeks to emphasize the fact that employer and employee are

associated for a common interest. Many methods are taken by

the managers to show their interest in the employees. Thus, on

Christmas day, 1893, three hundred turkeys were distributed among
the heads of families. And after each semi-annual pay-day in
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January and Jul\-, a da\' is set apart for a general celebration in

which employers and employees engage. The da\' is taken np with

games, sports and general jollifications.

The entire profit sharing enterprise is established on a business

basis. Although altruistic motives may have been at the founda-

tion of this scheme, it was originated for the improvement of the

business with the belief that the benefit of the employee was in

the end to be to the benefit of the employers. Most of the labor-

ers being unskilled at this time and below the average intelligence

of skilled workmen, it was difficult to persuade them that it was not

a scheme to get more work out of them for a corresponding equiv-

alent. Also the\- were disposed to take the dividend as a matter

of course anci spend it freely and sometimes foolishh". But time

and experience have dispelled this idea. The success of profit

sharing there as elsewhere is a matter of education, and many
efforts of profit sharing have failed elsewhere simply because

the employers failed to remember that the employees must be

educated up to it. Patience as well as justice is required for

success. During the first two vears the profit sharing was not a

success as a mone\' making investment, but as the men became

more and more convinced that they were treated with justice they

became more careful and more intelligent in the work, until it is

plainly demonstrateci and freely admitted that the saving under

profit sharing is much in excess of the sums paid to wage earners

as profits.

The success of the plan has exceeded the expectations of the

company. The gain is in the saving of time, in the diminishing

of material, in making a better quality of wares, in keeping men
of experience, and finally a saving in oversight. These are the

principles which have been maintained l^y the advocates of profit-

sharing and it is gratifying to find that they agree with the experi-

ence of those who have carried it out. There have been no strikes

or labor troubles of any kind at these works since this plan has

l)een in force. Employees remain longer in the service of the

compan}-, anti it is very seldom that a man is clischarged on ac-

count of lack of work. It demonstrates that the interests of

employer and employee are the same and any warefare between the

two classes is an unnatural warfare and works against the interests

of both parties engaged in it.

Another very important example of profit sharing is furnished by

the N. O. Nelson Manufacturing Co., a corporation for the manu-

facture and sale of plumbing goods, steam goods, and machiner}'.
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The tinn was first established in 1H77, incorporated in 1883, and

began profit sharing in 1886. Its factories are in St. Louis, Mo.,

Mound City, 111., and Leclare, 111. The number of employees

varies from 400 to 500, and the wages range from $1.25 to $1.50 per

day for common labor, and from $2.00 to $2. 50 per day for skilled

mechanics. The company runs full time with the possible reduc-

tion to three-fourth's time for perhaps a month in mid-winter.

About one-half of the company's works are located at Leclare.

Here the factories are well built, heated with steam and lighted

with electricity. The compan}' owns 125 acres of land. 15 of

which are reserved for factory uses and no for residence purposes.

There is no attempt to build a model town, as there are no

models for houses or modes of action for people. It was held

that in every respect life should be as free from restraint as on

a farm. But the streets are well laid out. They are paved with

cinders and sprinkled in dry weather. Plank sidewalks prevail

where needed, and shade trees have been planted on all the streets.

Water and street lights extend wherever there are dwellings.

The company has made it possible for employees to purchase land

at a ver\- low rate and build their own homes, pacing for them in

monthly payments. Should a person desire to move from the town

the company- takes the property from him without his loss.

The plan of profit sharing adopted varies somewhat from that

of the example just given. It sets aside one-tenth of the profits for

a reserve fund, one-tenth for a provident fluid, and one-twentieth

for an educational fund: then the balance is divided equally

between employers and employees. The reserve fund was set apart

to meet the loss of a bad year and to equalize dividends when profits

were small. The provident fund was created to take care of the

sick and disabled and the families of deceased laborers. This

latter fund is in the hands of a committee of five of the employees

elected b\ the employees themselves. Special rules are made for

the control of the expenditure of this funtl so as to meet all the

requirements of the capitalist. There are no conditions attached

to emplo}'ment and profit sharing except a man's capacity for work.

There are no agreements respecting unions, time of service, nor

the manner of (putting. Finally the manner of division was modi-

fied so as to yield 2 per cent, on wages to every one per cent, on

capital, and the earlier practice of setting aside 10 per cent, for

provident fund, and 5 per cent, for educational fund was displaced

by paying out whatever was necessary for these funds and charging

the same to the gross profits.

The results of the first year's business after profit sharing was
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adopted gave a dividend of 5 per cent, on \\ages; second 3'ear 10

per cent.; third year, 10 per cent.: fonrth year 8 per cent. ; fifth

year, 10 per cent. ; sixth year, 8 per cent. ; seventh year, 4 per cent.

;

and in the eighth year, which was 1893, no dividend was declared.

The total dividends paid to wage earners as their share of divided

profits has been $65,000, or an average of 9 per cent, on wages

paid. In the beginning dividends were payable in cash or the stock

of the company: bnt in recent years in order to make a solidarity

between capital and labor, the company insists that all dividends

shall be paid in the stock of the company. Perhaps there is no

other feature that binds the employees and emplo\'ers so closely

together as a participation in dividends and sharing m the profits

of the concern.

One other economic condition here is worthy of especial atten-

tion: this is the co-operative store Avhich was opened in May, 1892,

and incorporated under the laws of Illinois for the purpose of fur-

nishing consumers with goods at moderate rates. The laws under

which it is incorporated provide, among other things, that no one

shall hold more than one share or cast more tl^an one vote, and

that all profits above interest shall be divided among members.

The capital stock is two thousand shares of $50 each. Its business

consists in buying and selling any class of goods required by mem-
bers, and manufacturing. It is under control of a board of direct-

ors elected annuall\- by the members. All business is conducted

on a cash basis. All goods are retailed to members or non-members

at the ruling prices as indicated by the actual prices prevailing in

stores in the vicinity. At the end of each quarter the books are

balanced and dividends declared according to the recommendation

of the directors and the approval of the stockholders, in proportion

to the amount of the purchases of each individual during the

quarter. Only half-rate dividends are given to non-members. The

dividends have varied from 10 per cent, to 20 per cent., except in

one quarter when there was no profit at all. The business is

carried on entirely upon an economic basis.

Some attempts have been made to improve the social condition

of the laborers. There are free billiard rooms and bowling alleys,

a small grove where swings and benches are provided, and a base

ball ground. The company maintains a landscape gardener and

keeps a green house from which residents are supplied free of

charge with as many flowers as they wish to set out and care for.

A well organized literary society is in existence where occasional

lectures by distinguished men are given. There is a well trained

band which gives open-air concerts during the week on the grounds
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adjoining the clubhouse. A library containing about boo carefully

selected books is free to all. A large number of the readers reside

outside of Leclare. There are provided also a kindergarten and

public schools. In the school, students are admitted on part time

and allowed to work in the shops or the farm during a portion

of the day, for which they receive compensation.

As to the results of the entire system as practiced by the N. C.

Nelson Company it is the opinion of the managers that the waste

of time and material has been greatly reduced, that there has been

a better attention to business, and that there his been established

a solidarity of employer and employee in a common business in

which they are mutnalh' interested from which they draw mutual

])roiits.

The brief statistical presentation of these examples of attempts

to solve the labor problem reveal to us the fundamfntal proposition

in the process of its solution, namely, that as interests of capital

and labor, of employer and employee are common and all warfare

between them is unnatural, any system which will tend to establish

this fact will have within itself the basis of success, and any system

which fails to establish this certainly will not succeed. There

must be established a solidarity of interests of employer and em-

ployee upon an economic basis. There must be established a

feeling that their interests are common. Having established this,

and acting upon it on the basis of absolute justice, any rational

plan has the probability of success. If this be continued further

in the social life, so that the employer and employees mingle

together on a common basis, the barriers now existing between the

classes will be liroken down and there will be a common sympathy

and trust between them. From the foregoing examples we may

infer that a successful solution of the problem rests upon the

observance of the following principles:

1. The laborer must have an economic interest in the product

of his own industry to insure care of tools, saving of time, saving

of material and the creation of a better quality of goods.

2. He should be received into total or partial partnership in the

management of the business through stock ownership or some

similar means.

3. Both employees and emplo^•ers should co-operate in furnish-

ing means of social improvement.

4. While working together the utmost sympathy shoidd prevail

between the employer, and employee and at the same time due

respect should be given to the respective position and riglits of

each class.
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5. In order to bring about the above conditions the employers

must cease to combine against the interests of laborers and the

latter must cease to combine against the former.

6. To gain the confidence of the public in all efforts to their

own improvement laborers must cease to militate against members
of their own class and recognize the rights of all men to work for

wages according to their own choice.

7. And finally it may be said, to accomplish the above there must

be a constant education of both employers and employees concern-

ing the rights, dtities and limitations of each class and the mutual

interests of each as if no class distinction existed either on, an

economic or social basis. And this leads to consideration of indi-

vidual character as causation in social improvement.





The Servant Girl Problem.

1!V MARTHA BOUTELLE SNOW.

The heated discussion which this question has lateh' aroused

seems, undoubtedly, quite needless to many, who regard it as a

very simple matter. Simple it may seem to the uninitiated, but.

as a recent writer says, "it is as momentous as that of capital and

labor and as complicated as that of individualism and socialism."

Everyone knows something of the depraved mental and moral

—

to say nothing of the phvsical—condition which results from a diet

of bad bread and burnt steak, and most families have experienced

the inconvenience and discomfort of a household after "Maggie"
or "Susie" has "given warning." The worry of domestic life

affects in no small degree all the other relations and departments

of life.

At no other time and in no other country has this problem

become so serious as in the United States and at present.

Within the last fift}- or sixt}' years, foreign immigration has to a

great extent furnished material for this department of industry.

During this time there has been a ver}- marked falling off in the

number of American servants, and not because of any crowding

out, as the suppl}' seems never to equal the demand. "The plain

truth of the matter is," says one writer, "that the whole native

population of the United States has almost suddenly and with one

accord, refused to perform for hire any of the services usually

called menial or indoor. No countr\' has ever before refused

to do its own chores."

The foreigners who have stepped into these positions have

received little or no training for such work. A great majority of

the young women w^ho come to this country, expecting to be taken

into our homes to do work which requires skilled labor, are un-

taught and inexperienced in every branch of household work.

They come because they are unable to obtain positions at home.

Many even of the better trained are quite ignorant of our waj^s and

tastes, and our household arrangements are to them mysterious

and bewildering.

Of the American girls who have gone into service, we find that

a very large number are from the poorest and most ignorant classes,
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while the better classes of 3'oung women prefer hard all-day work
with small wages in almost any other occnpation. For instance,

one girl, in preference to honsework with a weekl\' salar}- of S3. 00

at least, witlifl board and lodging, chose employment in a shop

where she received only $2.00 a week, and was compelled to walk

three miles a day.

It is indeed hard to understand why girls hold in greater favor

positions in laundries, where they are required to do heavy work,

and of a kind which gives no chance for rest at an}' time in

the day, or in sweat-shops, the slow torture of which is too well

known to need description: or in factories where the work is posi-

tively injurious to health. Take for example the soap factories,

where, in one department, girls stand all day wrapping the bars of

soap in papers. It is found, after a little time, that the fingers and

nails actual I3' become eaten away by the caustic soda in the soap.

On this account one of these positions can be kept for only a com-

paratively short period, but there are alwaNS girls ready to take the

vacant places.

One cause of suffering among working women in our large cities,

about which, especiallv in these hard times, we have heard so

much, is the fact that women crowd every industry except domestic

service, and seem willing to starve in the city rather than take

places in private families in the country. Why is this true, and

what has brought about this state of things?

It is the object of this paper to discover if possible the reason

of this prevailing prejudice against domestic service, and the

remedies, if any exist. Do young women dislike to be servants,

because these positions are unprofitable financially when compared

with others? Take, for example, the position of dry-goods clerk,

and let us compare it with domestic service. The former is gen-

erally conceded by the public to be the higher of the two positions

in the social scale. The wages are apparentl}' much greater, ami

it seems, at hrst thought, to be a preferable employment in all

respects.

It must, however, be remembered that a servant incurs no ex-

pense for board and room. Her expenses for clothing are not

necessarily great, for a dress appropriate to the kitchen must not

be of costly material, while a dry-goods clerk is obliged to spend a

large portion of her salary on dress. Moreover, a certain rivalry

in extravagance in dress is fostered among clerks, which in some

instances, has been so marked that proprietor's have insisted upon

a uniform costume.

In order to show the relative incomes and expenses of servant
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girls and dr}'-goods clerks as illustrated in a town in Kansas I have

secured statistics from representatives of both occupations. The

following results were obtained from answers relating to investiga-

tions concerning wages, expenditures for clothing, incidentals and

family support, and savings.

I.

SERVANT C;iRLS.

No.
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is onl}' $54.61 while that of dry-goods clerk is ^5197.50. The latter

in some cases spends as much as $300.00 yearly for clothing, while

$115.00 is the greatest amount recorded by the former.

The two clerks who live at home save respectively $100.00 and

$120.00, spending $16.00 and $60.00 for incidentals, but it will be

readily seen that these amounts, $116.00 and $180.00, are neither of

them equal to the $188.67, the average expense for board and room.

Taking each table separatel}', if we add together the amounts

under the headings " Inddentals," "Family," and "Savings," the

following result is secured. From the sum obtained from Table

No. I, we get an average amount of $86.33. This represents the

money not consumed by clothing, board and room, while in the

case of the clerks, the corresponding average is $57.00 or just

$29.33 l^ss.

It will be necessary to explain that in making out the average

just mentioned, the savings and incidentals of the two girls who
live at home were omitted because the mone}- in their case is not

saved, and $100.00 was added to the list because one clerk has

included incidentals in the $400.00 for clothing.

From the study of all the figures obtained from these reports

the fact is strikingly evident that the servant girls save more money
than the dry-goods clerks, and have more to use for incidentals

antl for the assistance of friends.

Employees in these stores, moreover, have the advantage of

reduction in the price of the dry-goods they purchase. At one of

the largest 'estalilishments visited, clerks have a discount of ten

per cent., at another the}- have goods at cost.

Two or three cases of thrift among the servants inteviewed are per-

haps worth mentioning. One American girl receiving $3.00 a week,

laid up enough mone}^ to invest in cattle. She was married, and,

adding her own to her husband's savings, they were able to buy a

quarter section farm.

The colored people are noted for their shiftless habits, but there

are occasionally striking exceptions among servant girls. One
colored woman who has for years received $3.00 a week has

recently bought a place for $150.00, and has a neat sum invested

in the building association. Another has from $3.50 to $4.00 with

which she supports herself and three children, and pays $5.00 a

month for a small house.

The fact is, the wages of servants are not affected by financial

embarrassments. They were raised in a marked degree during the

war and have never been lowered. There is one important point

which should be mentioned in favor of the position of dry-goods
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clerk, though this is noticeably true only in the great stores of the

large cities. In the establishment of a well-known Kansas City

firm, one of the largest dry-goods stores in the West, young women
are given the same advantages as men, with salaries ranging from

^15.00 a month, or $3.75 a week, to $3,500.00 a year.

In another house the range of wages is from $3.00 a week to

$1,500.00 a year. On securing a position in this store, young

women are frequently told, "You can come on trial at such a price;

it will depend on you how rapidly your wages are advanced."

This has, however, upon many no effect, and the higher positions

certainly require an unusually shrewd business faculty. It is for

the great class of girls who do not possess such ability that we
desire to make domestic service attractive as well as profitable.

The life of a dry-goods clerk is by no means an easy one. Of

the three clerks who expressed an opinion on tlie subject, all

preferred clerking on account of social standing, one considered

the work of both employments equally arduous, and two greatly

preferred the position of servant, leaving out of consideration the

question of social prejudice. One young woman acknowledged

that in the latter occupation she could make more money, have

easier work, and more time to rest and improve her mind.

In one of the stores visited, clerks are provided with stools and

may sit down if they have time, but an opportunity seldom comes.

At another store they are never allowed to sit down.

Clerks are required to work in the evening during the winter

holidays, for two or three nights a week during several weeks

before Christmas, and every night through three weeks of invoic-

ing; also on Saturday evenings throughout the year, and at any

other time when new goods are received or when the pressure of

work is especially great. It is true that they have all of Sunday,

while servants have only half a day, but this is more than made up

for by "the afternoon out " through the week—and of such privi-

leges town servants receive many.

Again, let us compare the servant's position ^vith that of workers

in factories and shops of all kinds in the cities.

From statistics taken from the report of the Commissioner of

Labor for 1888, it may be seen that the average yearly expense for

board and lodging for 277 girls in twenty-five different trades is

$164.80. Adding this to the average income of servants,

according to table No. i above, we have a total income of $310.01.

According to other statistics in the above mentioned report,

gathered from twenty-two of our largest cities, the average yearly

wages of 13,822 women representing 337 trades is $272.45. This
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is $37.56 less than $310.01 which represents our average yearly

income of servant girls.

The feeling of social degredation seems, then, to be the chief

barrier against a servant's position for girls.

If we endeavor to discover the reasons for this feeling, we must

remember that times have changed, and these changes are felt in

all departments of life. A spirit of freedom and independence has

ruled this countr}' from the very beginning. This spirit has grown

and has brought with it a hatred of superiority and a desire for

equality which affect all classes of people.

Some one says, "The declaration of independence, universal

suffrage, and unrestricted immigration are the causes of our minor

domestic woes." However this may be, it is certain that we can-

not now expect to find the old fashioned family servant who has

devoted her whole life solely to the interests of her employers, and

who seems almost part of the family possessions.

Another cause for this prejudice is to be found in the fact that,

thovigh slavery has been abolished in this country, there are feel-

ings and relations closely connected with that institution which

have become so deeply rooted in the minds of the people that it

will take more than the civil war and the emancipation proclamation

to destroy them entirely.

Moreover, Americans are proverbially a restless people. Wage-

earners, as well as other classes, enjoy the change and variety which

city life affords, and house work in the country is therefore to

many distasteful.

Comic papers and the stage have done not a little with their

jokes at the expense of servants, and their slurs against the posi-

tion to bring domestic service into disfavor.

Then, too, girls feel, though without cause, that their position

in the social scale has been lowered when they cease to be called

"Miss" and are known only as " Bridget " or "Maggie." Small

disagreeable kitchens and other apartments for servants, poorly

regidated work with no definite and well defined hours, are re-

sponsible in no small degree for the prejudice of society against

the position of servant.

Again, we must consider the not unnatural effect produced on

the minds of the people by the poor class of untrained servants

which has to be tolerated for lack of better. The comparatively

few faithful, well-trained and intelligent servants are compelled to

suffer for the short-comings of their associates.

Now, cannot something be done to make this profitable occupa-

tion more desirable for young women, and to remove from it the
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idea of disgrace wrongfully associated with it? Ruskin says that

the commercial relation between employer and servant has

proved a failure, and that all that remains is slavery or adoption.

However, adoption has been tried, especially in the west, to the

advantage in some cases perhaps of the servants but to the great

discomfort of the family. The commercial basis just as in other

occupations is the only true basis. One writer even goes so far as to

advocate giving up all personal interest in one's servants. She

thinks there is no more reason for inquiring into private affairs of

servants than into those of the seamstress or the occasional car-

penter employed about the house. But one's relations with a

person who spends most of her time in one's house would of neces-

sity be more intimate than with an occasional employee.

There are some who suggest a special training for servants in

one particular line of work. They are to go about from one house

to another performing the same duty over and over again through

the day. This would result in a disastrous lack of responsibility

on the part of the half dozen or more servants employed at differ-

ent times in one household.

The idea has also been advanced that girls should never live

under the same roof with their employers. This, however, is not

practical as it involves unnecessary expense, and it is far better on

both sides that the mistress shall know something of the life of her

house-maids outside of working hours. It is true, they need the

intercourse with companions of their own class, from which they

are otherwise somewhat cut off, but visitors should be allow^ed in

the kitchen, and it is now becoming customary to provide a ser-

vant's sitting-room. House-maids must have pleasant rooms to

live in, and when more women become architects more thought

will be given to that part of the house.

There are few, however, who would think it necessary as one

writer suggests, to have the kitchen in the front of the house,

because servants as well as mistresses like to be entertained by

looking out of the window while engaged in their work.

There is no industry in which skilled labor is more necessary

than this, but there is also no industry in which there is so little

done to procure it. Our standards of requirement are high, but

what right have we to expect that servants will meet them when

their training has been such that this is impossible?

We have schools for all other trades and professions. Manual

training schools are becoming everywhere common, anci a marked

advance was made when it was thought necessary to have trained

nurses. To be sure, cooking is taught to some extent in o\ir
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agricultural colleges and manual training schools, but the require-

ments and conditions of these schools make them out of the reach

of most servants.

This subject is not altogether a new one and many are the objec-

tions which have been made against servant's training schools.

It is said that servants will not see the advantage to be gained

from them and therefore will not attend them; also, that house-

keepers will not recognize the superior ability of these trained

young women, and they will therefore be in no greater demand

than their untrained associates.

But the experiment has been tried, and these objections can be

met and answered with knowledge based on facts. Among New
York society women who have interested themselves of late in

social subjects is Mrs. Spencer Trask. She is the wife of a wealthy

banker on Wall street. Two years ago Mr. and Mrs. Trask erected

in memory of two children a large and beautiful building which is

called " St. Christina's Home." It is for the education of servant

girls. This is one . of the finest buildings on Ballston Avenue,

Saratoga. Here forty girls are trained in the common branches

and in all departments of household work.

Girls from any part of the country are received, and the number

is always full. If a girl is able to pay for instruction, she is per-

mitted to do so, but otherwise, free instruction is given. The age

for entrance is from ten to fourteen years, and the course from

three to five years. The school provides a pleasant home during

this time, and the general air of refinement which pervades it fur-

nishes no small part of the education of these young girls. Grad-

uates from this school are in great demand, and they find no

difficulty in obtaining high wages.

Mrs. Trask has tried in her own home the experiment of giving

to her servants a pleasant sitting-room with pictures, and literary

and musical advantages. This departure at first called forth only

ridicule from her friends but they now have cause to envy the

domestic comfort of Mrs. Trask's household.

Mrs. John Sherwood is another New York woman who has prac-

tical ideas on this subject. To quote from a newspaper account of

her theories, "She believes that girls from cities would be induced

to go to such schools because they would have good homes for the

year or two they would be imder instruction.

"The home and training would be free. But to give the girls a

feeling of independence they would work after graduation for a

year or six months in some family, where they would be located by

the school, and thus assist in its maintenance.
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" A diploma will be given on graduation from the school. If a

girl remains a year in the place she goes to on leaving the home
school, she will receive a second diploma. This would be a

guarantee to anybody desiring her services that she was thoroughly

proficient in the branches of household work which she had

studied. With the supplementary diploma she would be given a

sum of prize money and could without doubt command the best

of pay afterward."

It is to be hoped that the time will soon come when others

who have money and wish to do good, will see the great

work to be done for servant girls and will follow the example of

Mr. and Mrs. Trask. Why should not the establishment of such

schools be considered the duty of the state?

Many of our domestic troubles arise from the ignorance, not

always of the servants themselves, but very often of the mistresses.

They expect results which are absolutel}' impossible on the part of

any human being, and only because the}' know nothing of the work

they superintend.. If every young woman should receive a

thorough training in cooking and in household management, she

would find in the future that she would be able to instruct and

direct her servants with good results. Every house where servants

are employed, should include a training school on a small scale.

If a girl is unfortunate enough to take her first position in a slack

and disorderl}' household she acquires habits which will always

hinder her advancement.

The pett}' fault-finding, which is habitual with many house-

keepers, should give wa}' to kind reproof and careful correcting of

shortcomings when necessary, and to praise when it is merited..

A servant must know her place, but kindly dignity on the part

of the mistress who is not afraid of being imposed upon, is

better than lofty superiority. So long has the latter method been in

vogue that it may be considered one of the causes of the low esteem

in which domestic service is held among the better class of girls.

More system with regard to work and well-defined working and

leisure hours should be insisted upon, as also a greater regularity

in payment of wages.

Above all is it important that the instruction given in the public

schools should overthrow the foolish notions of disgrace which arj

so common, regarding labor with the hands.

The solution of this problem is really to be found in the words

"harmony and sympathy on the part of both mistress and maid,"

and all efforts expended upon it should aim at the establishment

of such a relation.





The Condition of Packing House Employees.

BV A. E. MOODV.

[Study ill the Armour Brothers" I'laiit. Jiitiuury 1st, IKSt').!

The junction of the " L" Road and the Kaiisas State Line is a

locality teeming with gambling houses, policy shops, saloons,

restaurants, stores and shops of every description. An air of

cheapness and poverty pervades the neighborhood, the stores are

dirty, the streets are dirty, the children are dirty. A fringe of two

story buildings along the street hides, in some measure, the squalid

dwellings of the people who live in the rear. We are in the heart

of the "West Bottoms" of Kansas City—an area lying between

the bluffs on the Kansas and those on the Missouri sides of the

line, or we may define it as the area lying between the railroad

tracks and the Kaw river. This area contains over 10,000 people

and is the center of the packing-house industries of the two cities.

General Superintendent Tourtellot of the Armour Packing Com-
pany gave permission to interview the foremen of departments and

ask all the questions desired concerning the men under them, and

tried in every way to make the visit a success.

For the week ending December 2gth there were 2700 names on

the pay roll, but this number varies b}' a thousand according to the

demands of business. This thousand constitute the class known
as ffoaters, to which the majority of the common laborers belong.

Work is now done on the basis of an 8 hour da}^ which went into

effect December 2gth, 1894, but this does not necessarily imply

that all the employees work 8 hours daily, on the contrary, some
are now working only 30 or 40 hours per week. A large number
of the employees are paid by the piece; others, working on the

basis of an 8 hour day, earn from 10 to 35 cents per hour—the

length of time a man works each day depending upon the amount

of work on hand; the foremen and some of the most skilled work-

men are paid by the month. This paper will not touch at any

length upon the condition of the several hundred office employees

but will deal almost entirely with the common laboring peo}>le.

The following is a summary of the condition of the different de-

partments:
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1. Canninc; Room.—Full force is 700 men and girls, all of

whom are over 17 years old—540 of this force work in the Label

Room; 96 girls earn from $1.50 to $1.60 per day on piece work

here, working 8 hours daily and Innching in the room where they

work (a light, airy, clean and sweet-smelling room). Tinners

(yonng men 18 to 20 years old) earn from $2.50 to S3 per day.

Girls, by day work, make from $4.50 to $6 per week: by piece

work, up to $12 per week. Men, by da}' work, make from $6 to

$12 per week. The majority of the girls live at home; a few are

widows earning their own living. The Label Room is under the

supervision of a forewoman who is much valued by the Superin-

tendent because of her close attention to business. Employees in

this department save very little; some of the girls wait on table

(at dinner time) in the compan}'"s restaurant, for which they receive

overpa}' and their dinners. This restaurant is run as a matter of

accommodation and is for the use of the office employees and the

foremen onh'. It is the general impression, among certain people,

that the ordinar}' working girl is of loose or immoral character, but

I was repeatedly assured by the various persons with whom I

talked that the girls and women employed in the plant (ire not so-

2. Ti\ Shop or Cannkks' Shop.—Running 80 hands at present

writing, of whom five or six are women and girls. Men and boys

range from twelve 3'ears up. All piece work in this shoj)—no

makers of finished products, hence none of the men belong to

trades' unions—average class as regards intelligence and morality

—

wages range from Si. 50 to S2.75 per day, by piece work.

3. Lri'HoGRAPH\ .—Full force, eight men, fourteen women, all

unmarried—men work by the day at from $1.50 to $5 per day;

women by piece at from S -75 to S2.50 per day. The latter figure

is seldom reached, $1.25 being the average limit. The foreman

said that he found a good education a good thing in any line of

work. The workmen in this room have all received their training

in the plant and are exceptionally bright; one of them will soon

remove to a western state where he has secured a position at $25

per week. The foreman is a member of the Young Men's Christian

Association and is one of their best gymnasts.

4. Boning Room.—Full force, two hundred men, most of whom
have families. Swedes predominate here. Six are time men,

others are piece w'orkers. This gang is continually changing.

5. Poultry Room.—Full force, 150 men and 35 girls. This

room corresponds in its essential features to No. 4.

6. Sausage Room. — 100 men and boys, 25 women; of these

twenty-five, four are widows. There are thirty boys aged thirteen
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and upward. One seventeen year old bo}' who has worked in the

packing house for three years can neither read nor write. Only

three or four of the men are forty years old. Some are buying

homes on the installment plan. Average wages are made here on

both piece and day work. Workmen are of the common type

—

work is dirty but healthy. The foreman has been fifteen years a

foreman. '

7. Tank Room.—Three men at $1.75. Four men in press

room—married—steady workers—have been here for years. Twenty-

six men and ten girls in pigs' feet and tripe department—steady

and industrious. Eight of these men are single. Girls work by

the piece. No labor organizations have members in this depart-

ment. An old negro from Mississippi in A. P. H. since 1879,

has five children, owns his own home, is fifty-six years old, has

saved money, doesn't attend church because he spends his money

in fitting his children to go. Though he can scarcely read or write,

he is giving his children a good education. Another man has been

in the tank room for twenty-one years. He has six children and

owns his home; sixty-four years of age. He says that wages are

better now than when he first came.

S. HoG-KiLLiN(;.—Foreman has worked fourteen years here.

From one hundred ten to seventy-three killing hands. Eight boys

from ten to fourteen years of age, fifteen cleaners: men are twenty-

one to fifty years of age. They are steady industrious men. The work

is fairly healthy. They all work by the day except the head gang.

A mixed crowd—negroes, foreigners. Head men receive :^2 a piece

per da}'.

g. Cakpemkring and Brick Masonkv.— Fift\- men—a few

union men—all have families and are stead\- Avorkmen—ages range

from twenty-two to thirty. These men do all the repairing and

building for the plant.

10. Hog-cutting.—Fifty-four bo}-s, fort\-si\ men—all day

workers. Nothing unusual in this department.

11. Supply Department.— Eighty men and boys—some boA's

under eighteen—sober and industrious men. Foreman says that

he must have good men in his department. They are all da)'

workers above the ordinary intelligence. Some few blacks. Freezer

boys Avork at 50 cents per day. The freezers are kept at a tempe-

rature of 14 degrees above zero. It is not an especially healthy

job for a man to work in the freezers.

12. Sausage Tri:m.minc;.—Four men, two boys, forty-one girls.

Foreign and American. Boys, thirteen to twenty years of age.

Girls are piece workers—girls average five hours per da\" during
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the montli of January. Men and boys are day workers. This

department is very clean and healthy.

13. Curing, Smoking, Pickling.—Two hundred to two hundred

and forty-five, nearly all men. Ten to twelve boys, twelve to

eighteen years old. Ver}^ few men in labor organizations, there-

fore we term them nearly all common laborers. Sixty per cent, of

the men in cellars and cool damp work are foreigners and negroes.

Swedes and Germans are far stronger to do this work.

14. Laundry.—Four girls and one man. All the house linen

is washed here free of charge. The girls are waitresses in the

company's restaurant and also make all the aprons, etc., for the

house. They work by the day for eighty cents and their dinner

—

eight hours. They are girls of integrity.

15. Hoc; Casing.—Twenty-four men and two boys—thirteen

men married. Unhealthy work—slop and steam tend to make it

so. All work here is day work at $1.40 for eight hours.

16. IcK Plani'.—Six men on the day force, five night—work

twelve hours for S1.80. At the engine, eight on the day force and

same number at night, at from $2 to $3.50. All married but two.

Boiler room, fourteen men b}- day, same by night, at from $2 to

S2.75. Some colored men. Few in trades' unions, but nearly all

in benefit orders of some kind. Majority are renters.

17. BuriKRiMC.—T'.vent\-six men, six girls, three boys. All

piece workers. Clean, air}' work. Average wages $1.

iS. Tix Shop.—Seven men. all tinners—$2.25 per day. Five

of them married. Intelligent men— renters, for the reason that

taxes are too high in localities near their work. The foreman has

a fair house of six rooms at $11 per month, with a railroad passing

less than eleven feet from his door.

19. FF:Rrii,i7KR.—Thirty-two men from twenty-eight to fifty

years of age. Six boys sixteen to seventeen years. All day work

at 15 cents per hour. This work is healtlu', one's nose to the

contrary notwithstanding. The foreman was a consumptive when

he entered this building, but now he is as brawny as a prize-fighter.

The American is too aristocratic for this work, and it has been

delegated to the Bohemians, largely, who live in the "Patch."*

Many fires occur in this department.

20. HiDKS.—Twenty-one married men. 15 cents to 20 cents

per hour for an eight hour day. The work is healthy. The men
are mostly Austrians, illiterate and uncouth—live in the "Patch."

21. Neutral.—Eleven men, one boy fourteen years old. Three

of the men are married—all work b}^ the day—average wage is

*An irresinlaf Iract lyiiij; west of .\i'm<)ur's piickiiii"- liDiise. See infra p. 5(5.
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$1.50, although some get as high as $2. No skilled labor in this

department.

22. Store Ro(m.—Two clerks and a foreman, of necessity

intelligent men. Here all requisitions for supplies are made. The

clerks are young men.

23. Packing and Lard.—Sixty men. married, of nii.xed races.

Average wage for eight hours, $1.60. Fairly intelligent.

24. Car Shops.—For repairs only. Forty men, all skilled

laborers except two or three. Scarcely any of them are unions.

Half the force is on piece work at an average wage of $2 per day.

Nearly all are married. About one-third own their houses. Many
lodge and benefit society members.

25. Machine Shops.— Machinists, blacksmiths, steam-fitters,

boiler-makers—seventy-one all told. Twenty to thirty-five years

of age. Good workmen. There are seventy-three day and night

engineers and firemen in the four plants of the compan)-, in engine

and boiler rooms. No finished products come from these shops

—

just repairs made.

26. Carpenter Shops.—Six men. A cabinet-maker, wagon-

maker, pattern-maker, saw-filer. Average wage, $2 per day. All

learned their trade abroad, and are non-union men. All are mar-

ried. One owns his house. Good steady men. working eight

hours per da^'.

27. Paint Shop.—Eight n:en. four of whom are painters: the

others attend to the scales, elevator ropes and belts. All are

married. Wages range from $2 up. Two own their homes. These

men are steady, industrious men.

2<S. Glue.—Sixteen men, twenty -six to twenty-eight years old,

work by the hour at 15 cents to 221^^2 cents per hour, from an eight

to a ten hour day. Some few lodge members. The work is clean

and healthy. One man has been in the glue room for eighteen

Nears, and owns two houses on leased land in the bottom. Flas a

thirteen year old lioy whom he is sending to night school.

29. Fire Departmeni.— Plant can be emptied in five minutes.

There is no general alarm. The outfit consists of two hose reels,

four chemical wheelers, two chemical stationary, Armour water

towers (at a nearby station ). ninety-five watchman's boxes, auto-

matic extinguishers in box factor}^ lard house, and fertilizer build-

ings. Private water tank in three buildings. Seventeen night watch-

men, five day watchmen, six hundred feet of hose. All alarms center

in General Superintendent's office. Marshal and his assistants are

on salary, and the eight firemen get 25 cents per night. These

firemen work in the packing house during the day.
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30. Co()perac;k.—Fortv-two men. Thirt3'-six are skilled work-

men at $3 per day of ten hours. Others earn from $1.50 to $2 for

ten hour day. Mosth' married men—such are preferred. Union

and lodge members found here. The men make finished products,

but repairing is their chief work. They make special sizes of casks

which" Uiay be needed, but others are bought. Ages range from

twenty-two to forty-five years.

31. L.\R]).—Foreman has been thirty-six years in this business.

Sixty-eight men here and sixteen in the oil house. More than half

are boys from twelve to twenty years of age. The rest are married

men under thirt\'. Work dirt\' but health}'. Foreigners and

Americans found here. About one-third are house owners. All

but four are da}' workers earning from Si. 50 to $2 per day—some

few get $1.20 for an eight hour da\'.

32. Box House.—The biggest one in the world. Sixty men
and boys are employed, fifteen of whom are skilled workmen.

Wages range from 50 cents per day to $1200 per year. Two nail

sorters get 50 cents per da\ . More than one-half the force are

married. Only one man unable to read and write English, though

he is an intelligent Swede. No members of labor organizations,

as the\- are too young and do not make finished products. There

are no box makers' or nailers' unions in Kansas Cit\'. The men
are sober and industrious. Most of them carry accident in.surance.

Soap and towels are furnished to squads who wash in the overflow

tanks, each squad taking care of its own soap and towels. Each

man seems to be satisfied. The foreman says, "We get what we
ask for." The compan\- spares no expense to prevent the occur-

rence of accident. In many cases the savings are large. One man
has saved $6,000, made here in the plant. Another man in the

saw-mill is worth $2,000 which he has saved while working here.

Another man is worth $3,000. One man has one or two very swift

trotters in his stable and takes delight in showing them to his

friends.

33. Shf.ki'.—Twenty-eight men, eight bo\s, from thirteen years

u}). One-half are skilled workmen. The others are roustabouts, at $1

to $1.75 per day. The skilled men are piece workers. Only six

men are married. This is an unsteady gang. Men are illiterate.

Mostly renters. The work room is low, has no outside windows.

It has ventilators and air fans for use in summer time, but not-

withstanding this, it seems a most unhealthy place.

34. Markki' Pigs.—Twent3'-hve men, one-half of them negroes.

Average class. Work healthy. Wages range from 10 .cents to

30 cents per hour, averaging $1.65 per day. About one-half of
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them are married. Eight are skilled workmen, good butchers and

dressers.

35. Beef Killing.—Large, airy top room. Largest beef

slaughter house in the world. Employs one hundred and fifty men

and twelve boys; fifteen to- forty-five years of age. One-half are

married. Fifteen or twenty own their houses. Wages on day

work from 15 cents to 40 cents per hour. Some boys get '^i for

a ten hour day. The work is healthy. Most of the men are fairly

intelligent. The sanitary condition throughout the plant is good,

but there is room for improvement.

36. Beef Casing.—Force, one hundred men and ten boys

—

wages range from $1 to $4 by day or piece work per da)'. The

boys earn $1 to Si. 25. Work here is healthy. Workmen are of

average intelligence, some few are lodge members. Most of them

are not house owners.

37. New Tank Roo:m.—This room has an intelligent negro as

foreman—the only one wdio holds that position in the house. Ten

men work here, receiving from 15 cents to 22I/2 cents per hour,

most all of them married. Three or four of them can neither read

nor write. This gang is mixed as regards nationalities. In another

part of this room are eight piece-workers (men), averaging $2,

eight hour da\'. This work is hard and onh' the very strongest

can stand it. Of this gang all are married, save one. The fore-

man is a widower with two children—he is boarding with a relative

of his who cares for the children, but August 19th, 1894, he began

to make payments on a forty acre farm near Oskaloosa, Kansas,

which he expects to make into a home for himself and little ones.

He has ten years time in which to pay for it.

38. Oleo Oil.—Fifty meii and boys. Wages range from $1.50

to $2.50 per day. W^ork is by day and piece. All are intelligent.

The gang is composed of young married men, mostly. The ma-

jority are renters, who save nothing. They are as sober as the

average run of men. The work is healthy. They are not mem-
bers of any labor organizations, but some few are lodge men. Some
foreigners. One man has been in this department for eleven years.

39. Electric Light Plani'.—Six men and one boy, all of whom
have been brought up in the house. Four of them are married,

and earn from §1.50 to $3 per day. Four work twelve, hours, the

balance work eight. Five are on the day force, two on the night.

This plant has 8000 incandescent and 240 arc lights, and is one of

the most complete plants in the country. None of the men are

in labor organizations; some in benefit orders. All are of the

higher class of sober, intelligent workingmen.
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40. No. 3 Engine House.—A sample plant, four day firemen

at $2. Nine men in boiler room. Four men in engine room.
Three skilled men, others laborers. None in labor organizations.

Average wage for twelve hours, $2.25. Most all married. Some
few are house owners.

41. Canvass Room.—This foreman has been in the house twent\'

years and has been in this room since '85. He has accumidated
quite a snug sum, having at the present time about $5,000 out on

interest, all of which he has made here. He is unmarried and has

the reputation of being the best dressed man in the bottoms. His

parents are members of the Lutheran church. Five girls work
here, earning 85 cents per eight hour day by da}^ work, averaging

90 cents per day on piece work (sewing hams at 2214 cents per

hundred). There is one widow hei^e; the others are unmaried
girls. All live at home. They are good, steady American girls,

some of whom have been here for nine years, three Protestant and
two Catholic church mend:)ers. They have the nicest work room
in the plant—they sew canvass and coarse bagging and are not.

therefore, necessarily good seamstresses—ham sewing is done at a

long table which has little tables projecting from it, behind each

one of which is a little stool on which a girl sits. These stools

give no support to the back of the one sewing.

42. LoiAi, Shipping.—Four laborers, three teamsters, all out-

side work, wages, I7j4 cents per hour; two are married, one is a

house owner, men of average intelligence, some are lodge mem-
bers.

43. Packing Rc^om.—For all sugar-cured meats. Forty men
with wages from Si. 50 to $2.50 per day, they are all married, are

fairl}' intelligent, some few are house owners. Four clerks and

weigh masters, earning from $2 to $2.50 per day. These are good

intelligent men. A skilled tester who sorts the meats into different

brands— "Gold Brand" ham is the best.

44. Livery Stable.—Thirty different nationalities—no negroes.

Eight drive dump carts; others delivery and freight Avagons. Men
earn from ,Si.5o to $2 per day (ten hours). Some few own homes.

A few are in lodges. Each man cares for his own team; fifty-four

horses in the stable. Foreman has been here sixteen years.

45. RousTABoui'S.—Thirty-seven men, six of whom are negroes,

no foreigners in this gang. These men have no fixed work, but go

to any department Avhich needs more labor temporarily, conse-

quently the gang is constantly changing. For ordinary work they

receive 15 cents per hour; for boiler room work, 17)^3 cents per

hour; for firing, 20 cents per hour. These men are mostly renters
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in the bottom and work when there is anything for them to do.

About two-thirds of them are married. The cart gang numbers

nine men, eight of whom are married. They receive i7/^ cents

per hour. No colored men in this gang; the entire gang is com-

posed of "floaters."

46. Unh)ADING.—Thirty-five men, majority of whom are mar-

ried—sixteen are negroes, the rest are foreigners. Twenty-nine

can read and write English. Average wage is $2 per eight hour

day. These men board in the "Patch" or are renters in the bot-

toms. All their work is piece work— i. e. so much for a car-load.

The following are some of the prices paid by the car-load: Coop-

erage, $5; coal, $1.40; cooperage in large packages, $2.50; salt in

bulk or sack, $2.50; sawdust or lumber, $5. This gang is also

composed of "floaters." Few of these men or of the roustabouts

can save any money.

47. Beef Loading.—Sixty men, mostly negroes; all are mar-

ried. Mostly illiterate, live in Wyandotte. Average wage 15 cents

per hour; piece workers by the thousand pounds average $10 per

week. Checkers and weigh masters receive $12 per week. Not

all of this gang belong to the "floaters," as some have been in

the gang from six to twelve years.

From the foregoing a brief summary may be given:

1. The majority of the employees are unmarried and live at

home or board; while those who are married for the most part

live in rented houses.

2. Comparatively few belong to labor organizations of any kind;

a large number are in benefit orders, lodges or life insurance com-

panies, membership in which is encouraged by the Armour Co.

3. The average workman is fairly industrious and moral, but

there is a large proportion of the employees (men, women and

children) who live in homes of degredation and vice, outside of

working hours. The home life of this latter class is fearful. They
live in the immediate vicinity of the packing houses, crowded

together in dirty little shanties, whose door-yards are the deposito-

ries of refuse and, in some cases, human filth.

4. The majority of the employees live in Kansas although some
few live on the Missouri side.

5. Throughout the plant ample protection is afforded against

fire.

6. Bviildings are kept neat and clean, and are, in most cases,

well lighted and ventilated.

7. The employees, while at work, are civil and well-behaved.

8. Nearly all nationalities are represented: German, Austrian,
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Bohemian, French, Danes, Swedes, Dutch, Irish, Scotch, Poles

and Negroes. These foreigners constitute more than one-half of

the working force of the plant.

9. Wages range from 5 cents to 40 cents per hour; only a few

save any part of their earnings.

10. Workmen of no nationality excel in any line of work,

although men who have learned their trade abroad are generally

considered more thorough workmen.

The Armour interests in Kansas City and Chicago form the

largest packing establishment in the world. The new Beef House

at Kansas City is the largest one in the world, being seven stories

high with a cold storage capacity of 15.000 dressed cattle, and

covering an area of 300 by 500 feet.

The general statistics of the Kansas City plant are as follows:

Ground acreage covered by buildings and used for other

purposes 30 acres.

Floor acreage in buildings go "

Cold air rooms 30 "

Storage capacity 200,000,000 lbs.

14 Ice Machines producing a refrigeration equal to the melting of

1350 tons of ice every 24 hours.

Electric Light capacity equal to that used in a well lighted city of

20,000 inhabitants.

Daily killing capacit}-: Hogs, 12,000: Cattle. 4.000; Sheep, 5,000.

The term building, as used in the plant, means any building

or portion of a building which is separated from another building

or portion of a building, by a wall.

There are 4 main offices in the plant, viz: Executive, Fresh

Meat, New Beef House, General Superintendent's. In these offices

about 225 people are employed. Scattered throughout the plant

are 20 smaller offices with a force of 50 clerks. There are 3 time-

keepers, 2 for the "hands"' and i for the office employees—time-

keepers work from 6 a. m. to 6 p. m. The General Superintendent's

office is the working centre of the plant; all work done is reported

here; all repairs needed, all requisitions for men and for materials,

first come to this office for an " O. K." The General Superintend-

ent receives a salary of $25,000 per year; formen average $2.75

per day. The Traveling Superintendent, who goes out on short

trips to near by points in case several towns should together wish

to order a car-load of goods, receives $300 per month for over-

seeing the correct unloading of these goods.

We have obtained some information concerning the plant itself,

let us now consider the condition of the working people—how they
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live, and what is being done for them. They have clean quarters

to work in. Under the 8 hour system work is begun at 8 a. m. and

stops at 4:30 p. M. (foremen at 7 a. u. and quit at 5:30 p. m. ).

Although the buildings are from three to seven stories high, there

are but two or three passenger elevators in the whole plant.

Profanity, vulgarity and the use of tobacco in the buildings, are

not tolerated, although a great profusion of lewd pictures every-

where prevails.

The firm has taken no stand either for or against labor organiza-

tions, but encourages membership in benefit orders of all kinds.

A physician is nearby in case of accident. The General Superin-

tendent said: "We insist, on sober men in responsible positions;

we want clean quarters, overflow tanks furnish abundant opportu-

nity for employees to clean up; we furnish them soap and towels

in squads; we use as much w^ater as the city of Topeka; we have

good girls, a better class than those in the mills." Mr. Tourtellot

is one of the firm's standbys and virtually lives for the Armour
Packing Co. alone. His hours are from 7 a. m. to 6 p. m. No
Sunday work is done except when repairs or a rush of work de-

mands (?) it.

One of the " characters " of the plant is an old darky 60 years

of age. He has been in the house 22 years, 14 years of which

time he was employed as hog-scraper, earning $14 to $15 per week.

Although he is a perfect giant, physically, the work became so

wearing upon him that he has been compelled to give it up. He
is now receiving $1.50 per day for doing odd jobs—picking up

waste paper, rubbish, etc. In the Cook Room is an old negress

who earns $4 per week. Her husband works in the house also,

earning $7 per week. Their united earnings support a family of

five children, the oldest of whom is 10 years old. Both she and

her husband are church members. A very common game, so I am
told, among the children of the bottoms is what might be called

" Family Scrap;" in other words, the children do just what they

have seen their parents do, and pound and punch each other very

vigorously. This game to them is probably what keeping house

and tea parties are to the children of the better classes.

Saturday and Monday are pay days. Paying off begins at 5:30

A. m! and continues till after dinner. Saloons used to charge ten

per cent, discount on meat checks, but now the house has ruled

that only $2 per week be given in meat checks to any one perspn,

and these must be cashed in Armour's meat market by the employee

in person. Thus they have thwarted the saloon in its illegitimate

gain. Today no pay checks are discounted, but go on face value.
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No employee is allowed to loan or borrow money while in the plant,

under penalt}' of discharge. This is simply a measure of protec-

tion for the employees. The paying is done by each man calling

out his number and receiving his check. It sometimes happens,

though very rarely, that a man comes into the office and says that

someone has called his number and received his money. He is

therefore minus his week's wages.

The company's restaurant has two cooks, a dish washer and

head waiter, and here are served 15 cent and 20 cent meals to fore-

men and office employees. The common working people either

sit down in their work-room and munch a cold lunch or go to a

restaurant for a 10 cent or a 15 cent dinner or to a beer saloon

where they can get a free lunch with a 5 cent glass of beer. In

the winter of 1893-94 a long, gloomy room was fitted up on the

dock. Its gloom was partially dispelled by electric lights and it

was well heated and provided with pigeon holes in which dinner

pails might be put. For some unknown reason this room is not

run this year.

On Thursday, January 3rd, the " K. C." restaurant sold two

hundred and fifty dinners while the three saloons in the immediate

vicinity fed an equal number from their free lunch counters. This

lunch in one saloon consisted of hot stew, onions, cheese and rye

bread. At O'Brien's across the way they had sardines, bologna

sausage and rye bread. This saloon draws the color line very

sharply, having a sign above the counter which reads, " No blacks

allowed to help themselves."

A large number of policy shops were in full blast a little farther

up the street. Their drawings are held at 12:00 and 5:00. It

is said that a person has one chance in one hundred to make any

money on his drawing.

The packing house provides scantily for anything in the cloak-

room line for the working people. There are no pleasant lunch

rooms or rest rooms for the girls, some two hundred of whom
work in the house. Half of this number are under sixteen. In

the summer a large number of girls are employed whose ages range

from eight to twelve. The girls are released from work ten

minutes before the men, and they pass out and have their time

taken by the time-keeper at the gateway, and are well on their way

home before the men come out. Employees buy their working

linen from the house. This is washed free of charge in the com-

pany's laundry. Armour makes no gifts to his employees. The

sanitary arrangements throughout the plant are fairly good—more

serviceable than elegant. The company has no system of profit-
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sharing \Yith its employees. Wages in this packing house are

somewhat lower than in Fowler's. Armour's was the first packing

house to employ a professional chemist.

Mr. Armour has done very little, practically nothing, to better

the condition of his employees in their home life, and in this he is

somewhat behind Mr. Fov/ler. It is the testimony of men who
have been in the packing house for years that it is a desperately

hard place to reform, and men who have been Christian men for

years are still the butt of jokes and sneers from their fellow work-

men.

I shall now ask you to visit with me some of the houses in the

west bottoms. No. i. In a little house we found an old colored

woman and her brother. For three rooms she pays ^6 per month

and washes in part payment. She is a widow, is religious but not

moral. The brother is a roustabout in the packing house. The
house is very dirty, very crowded with furniture, such as it was,

and had a rare odor. I was accompanied in these visits by one of

the slum workers of the Salvation Army, to whose kind offices I

owe much, for without her I would doubtless have been simimarily

ejected from some of the houses visited.

No. 2. Boone's. A four room house at $7 per month. A white

man with a colored wife, a colored step-son and a little baby. The
husband is a consumptive and imable to do any work. Harris, the

step-son, is a cook earning $5 per week, but now out of work.

They were paying $2.50 interest per month on $30 worth of furni-

ture. The wife keeps one or two boarders. The front, or living

room, is heated by a tiny stove that holds one and one-half small

shovelfuls of coal. This house is owned by Mrs. Hickey. The
husband yielded to the entreaties of a Salvation Army lassie and

accepted Jesus Christ. The family as a whole, I believe, while

poor are fairly moral.

No. 3. In a two room house we found Mrs. Hickey, an Irish

widow. This place takes first rank for filth. Mrs. Hickey is a

peculiar character. Some eight or ten years ago she owned a

large number of cottages but these have been destroyed by fire.

Borrowing 'money she has built several little shanties on leased

land which she rents. From the Boone's mentioned above she

has had no rent since December, 1893, but her heart is too kind to

turn them out. Her ground lease costs her $37 per month. She

borrowed $1000 at 10 per cent, and was damnably tricked into

borrowing another thousand at 60 per cent. She has paid out $13

for a hydrant, $25 for a water meter and her monthly water rent,

and supplies city water to her renters free of charge. She
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has been defrauded out of her rightful pension, which has

been recalled since her husband's death. Her shanties range in

price from $7 for four rooms, to $1 for one room, monthly. Mrs.

Hickey personally is kind and religious. Only a few days before

our visit she had bought some dress goods of warm, serviceable

cloth, and given them to a poor woman for dresses for herself and

children. Her front room was her living room. In it were tables,

sofa, chairs and boxes. The back room was her bed-room, kitchen

and general workshop. As an illustration of the filthy condition I

may only say that the sheets were so encrusted with dirt that they

fairly cracked in one's fingers.

No. 4. In a one room shanty we found two old bachelors, both

employed by the packing house. This place cost them $3 per

month, notwithstanding the fact that the roof lets in the sunshine

and the rain. The man whom we found at home evidently had

seen better da^'s, and his whole manner seemed to apologize for

the condition in which we found him. Under the same roof at the

other end, in a single room, we found an old negress with a little

child, living in open immorality.

No. 5. In this house we found a grandmother, her daughter

and sons—sons who work in the packing house. This outfit con-

sisted of two rooms and a lean-to, and was sadly given over to

dogs, dirt and devil.

No. 6. We failed to gain admission here, but through a partly

open window we saw four negresses and a white man, smoking and

carousing.

No. 7. An Irish woman with three or four small children—her

husband absent at his work in the packing house. For their three

rooms thev pav S6, and as their front door is six feet from the rail-

road track, the landlord has kindly put a small fence around this

and the adjoining houses in order to keep the children from the

wheels. The poor woman had to give almost her entire time to

her children, and her housework was sadly neglected. But had she

time for it, doubtless her ignorance of all methods of keeping the

house clean would have rendered her work futile. The children

were dirty, the house was dirty, and above all arose a fearful

stench. In this and neighboring yards the vaults and cisterns are

side by side. How people live and thrive under such conditions

is perhaps one of the wonders of the century.

No. 8. A two room ex-stable. Two washerwomen and two

boys—the boys work in the packing house when they can get work;

the women, who are young, do washing and ironing, though how

they manage to dry their clothes and have them clean in the midst
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of smoke, cinders and soot, is a mystery. One needs a chart and

compass to get about this tin}^ house, for unless he is very wary he

will stumble over some half-hidden obstacle and fall full length.

No. g. A mother and daughter—husband out on a jewelry

peddling trip. They live in a two room house which is furnished

in that shabbily genteel manner so often found among poor people.

With a sang-froid that was laughable she plied us with questions

about our visit to the poor people. She said that she had heard

that there were some in that neighborhood, but her time being so

taken up with shopping, she had been unable to visit them.

No. lo. A two room house with a shed, in which we found a

man by the name of Kishner, his wife and little child. The baby

was sick with inflamed eyes. Kishner is one of the roustabouts

and has averaged for the past few weeks thirty hours' work per

week, which, at 15 cents per hour, has not furnished them with

enough to live upon. He and his wife are both Christian people

and express themselves very thankful to God for the warm weather

that had so marked the winter. They pay S6 a month rent for this

shack. We directed Kishner to the dispensary at the Bethel Mis-

sion Avhere he procured medical aid for the baby and also had his

own eyes treated. His wife was terribly discouraged, but seenied

cheered up by the words of the Salvation lassie.

No. II. A neat colored family living in a three room house.

The husband works in the packing house at $1.50 per day, steady

work. Nineteen-year-old girl, stunted and simple minded, works

in the canning room for $4 per week. She can neither read nor

write.

Saturday night I made a tour of the gambling houses. Maltby's

was the largest one of these, and was running full blast when we
entered. The room was comparatively quiet and the men orderly,

to a certain extent. We cannot but be impressed with the large

number of poor working men in these gambling houses. An ex-

gambler told me that fully 60 per cent, of the frequenters of these

places, and a much larger per cent, in the policy shops, is com-

posed of poor working people. On good authority it is stated that

this class of people pay the running expenses of these establish-

ments. Thanks to a strictl}- enforced law, these gambling hells

have since been closed.

On Sunday evening, in company with a friend, we visited the

Bethel Mission church on James street, in the very heart of the

West Bottoms. The membership of this church is largely composed

of packing house people, and in the congregation we saw many
faces, both of foremen and of laborers, that we had seen in the
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packing house. The work done by this church in dispensary and

employment bureau and other phases of so-called institutional

church work is sadly crippled for lack of means.

On Sunday morning the "Patch" was visited. This is an irreg-

ular tract lying west of Armour's packing house and bordering on

the river. About eleven hundred people live in this place. One
two story house with a multitude of shanties and small houses

of from two to four rooms, comprise the buildings. The land is

under litigation and according!}' is leased to tenants. Fifty cents

per month will secure enough land upon which to build a small

house. The roads are narrow and winding, very filth}', even in

winter time, with refuse and debris of all sorts. Vaults, cisterns

and houses adjoin each other in close proximity. This settlement

is almost whollv given over to foreigners, and here one finds club

life existing. In these clubs, numbering from five to thirty-five in

membership, board is obtained at from $1.40 to $1.50 per week.

Each man pa}s the cook S2.25 per month, in return for which she

cooks, takes care of the entire house, and does each man's wash-

ing and mending. Most of the clubs own their houses. Five

hundred eighty men boarders live thus in these areas. These facts

are reliable, as they were given me by a young man named Mott, a

grocery clerk who lives in the "Patch." On Sunday afternoon

furniture is packed out into the street and the house is cleared for,

a carousal. Beer, tobacco and jokes are the order of the day, and

woe be to any unlucky missionary who goes among the Poles and

Austrians on that day, for if he refuses to drink with them his life

is not secure. On the bank of the river live some humble washer-

women, and so great—-and justly, too—is their fear of these men
that they dare not leave their homes after dark. It is needless to

say that morality is very low.

Just before we left the "Patch" we visited a boarding house of

four rooms in which lived, besides the man and his wife, ten

boarders, all Bohemians. The man receives $g per week in the

packing house. His wife works like a slave, and is on terms of

intimacv with all the men. We are wondering if there is any light

in this darkness, and we find here and there signs that there is light.

A little farther on we visited Mrs. Lewis, whom we found sick in

bed. She earns about $2 per week washing in a room in which it

is impossible to stand upright. On account of an injury to her

hand some years ago, from which she still suffers occasionally, she

is unfit for work in the packing house. Her daughter, some

fifteen years of age, lives at home in their house, which is offered

for sale at $15. About three years ago she professed conversion,
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and later joined the Bethel church. Some time after, an acquaint-

ance of the mother took the girl to a toAYn in Missouri, ostensibly

for a visit, but really to make her the prey of an old man of fifty-

five years of age, a prominent physician of the place. The child

was easily led into this by promises of money and plenty of finery,

and later the female v>'ho had designed this wickedness turned it to

her own account through blackmail, and parties interested were

paid liberally to close their mouths, even the mother accepting

$50. The girl is now home again and seems to be desirous of

leading a better life. This incident speaks for itself and is only

an average illustration.

On Splitlog Avenue Mr. Fowler has built a Methodist church in

which we found a revival in progress, whose total number of con-

versions to date had been seventy. A little farther on we find a

Pleasant Green Colored Baptist church. In the bottom are also

found, on the Missouri side, Liberty M. E. church, a Jewish syna-

gogue, a Catholic church, a colored Baptist church, and the Rail-

road Y. M. C. A. On the Kansas side. Bethel church, State Line

Mission (since closed). The Salvation Army was forced to leave

the Bottom on account of lack of funds, but the people are rejoicing

in the fact that they Avill soon reopen. It is a noticeable fact that

while these people cannot always tell you about the churches,

they are quite well informed as to the whereabouts of the Salvation

Army—a fact that goes to prove that there is needed here more of

the '' good Samaritan " and less pulpit preaching.

On Hog Avenue Mr. Fowler has erected ten two story tenements

of twelve rooms each. Three rooms up stairs rent for $5.00 per

month; three rooms down stairs for $6.00. There is one entrance

for each two suites of rooms, thus securing comparative privacy.

The buildings are well made. Each suite has its individual wood

and coal shed, and city water is furnished from several large

hydrants in the street in front of the houses. This water is turned

on twice a day by an employee of Fowler's. These houses face

the street and do not line the alleys as the shanties in the "Patch"

and other places do. Coal is peddled to these people by hucksters

at 15 cents per bushel. These, it seems to me, are far preferable

to shanties at the same price, and Mr. Armour might well follow

Mr. Fowler's example.

On James street board ranges from $3.00 to $3.50 per week. On
this street the best stores in the vicinity are found—in fact, this is

tJie thoroughfare of this little community. In the Bottoms are four

schools, viz., Kansas City public, colored and Catholic schools.

The Unitarians maintain a night school on North James street with

a loan library in connection and sixty pupils in attendance.
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Anyone desiring to know more concerning real life in the Bottoms

may read a few incidents in a little pamphlet published by the

Bethel Evangelization society, of Kansas City, under whose care

Bethel church has grown to its present usefulness.

The slums in the winter time are comparativel}^ clean and free

from odors for the simple reason that filth and decaying matter are

frozen, but in the summer time the odor from the filth, in connection

with that from the packing house, tends to make this locality one

frightful stench.

We shall now briefly state what seems to us most needed by the

people of the West Bottoms. In the greater number of cases the

many children whose homes are here have no playgrounds save the

railroad tracks and public streets. There are vacant lots here

which are so situated that at small cost they could be utilized as

public play grounds, and managed fn the same way as the Hull

House playgrounds in Chicago. There exist in the Bottoms no

halls for concerts or entertainments of any better class than that

afforded by the dime museum or the phrenological fake. I am sure

these people would appreciate some good music—some of the old

songs that perhaps they used to know in the days gone by, and the

little children would have a bright spot in their owi:\ lives because

of this, where they too might hear the songs. Of course Wagner
and the highest classical music would not be appreciated, but

there is a great amount of music which would be.

There are no brothels in the Bottoms—there is no need of any

—

morality is too low. In some sections of the Bottoms night travel

is unsafe. One saloon in particular is notorious from the fact that

it is the headquarters of a gang of thugs who lie in wait for the

working men Saturday nights and relieve them of their hard-earned

money.

One thing that might be of great benefit would be a lodging

house for men, in which they might have wholesome food and a

place to wash themselves. A dispensary with one or two physicians

in charge is another needed improvement. Mr. Fowler has made

a financial success of his ten tenements, and it is probable that

other tenements could be speedily filled should they be erected.

In fact, we may sum up the needs of the Bottoms in the one state-

ment that more of institutional church work or applied Christianity

is needed.

There are men in Bethel church who are ashamed to come to

Sunday School because they cannot read the Sunday School lesson,

and if there could be started in the Bottoms a college settlement

with its full equipment of classes, clubs and other lines of work,
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although it would be hard work for some years, it would eventually

meatn a great improvement in the condition of the people, so many

of whom are forced to live here.

Kansas City compared with New York—especially this district

—

is not so congested. There are no tenement houses here, only one

or two story houses or shanties. But there exists in Kansas City

more coarse crime than in all that part of our country east of the

Hudson river line.

The work in the packing houses is comparatively free from

accident, although some jobs bring a man in contact with machin-

ery and increase liability to accident. Generally speaking the

work is healthy, although men who have to work in the steam,"

such as hog-scrapers and others, find the work hard on their lungs,

being compelled to stoop over and come very closely in contact

with the steam.

For the young life here in the Bottoms the future is anything

but hopeful. Brought up in an atmosphere of poverty, of squalor,

of sin, in a district where dirt leads to disease, disease to death,

and where the devil himself seems to reign, what can be in store

for them? We have it on very good authority that in one section

of these Bottoms, by careful estimate, ninety per cent, of the girls

between the ages of twelve and fourteen are unchaste.





Note on the Mandible of Ornithostoma.

BY S. W. WILLISTON.

(With Plate I).

Almost invariably the skulls of specimens of OniitJiostoma from

the Kansas Cretaceous have been found crushed together laterally,

obliterating the palatal surface of the maxillae and the buccal sur-

face of the mandible. For this reason, the figures hitherto given

of the side view of the mandible have been too broad. A specimen

recently discovered by Mr. H. T. Martin and now in the Universiy

Museum, is fortunately flattened downward and not greatly dis-

torted. "T'- In the accompanying plate a partially restored figure is

given, showmg the upper view of the specimen. The only points

in which the figure may be erroneous are the obliquity of the pos-

terior part of the rami and their convexitj^ of outline. From com-

parison with other specimens in the museum, it is evident that only

a little more than half of the jaws are preserved, the symphysis

being fully twice the length of the rami. The specimen is of

interest because of its thin, gently concave or flat, horizontal floor

of the mouth, which ends in a free, concave and slightly thickened

border about one inch in front of the posterior extremity of the

symphysis, enclosing below it a long, free cavity, opening back-

ward. At each lateral margin there is a free, thin, sharp parapet

of bone, about six millimeters in height, standing vertically and

having a perfectly smooth border. The floor was probably gently

concave, though now flat, In Fig. b is given a cross-section of the

jaws at the place marked a, showing the shape of the cavity and

the crushing the bone has received. At c is given a restoration of

the section at a, showing the outline of jaws very nearly as they

must have been during life. It is apparent that the symphysis was

rounded and not sharp below. How far the cavity extends for-

ward, I cannot say, as the walls are in close contact and pressed

flat, towards the distal end of the specimen. The palate seems to

have been flat like the floor of the mouth, and it is very evident

that if the tongue extended far forward it must have been extremel}'^

thin.
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Notes on Air Resistance and Pressure.

BY E. C. MURPHY.

(With Plate II).

The following experiments were made by the writer in the ma-

chine shop of this University for the purpose of determining the

relative resistance and pressure of air on surfaces of different de-

grees of curvature. The object in view was to determine the

advantage gained in the use of curved instead of plane fans or

slats in windmills, and more especially that for the jumbo mill

which is now being used to some extent in Western Kansas. Many

experiments have been made to determine the relation between

pressure and velocity in plane surfaces. The results do not agree,

though the results of recent experiments agree more nearly than

those of earlier date. Very few experiments have been made to

determine the relation between velocity and pressure for curved

surfaces, and the results differ widely. These differences are prob-

ably due largely to the method of measuring the velocity of the

wind. The velocity as found by the cup anemometer may be in

error 20 per cent, or over for velocities of 30 miles or more per

hour; and small pressure plate anemometers may be in error 40

per cent, or more. (See Eng. JVcius, Vol. 33, p. 183.)

Space will not permit us to speak even briefly of the results of

other experiments. Captain W. H. Bixby, in his report on "Max-

imum Spans Practicable for Suspension Bridges," reprinted in

Eng. N'c^os, Vol. 23, gives a brief review of the history of past in-

vestigations in this subject. The work of 65 experimenters and

writers is reviewed. A series of experiments not mentioned in

Captain Bixby's report, made by J.
Irminger, C. E., are worthy of

special mention, in that they measure not only the pressure on the

windward side of surface, but also the section on the leeward side.

Figures i and 2 show the apparatus for judging the resistance.

Fig. I shows a part of a lathe, the belt A passes over the pulleys

A, B, C and D, thus giving to the pully K, which drives the fans

four velocities. The belt K passes over the pulley L in Fig. 2.

The power is transmitted from the face plate E to the pulley K
through the spring balance I, thus the number of pounds pull

required to run the fans at any speed is seen.

({i3) KAN. UNIV. yUAR., VOL. IV., NO. 1, JULY 1, 189.5.
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Three forms of fans were used: one plane, x Fig. 2, and two

curved, y and z, Fig. 2.

The pull P was found for each speed for four fans; then one fan

was taken off and P found for the two highest speeds; then a sec-

ond fan was taken off and P found for the four speeds; a third fan

Avas then taken off and P found for the two highest speeds; finally

all the fans were taken off and P found for friction.

After thus finding the pull required to drive the fans with con-

cave surface forward, that required to run them with the convex

surface forward was found in the same way.

Column one, table I, gives the speed in revolutions per minute

of the fans; column two the velocities of center of fans in feet per

second. In the other columns are given the net pull in pounds,

after slight adjustments. The subscripts x, y, z refer to the curva-

ture as shown in Fig. 2; the subscript f measures fan moving with

concave surface forward and b convex surface forward.

TABLE I.

SPEED.
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velocit}' is nearly of the form Px^^a-j-bn, in which a and b are con-

stants and n the nnmber of fans.

Fig. 4 shows in principle the apparatus used for finding the rel-

ative pressure on surfaces of different degree of curvature.

T is a 2"8 inch tube which brings compressed air from a centrif-

ugal blower to the fan, O a U-shaped glass tube for measuring the

pressure, T a counterpoise for balancing the weight of the fan,

and G a weight for balancing the air pressure.

Two sizes of fans were used, namely, 12 X24 inches, those used

in the experiments described above, and a 3x4 inch.

The blast had a temperature of 78° F. and a velocity, as meas-

ured by an air meter, of 60 feet per second. It was directed norm-

ally against the fan, the end of tube being nVn inches from the fan.

The following results were gotten:

(i) The pressure on the concave side of y was the same as on

the concave side of z.

(2) The pressure on the convex side of y was the same as on the

convex side of z.

For the large fans:

(3) The pressure on the concave surface of y was 14 per cent,

greater than that on x.

(4) The pressure on the convex surface of y was 28 per cent,

less than on x.

For the small fans:

(5) The pressure on the concave surface of y was 17 per cent,

greater than that on x.

(6) The pressure on the convex surface of y was 25 per cent.

less than that on x.

The reduction of pressure or suction on the back side of the fans

was measured by the water column. It was found to be too small

to measure for the plane and concave fans, and -^-^ inch or 8 per

cent, of the pressure on the windward side for the convex fan.





The Coffeyville Explosion.

BY ERASMUS HAWORTH.

(With I'lutc I, Fig. C.)

In the early morning of July 26, 1894, a terrific explosion occurred

in the northern suburbs of Coffeyville, Montgomery county, Kansas,

which was of sufficient force to throw from two hundred to three

hundred tons of rock and earth to the surface. The noise produced

was not very great in comparison with the force manifested as is

shown from the fact that perhaps less than half the citizens of the

town were awakened. The usual sequence of sensational press

dispatches with startling head lines followed, as might have been

expected, and the University was flooded with inquiries, personal

and by letter, asking for an explanation of such an unusual occur-

rence. Nearly all of the various theories advanced by those

making inquiry connected the explosion in one way or another

with natural gas, which was known to exist in that vicinity in great

quantities under a pressure of more than three hundred pounds to

the square inch. The gas operators and the well drillers, on the

contrary, throughout southeastern Kansas, stoutly affirmed that no

such incident ever had occurred in the gas fields of the east, and

that it was a physical impossibility for gas to explode so far

beneath the surface.

Upon a careful examination of the grounds some months after

the explosion the following conditions were observed: To the

southwest of the gas well a short distance many fissures were seen

in the earth's surface trending southwest and northeast which

approximated parallelism. They were from six inches to eighteen

inches in width and at the time observed the walls had caved to

such an extent that the widest appeared to be less than three feet

deep, although immediately after the explosion rumor has it that

some of them were known to be from six to ten feet deep. Some

of them bifurcated, while others did not as far as could be seen.

Fig. 2, Plate I, drawn one hundred fifty feet to the inch, shows the

location of the gas well, G. W., the fissures, the piles of earth

thrown up the break in the gas main at b, and the fissure

through the cistern C. , near the house H. The larger pile of

earth is located principally in a shallow ravine which has been

(67) KAN. UNIV. QUAR.. VOL. IV. SO. 1. .JULY 1. 1895,
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eroded to about six feet below the general level, although the two

ends pass up onto the bank. In this pile of debris one mass of

arenaceous shale measures sixteen feet long, five feet wide and

three feet thick for the greatest diameters, and will weigh about

fifteen tons, while more than half a dozen other pieces will average

nearly half as large. In some parts of the pile the debris is fully

six feet deep. In the smaller piles to the southwest the fragments

were not so large, but many of them showed plainly that they were

brought up from the regularly stratified shale which is reached at

a short distance • below the surface. Smaller fragments of the

debris were thrown to the northeast for at least two hundred yards.

One piece was driven through the wall of the upper story of the

house, H., and lesser fragments aggregating tons in Aveight were

strewn over the surface in that vicinity. A cistern, C, just north

of the house was split from top to bottom by a fissure, and a gas

main was pulled in two at the point b, opposite the cistern.

The gas well had been drilled months before and according to

the record kindl}- furnished by Mr. Brown, secretary of the com-

pany, passed through the following strata:

RECORD OF GAS WELL AT COFFEYVILLE, NEAR POINT OF EXPLOSION.

THICKNESS OF
STRATA. TOTAL DEPTH.

12 feet. . . .Soil, clay and gravel 12 feet.

40 .... Shale 52

15 .... Blue limestone 6.7

2 .... Shale 69
10 .... Grey sandstone 79
8 .. ..Shale 87

4 .... Limestone with salt water 91

20 .... Black shale in
8 .... Shale 119

5 .... Limestone 124

35 .... Sandy shale .' 159

5 .... Limestone 164

2 .... Shale 166

25 .... Limestone 191

5 .... Black shale 196

17 .... Brown and grey sandstone 213

75 .. ..Shale .' 288

37 .... Limestone 325
2 .... Black shale 327
2 .... Limestone 329
2 .... Black shale 331

32 .... Limestone 363

4 .... Shale, salt water and gas 367
16 .... Limestone 383

15 .... Black shale 398
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THICKNESS OF
STRATA. TOTAL DEPTH.

28 feet .... Blue sandstone 426 feet.

6 .... Black shale 432
1

9

.... Light shale 45

1

10 .... Blue sandy shale 461
20 .... Shale 48

1

10 .... Brown shale 491
32 .... Shale 523
15 .... Gre}' sandstone, gas-bearing 538
42 .... Shale 580
20 .... Light colored sandstone, gas-bearing 600

It is quite evident that an ordinary explosion due to the oxida-

tion of the gas could not have occurred on account of the impossi-

bility of getting the requisite amount of oxygen mixed with the gas

while it was below the surface. Neither is it probable that the

phenomenon was seismic in character, for it is confined to too

narrow limits. On the other hand at least one similar occurrence

is known in the gas field of Indiana* near Kokomo in which a

fissure was formed in the solid limestone from which natural gas

escaped with explosive violence and caught fire from a burning log

heap near by.

A short consideration of the possibilities of the case may not be

wholly without interest. We will assume that the gas pressure

was 300 pounds to the square inch. We know that in some of the

Coffeyville wells it was more. The specific gravity of the materials

near the surface is about 2.75. Now let us suppose that in some
way a leak from the depth below occurred, possibly by the drilling

of the well, but quite as likely from natural causes. Suppose this

gas was conducted upwards to near the surface where it was per-

mitted to spread laterally in a thin seam or opening between the

layers of shale. It should be remembered that a layer of gas one-

fourth or one-half inch thick Avould exert a pressure as great as

though it were much thicker. The leak may have been very slow

so that months, or even 3'ears, were occupied in the accumulation.

If the gas sheet covered an area 300 feet square the upward pressure

would be equal to nearly four billion pounds, or nearly two million

tons. The character of the eruption indicates that the material

came from near the surface, probably from less than twenty feet.

If we consider the gas pressure and the specific gravity as above

mentioned we would have the pressure per square foot equal to

43,200 pounds, and the weight of a cubic foot of earth equal to 172

pounds. It would therefore require a depth of a little over 250 feet

* The writer is indebted to Mr. Win. Moore, of Kokomo. foi' his information on this
subject. It is understood that an account of the e.xplosion has been published by
Prof. Jordan, State Gas Inspector, but exact reference is not available just now.
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for the weight to equal the upward gas pressure. If the gas reser-

voir was only 20 feet below the surface the pressure of 300 pounds

would give an excess pressure of 43,200— (172 X 2o)=;39,76o pounds

for each square foot of surface, or 3,578,400,000 pounds or 1,789-

200 tons for the area above considered. With the weight of the

strata overcome by a portion of the gas pressure, the excess

pressure would tend to bend the strata upwards. With the

points of resistance 300 feet apart it is hardly probable that tlie

enormous pressure of more than three and a half billion pounds

could be withstood. From the conditions observed on the ground

it is probable that the sheet of gas was more than 300 feet across,

rather than less, for the total length of the fissures is more than

that distance. This woidd increase the probability of an explosion.

It is therefore concluded that the most probable explanation of

the Coffeyville explosion is the gradual accumulation of gas in the

form of a broad, thin sheet between the rock strata near the surface

where it was held until the upward pressure became so great that

it was sufficient to overcome the weight of the super-imposed

material and the rigidity of the strata, at which time the explosion

occurred.
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Continuous (iroups of Projective Transform-

ations Treated Synthetically.

Prof. Soplms Lit-, in his Vor/rsu;i^i:^('ii i/r/x-r Coiitiniiii-rliclir Gruppen.

Abteilungen i and 2, develops in detail an analytical theor}^ of

continuous groups of projective transformations in one and two

dimensions. In the domain of Projective Geometry, anal3'tical ami

synthetic methods are of approximately equal power, and are

always mutually supplementary. The object of this paper is to

develop a synthetic theory of these groups, based on geometric

construction. In the course of this development all of Lie's chief

results are reached, and many new relations are seen when the

subject is approached from this new point of view.

In this paper only groups of projective transformations in one

dimensional space will be treated. The development of the theory

for the projective groups of the plane will appear later.

>^1. Construction of Projective Transformations.

Let 1 and 1' be

two lines intersect-

ing in O and mak-

ing any convenient

angle with on e

another; and let

OX be the bisector

of the angle lOl'.

A projection of the

line I on 1' is de-

termined by choos-

ing three points on

1 and their three

corresponding points on 1.' Thus let x, y, z be three points on 1

and X,' >•.' 7/ the three corresponding points on 1.' (Fig. i ). Draw
(Tl) KAN. UNIV. ^U.\K., V(JL. IV. NO. :.', uCTOUliU. lS9-">.

Fig. 3.
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XX,' y}',' zz.' These three lines together with 1 and 1' determine a

conic K touching the five lines. Any other tangent to K as PP

'

cuts the lines 1 and 1' in corresponding points of the projection.

Thus by means oj a conic K touching the two lines 1 and \' a projec-

tion of the iifie \ on V is cotnpletely determined.*

It now r be revolved about O until it coincides with 1. an}- point

P' on r will be broi^ht to P,, so that OP'—OP,. The two ranges

of points are then considered as existing on the same line 1. This

operation of projecting a range of points on 1 into a new range on

1
' and then by revolution about O bringing the new range back to

1 will be called a Projective Trafisformation. The effect of a pro-

jective transformation is therefore to shift the points of a line into

new positions, so that there shall be a projective relation, i. e. a

one to one correspondence, between the old and new positions ot

the points. A projective transformation determined by a conic K
will be designated by the symbol Tk-

We observe in the first place that a projective transformation T^

usually leaves two points of the line 1 unaltered in position. For

generally two tangents can be drawn to the conic K perpendicular

to the bisector OX; these cut 1 and 1' in A, A' and B,B' respect-

ively. A and A,' B and B' are therefore corresponding points,

and the revolution about O brings A' to A and B' to B. The

The points A and B are called the double points or the ini'ariant

points of the transformation.

We said that generally there are two tangents to K perpendic-

ular to OX. This should be examined more closely. When the conic

K is an ellipse, two real tangents to K can always be drawn perpen-

dicular to OX; and hence the projective transformation determined

by an ellipse always has two real invariant points. When the conic

K is a parabola, there are still two real tangents perpendicular to

OX; but one of them is the line at infinity; hence the projective

transformation determined by a parabola always has two real

invariant points, one of which is the point at infinit}' on 1. When
the conic K is a hyperbola, there are three cases to be considered.

If the asymtotes to the hyperbola K make with the line OX angles

which (measured in the same direction) are both less than, or both

greater than, a right angle, then two real tangents to the hyperbola

can be drawn perpendicular to OX, and the transformation deter-

mined by K has two real invariant points. If on the other hand

*This principle mid t lie tlieorems involved in it arc fundamental lu all our work on
the projective transformations of the straight line. The principle itself is ton well
known to need proof or explanation. See:
Cremona's Projective Geometry, Chap. XIY. Art. 150 (English Edition).
Rej^e's Geometrie der Lage. 8 Band. p. 60 and 6() (3d EJdition).
Salmon's Conic Sections. Art. D:.'!) tl'. (lit h Edition).
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the asymptotes to K make with OX angles one less than, and the

other greater than, a right angle; then the tangents to K perpen-

dicular to OX are imaginary, and the transformation determined by

K has its invariant points imaginary. But if K has one of its

asymptotes perpendicular to OX, the transformation determined by

K has one real invariant point. Or since the asymptote to a

hyperbola is the limiting position of two parallel tangents, we may
say in the last case that the transformation determined by K has

two coincident invariant points.

It may happen that the three lines xx.' yy.' zz ' meet in a point;

let Q be such a point (Fig. 2). The conic which touches these

three lines and

both 1 and 1
' de-

generates into the

segment QO of the

line QO. Any line

-iSTof the pencil, whose

vertex is Q, is a

tangent to this

conic and cuts 1

and 1
' in corre-

sponding points of

the projection. The two projective ranges on 1 and 1
' are now in

perspective position. When 1' is brought as before into coinci-

dence with 1, one of the invariant points is O and the other is

determined by the perpendicular through Q on OX.

Thcorciii I.-—Evcrx projective traiisfonnation of the points 0/1 a line

leaves two of its points invariant : these tiuo points max he real ami

distinct, or real and coincident, or iinaginarx.

The lines y\.A.' BB.' 1, 1' are four fixed tangents to to the conic

K. Any fifth tangent as PP' cuts these four fixed tangents in four

points whose anharmonic ratio is constant. The range A,, Bj, P,

P' may be projected orthogonally on 1 by lines drawn parallel to

AA'; and the anharmonic ratio ( A, B , PP ' )=:=( ABPP, j. But

since the first anharmonic ratio is constant for all tangents to K, it

follows that the second is constant for all pairs of corresponding

points; hence for every projective transformation which has two

real invariant points, we have the theorem that any pair of corre-

sponding points and the two invariant points have a constant

anharmonic ratio.

In the case where the two tangents to K perpendicular to OX
are imaginary, it still holds that the anharmonic ratio of the four
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points of inttn'section of any tangent to K with the hnes 1 and 1'

and the two imaginary tangents AA ' BB ' is constant. Hence we
have the following theorem which holds for two separate in\^ariant

points, whether real or imaginary:

Theorem 2.— /// c'rvvr /^ro/er/iiw iransfofmaticn -icliieh leai'cs tiv(>

distinct f'oiiits i/n'aria/ii. tlic anlianiiojiii ratiii cf any pair of rorrc-

spomiiiii:^ points and the t-ti.<o in'oariant points is ronsta/it.

This is called the cliaractrristic an/iarnumir ratio of the transform-

ation T];. It is convenient to designate this constant b)' the same

letter k. A transformation Tj^ is then one determined by a conic

K whose constant anharmonic ratio determined by the tangents

AA,' BB.' 1, r is k: and the residting characteristic anharmonic

ratio is also k.

But when the invariant points of the transformation coincide, we

no longer have a characteristic anharmonic ratio for the transform-

ation. However another relation is found to hold for pairs of

corresponding points, which relation is constant for all jiairs of

corresponding points in the transformation. \\"e sliall now proceed

to determine this rehition.

Let K be a h\'perbola haxing one of its as\iii]")totes as AA '

i)er-

})endicular to OX.
(Fig. 3). Let O'FP'
be any tangent cutting

1 and 1
' in V and V

.'

corresponding points

o f t h e projection.

Draw KP„ parallel

to 1
' and touching K.

Taking A a; EP^, 1.

and 1
' as four fixed

tangents, the anhar-

monic ratio determ-

ined by an\- fifth

tangent as PP ' is constant. Denoting this b\- k' we have

O'P O'P' O'P BP'
PB • p^l3 " crT

'

O'P AP
(V^P

AP OP
A'P'"'TP

k' (O'BPP-
)

Put from the fi<.iure we have

hence k '
-

also

BP
BP' OP.

PP_A'P' BP

If the tangent PP ' be moved up infin-

itesimally near to AA.' we see that the constant anharmonic ratio

A'I£
along the tangent AA' is triven b\' k 00 HA A'

) AE
From
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A ' E OP
tlif ti^uif we see that ,^ i^——-2-: setting these twci vahies o{ k'

AE AP^
AP OP OP

equal to eacli otlier. we have . ^ . - ;^°°^ ^ .^," • Replacin"'

A'P' b}- AP, and PP^ b}' AP^ - AP. this reduces to -^ - i, =

——— . This gives a constant relation between P and P,, a pair of
CO

corresponding points. \\'e can now state the following theorem:

Tlicorciii J.
—A projective transforniatioii ^i'hi^h hai'cs //iiuina/i/ /70(>

ciu)icidcnt points at A transforms a /iv point P into P, s/(c/i t/iat tlw dif-

ference of the i-eeifrocals of tlie se^^nients tW and AP, is constant : tliis

constant is cQiial to tlie recifrocal of tlie sarnient AP , -toliei-e P is the

point -iCihicii eoi-responds to tlie point at infinity on 1.

A transformation o{ this kind whicli leaves two coincident points

invariant will be designated b\' T),' . It is convenient to denote the

above constant 1)\' the same letter k which also denotes the conic

tletermining the transformation. Thus T{^ is a transformation de-

termined by a conic K: it leaves one and only one point A invariant,

the characteristic constant of the transformation, i. e., the reciprocal

of the segment AP^ is also k.

Every conic touching the lines 1 and 1
' determines a projective

transformation. It is therefore possible to construct as man^' dif-

ferent transformations of the points on the line 1 as there are conies

toucliing ] and 1.' A\'e know that oo'' conies can l)e drawn touching

any two lines: hence we infer that there are oo'^ projective trans-

formations of the points on a line. Among the oo-' conies touching

1 and 1
' are oo- hyperbolas having one asvmptote perpendicular to

the line OX. Hence we infer that there are co- projective trans-

formations of the kind T' which leaves t\\o coincident points

invariant.

Connected with every transformation of the kind T are three

quantities, the coordinates of the double points A and B (some

point on 1 being taken as an origin), and the characteristic anhar-

monic ratio k. These may be looked upon as independent variable

parameters, a consideration which again leads to the conclusion

that there are oo-' difterent projective transformations T of the

points on a line. Connected with ever\' transformation of the kind

1 ' there are two quantities, the coordinate of the invariant point

A, and the characteristic constant k. These ma\ be looked upon

as variable parameters of the transformation. *

* In the analytic dev('l()i)meiit oi this topic Lios ('(uiation of t raiist'ormatinn S'lvt's
three iiidepeuucMii iJaraiiiciiMs, Lie clraily idcut ities t wd of liis parameters witli tlie
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Tlu'orriii 4.— There are 00'* projeetive iransfonnatioiis T of the

/>(>in/s on a litie: each of these leaves a /^air of points invariant. Among
t/iese are 00- projeetive transformations T '

. <-ae/i of li'/iieh ieai'cs one

and oniv one point invariant.

^2. One-termed Groii])s of Piojertive Transformations.

Our next object is to subdivide and to classify these oo-^ project-

ive transformations of tlie points on the line 1. We consider first

the quadrilateral ABB 'A.' (Fig. i ). X system of 00' conies ma}- be

described touching the sides of this quadrilateral. Call this system

S. Each of these conies determines a projective transformation

which has A and B for its invariant points. Each conic of the

system S touches the line 1 at a different point: and every point of

the line 1 is the point of contact of some conic of the system S. If

C be the point of contact of any conic K, the characteristic anhar-

monic ratio of the transformation produced by K is given by the

anliarmonic ratio of the four points A, B, C, O. The points A, B,

() are fixed, while the point C is movable. From the continuity of

the point system on the line 1 we infer the continuity of the system

of 00' transformations which leave A and B invariant.

Let T)^^ be the transformation of this system which transforms P to

P, ; then k,=(ABPP,). Let T]^.^ be the transformation of the same

s}'stem which transforms P, to P^; then kg;=(ABP , P^). The
two transformations T]^- and T|^^ are together equivalent to a single

transtormatifin ot tlu' same s\stem which transforms P to P.,. To

prove this we liavu k
,
= ( AHPP, )=A|^ :-^^^. and k.,=:(ABP, P,

)

AP. AP.. ,,,. . .

, ,
. 1^ ,^ - - -p : V3^ Yj • r-lnninatiMg the traction contaming r^ irorn

AP AP,
these two equations we Inave k

^ ko= ^3-^ '.^15— *- = (ABPP._, ). The

conic of the system S whose tangential anharmonic ratio is k^k^

gives a transformation which is equivalent to the combined effect

of T)^^ and Ti^._. This may be expressed symbolically by the equa-

tiod Ti^,Ti^-,= Ti^j^._. In the same way it may be shown that the

cOjmbined effect of an\- number of transformations of the system is

equivalent to some single one of the same system. Thus T-iT^T,.

invariant points of tlu' transformation, but does not explicitly identify his third
parameter witli tlic cliai acteristic anharmonic ratio. This last, however, is implied in

equation (4). p. 121 of Conl. Gruppen." viz.; -^ -=k^ -. It cannot be to strongly
X,—n X—

n

emphasized that the three parameters of Lie's equation of transformation mean
geometrically the coordin;ites of the invariant points and the characteristic anhar-
monic ratio. ' In regard to transformations of tlie type T" our result is in compleia

accord with Lie's eiiuation (7) p. 1-3. "Cont. Gruiiin)!." viz.: = --k.
X,—m X—

m
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. .T,ir=Tjj; where s=abc . .n. The characteristic anharmonic ratio

of the resultant transformation T^ is equal to the continued product

of the characteristic anharmonic ratios of the component trans-

formations T.^T]JTc. .Tq. The transformations of the s5'steni which

leave A and B invariant have therefore the property that the com-

bined effect of any two or more of them is equivalent to some

single one of the same system. In modern mathematical language

this continuous system cd' transformations forms a Continuous

Group of Transformations.

This is a group of one parameter, the variable parameter of the

group being the characteristic anharmonic ratio. I shall denote

this group of transformations by the symbol G,. The subscript i

indicates that there are ooi distinct tradsformations in the group.

Sometimes the group will be designated by G ^^^ when it is desired

to call attention to the invariant points of the group.

TlicorcDi J.— The totality of the projective traiisfoniiatioiis lu/iieh

ieavc two distinct points of a tine invariant forms a one-ternicd i:;roup

G,, whose fundamental property is that the combined effect produced l>v

tioo or more of the transformations of t/ie ,i:;roi/f is ecjuivalent to tliat oj

a single transformation of the same group. The characteristic anhar-

monic ratio of the resultant transformation is equal to tlie continued

product of the characteristic anharmonic ratios oJ tlie comfoue/it trans-

formations.

Other properties of the group Gj will now be developed.

If we have given any transformation T^^ of the group G^, we can

always find another of the same group that will exactly neutralize

the effect of the first. For if Tj, transforms P to P ' then k=(ABPP '
).

If Tjj' be the transformation which transforms P' back to

P, then k':^(ABP'P). But we know that (ABPP' )= , -^l, ^ ;
' ' (ABP'P)

hence k= -^ , and k'= . Therefore k' exists whenever k ex-
k

'

]<

ists. The transformations T|^ and Tj^/ are said to l)e inverse to one

another. The inverse of ever}- transformation belonging to the

group G, is also a transformation of the. same group.

The relation to one another of the conies K and K,' \\hicli de-

termine a pair of inverse transformations, is easil}- seen to be very

simple. One of them is the reflection of the other on the line OX.
For if we project any range on 1 into a second range on !

' by means
of a conic K, and then interchange 1 and I.' the conic K' which will

project the second range back into the first is obtained by revolving

k about OX through i8o°. The conies K and K' are both inscril)ed

in the same quadrilateral ABPj'.\.'
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rrof^rrtx i.— 77ic transjorinations oj tlir ^^I'onp (i
^
may he arranged

ill pairs; cacli pair cons isting of a transforination and its inverse.

We can also show that the group G, contains one identieal trans-

formation, i. e. a transformation that leaves every point of the line

1 invariant. Three conies of the system S degenerate into right

lines, viz: the three diagonals of the quadrilateral ABB 'A.' The

segments AB.' BA.' and the line joining O to the intersection of

AA' and BB' are to be considered as conies of the system S. The

last mentioned is of course the line Ooo parallel to AA; All lines

parallel to AA ' and BB' are tangents to the degenerate conic Ooo

at the point at infinity on Ooo . These parallel lines all cut the

lines 1 and 1
' in points equally distant from O, and hence all points

of the line 1 are imaltered by the transformation. The character-

istic anharmonic ratio of this identical transformation is given b\'

k:=(ABPP)=i. O is the point of contact of the conic Ooo with

the line 1.

Piuipertx 2. -The group (j, eontains an identieal transjorination

7i'//t'se eiiaraeteristie aniiarinonie rati/' is unity.

If Ti^ and Tu' be a })air of inverse transtormations, we have the

I

relation k^ ^
"i" kk'= i- 1 his gives n^ another propert\' of the

k"
ir t

-

group (i,.

J^ropertx J.-
- 'Jlie eoinl'ined efl'eet of any transformation and its in-

verse is equivalent to tiie identieal transformation of tlie group. J'/ii/s

TkT,.=T,.

Since ever\- transformation in the group d has an inverse belong-

ing to the same group, the question arises can an\^ transformation

of the group be identical with its inverse. If such be the case,

tlien must k and k ' .be e(iual. This conditit)!! gives us 1<=
, , or

k-=i: wlu'uce k=_'_i. The first value k=i gives the identical

transformation of the group: that this is its own inverse is self-

evident. Tlu' value kr=- i gives a very important transformation

of the group. To say that this transformation is its own inverse is

equivalent to saying that this transformation applied twice in suc-

cession will return every point on the line to its original position.

Therefore a single application of this transformation has the effect

of interchanging P and P; a pair of corresponding points; and so

with every pair of corresponding points. Hence this transforma-

tion T__i gives rise to an involution, and shall therefore l)e called

the inV(diitorie trans/ormation ot the group.
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The position of the conic which produces the involutoric trans-

formation of the group is such that it is its own reflection on the

line OX. It therefore has the line OX for one of its axes. It is

clear that there can be but one such conic in the system inscribed

in the quadrilateral ABB 'A.'

Property 4.— The group Qt
^
contains one involiitorie transformation

wliieli is its own inverse: tlie eliaraeteristie aiiliarnuniie ratio of tlir

ijrooltitoric transforniation is — i.

The group Gj contains two very noteworth}' transformations,

viz.: those determined by the conies AB.' and A'B. The tangents

from all points on 1 to AB ' intersect 1' in B.' Hence the degen-

erate conic AB ' transforms all points of the line 1 into a single

point B. The characteristic anharmonic ratio of this transforma-

tion is given by k=:(ABPB)=o. The other degenerate conic A' B
transforms all points of the line 1 to the point A. Its characteristic

anharmonic ratio is given by k=(ABPA)= 00. Strictly speaking

these are not transformations at all in the generally accepted mean-

ing of the word; I shall call them pseiido-transfor/nations.

These two pseudo-transformations form an inverse pair: this is

evident analytically, and also from the fact that the lines A'B and

AB ' are situated symmetrically with respect to OX.
Prof. Lie, in defining his transformations analytically, expressl}'

states that the determinant of the transformation must not be zero.

This condition excludes just these two transformations called

pseudo-transformations. For Lie's equation of transformation is

written

ax+ b

If the determinant
a b

c d

cx-f-d

be
=0, then d:^— . Substituting this

a

value of d in the equation, we have

a(ax-j-b) a

' c(ax-j-b) c

which shows that ever}' point x of the line is transformed into the

nxed pomt
c

The inverse of the above transformation is given by the equation

—dx,+bx= .

ex
J
—

a

The determinant of this transformation equated to zero also gives

be , . . .

d== — . Substituting this value of d in the last equation we have
3.

—b(cx, -a) b

a(^cXj— a) a
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The invariant points of either transformation are given by the

equation
cx--p(d—a)x—b=ro.

be . . .

Putting d=: in this it breaks up into

{^-t){-+-})=°-

thus showing that and are the invariant points of the
c a

transformations.

Pfopcrlx J.— The i^^roup G, dnifains a pair of pscitdo-traiisponiia-

tions, each of lohich transfonns atl points of the line 1 into one op tfie

invariant points of tfie i^ronp: tiie cliaraeteristic anftaiinonie ratios of

tfiese pseui/o-transf()rmations are o a)id qd respectivetx.

As stated above, tlie identical transformation of tlie group G^ is

produced by the degenerate conic Ooo parallel to A A.' O is the

point of contact of this conic with 1. The conic of the system S

touching 1 at ^/O, a point inhnitesimally near to O, produces an

//-(/^"////ovV//^?/ transformation; i. e. a transformation which shifts every

point of the line 1 an infinitesimal distance. The point dO may be

either to the right or to the left of O. In the one case the infinit-

esimal transformation is positive, in the other negative. The two

ma}' be expressed b}' the same analytical formula; and hence Lie's

theorem asserts that Ci
j
contains one and only one infinitesimal

transformation. Let i liic/ represent its characteristic anharmonic

ratio. If the infinitesimal transformation be repeated an infinite

number of times, the result will be ecpiivalent to a transformation

of the same group, whose characteristic anharmonic ratio is (i ±:^/)".

This is a finite quantity different from unity. Hence we infer that

the whole group may be generated from this infinitesimal trans-

formation.

Propertx 6.— llie ,i;'ronp G, contai/is one and o)il\ one inpnitesiniat

transfo)inati(>n : tfie lofiole i^^i'oup max l>e i:;enej-ated prom tfiis infnitesi-

mal transformation.

Let us next consider transformations of the type T|^ , which leave

one and onl}' one point A invariant. It is evident that c»i hyper-

bolas can be drawn touching 1 and 1' and having AA' for an

asymptote; (see Fig. 3). Call this system S.' Every point on the

line 1 is the point of contact of some hyperbola of the system S ' ;

and hence we infer that the 00' transformations determined by S'

form a continuous system.

Let T;^ denote a transformation of this system which transforms
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P into p.. Then -.-:^ . .^^ ^a. Also let Ti' be another trans-
' AP AP, '

formation of the same S3'stem which transforms P^ to P„; then

—— ——-^b. Eliminatinij; the fraction , - from these two
APj AP2 AP,

equations, we have . -^ ——-=:a-l-b^c. Bnt this relation is the
^ AP AP2

result of a transformation T,' which transforms P to P.,. T,r be-

longs to the same system and is equivalent to the combination of

T;^ and T,^. Thus TjiTi^^T,:. In the same way it may be proved

that the combined effect of any number of transformations of the

system is ecjuivalent to some single transformation of the same

system; and that the characteristic constant of the resultant trans-

formation is equal to the sum of the characteristic constants of the

component transformations.

Here again we have the fundamental property of a continuous

group of transformations. The variable parameter of the one-

termed group is the characteristic constant. A group of this kind

will be designated by G
[ ; sometimes it will be written G^ when it

is desired to call attention to the invariant point of the group.

Tlicornn 6.— TJic totalHy of thr projeclivc tratisfoi-iiiatioiis icJiich

leave one and oiilv o)ie poijit of a line //17'arian/ for/iis a o)ie-ie!iiied

group Gj , lidiose fundaniental property is tliat tlie eonibined effect pro-

duced by t7c<o or more of tlie transformations of tlie group is equivalent

to that of a single transformation of the same group. Tlie characteristic

constant of tlie resultant transformation is equal to tlie sum of tlie char-

acteristic constants of the component transformations.

Other properties of a group of this kind G ,' are easily established.

We shall show first that every transformation T., of the group

G,' has an inverse belonging to the same group. For if T.J^ be the

transformation of the group that transforms P to P,, we have the

relation-—- -r-=^-= a. The transformation of the group thatAP AP

.

transforms P, back to P gives the relation-r^;:^ —-=constant :=
' ^ APj AP

— a. This latter exists whenever the former exists.

We can see in this case just as in the former case that the two

conies K and K' which determine a pair of inverse transforma-

tions are so situated that one is the reflection of the other on the

line OX.

Property i.— The transformation of the group G ,' mav he ar/'anged

in pairs: eacli pair consists of a t/-ansfo/-;nafi<'ii ami its i/n'crse.
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Two conies of the system S' degenerate into riglit lines; viz.:

the line Ojo parallel to AA.' and the line AA ' itself, excluding the

segment included between 1 and 1.' The degenerate conic Ooo has

for tangents all lines parallel to AA.' The transformation determ-

ined by Ooo gives therefore an identical transformation. The
characteristic constant of this identical transformation is given by

the relation -t^ r^i^'='i<^ ^o.AP AP

Pi'opci'tx 2.— The ,^roiip (i ,' couiains our iiloitical tiajisfoiinatioti

whose cliai-actcristii cotisfani is zero.

The transformation determined by the degenerate conic Aoo A '

must now be examined. Tlie tangents to Aoo A ' from all points

on 1 intersect 1' in A.' Therefore ever}' point on the line 1 is trans-

formed to A. This is a pseudo-transformation; its characteristic

constant is given h\ the relation . .^ —-~z=^ — oo. But on theAP AA
other hand the tangents to Aoo A ' at A form a pencil of lines cutting

1
' at all points. Therefore A is transformed into every other point

on the line. This is also a pseudo-transformation: its character-

istic constant is given b\' -.~r .^=^ = co. These two iiseudo-trans-^
- AA AP '

formations form an inverse pair.

J^ropcrty j.— T/w group Ci ,' contains two psciidfl-transformations

whic/i form an inverse pair. T/ie e/iaracteristie constants of these t7vo

psciido-transfonnations arc oo and -oo .

If T,, and T .^ be a pair of inverse transformations, the charac-

teristic constant of their resultant transformation is given by

a-f-(— a)=o. Hence their resultant is the identical transformation

of the group.

J^ropcrty p..— The combined effect of any transformation of the i;roi/p

and its inj'crsc is equivalent to tlie identical transformation of tiic x'r''i'p-

77///.V T,T ,=To.

As stated above the degenerate conic Ooo produces the identical

transformation of the group G ,'
. The infinitesimally narrow

hyperbola of the system S' which touches O at dO, a point on 1

infinitesimally near to O, produces an infinitesimal transformation.

The point dO may be either to the right or to the left of O, hence

the infinitesimal transformation may be either positive or negative.

Let d represent its characteristic constant. If the infinitesimal

transformation be repeated an infinite number of times, the result

will bo equivalent to a finite transformation of the same group
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whose characteristic constant is (/•/-!-(•/+//.... to oo)^k. Thus
any finite transformation of the group may be generated from this

infinitesimal transformation.

Property
f;.
— T/ie it:;roi(/' Ci'^ co)itciins our and oiilv one infinitesimal

transformation; the luholr iiroi//> /nav /'/ in^cucratcd froni t/iis infinitesi-

mal transformation.

We have seen that there are two distinct types or kinds of

projective transformations of the points on a line; viz.: T_^r and

T^ . The first T^„ leaves two distinct real or imaginary points

invariant; the second T^ leaves a single point invariant. We can

see likewise that there are two distinct types or kinds of one-

termed groups of these transformations; viz.: GAB^ndG^^. The
first G^B leaves two distinct real or imaginary points invariant; the

second G( leaves a single point invariant. There are no other

kinds of one-termed groups. These two types of groups G^b and

G^ have many properties in common, and some points of differ-

ence. We shall now summarize briefly the results of this section.

Theorem ~.

—

A one-termed i:;roup ofprojeetii'e transformations of the

points on a line eonsists of oo^ transformations ha?' ins;' the property that

the eombined effeet of anv tiuo or more of the transformations of the

^i^ronp is eijuivalent to that of a sin^^le transformation of the same group.

Sueh a g^roup eontains one identieal, one infinitesimaf and t7V0 pseudo-

transformations ; all the other tran'iformiitions of the g;ronp may be

arranged in immerse pairs. The eombined effeet of the ttuo transforma-

tions composing any one of these pairs is equivalent to the identical

transformation of tJie group. Ativ fnite t/-ansformation of the group,

or the 7uhole group itself, max be generatedfrom the infinitesimal trans-

formation. There are t7C'.> types of one-termed groups. 7'iz. : G^b)

and Ga •

(/). The group G^b leaves t-ivo distinct points invariant. Tfie

variable parameter of the group is the characteristic anharmonic ratio.

The product of the characteristic anharmonic ratios of the component

transformations is equal to the characteristic anharmonic ratio of the

resultant transformation. This group contains one involutoric trans-

formation 7vhich is its oivn inverse.

(2). The group (j^ leaves one point invariant. The variable para-

meter of the group is the characteristic constant. The sum of the

characteristic constants of the component transformations is equal to

the cfiaracteristic constant of the resultant transformation. This group

contains no involutoric transformation.

A closer examination into the structure of these two groups G^j,

and G( raises some important (juestions concerning the sufficiency
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of our ^roup detinitious. Thf rangt.' of conies S touching the sides

of the quadrilateral AA ' B ' B is composed of three distinct sub-

divisions. These are separated from one ailother'by the three line

conies of the range, viz. : O 00, AB, ' AB.' The transformations of the

group G^„ also arrange themselves in three corresponding sub-

divisions. The hyperbolas which touch 1 between B and O give

rise to transformations whose characteristic anharmonic ratios vary

from o to I. Let us call this sub-division I. The hyperbolas

touching 1 between O and A give rise to transformations for which

this ratio varies from i to 00. These constitute sub-division II.

The ellipses touching 1 between A and B give rise to transforma-

tions whose ratios are all negative and vary between —00 and o.

These constitute sub-division III.

The combination of any two transformations of sub-division I

gives rise to a transformation belonging to the same sub-division;

for the product of two proper fractions is a proper fraction. The

inverses of all transformations in sub-division I are in II. The

combination of any two transformations in II gives a transformation

also in II; but the inverses of those in II are in I. Sub-divisions

I and II contain each an infinitesimal transformation. Sub-division

III contains no infinitesimal transformation; the combination of

any two transformations in III gives one in either I or II. The

involutoric transformation divides subdivision III into two parts:

all the transformations in one of these parts are the inverses of

those in the other part.

In Thcoric dcr ']'raiisfoniuitioiis^^ni[>prii. Vol. I, page 163, Lie and

Engel exhibit x,=ax, where o<a<i. as an example of a group

containing no inverse transformation. This group is identical with

subdivision I above. However valid their reasoning may be from

an analytic point of view, it is hardly proper from a geometric

point of view to consider either sub-divisions I or II, or the combi-

nation of I and II, as a complete group.

In a similar manner the continuous group G^ is divided by the

identical and the pseudo-transformation into two parts. Each of

these parts has an infinitesimal transformation and the character-

istic group property. The transformations in one part are the

inverses of those in the other.

• ^.\ Two-termed Groups of Projective Transformations.

Having shown how to construct one-termed groups of the pro-

jective transformations of the points on a line, and having developed

the chief properties of such groups, we now proceed to arrange and

classify the groups themselves.
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In the first place it is not difficult to determine the number of

such one-termed groups. There are oo' points on the line 1; by tak-

ing each of these points with all the others, including itself, we can

form 00^ pairs of points. Each of these pairs of points can be

made the invariant points of a one-termed group G , . Thus the

00"^ projective transformations T)^ of tlie points on a line fall readily

into 00- one-termed groups, Gj, each consisting of 00* transforma-

tions which leave two fixed points invariant. Among these 00^

groups Gj are 00^ groups of the kind Gj . The coincident invariant

points of these groups are obtained by taking each point of the

line with itself. All the one-termed groups considered above are

included in the formula oo'^T== 00- G,- cxj'Gj.

We can readily see from the mode of formation of these one-

termed groups that ever}' transformation T belongs to some one of

these groups, and that no two of these groups can have a trans-

formation in common, (except possibly the identical transformation

which may be considered the same for all the groups).

77u'o/-ci/i 8.— /'//( svstci/i oj 'ji'-'' projectii'c tra)jsfor)iiatio)is of a li)ic

falls apart into 00- oin-tcr/iicd groups. Eacli proper traiisfonnation of

the line belongs to one and onlv one of these groups. There are two

!^enej-al types of these groups, G, ajiel G ,'

.

We shall now examine the question of two-ternted groups of pro-

jective transformations on a line. There are oo'^ projective trans-

formations of the points on a line, and onlv 00' points on the line.

Hence any point can be transformed into an}' point on the line in

00- different ways. In other words there is a system of 00- trans-

formations which leaves any point A on the line invariant. We
shall proceed to show that this system of transformations has the

fundamental property

ri?: LI.
J^-*^^^"^

°^ ^ group, i. e. that

the combined effect of

any two or more of the

transformations of the

system is equivalent

to some single trans-

formation of the same

system.

To show this we

take a range of points

on the line 1 (Fig. 4)

and project it by

means of a conic K into a second ranire on the line 1.' Rexolve 1'
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about O until it coincides with 1; we then have a second range on

1. Let A and B be the invariant points of the transformation

due to K. Now project this second range into a third range on
1' by means of a conic K' touching AA ' and CC If we now join

the points of the first range on 1 witli the corresponding points of

the third range on 1.' these joins all touch a conic K" which determ-

ines the projection of the first range into the third. This last

transformation is equivalent to the combination of the other two.

AA' is one of these joins; hence the transformation determined by
K" leaves the point A invariant. This same process may be ex-

tended to any nuniber of transformations.

Theorem g.— The system of o:i~ projective tratis/on/iations that leaves

one point of a line invariant forms a ^roiip whose fundamental property

IS that the combined effect of tioo or more transformations of the gronp

IS etjuivaloit to some si/Zi^le t/-a//sfor///ation of the same group.

When we come to examine the structure of one of these two-

termed groups, it is easy to see that it is composed of an infinite

number of one-termed groups. Take for example the two-termed

group Go ^ that leaves the point A invariant. It is made up of all

the one-termed groups which have A for one of their invariant

points. A may be taken with each of the other points on the line

and once with itself. Thus we see that Go ^ is made up of an

infinity of one-termed groups of the kind G, and one of the kind

G,'. What is true of the two-termed group Go.^ is also true of any

other two-termed group.

Theorem lo.— Ei'ei-v tico-ternied group of projective t/-ansfor/nations

of a line leaving one point invariant is composed of cc^ onc-ternted

groups of the type (j
j and one of the t\pe G ,'

. G 3= oo^ G
, + 1 G 'i

.

Any two such two-termed groups have common a one-termed

group. Take for example the two-termed groups Go^ and Gog.

Each of them contain the one-termed group G.^„. We can also see

that the converse of this is true; every one-termed group of the

t}'pe G , belongs to two and only two two-termed groups.

It was pointed out above that the most general projective trans-

formation of the points on the line involves three parameters, the

coordinates of the invariant points, m and n, and the characteristic

anharmonic ratio k. We have seen that when m and n are fixed

quantities and k variable, the 00' transformations form a one-termed

group; also that when n is fixed and m and k variable we have a

two-termed group. On the other hand when m and k are fixed

(Quantities and n variable, the transformations do not form a one-

termed group. Also when m and n are variable and k constant
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we have 00' transformations which do not form a grou)-). These

statements may readily be verified from the construction.

Every transformation of the kind T ' depends on two parameters,

in and k, coordinate of invariant point and characteristic constant.

If m be fixed and k variable, we have a one-termed group; but if k

be fixed and m variable, we do not have a group. If m and k botli

vary, the resulting 00^ transformations of the kind T' do not form a

group. The verification is easy.

We thus recognize two distinct varieties of parameters; m and n

constitute one kind and k the other. If either one or both of the

parameters of the first kind are fixed quantities, we have one- and

two-termed groups; but if the parameter of the second kind is

fixed, we do not have a group. Thus G^ and G[ are the only

possible variety of one-termed groups; and G^ is the only possible

kind of two termed group.

Tilearcm 11.— Two distinct kinds ofparainctcrs enter into the determ-

ination of a projective transformation, viz. : co-ordinates of invariant

. . , . , \ anharmonic ratio. I ,,- , , ^
points, cliaracteristic -

, ^ II e liave one- and tivo-
\ constant.

\

termed groups lo/ien and onlv wlien the parameters of t/ie frst kind are

fixed quantities.

^A. The General Projective Group and Some of Its Si)ecial

Sub-Groups.

We shall now proceed to show that all the projective transforma-

tions of a line form a group, using the word in the same sense as

heretofore. Any two or more of the projective transformations of

a line when carried out in succession produce a result equivalent

to that produced b}' some single transformation. This follows

immediately from the theory of projective ranges, a knowledge of

which is here presupposed. For if we project any range R^ into

another range R.,, then project R., into R3, and so on until we
obtain n ranges; then R,) is projective with each of the preceding

ranges, including R^. Let us carry out in succession 'i\— i) pro-

jective transformations by means of conies touching the lines 1 and

1.' We shall finally obtain a range R„ on 1
' : this being projective

with the first range R, on 1, the lines joining corresponding points

on these two ranges touch a conic which also touches 1 and 1'.

Thus we see that this last conic determines a transformation equiv-

alent to the combination of the (n— i) preceding ones. This proves

that the 00'' projective transformations on a line form a group. We
shall call this the general projective group of the line, and desig-

nate it by G3. This general projective group is three-termed since

it contains oo-^ projective transformations.
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Tlirorriii /2.--77if tohilitx of tlw projectiiw transformations of tlir

pt>ints on a line form a thi-ec-termcd group.

This general projective group does not leave any point or points

of the line invariant. It is easy to see that this three-termed group

G3 falls apart into 00' two-termed sub-groups, each of which leaves

one point of the line invariant. The properties of these two-termed

sub-groups were discussed in the last section. Since each of these

two-termed groups falls apart into 00' one termed groups, we see

how the general three-termed group falls apart into 00- one-termed

sub-groups. We are now in position to arrange a scheme for the

complete classification of the projective transformations of a line.

03= oc'Gg— ooi( oo'Gj + iG; )= oo^G^+oo 'G;.

The chief properties of the general three-termed group may be

readily collected from the discussions of the preceding pages. G.^

contains one and only one identical transformation: this is determ-

ined by the degenerate conic Ooo perpendicular to OX. This

identical transformation is contained in every two-termed and also

in every one-termed sub-group. In this respect it is peculiar

among all the projective transformations of the line.

G.J contains od- pseudo-transformations; these are so distributed

that everv two-termed sub-group contains 00' of them, and everv

one-termed sub-group contains two of them.

Every infinitesimalh' narrow conic touching 1 at </0, and also

touching 1,' determines an infinitesimal transformation. There are

00- such conies; hence G.j contains 00- infinitesimal transforma-

tions, oc ' of these conies touch anv line as AA ' perpendicular to

OX; and onlv one of them can touch two such lines as AA ' and

BB.' These 00- infinitesimal transformations are therefore dis-

tributed so that ever\' one-termed sub-group conlams one and onl)'

one of them. There are two \arieties of these infinitesimal trans-

formations and the\' give rise to two varieties ot one-termed groups,

G ,
and G \

.

As before remarketl the general projective group (j.j breaks up

into 00' two-termed sub-grou})s. These two-termed sub-groups

are all very much alike and have like properties; two of them how-

ever call for special attention, viz. : the grouj* w hich leaves O
invariant, and that one which leaves the point at inhnity invariant.

The two-termed sub-group Go,,, which leaves the point O
invariant, is made up of one-termed sub-groups each of which

leaves O and senile other point as A invariant. Fig. 2 shows the

construction of a transformation which belongs to the one-termed

sub-group G,^,,. This transformation is determrlied by the degen-

erate conic Oy. All transformations \\hich leave the point O
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invariant are determined b} conies which touch 1, 1.' and O or.: but

since these three lines meet in a point, it follows that all these

conies must be degenerate, and each must consist of linear seg-

ments terminating at O. Ever}' transformation of this kind is a

pcrsprctive transfflnnaiioii. The point Q from which the projecting

lines are drawn ma\- be an\" point in the ])lane. Q may therefore

have 00- different positions: and we see that there are oo- perspect-

ive transformations, each of which leaves the point O invariant.

These oo- perspective transformations form the two-termed group

(ioq. This sidD-group contains all the perspective transformations

in the general projective group, and no others.

Theorem rj.—A// tlie perspeetii'e irausfoniiatiiVis eoiitai)ieJ in the

i:;eiieral projeetii'e group f(>n/i a tioo-tei'Died siih-group. Go,-,: this sub-

group contains no ti-ansforniation luhielt is not perspective.

We now proceed to the consideration of the one-termed sub-

groups which com-

pose the two-termed

perspective group.
Each of these sub-

groups has the point

O and some other

point as A for invari-

ant points. For oo'

positions of the point

Q the resulting per-

spective transforma-

tions leave the point

A as well as O in-

variant. It is easy to

see that these oo^

positions of O must

all be on the line AA.'

because the second

invariant point of a

perspective transfor-

mation is found b}'

dropping a perpen-

dicular from O on

OX. Thus the oo'

perspective transfor-

mations obtained b^

taking the center of

perspective at all point

one-termed group.

a line perpendicular to OX form a
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This conclusion, which is thus deduced from the consideration

of the line OQ as a degenerate conic, is capable of a direct geomet-

ric proof as follows: If we take on the line AA ' fFig. 5), two

points Q and O' as centers of perspective transformation, we can

show that these two perspective transformations are together equiv-

alent to one whose center of perspective is also a point on ;VA.'

With Q as the center of perspective, P and R are projected into P'

and R' and transformed into Pj and R,. With i) ' as a new cen-

ter, P^ and R, are projected into P" and R". The joins of P and

P", and of R and R" meet in Q"

.

According to tlie construction the two triangles P,P'S and

Rj R ' T are homologous; because the sides P ,S and R, T meet in O.'

P'S and R'T meet in O, also P|P' and R,R' meet at iniinit\' on

AA.' Hence the lines joining corresponding vertices must meet in

a point. Thus P,R|. P'R.' and ST all meet in O.

Consider now the triangles PP"S and RR"T: these are likewise

homologous, tor the lines PR, P"R", ST meet in C). Hence the

intersection of corresponding sides must lie on a line. But PS and

RT meet in O, P"S and R"T meet in (_)' : therefore PP" and RR"
must meet in Q", a point on AA.'

There are 00' perpendiculars to the line OX each ot which

determine a one-termed sidi-group of the two-termed perspectix'e

group. One of these one-tt-rmetl sid)-groups is of the tvpe Ci
J

. i. e.

it leaves one and onh' one jioint in\'ariant. This particular sub-

group is determined b\' the line () 00 })eri)endicular to OX.

'riirorriii /./.- Tlir co- />i-rsf>rctirr /r(iiis/oriii(i//<>//s. /(/r i^'liich thr

crnirrs of frrsprctiiu- lir on a line prrfrtiiliciiloi' />> the hisrctor OX.

form a onr/rniinf i:;roi/f.

Let us e.xamine a little closer the j-)erspfctive transformation

exhibited in Fig. 2. The characteristic anharmonic ratio k is

determined by tlie range (OAPP,): thus k=(OAPP,)r=
OP OP, OP AP, ,, OP sinr/

, ,,^ .^«i"Y

PA P,A = op;- AP •
^^"^ OP, =sin^^ ""^ '^^^^^si,^^

(- j .-. .- \ '
r~i

AP,=;\'0-^— . Hence we have kr=: ^ --^^
. When the pf)int (,) is

' 'sm^r A(J

at infinit\- on AA.' we have the identical transformation. The
infinitesimal transformation of the group is obtained by taking Q
on AA ' so far away that the angles at Q are infinitesimalh' small.

Two points Q and O ' equally distant from OX give a pair of in-

verse transformations. When Q falls at A and at A.' we have the

two pseudo-transformations. When Q falls on OX, we have the

involutoric transformation of the group.
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We now turn our attention to the two-termed sub-f^roup of trans-

formations that leave invariant the point at infinity on 1. This

s^roup will he designated b\' G-i^. The projective transformation

determined by a parabola has for its invariant points the point at

infinity and some finite point. There are co- parabolas touching

the lines 1 and 1'; these determine a two-termed group of trans-

formations whose invariant point is the point at infinity on 1.

Every transformation belonging to this group is determined by a

parabola: for every conic touching the line at infinity is a parabola.

All the transformations belonging to this group exhibit a peculiar

property. Let us take for example a transformation which has A
and 00 for invariant points, and whose characteristic anharmonic

ratio IS K. 1 hen we have k=( Aoo FP, )= ^=r— :
:f;,

—

- = --^ .

' Poo P,oo AP,
Whence AP=k.AP,. If we take O and Q,, another pair of

corresponding points, we shall have in like AQ=k.AQj. Therefore

PO=AQ-APr=k(AQ,— AP,)=k.P,Q,. Thus we see that the

effect of such a transformation is to nudtiph' the length of anv seg-

ment In- a constant, the constant multiplier being the characteristic

anharmonic ratio of the transformation. This is analogous to the

mechanical effect of stretching a rubber cord with one end fixed at

A. We shall call this effect a Dilation: and shall speak of the

group Go „ as the grouj) of dilations. If the multiplier k is less

than unit\-. the effect of the transformation is contraction: but if \\e

think of contraction as negative dilation, the word dilation is suf-

ficient to cover all cases.

'JlicorcDi /_•,'.- -Tlic 00- pai-alTt>l(is toiirluni:; 1 a)i(i 1' lirtcniiiiu- a fioo-

tn-iii(\i i:;roiip ot dilations, infinity Ix'ini::; t/ir inrai-iant fi(>int.

This two-termed group breaks up into oo' one-termed groups.

oo' parabolas can be drawn touching 1 and 1' and some line as

A/V ' perpendicular to OX. These determine a one-termed group

whose finite invariant point is A. One of these one-termed groups

is of the type G ,'
. This group has two coincident invariant points

at infinity on 1. This group is determined by the svstem of para-

bolas touching 1 and 1
' and having the line Ooo as a common axis.

The onl}- tangent to a parabola of this svstem perpendicular to

OX is the line at infinity: and it is a common tangent to all of

them. The characteristic anharmonic ratio of anv transformation

of this group is given by k=(LO cxd PP
j
)=i . Hence the constant

of dilation for this group is unity: that is to sav. ever}' segment of

the line 1 is transformed into an equal segment. Again let us take

one of these parabolas touching 1 and 1' and having its axis per-
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peiidicular to OX: It-t a tangent be drawn cutting 1 and 1
' in 1:' and

P.' It is easy to sliow that the difference' of the segments OP and

OP' is constant tor all tangents to the jiarabola: and that this

constant difference is equal to the distance from O to the point of

contact with 1. The effect of a transformation of this kind is to

move every point of the line to the right or to the left a certain

fixed distance. It is equivalent to sliding the line along itself:

thereby the length of an}- segment is unaltered. A transformation

of this kind is called a Translaii(>ii. It is self evident that all trans-

lations form a group.

llu'orriit 1 6. -llic fraiislaliojis i>f thr fioiii/s t>/i a ///ir toi''ii <J <'»<'-

tn-Difd 'j^foiip oj thf fv/^r (t
[

: ///, x/;/i^-/i- iiirariant p,>int (>f f/i/s i:;r(>iip is

thr f^oiiii (if i/ifiii/fv i>/i the liiir.

We shall next examine the one-termed sub-group whose invariant

points are O and cc. This one-termed group is common to the

two- termed perspective grouj) (i._>,) and to the two-termed dilative

group G-'co: we ^hall therefore expect to find in it a combination of

the projH'rtit'S ol these two groups. An\' transformation of this

group is constructed by drawing a pt luil of lines from a point Q on

the line at inffnitw The lines ot such a pencil are of course paral-

lel. The transformations effected h\ the s\-stems of parallel lines

form a group, which is both perspective and dilative.

Thus far wi' ha\c considered the groups of transf(U"mations of the

line into itselt. Other one dimensional forms remain to be con-

sidered e. g. a pencil of lines through a i)oint O and a pencil of

planes through a line 1. The tluors' for these forms is so nearly

identical with that for the straight line that it is •unnecessar\' to

give the parallel development.

A perfecth' ol)vious construction lor a juojective transformation

of a pencil of ra\s is as follows: Let two planes PI and P'l meet

in a line 1: and let O, a point on 1, be the common vertex of two

pencils of ra\s. oiu- in PI and tlu' other in P'l. The planes de-

termined by three pairs of corresponding lines of the two pencils

together with PI and P'l determine a cone of the second order

having its vertex at O and touching both PI and P'l. Tangent

planes to this cone cut PI and P'l in corresponding lines of the

two pencils. If now P ' 1 be revolved about 1 until it coincides with

PI, a projective transformation of the pencil in PI is completed.

The properties of this transformation and of groups of such trans-

formations ma\' easih' be developed.



The Theoretical and Measured Pumping

Power of Windmills.

liV K. C. MURl^HV.

For more than a year the writer has devoted a large portion of

his spare time to the stud}' of windmills—trying to verify or dis-

prove statements of windmill manufacturers of the power of their

mills, adapting the mathematical theor\- of windmills in general to

the American steel windmill of today, measuring the power of

windmills, and in reconciling theoretical and measured results.

The writer hopes in the near future to supplement the present

paper with a more extended set of measurements.

There is toda}' a large demand for powerful windmills mills

that will pump a large amount of water in a short tinu'. The
cause of this tiemand is the need of water for irrigating purposes,

and a cheap and efficient moter to raise water from water-bearing

strata. The windmill has come into competition with gasoline, gas,

and even steam engines for this purpose, and there is a demand foi'

accurate information in regard to the merits of each, and especiall_\'

in regard to the power of windmills.

(It:;) KA.\. r.MW gr.vn. \()i,. iv, no. ;J. oct.. IHit.')
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Many improvements have been made in windmills in the last few

years, and we hear rumors ot other and greater improvements to

be made in the near future. Doubtless engineers and inventors

have made many experiments on windmills, but they have not pub-

lished their results. It is surprising how few accurate data there

are in regard to the actual working of windmills—motors that are

in such general use and have been for centuries. There are really

none with the exception of a table in Engineering Magazine. Vol.

VIII, giving some results of measurements by Lieut. I. N. Lewis.

The measurements of power made by the writer can not be con-

sidered comparative tests. The mills were not working under the

same conditions; some were heavily loaded, others lightly; still the

mills tested were in good working order: the exposure was good in

each case, the lift, quantity of water and wind velocity were care-

fully measured. The temperature and barometer pressure, though

not measured each time, -were found with suf^ficient accuracy for the

purpose. The experiments show the work each mill was doing

under its own conditions, not the work it might be made to do.

Let ABED, Fig. 2, represent one slat or fan of a windmill, ('

the axis, R,, and R,, the radii or distances from the axis to the

G

Fig. 2

ends of the fan, b,, and b,, tlu- eiul widtlis of fan. Let c be the

velocity of the wind, v the velocity of the wheel and Vj the rela-

tive velocity of the wind: that is, the velocity with respect to the

moving fan. Let .\ be the angle which the fan makes with the

direction of the wind, or axis C; )• the angle which Vj makes with

axis C. Let ^s be an}' small element of area of fan having a

length AR and width b,: r the heaviness of air, K a coefficient

whose value depends on curvature and friction of air on fan, L'

the power of the fan, and L the power of mill..

Fig. 3 shows /\s which we assume for simplicity to be a plane.

The wind pressure /\P on /\^s, Fig. 3, is perpendicular to the sur-

face if we neglect the friction of air over the surface. This pressure
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or accelerating force is equal to the mass A,M of air flowing over

/\,s in time /\t multiplied by the acceleration in the direction of

/\P. This acceleration is equal to the difference in velocity of

l\M in the direction of /^P before and after impact, and equals

c sin X—w, cos z^ at B, and c sin x—w^ cos z^ at A.

From Fig. 3 w^ cosZj=W2 cos Zg^=v cos x. Hence
/\M

A P== (c sin X—V cos x) (i)

If M is the mass of air deviated per second by /\s, then AM=
M/\^t. The volume deviated per second is equal to the relative

Fig. 3

velocity v^ multiplied by the area of the projection of As on a

plane perpendicular to the relative velocity. Hence
. r

/^^P=:K— v^ ^s sin(x— 3' )(c sin x—v cos x") .... (2)
S

From Fig. 3 v, sin (x~y )=H B=rN M=NG—G M=c sin x—
v cos X. Hence

/2^P=rK— /\,s{c sin X—V cos x)- (3)

Resolving A,P into two components, one perpendicular to the

plane of the wheel and the other parallel to it, we have for the

latter, which causes the wheel to revolve

r^P cos x:=K l\^{c sin x— v cos x)^ cos x. . . (4)
S

The other component
r

/\P sm x^K

—

/\s(c sm x— v cos x)sin x (5)

causes friction, and will be considered later.
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The power AL^ of /\s is equal to the force in (4) muUipHed by

V, the velocity of i\s. Hence
X/\Li= '\P COS X v=K Asv(c sin x—vcos x)2cos x. . (6)

i—

1

,

—

^ .

—

Equation (6) can be put in the form

AL^=K^c3AsB (7)

V
in which B=a cos x(sin x— a cos x)^ and a^—

.

c

Table I gives values of B for values a and x.

TABLE L

X
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the wind should increase from the inner end of the fan to the outer

end; hence for maximum power the fans should be warped surfaces.

Case I.

The fans as in Fig. 2 with x constant. This is the form of fan

used in nearly all American steel mills.

Substituting these values in (6) we have

Y^^VcosSxR^ARI

,L'=K~ ~ ^ cos xl c2sin2xR2/\R—2^c sin x cos x R^ AR

Making A R infinitesimal=dR and integrating R between limits

R„ and R„ and dL' between corresponding limits we have

/^L r V r R 3 T? 3 V
L'= ( dL'-=K- b^-^cos xc3 sin^x " ^ „

° 2-i'sin x cos x

Rn ^-Rp^ /v„\- , R„s-Ron , ^

-4i^;^-(c)^^^^^^-lR^J ^-^

The ratio of =—^ is nearly constant for different sizes of wheels.
Rn

Letting this ratio be t and substituting it in ( 1 1 ) and multipl3ang by

n, the number of fans in wheel, we have for the power of the mill

L=K—nD„ - cos X C'^R,, sm-x— 2 — ( ism x cos xgc L3 cV4/

Example:—Six-foot steel mill No. 7, Table II.

n=:i2, b„ = ^
, ---=.311 (from Fig. 7). x^=ss'\ — ^0021.

'

12 c
o

/ y

g
Substituting these values in (12) we have

Le=KX.oo2i Xi2X|lX.3iiX-5736Xc^[.326x.67i—2X-311X
.2485X-8i9+ .3ii2x.20X-329]

=.oi6Kc3 [.2187—.0725+ . 0064]

=.0024X0'' (13)

The value of the coefficient —K is difficidt to determine. Pro-

fessor Weisbach assumed that the suction on the leeward side of a

fan is one-half the pressure on the windward side. This would
make K^-| for a plane fan. The writer has found from experiment

that the normal wind pressure on the concave side of a smooth iron

surface such as is used for windmill fans is 1.15 times that on a
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plane surface whose area equals that of the projection of the curved

surface. This would make the value of K=i.73.

Substituting for K this value in (13) we have

Lg:=.oo4ic3 (14)

Substituting for c the values 8, 10 and 12 miles per hour, we

have for Lg the values 6.7, 13.0 and 22.4 ft. lbs. of work per sec-

ond respectively.

Case II.

Fans rectangular and x constant.

Making these substitutions in (6 ) we have

/\L=:K—^ ^ COS X c-^rsin2xR3AR—24','-sinxcosxR2/\R+
g Rn Rn L CR„

MakingA L andAR infinitesimal and integrating between limits

we have
r V r R - R ~ V R 3 R 3

1-. nnc; v r •' I 'iin^x -7 sm X COS X ^
C 3Rn'

L'r=K 1)„ —^cos X C'"^ sin^x—-———— — 2 "sinx cos x
c L 2R„

I I cos^x =, I

Substituting t=-:|y^* and multiplying In' n to get the power of the
Iv,,

wheel wc have

L^=K -n "cos X c-*R„ - sin-x— 2--^sin x cos x( |+
L 2 c V 3 /c

(v)M"r')] '-

Cask III.

The fans witli warped surfaces.

We may find an approximate vahu,' of the poAver by dividing the

fans into strips, x, R and v being variable, and applying (12) or

(15), as the case may be to each strip, and adding the results. If

the fans are rectangular we have

L, =:=Kn cos x,c-^R, ' sin-x, — 2—!-sm x^ cos x, '

+

] gc '^L2 'c ^

3

,. r v., .^^ fi^t! . „ v., . /I— tin
Kn -cos x.,c-^Rol 'sm-x.,— 2 —=sin x., cos x„( - "

j

g c
-

"L 2
- c -

'V 3 /

Then L=L,-fL2+ L, (16)

L2
g c

Lg^ etc.
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Losses of Power.

I. THAT DUE TO THE AXIAL COxMPONEN'L OF WIND PRESSURE.

Equation (5 )
gives the value of this component on any /^s.

Multiply this pressure by f, the coefficient of friction, and by

2Qep* where e equals the radius of friction and p the number of

revolutions of wheel per second, we have

, r . .

/^Lj=^fK—As(c sin X—V cos x)'^sin x 2i_|ep . . ( 17)

Dividing (17) by (4) after multiplying the latter by 2[^e we
have for the ratio of the work lost per revolution in this axis fric-

tion to the work per revolution of the mill

fK '-

ALj g l\^{c sin X—V cos x)"^sin x 2(_|ep f|_Jtanx

/^^L^ r /\^s(c sin x—v cos x)2cos x 2[jRp R '

g
Example:— 12 ft. mill with f=:.o7, e==3/( ft., R:=.4. 56 ft.

A L .07 X— X • 8
From ( 18 ) ^ ---"— *—~^=.ooc^-=\-, per cent of power of

' aLo 4-56X.6 ^ - i^

mill. This friction loss increases with e and x, and decreases as

R increases.

II. THAT DUE TO SKIN FRICTION.

From mechanics we have for this loss of power expressed in

head
32f'hQ2

"''^cm- ('^^

in which h is the height to which the water is raised, Q the number
of cubic feet raised per second, d the diameter of the pipe and f
the coefficient of skin friction.

III. THAT DUE TO AXLIC FRICTION.

For this loss of work per revolution we have

AL3=rie'f[G+Fr(h+h2)] (20)

in which G is the weight of the wheel, piston and pump-rod, F the

cross-section of the water column, r the heaviness of water, and e'

the radius of axle.

Example:— 12 ft. mill with G —950 lbs., double-acting pump
having 4^ -inch cylinder and 12-inch stroke, 30 strokes per minute,

h:=25 ft., back geared 2:1, e' i inch, and f-=.o7.

*A]= 3.Ul.-i9.
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From ( 19;
^^o^32X7"X-oo7oBX25X-ii -_^^ ft. I of one

222x32. 2X(3/^)-^

per cent of useful work.

From (20) ,_^^\L3= 2_2,XyVX-07(95o+i73)^2o.5o ft.-lbs.

The loss li., is small except when h is large or the diameter of

the pipe is small. The third loss is much greater than either or

both the other losses.

The Power Found l)y Measurement.

The quantities to be measured are the velocity of the wind, or

distance traveled by it in time t, the quantity of water raised in

that time and the height to which it is raised.

The velocity of the wind was measured with an air meter, Fig.

I, having a fan wheel 23/^ inches in diameter, a minute glass and a

disconnector. The motion of th»' fan wheel is recorded on six

/o j^ ,no .r'-r 3^0

Viii. +.—Sfi. sicfl mill. ;sft.-ll)s. i)fi' stroke.

dials. It will record any wind movement from one foot up to 1893

miles. The minute glass was found to have an index error of two

seconds; that is, the sand runs through the glass in 58 seconds

instead of 60. The meter was placed on a vane so that the axis of

the fan wheel was always in the direction of the wind. The vane

was placed on the end of a board and held on the platform of the

mill in front of the wheel. In the case of mill No. 4, Fig. 4, th
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velocity measurements were made on the top of the water tank

twent}^ feet below the platform and the velocity v at the platform

found from the formula

'i\l^
-72

+ 72
The velocity and corresponding number of strokes of the pump

were found by reading the meter when disconnected or when the

Fig-. 5.-10 ft. wood mill. 3t ft.-llis. per stroke,

minute glass was horizontal, then throwing it into gear by turning

the glass upright, and counting the number of strokes while the

sand was running throtigh. or in 58 seconds, then disconnecting

and reading again. //?(5^'

The difference of the

readings gave the dis-

tance traveled by the 3'(^

wind in the 58 sec-

onds. From twenty

to ninety such meas- ^00_

urements were made
with each mill.

These m easu re-
^

ments are represented '^ «'^ <2»t? 30 J'-* 7^

diagram atically on ^''-- ''-i" ^^- "^^^^" "^"'- ''••' ^^-i''^- »'" ^^^"^'''

Figs. 4 to II. The center of each little circle or star represents
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one measurement, the velocities being laid off as ordinates and

the number of strokes as abscisses.

The quantity raised per stroke was found by pumping into a

vessel for a time, counting the strokes in that time, and measuring

the number of quarts pumped. The number of quarts divided by

the number of strokes gave the quarts per stroke. The lift was

measured with a tape line. The quantity per stroke multiplied by

its weight and by the lift gave the number of ft. -lbs. per stroke,

iom.

''O iS fio 2.0 2'0

FifT. 7.-8 ft. steel miU. 18.:i ft.-lhs. per stroke.

and from the number of strokes per minute the work per minute

was found.

The airmeter was compared with the Kansas University signal

service anemometer and found to give readings a little less than

that instrument for ordinary pumping velocities.

In Table II are given the dimensions of fans, their angle with

axis, number of fans, lift, etc., of some of the mills tested.

Examining any of the figures it is seen that the distance traveled

TABLE II.
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of wind velocity and the corresponding number of strokes of the

pump may be in error quite a little; but the mean of a good many
such measurements cannot be far from correct. In each figure we

have drawn a line AB to represent the mean, or so as to have, at

every stroke, about as many circles above as below it.

For ordinar}^ pumping velocities, that is, from 8 to 14 miles per

hour, this line is straight. It represents the relation between wind

Fiff. 8.—10 ft. steel mill. :iT ft. -lbs. per stroke. Fig. 10.—6 ft steel mill, 34..5 ft.-lhs.
per stroke.

vilocity and number of strokes of pump; but since the number of

strokes is proportional to the power of the mill, it follows that this

line represents the relation between velocity of wind and power of

milk

Here we note a difference between theory and measurement.

From equation ( 12 ) or (13 ) it is seen that for any given mill the

theoretical relation between power and wind velocity is an equa-

tion of the third degree—a cubic parabola, while from an\' of the

«r lY; rs' sCo

Fig. 9.-23 ft. wood mill. 156.T ft. -lbs. per stroke.

figures it is seen that for velocities from 8 to 14 miles per hour this

relation is an equation of the first degree—a straight line.
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Fig. 4 represents two sets of measurements. The center of

each star represents a measurement with tlie pump rod, discon-

nected 20 feet below the wheel; that is, in the set represented by

the stars no water was pumped—no useful work was done. The
mean line CD of this set is seen to be nearly parallel to AB and

not far distant from it. From this we see that if this mill is run-

ning at a given rate and not doing any useful work, it will run at

the same rate and do its useful work if the wind velocity be in-

creased three feet per second. Or, stating this in another way, if

the mill is doing no useful work at the rate of 25 strokes of the

upper part of pump rod in 58 seconds, it will do its useful work in

the same velocity at the rate of 20 strokes per 58 seconds.

We see from this one reason for the great variation in the work

windmills do in a given wind (Table II, last four columns). The
heavily loaded one will do much more work than the lighter loaded

ICOO

/o /3 Zi? ^"^ 30

Fiy:. II. l:Jft. sled iiiill. :.'<).:.' ft.-n)S per si rokc.

one in a wind strong enough to run it. Fcpiation (lo) expresses

the relation between the ratio and angle x which the fans make
c

with the direction of the wind for maximum power. If the angle

is given, as it is for any given mill, we can find from this e(]uation

the value of for an\- small area of the fans, and from this, how
c

heavy to load the mill. If, then, this ratio be kept constant, as c

increases, by increasing the load, the maximum power may be ob-

tained. One device for doing this is to automatically increase the

length of stroke as the velocity of the wind increases.

In Fig. 5 the circles varj^ considerably from the mean line.

This is due to the fact that the airmeter was not used in these meas-
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urements on a vane, but was kept with its axis in the wind by

movements with the hand, and in those for high velocities, due to

the wheel of the mill turning partly out of the wind in gusts. The

other plates need no explanation.





Two Remarkable New Genera of Diptera.

U\ S. \V. WILLISTON.

Townsendia, gen nov. {.ls/7/dtc\)

\'ery small species. Head broad, nnich broader than high.

Front very broad above, about three-fourths of the width of the

head; narrow below, the sides gently convex; only moderately ex-

cavated, nearly bare, with some bristles at the vertex and on the

ocellar tubercle. Face narrow, with parallel sides, flat, much
receding, not at all visible in profile, with a thin row of bristles on

the oral margin, otherwise wholly bare. Antennse not as long as

the head, situated near the middle of the head in profile; first joint

shorter than the second, the second about as broad as long; third

joint longer than the first two together, gently tapering from near

its base; style slender, divaricate, about half the length of the joint.

Proboscis short. Thorax moderately convex above, with bristles

on the posterior part. Scutellum with a row of thin bristles on its

margin. Abdomen elongate, its sides nearly parallel; moderately

flattened, bare. Legs moderately stout; the first two joints of all

the tarsi a little incrassate. Wings long, narrow toward the base;

axillary cell narrow, the anal angle wholl)' wanting; alula^ wholl}'

wanting; discal cell long and narrow, the penultimate section of

the fourth vein a little shorter than the ultimate section; the third

vein from the discal cell, separating the third and fourth posterior

cells, wholly wanting.

This genus is remarkable for the small size of its typical species,

for the broadness of the front, the narrowness of the wings at the

base, the absence of the aluhe and the confluence of the third and

fourth posterior cells. In one of the two specimens from which

this description is drawn, there is a slight angulation of the vein at

the posterior part of the discal cell where the missing vein should

start from, but even this is wholly wanting in the other specimen.

I can not believe that this character should have the importance

that it might seem to have, as it is not at all improbable that con-

generic species may be discovered in which the neuration is not

abnormal. The very broad front, the receding face, and the nar-

rowness of the base of the wings are, I believe, the most essential

(107) K.VX. UNIV. QU.Mi, VOL. IV, NO. :,'. OCT.. 18iV).
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characters of the genus. It gives me pleasure to name the genus

in honor of Prof. C. H. T. Townsend, who has Avritten so abl\' on

North American diptera.

To"wnsendia minuta, n. sp.

Male. Black. Front and face thickly white pollinose: mystax

white. Antennae black. Mesonotum opacjue ^'ellowish white,

with a broad median stripe and a spot on each side brown.

Pleura' thinh' whitish pollinose. Abdomen shining black, the first

segment whitish pollinose, the pile along the sides of the anterior

segments white. Legs yellowish red, the front and middle femora

above, the hind femora except the base and tip, a broad ring on all

the tibi;e, and the tarsi for the most part, black. Wings grayish

h\aline. Length 3 ' _. millim.

Two specimens, Mexico, H. H. Smith. This species is the

smallest that I know of in the family of Asilida-.

I may mention here that the genus Ortlioiicuroiiiyia Will, is

in all probability synonymous with Psiloctinis Loew, though the

type species are very diiierent.

Arlhrostylum, gen. nov. {I.ct^lidic).

Male. Head broader than the thorax, hemispherical. Front

and face narrow, of equal width. Face smooth throughout, with-

out grooves, following the contour of the eyes and not at all visible

in profile. Antenna^ situated above the middle of the head in pro-

file, with a long, terminal, jointed style; first joint a little shorter

than t!ie two following combined, second joint about as long as

wide; third joint cordate; style longer than the joints preceding

it, composed of five distinct segments of which the first is as wide as

long ami the others successively increasing in length, the last

pointed at the tip and nearly as long as the four preceding it to-

gether. Thorax elongate: metanotum prominent. Abdomen long

and slender, narrowed at the posterior part of the first (second?)

segment, the following joints cylindrical, the h}'popygium a little

thicker. Legs long: the hind pair much elongated, their femora a

little thickened distally: front tibia- with a single spur, the others

with two each. Wings elongate; aluhe rudimentary; fourth pos-

terior cell and the anal cell closed near the margin.

The present genus is nearly allied to W'nnileo, but is clearly dis-

tinct in the dichoptic male, the slender, articulated style, and the

closed cells of the wings. The genus is of especial interest as add-

ing another link between the Leptidai and the Xylophagida^.

The stvle is distinctly differentiated, it is true, yet the difference
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between it and the complox joint of the Xylophai^'idae is one of

degree and not of kind.

Arthrostylum fascipennis, n. sp,

Male. h^ront and face both bare, the former opacjne brown, the

latter opaque light 3X'llow. Antennaf yellow': the first joint for the

most part, the upper margin of the second and third joints in part,

and the style wholly black. Occiput flat, gray pollinose on the sides.

Mesonotum shining reddish yellow, with three black stripes, which

are more or less confluent posteriorly. Pleurae black, scarcely

pollinose, yellowish in part above. Abdomen red; first (second?)

segment broadly black at its base, in front of which on either side

there is a yellow spot; the narrow distal end of the segment has a

rounded black boss above: third segment with a smaller blackish

eminence distall}'. Legs light yellow: the distal three joints of all

the tarsi, the hind femora except their tip, and the hind tibice

except base and tip, black: the tip of the second hind tarsal joint

is blackish. Wings yellowish hyaline, with two brown cross-bands,

the one running from near the costa, more narrowly behind, to the

tip of the anal cell: the other filling out the tip of the wing, slightly

concave on the proximal border, which crosses the third vein a

little before its furcation, and less deeply colored at the immediate

tip of the wing. Length 10-12 millim. (the abdomen is curvetl

downward ).

One specimen, Xucumanatlan, Mexico, July (H. H. Smith. )

Figures and full descriptions of both the above files, will short 1\-

appear in the Bio/oi^ia Ccnirali-Amrriiana.





Involiitoric Transformation of the Straight

Line.

V,\ ARNOLD EMCH.

A projective transformation is said to be iii7'i>lut(>rii if every point

of the original sj'steni J can be interchanged with tlie corresponding

point of the transformed S}'stem J,. This relation exists, for

instance, between the projective points (Xj), (x) of a straight line

whicli are related by the e(]nation:

ax+ b
1 ,

(I)
ex—

a

where a, b, and c are real numbers. That equation (i) expresses

involution, is seen by the value of x which follows from equation

(i), i. e.,

ax^-j-b , .

X= LJ
, (2)

ex
J
—

a

Like every general projective transformation of the straight line,

the involution has two double points, i. e.
,
places where the values

for X and Xj coincide. These values are foimd from e(]uation (i
)

by putting x^=x:
ex-—2ax—b= o.

Whence

a-|-T'a-+ bcm=—L_l \ ,

c

a— 1 a'+bcn= 1 1 ,

c

m and n designating the values of the double points. According as

^=a2+bc<o,

A=-a2+bc^o,

A=^a-+bc>o,

the involution is elliptic, parabolic, or hyperbolic, i. o. has imagin-

ary, coinciding and real, or two real doul)le points.

Having stated these general facts we will now investigate the

involutoric transformation with respect to its s^roiip pi-(>p('i-tit-s.

(Ill) K.K.N. I'NIV. (;T'.\I!.. VOli. IV. NO. ;.'. (XTOItKW. ISl).").
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Writing with Soplius Lie* a general infinitesimal projection of the

straight line b\-

d,x=:=(aH bx-: cx-)d,t, (5)

where x and t are independent variables, and a, b, c, constants,

we can substitute in equation (5) an expression containing tlie

values of the double points, ni and n, thus we get

k (x—m) (x—n)=a-J-bx+ cx-.

The differential equation (5) may therefore be written in the form:

dx, j^ ,r
rdt, (6)

(x,—m)(x,~n'

X, designating any variable in the transformed s}'stem and satisfy-

ing the condition, that for t^=o, Xj=x. The reason for this con-

dition is evident if it is remembered that for t~;o the identical

transformation results.

The solution of tlu' differential equation (6) gives

(me"»—ne™Mx4nin(eQit—e"t)
, .,

X,- -^ LSL^ *!: ^ (7)
(e"^—emt)x-pmemt_ne"^

This e(}uation n-presents tlie onc-frr/iifJ grou}> of those transforma-

tions which lea\'e the points m and n invariant. Among tlie

transformations ot this group is also the involution leaving tlie

points m and n invariant, and they are determined b\' the condition

uifi't ne"'^' -me'i"
I

ne"', or (m-n)e'"i-; -(m- n)e"',

or eCn- ii)t ^ 1

Taking the logaritlims of both sides, we have

(m— n)t log. (— i). or finally t-~-
'—^-—

, (8) where k ma\- be
m—

n

anv real and integral number. Ecpiation (8) shows that in this

case there is no differential for t. i. e. , equation (6) has no meaning.

Hence there is only one involution among the projective trans-

formations leaving two points invariant. This result, well known

in geometrv. in connection witli equation ( 5) shows that there is no

infinitesimal transformation which b\- integration leads exclusiveh'

to involutions.

Thus we ma\' sa\': 'jyic svs/t'/// of iin'olu/ioiis 011 a line has no

/iifiii/tfs/iiial fiutiisfonitatioii and, Iirncc. docs not form a group.

Having thus shown that there are no involutoric transformations

transforming involutions into involutions we may ask whether there

are anv general projective transformations with this property, and

if so, find these transformations.

*Vurlesjun,<j:oii. uobei' cont iiiuii'rlii'lie (!r'ui)i)eii.
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In the case of involution

ax+ b

ex—

a

The operation of a general projective transformation,

x„= -i-JLi__L (9)
" CjXj-fdj

gives:

^ _ (a,a-hb,cjx+(a,b-b,a
) ,^^^

(c,a

—

djC)x-|-(c,b—d^a)

i. e., a general projective transformation. Obviously this trans-

b

Substituting these expresions for d, and Cj in (g) the projective

transformation which does not alter the involutoric transformation

becomes
a.x, -f b.

formation is involutoric if d, a,, and bjC--— c^b, or c^

Xo
b,c

, (12

or II we i>ut - =k,
a,

bx,—bkX,= —

i

(II)
kcXj-(-b

In this case equation (lo) assumes the form

_(ab—bck)x--(b2-^abk)
' (ack— bc)x— ( ab ~bck)

and, in fact, represents an involutoric transformation. If this

equation represents all involutions it must be possible to choose

three arbitrar}' real numbers A, B, and C, such that for constant

values of a, b, and c, and an}' real value of k between two limits,

however large,

ab —bck— A,

b~^L-abk=B, (13)

ack pbc:=C.

These three equations cannot exist together. We ma\' choose any

of the three numbers at random, but then the value of k is deter-

mined, and so are the values of the two other numbers. The
system of involutions represented by equation ( 1 2) consists, there-

fore, of only a special class of involutions. This is also seen from

the fact that there occurs but one parameter in (12), while the

general involution has two. The system of transformations ( 1 1)

has one parameter, so that we may conclude

T/wrc arc do ^ projective traiisforinaiioiis wliicli fra/isjcrni a certain

i/n'oii/tioii into x ^ oflier inro/utio/is.
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These X ^ projective transformations form a group, for

bx—bk

transformed bv

^^ ckx-f-b

bx, — bk,
x.,--

ck.x.+b

, bk ,
bk

bx-"b Jb— ckk
x.,=

b c k 1';

I

To each transformation can also be found the inverse in the same

s}'stem

—bx.—bk . , f ,^

—

'

, or puttuig k lor k.
ckx—

b

bx,—bk
ckx , -i b

The invariant points of this group are

x= dri — , i- e.. elliptic if b and c are of the same sign.
c

Taking the limiting case k x in e(]uation ( i i
i
the transformation

becomes

Transforming the general equation of involution b}- (14) we have:

hex—ab

—cax— be

Hence: TJicrc is one and oiilx one iiriU'liitoric traiisf(>]->iiation -(oliiili

/(•arcs the character of an iirvohttio)i itnchai/i^ci/.

We will now give an example in which the connection between

the analytical method in this article and the s\'nthetical treatment

of the similar subject b\' Professor Newson in this number of

the QuAKiiCRi.v can easily be shown. Consider the special involu-

tion

b
^' ex

with the double points and
c c

After a transformation ( 11) this involution becomes:

ckx— b
x,= , .

—ex—ek
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Fig. 1.

Now let us represent ' — and — — bv the points I and I,,
c c "

respectively, and draw a circle with 11^ as diameter. Each circle

normal to it and having the center on the straight line II ^,

intersects this line in a pair (P, P.-,) of the involution, so that

P0XP,0= ^
, or xx,==--

c c

Making OP,T=OPg (Fig. i), the elliptic involution

b
XX, =^

' c

results, and its points are obtained by the intersection of all the

circles passing through F and F'.

To conform with the representation in Prof. Newson's article,

draw any two lines through the original O and symmetrical to the

axis II
J.

Let these lines be J and J'. With O as a centre and OP,
OPj, and OPj as rad'i describe circles intersecting the rays J and J'

in the points A, A'; Aj,A^'; and Bj, B^' respectively. A and Aj',

or A^ and A' are corresponding points in the hyperbolic involution,

while the pair A, Bj', or A', Bj belongs to the elliptic involution.

It is easy to prove that the rays connecting corresponding points.
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asAA^', A'Aj are the tangents to the so-called conic of tlic trans-

formation which, in this case, is a hyperbola having I and I^ as its

vertices. The same is true of the ra3\s connecting A and B,', A'

and Bj; they are the tangents to the conic of the elliptic involution.

This conic is also a hyperbola and, like the hyperbola of the

hyperbolic involution, has the raN's J and J' as asymptotes. It has

the chords of the circle with II
j
as a diameter included by the rays

J and J' and parallel to II ^ as tangents at the vertices.



On Toxotrypana of Gerstsecker.

BY W. A. SNOW.

Concerning the true relations-iip of this remarkable American

genus there has been much diversity of opinion. Osten Sacken,

Bigot and Mik have agreed in assigning it to the Trypetidae. Van

der Wulp mentions it as occupying a place among the Ortalidae,

and this view is held by Roeder, who had the advantage, not pos-

sessed by most of the other commentators, of examining a speci-

men. Loew, who judged from Gerstaecker's description and figure

alone, recognizes the affinities of the genus with both the Trypetidae

and Ortalidae, and places it doubtfully in the group Pyrgotinae of

the latter family. In this group, Toxotrypana finds very dissimilar

associates. Especially does it differ from the other forms placed

here in the shape of the head and of the antennae, the presence of

ocelli, the long, drawn out anal cell, the bareness of the body and

the monstrous ovipositor, and in an even more important character,

the presence of lower fronto-orbital bristles.

Toxotrypana curviriiiulii Gerst.

In the museum of the University of Kansas are two female speci-

mens of Toxotrypana cun'icauda, Gerst. received in the Gaumer
collection from Yucatan. One of the specimens was covered with

mold and in poor condition, the front being denuded of bristles.

(117) KAN. TTNIV. QUAR. VOL. IV. NO. 2. OCT.. 1895.
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The other, however, has been well preserved, and shows plainly a

row of lower fronto-orbital bristles. These bristles are of about the

same size as the largest of the vertical ones, and only differ from

the similar bristles of all Trypetida; in not being distinctly nearer

to the eyes than are the upper fronto-orbital bristles. The sup-

posed absence of these bristles has been the principal objection to

the location of the genus among the Trypetid;e. Loew has signifi-

cantly remarked that it might be the case that "in conformit}' to

the striking shortness of all the hairs of the body, the lateral

bristles of the front have disappeared." Even though I had not

found these bristles present in our specimen, I should have con-

tended that Toxotrypana finds its most natural position among the

Trypetida?, in proximity to Acrotoxa. The characters which

show the divergence Toxotrypana from the true Pyrgotina? are

links of relationship to Acrotoxa and its allies. The shape

of the head, antennae and palpi; the presence of ocelli; the form

of the anal cell, and the not flattened ovipositor are similar in

Toxotrypana and Acrotoxa. These two genera are held asunder, it

is true, by several important characters, which are to be found

mainly in their chaL^totax}', in the course of some of the veins of the

wing, in the shape of the abdomen and in the curvature of the

ovipositor. The extreme length of the ovipositor in Toxotrypana

need not be considered an important character, since in certain

specimens of an undetermined species of Acrotoxa which I have

seen in Dr. Williston's South American collection, that organ

attains a length ecjual to that of the whole remaining body of the

insect. The shape of the ovipositor in Gerstaecker's genus is there-

fore of higher distinctive importance than is its length.

The branching of the second longitudinal vein in Toxotrypana

can only be regarded as a character of small importance. Mr.

Roeder tells us that in his specimen one wing showed an incom-

plete branch, which in the other was represented by a small brown

cloud only. One of the specimens before me shows no vestige of

a furcation of this vein, while in the other specimen each wing has

a stump extending a part of the distance between the second vein

and the costa.

It is true that the auxiliary vein does not enter as steeply in the

costa as it does in most Trvpetidae, but it disappears before reach-

ing the costa and is replaced by a brown cloud as is generally the

case in this family.

A comparisons of the descriptions of Gerstaecker, Bigot and

Roederwith my specimens gives the assurance that the thoracic

colorational differences in those descriptions are but variational, and
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therefore Afikiinyia furcifcra Bigot is but a synonym of Toxoirypana

curvicaiida Gerstaecker, as suspected by Mik and Roeder.
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A Ciirvimeter.

BY W. R. CRANE.

Integrating machines, or engines, as they are often called, have

been in use for so many years, and have filled all the requirements

so satisfactorily, that they are now considered an indispensable

article for the engineer's office and the draughtsman's table. The
ordinary planimeter is so well known and is so widely used that it

is unnecessary to speak further of it here. There is, however, an-

other class of integrating instruments, which is not so widely

known as the planimeter, nor has the principal of the same been so

thoroughly investigated. This class of instruments is commonly
known as the curvimeter.

Up to the present time no accurate or trustworthy instrument

has been devised for the purpose of measuring the length of figures

of one dimension, such as lines and curves of every description.

The possibilit}- of such an instrument is suggested by the simple

and excellent form of planimeter, known as the "stang" or

"hatchet" which has recently gained such wide-spread popularity,

and it was, in fact, this instrument which led to the investigations

that ended in the instrument to be described.

As is well known, there are a large number of problems, such as

finding the length and area of curve^ between their co-ordinate

axes and certain prescribed limits, which up to a few years ago

could be solved only by means of differential and integral calculus.

At the present time there are quite a number of planimeters—area

measurers—to be found on the market, the one above mentioned

being the latest, but as far as I am able to ascertain there is not a

sin^ e instrument, which will more than approximate the length of

curves.

The following is a description of a simple curvimeter and the

method of operating the same. It consists of a rigid steel shaft,

accurately turned and polished, upon which a sharp rimmed steel

(131) KAN. UNI. QUAR., VOL. IV. NO. 3, JANUAUY, 189G.
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wheel is fitted, not so closely, however, but that it may rotate and

slip from one end of the shaft to the other. To prevent any bind-

ing of the wheel upon the shaft, the wheel is made quite thick

through the centre, the length of the hub being equal to the radius

of the wheel. At one end of the shaft is attached a cross-bar, form-

ing a ^, each arm being equal to the radius of the wheel. The
extremity of one of the arms of the cross-bar is shaped into a knife-

edge, the extremity of the other arm being a point, which is fur-

nished with a shoulder to prevent its sinking beyond a certain point

in the material upon which it is worked. The knife-edge and point

both lie within the plane which passes through the centre of the

shaft. Passing through the cross-bar and shaft, and at right angles

to both, is attached a third arm. Through the extremit}' of this

third arm and parallel to the cross-bar is a set-screw, either end of

which may slide upon the surface operated upon. The object of

the set-screw is to keep the cross-bar always perpendicular to the

plane upon which it moves. The upper surface of the shaft is

graduated, either in the French or English system of units, as de-

sirable; if theEnglish system is used the graduation should read at

least as low as 1-64 of an inch.

The instrument as it stands complete — the sharp rimmed wheel

\\pon the shaft, the three cross-arms, and the set-screw holding the

point and knife-edge perpendicular to the plane upon which it

stands, may be seen in the cut.

i^

Cramp's Curvimoter, Fig. 1.

To operate the instrument we proceed as follows:—Take the

©ross-bar firmly between the thumb and first two fingers, then place
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the knife-edge upon the curve—a mark on the highest point of the

knife-edge coinciding with the point from which measurement is to

begin on the curve. The position of the wheel on the shaft being

noted, the curve is then traced with the knife-edge, which is kept

wholly within the curve and therefore tangent to it. The shaft

would therefore be kept tangent to the curve also, the wheel rolling

slowly and smoothly upon the paper, changing its direction of mo-

tion as the shaft changes its position. When the other extremity

of the curve is reached the wheel is found to have changed its posi-

tion, and this change of position, or the difference between the

initial and final positions of the wheel on the shaft give the length

of the curve plus a correction which will now be explained.

The only use of the point is in finding the correction, and after

the correction has once been found for an instrument the point is no

longer of any value. As will readily be seen, when the shaft is

rotated about the point as a centre the wheel will tend to work off the

shaft. This tendency to work off is due to the friction of the knife-

edge upon the paper as it changes its direction of motion. By

rotating the shaft about the point as centre through a given angle

and noting the distance the wheel works off, then rotating back

through the same angle, and again noting the distance the wheel

has moved, Vv^e know at once, if these two distances are not equal,

that the cross-bar is not perpendicular to the surface upon which

it stands. This can be remedied by adjusting the set-screw until

the two distances above mentioned are equal, then the cross-

bar must be at right angles with the plane upon which it stands.

These two distances can be made equal regardless of the size of

angle through which the shaft is rotated, and when the above

named condition has been reached the correction for the angle

through which the instrument is rotated is known, then the correc-

tion for one degree readily follows.

We then have the correction for the instrument for one degree, a

constant quantity, and in nieasuring a given curve, the angle

through which the instrument rotates being known, we can easily

find the correction for the curve. Subtracting this correction from

the length noted on the shaft by the change of position of the wheel,

we have the exact length of said curve.

The following table gives the results of a series of experiments

performed to obtain the correction of an instrument constructed by

Mr. J. E. Crosby. The first column represents the number of ob-

servations taken; columns two and three give the distance worked

off while rotating through go" ; and column five represents the

positions of the wheel from the cross-bar at the beginning of each

observation.
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The Sands of the Kansas River Valley.*

BY M. Z. KIRK.

Some months ago my attention was called to the great differ-

ence in character of the soils of the Wakarusa valle}' and those of

the Kansas river valley. The former usually are black and plastic

while the latter are loose and sandy and have a much lighter color.

The Kansas river valley from Kansas City to Manhattan has an

average width of about four or five miles and is skirted on either

side by bluffs from loo feet to 225 feet in height. This lower por-

tion of the Kansas river traverses the extreme southern extension

of the great glacial drift area of America. An examination of the

country lying north of the river for several miles, even so far as

Atchison and Whiting, shows that here and there throughout the

whole glaciated area of the state large masses of sand are fre-

quently found in connection with the glacial soils. In fact the

great beds of loess so abundant particularly along the Missouri

river valley, and in other parts of America with which the writer is

more or less familiar, frequently have the fine clay and silt washed
out from them by the surface waters leaving almost pure sand

behind. Such conditions are often observed in central and southern

Iowa and probably in man}' other places. Here the washing away of

the clay and silt frequently leaves masses of sand on the uplands

far removed from the main drainage tributaries. These are blown
here and there by the wind and collect in great sand dunes often

covering several square miles in extent with the sand forming so

large a proportion of the soil that the country roads are almost

impassable for heavily laden vehicles. With these points in mind,

it occurred to the writer that possibly portions at least of the sands

of the Kansas river valley had originated in a similar way. Upon
investigation the following conditions were found to obtain.

On both sides of the river, but more particularl}' on the north

side almost all the way from Kansas City to Lawrence, great

masses of loess were found to exist along the bluffs, generall}' with

a streamer reaching downward into the vtlley, usuall}' forming

a ridge from five to ten feet higher than the general level and from

forty rods to half a mile in width and often a mile or more in

[*From a preliminary paper yiviiif; a few results obtained l)y tlie Uiiivei'sitv Geo-
logical Survey of Kansas.]
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length. Such streamers generally trend a little west of north

and east of south, but there is not a perfect regularity in this.

These conditions are very prominent in the vicinity of Lawrence.

About two miles east from the Bismarck fair grounds on the left

bank of Mud creek the loess bluffs are particularly prominent and

represent in miniature the conditions so notable in the vicinity of

St. Joseph and other points along the Missouri river where the

heavy loess bluffs are weathered away leaving the sharp and

rugged spires and pinnacles recalling the conditions of the Bad

Lands of Dakota and Wyoming.

An overland trip was made from Lawrence to Junction City for

the purpose of studying the conditions farther up stream. The

glacial ridges with their streamers of sand similar to those just

described as occurring around Lawrence were found in great

abundance between Lawrence and Topeka. About nine miles

northwest of Lawrence, at the foot of the bluff on the north side, a

bed of glacial sand is found, the sands from which extend down

into the valley and are very noticeable in the soil. About two

miles southwest of Thompsonville the glacial clay, fragments of

crystalline rocks such as greenstone and quartzite, and sand alter-

nate and intermix. From this bluft the great sandy streamers can

be traced to the valle}- below. Local areas of considerable extent

can be seen to exist in patches in the broad level fields. Farther

up the river, near Rossville, great quantities of sand and gravel

were found. The hills to the northwest of St. Marys are covered

with a heav}' mantle of sand and gravel quite thoroughly mixed

with small quantities of yellow cla}^ The beds contain numerous

examples of small boulders and gravel, quartzite, greenstone, and

flint fragments. Each 3ear the clay and finer silt is washed away
leaving the coarser gravel behind, as is well illustrated b}' the

gravel beds at St. Marys.

Speaking in a general way it ma}' be said that almost all of the

northern bluffs of the river from Kansas City to Topeka are cov-

ered with such loess deposits, while man}- places along the south-

ern bluffs also show the same conditions. Above Topeka the

loess deposits gradually diminisli in relative abundance, and it is

an interesting fact to note that the relative proportion of sand in

the river valley likewise decreases; so that before Manhattan is

reached, particularly on the southern side of the valley, the sand

has decreased to such an extent that its absence is very noticeable.

Here and there, also, throughout the whole distance, are areas of

black soil recalling the soil of the Wakarusa valle}-, to which it cor-

responds in almost every respect, and upon careful examination it
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is usually found that there is a corresponding absence of loess along

the adjacent bluffs. Beyond Manhattan the sand apparently

becomes more abundant and farther up stream the whole valley

seems to be almost entirely composed of the sandy soil. But

it may be noted that as the deposits of loess decrease west-

ward until they finall}^ disappear we are approaching the areas of

the Dakota sands and the Tertiary sands still farther to the west

from which the Kansas' river and its tributaries have obtained large

quantities of sand to be carried downward and strewn along its

banks and river bottoms.

It has long been known that the character of the soil in the

Kansas river valley, particularly from Manhattan to Kansas City, is

unsurpassed in productiveness. The idea so widely prevalent that

a soil in order to be rich must also be black, is strongly negatived

b}' the Kansas river soils. If they are partially composed of

glacial materials it is all the more readily understood why they

should be so productive. The feldspar materials brought down

from the far north by the glacial movements have supplied an

excessive amount of mineral fertilizers, particularl}' potash, and

the steady wearing away of the loess banks along the bluffs has

constantly added richness to the soils of the valley below; so that

although they generally have an absence of the much coveted

black color, yet they possess in large quantities
;
all the ingre-

dients and properties necessar}' for a wonderfully productive and

lasting soil. Some years ago Prof. R. Ellsworth Call* called

attention to the character of many lovv^a soils which correspond so

closely in origin and nature with the Kansas river soils that we may

quote him as follows:

"Color, too has little to do with deciding finally whether a soil

will be fertile. Usually all earths which are dark colored or black

—a condition largely due to the amount of carbonaceous material

derived from decayed vegetation— are considered fertile. It is true

that common consent places all such samples among the fertile

soils, but it by no means follows as a necessar}^ deduction. So,

too, that light drab or ashy-colored soils lack the elements of fer-

tility, is a notion which observation and experience alike negative.

The most fertile of the Iowa soils is the loess, a peculiar and very

fine marl covering man}' hundred square miles along the Missis-

sippi and Missouri rivers as well as the higher lands along

the Des Moines. It is a soil the color of which would condemn
it for agricultural purposes, but is of exceptional value for cereals.

* •' The Chemistry of Soils,'' Science (1) Vol. XX. pp.
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and is peculiarly adapted to the growth of fruit. It is finer than

an}^ other soil in the state."

It may be said, then, in conclusion, that there is abundant reason

for believing that a very considerable proportion of the sands in the

Kansas river valley below Manhattan, and particularly below

Topeka, originated in the deposits of glacial loess so abuudant

along the bluffs and uplands, and that a correspondingly small

proportion has been carried downwards from the great Dakota and

Tertiary sandy areas to the west. It should not be understood,

however, that this article in any way opposes the generally

accepted opinion that the Kansas river, with its tributaries, has

carried in past times, and is today carrying, large quantities of

sand from those western areas and strewing them along its banks

and valle3's.
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37. Two Interesting New Diptera from Washington, v, 125-126, 1894.

38. Brachycoma Davidsoni, n. sp. v, 172, 1894.

39. A New Volucella from Washington, vi, 131-132, 1895.

40. On the Occurrence of the Tachinid Genus Heteropterina Macq., in North

America, vi, 207-208, 1895.

Insect Infe. AVashington. 1>. €.

41. The Corn Worm or Boll Worm in California, i, 331-332, 1889.

The Dipterous Parasite of Diabrotica soror, ii, 233-236, 1890.

Is Cyrtoneura csesia an Injurious Insect, vii, 338-339. 1895.

A Cecidomyid that lives on Poison Oak, vii, 348, 1895.

The Dipterous Parasite of Melanopus devastator in California, v, 22-24.

1893.
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46. Two Dipterous Leaf-miners on Garden Vegetables, vii, 381-384, 1895.

47. Two Dipterous Insects Injurious to Cultivated Flowers, vii, 399-402, 1895.

12. DAY, LOREN TRUE.

Canadian EntomoIO£;i8t, liOnclon, Ontario.

1. Notes on Sciomyzidse, with Descriptions of New Species, xiii, 85-89, 1881.

Proceedings Academy Blatural Sciences, Philadelpliia. Penn.

2. The Species of Odontomyia found in the United States, 1882, 74-88.

13. DUCES, ALFREDO.

lia Xaturaleza, Mexico City. Mexico.

I. Adelopus Copei, Argas Sanchezi y Ornithomyia Villada-, (2,) i, 18-21, 1887.

14. EMERTON, JAMES H.

Psyche Cambridge. Mass.

I. An internal Dipterous Parasite of Spiders, v, 404, 1890.

15. FYLES, T, W.

Canadian Entomologist, London, Ontario.

I. Description of a Dipterous Parasite of Phylloxera vastatrix, xiv, 237-239,

1882: XV, 84, 1883.

16. GIGLIO-TOS, ERMANNO.

Bollettino dci Musei di Zoologia ed Anatomiacomparatadella Kcale I'ni-

A'ersita di Torino. Turin. Italy.

1. Nuove Specie di Ditteri del Mus. Zool. di Torino, vi. No. 192, 1892.

2. Nuove Specie di Ditteri del Mus. Zool. di Torino, vi, No. 84, 1890.

3. Diagnosi di quattro nuovi Generi di Ditteri, vi. No. 108, 1891.

4. Un nuovo Genere di Sirfidi, vii, No. 117, 1892.

5. Sui due Generi di Sirfidi, Rhopalosyrphus ed Omegasyrphus, vii. No. 118,

March 1892.

6. Diagnosi di nuove specie di Ditteri, vii. No. 123, June, 1892.

7. Diagnosi di nuove specie di Ditteri, vii. No. 132, Oct. 1892.

8. Diagnosi di nuove generi ed di nuove specie di Ditteri, viii, No. 147, 158,

1893.

Memorie della Accademia della Kcienzie di Torino, Tnrin, Italy.

9. Ditteri del Messico, Parte I, Stratiomyidae, Syrphidae, (2), xliii, 99-168

(1-70). pi. i, 1892; Parte II, Syrphidae, Pipunculidae, Conopidae, (2), xliii,

35-398, pi. 1893; Parte III, Muscidae Calyptratae, (2), xliv, 1-76, pi. 1894,

Parte IV, Muscidae Calyptratae, Muscinae, Anthomyinae, Muscidae

Acalyptratae, Scatophaginae, Helomyzinae, Tetanocerinae, Ortalinae,

Ulidinae, Sapromyzinae, Trypetinae, Sepsinae, Tanypezinae, Psilinas,

Chloropinae, Ephydrina?, Drosophilina?, (2), xlv, 1-74, pi. 1895.

17. GILLETTE, C. P.

Psyche, Cambridge, Mass.

I. Anew Cecidomyid infesting Box Elder, v, 392.393, fig. 1890.

18. HAGEN, HERMANN A.

Boston !><ocicty of Xatnral History. Boston. Mass.

I. New Species of Simulium, with a remarkable Nympha Case, xxx, 305-307,

1879.
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Canadian Entomologist. liondon. Ontai*io.

2. The typical Collections of the Diptera of North America in the Museum in

Cambridge, Mass. xi, 132-133, 1879.

3. List of North American Anthomyids examined by R. H. Meade, Esq.,

Bradford, England, xiii, 146-150, 1S81.

4. List of North American Sarcophagidse examined by R. H. Meade. Esq.,

Bradford, England, xiii, 43-51, 1881.

5. On Simulium, xiii, 150-151, i88r.

6. Entomological Notes, xiii, 37, 1881.

7. Coelopa frigida, xvi, 140, 1886.

8. On Cecidomyia liriodendri, xviii, 159, 160, 1886.

19. HOOD, LEWIS E.

Psyclie, Caniltridge. Mass.

I. The Leptidae and Bombylid;p from the White Mountains, vi, 283-284, 1892.

20. HOPKINS, A. D.

Prot-eedinjfs of the Entomological Society, ^'ashington. D. C
I. Notes on the Habits of certain Mycetophilids, with Descriptions of Epidapus

scabei, n. sp. iii, 149-159, 1895.

21. HOWARD, L O.

Insect L.ife. ^Vasliington. 1>. V.

1. Notes on a Simulium common at Ithaca, N. Y. i, 99-101, figs, 1888.

2. The Beet-leaf (Pegomyia vicina Lintn.) viii, 379.381, figs. 1895.

22. JOHNSON, CHARLES W.

Transactions American Entomological Society. I'hiladelpliia. Penii.

1. A Review of the Stratiomyije and Odontomyiae of North America, xxii, 227-

278, pis, iii, iv, 1895.

Proceedings of the Academy ofXatnral Sciences, ofPhiladelphia. Peiin.

2. Diptera of Florida, with Additional Descriptions of New Genera and Species

by D W'. Coquillett, 1895, 303-340.

23. KARSCH, FERDINAND.

Zeitschrift «ler Berliner Entomologischen Ciesellschaft. Berlin. Wer-
manj .

1. Die Spaltung der Dipteren-Gattung Systropus Wiedemann, 654-658, 1881.

24, KEENE, EUGENE.
C'anadian Entomologist. liondon, Ontario.

1. Sphyracephala brevicornis, xv, 200, 18S3.

2. List of Syrphidse taken in Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, Pa., during the

summer of 1884, xvi, 145-147, 1SS4.

3. List of Diptera taken in the Vicinity of Philadelphia, from 1882 to 1884, in-

clusive, xvii, 51-55. 1885.

25. LINTNER, JOSEPH
Reports of the State Entomlogist to the Regents of the I'niversity of the

State of Xew Vork. Albany. Xew A'ork.

I First Report, 16S-227, 1S82.

2. Second Report, in 125, 1885.
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Fourth Report, 60-80, 1888.

Fifth Report, 220-227, 1S89.

Sixth Report, 111-116, 1890.

6. Seventh Report, 228, 245, 307-309, 332, 1891.

7. Eighth Report, 140-151, 172, 192-196, 1893.

8. Ninth Report, 309-314, 1893.

Annual Report. Xew ^orU State Agricultural Society, Albany, Sf. \.

9. Insects of the Clover Plant, 1880,

26. LOEW, HERMAN

Verhancllungen tier Zoologisclie-botanisclien <iiessellscliaft zu Wien,
Vienna. Aust.

I. Table for Determining the North American Species of the Genus Pachyrhina,

1879, 513-516.

27. MARLATT, C. M.

Insect liife. H'ashington. I>. C
I. The Xanthium Trypeta (Trypeta asqualis Loew,) iii, 312-313, 1891.

28. MARTEN, JOHN.

Psyche. Cambridge. Mass.

1. Description of Asphondylia helianthi-globulus, v, 102-103, 1888.

Canadian Entomologist, liOndun, Ontario.

2. New Tabanidae, .xv, 110-112. 1S83.

Bulletin of the Ohio Aaricultural E.vperiment Station, Technical Series,

Xorwalls, Ohio.

3. De.scription of a new species of Gall-making Diptera, i, 155, 156. 1893.

29. MHv, JOSEF.

Verhandlungeii dei" J^oolosiscli-botanischen fiiesellschaft sru Wien,
Vieiina, Austria.

1. Hypocharassus gladiator, eine neue Dolichopen-Art aus Nordamerika, 617-

632, pi. X, 1878.

2. Dipterologische Bemerkungen, 182, 192, 1893.

3. Ueber die Artrechte von Trochobola caesarae O. S. and Cyrtopogen Meyer-

Duerii Mik.

Wiener Entomologishe Zeitung, Vienna. Austria.

4. Dipterologische Miscellen, v, 276-279, 1886; 6, x, 1-5, iSgi; 7, xi, 55, 56,

1892; 8, xiii, 22, 23, 1894; 9, xiii, 161, 1894.

10. Ueber Tachiniden deren drittes Fuehlerglied gespalten ist, xiv, 101-103, 1895.

11. Bemerkungen zu den Dipteren Gattungen Pelecocera Macq, und Rhopalo-

myia Wied. xiv, 133-135, 1895.

30. OSTEN SACKEN, CHARLES R.

Iterliner Entomologische Zeitschrift, Berlin. Oerniany,

1. On Professor Bauer's paper; Versuch einer Characteristik der Gattungen

der Notacanthen, xxvi, 363-3S0, 1892.

2. On the Genus Apiocera, xxvii, 287-294, 1883.
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3. Synonymica concerning exotic Dipterology, xxvii, 295-298, 1883.

4. A singular North American Fly, xxvii, 299, 300, 1883.

5. Correction to my article on Apiocera, xxx, 139, 1886.

6. Studies on Tipulidae, Part I, TipulidiB longipalpi, xxx, 153-188, 1886.

7. Studies on Tipuldise, Part II, Tipulidre brevipalpi, xxxi, 183-242, 18S7.

Canadian Kntoiiiolog^ist, Lioiicloii. Ontario.

S. Some North American Tachinid^e, xix, 161-166, 1887.

Psyclie, Cambridge, Mass-

9. Western Pediciae, Bittacomorphse and Trichocerje, vii, 229-231, 1895.

Biolog'ia Centrali Americana, l<ondon. I':ng,-land.

10. Diptera, vol. i, 1-216, pis. i-iii, 18S6, 18S7.

Transactions of tlie Entomological fs^ociety of London. England,

,11. Facts concerning the importation or non-importation of Diptera in foreign

countries, 489-496, 1884.

Insect Liife. M'asliington, 1>. C.

12. On Hsmatobia serrata, ii, igi, 1S89.

31. RILEY, CHARLES VALENTINE.

Canadian Kntomologist. liOndosi. Ontario.

1. Parasites of the Cotton Worm, xi, 161, 162, 1879.

2. Dipterous Enemies of Phylloxera vastatrix, xv, 39, 1893.

United States Agricultural Iteport, IVasIiingtoii. I>. C
3. Report for 1S84, 322.

4. Report for 1886, 512, 513.

5. Report for 1895.

Insect liife, ^Vasliington, 1>. C.

6. The Morelos Orange Fruit Worm, i, 45-47, figs., 1888.

7. The Ox Bot in the United States, iv, 302-317, figs., 1891.

32. RILEY, CHARLES V. AND HOWARD LELAND O.

Insect L.ife, Washington. I>. C
1. On the emasculating Bot-fly, i, 215, 216, 1889.

2. The Texas Heel-fly, i, 318, 319, 1889.

3. Hermetia mucens (sic.) infesting Bee-hives i, 353, 354, 1889.

4. Lestophonus or Cryptochoetum, ii, 91, 18S9.

5. The Horn-fly, ii. 43, 104, figs, 1889.

6. The Tulip tree Leaf Gall-fly, ii, 362, 363, 1890.

7. The true male of Pocota grandis, iv, 86, 1891.

33. ROEDER, VICTOR VON.

Entoniologisclie oVachricliten, Berlin, <iiermany.

1. Ueber die Zuzammengehoerigkeit der beiden Arten der Gattung Spheco-

myia Latreille, 1889, 96-98.

2. Ueber drei neue Gattungen der Notacanthen, xii, 137-140, 1886,

Stettiner Kntomologische Zeitung, ii^tettin, Germany.

3. Dipteren von der Insel Portorico, 1885, 337-349,
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Wiener Kiitoiiiolog;isc1ie Keitung. ^'ieiiiia. Austria.

4. Ueber die Nordamerikanischen Lomatina von Mr. Coquillett in dem "Can-

adian Entomologist," v, 263-265, 1886.

5. Asyndulum montanum. n. spec, vi, 116, 1SS7.

6. Ueber eine neue Art der Gattung Gnoriste Mg., vi, 155-156, 1887.

7. Ueber die Dipteren-Gattung, Stylogaster Mc'q., xi, 286-288, 1892.

8. Ueber Trypeta amabilis Loew, xiii, 97-100, 1894.

9. Ueber Mydas fulvipes Walsh, xiii, 169, 170, 1894.

Berlinei* Siitoniologisohe Zeitsclirift, Berlin, tiierniany.

ID. Dipterologische Notizen, xxv, 210-216.

Published by Author.
II. Aus der Isis Von Oken, i, 1S88,

34. SMITH, JOHN B.

Transactions Anierioan Entouiologieal Society, I'hiladclpliia. Penii.

I. A contribution toward a knowledge of the mouth-parts of the Diptera, xxii,

319-339, 1890,

35. SNOW, WILLIAM APPLETON

Kansas liiiversity <{uarterly. Liawrence, liansas.

1. Notes and descriptions of Syrphidap, 1, 33-38, pi. 1892.

2. Descriptions of North American Trypetidae, with Notes, ii, 159-174, pis vi.

vii, 1894.

3. American I'latypezidse, iii. 143-152, pi, 1S94.

4. American Platypezidas, Second Paper, iii, 205-207, 1895.

5. Diptera of Colorado and New Mexico, iii, 225-247, 1895.

6. Supplementary List of North American Syrphidie, iii, 249-262, 1895.

7. Cnephalia and its Allies, iii, 178-186, 1895.

8. A New Species of Pelecocera, iii, 187, 1895.

9. On Toxotrypana of Gerstaecker, iv, p. 117, 1895.

I'anadian Kntoniolo^i^ist. Liondon. Ontario.

10. The Moose Ely, A new Haematobia, xxiii, 87-89, 1891.

36. SLOSSON, ANNIE TRUMBULL.
£ntoniological AJTeAvs, Philadelphia. Penn.

1. List of Insects taken in the Alpine Region of Mt. Washington, v, 6, 1894.

2. Additional List of Insects taken in the Alpine Region of Mt. Washington,

vi, 6, 319-320, 1895.

3. Mesogramma politum, i, 5, ii, 115.

37. SCHWARTZ, E. A.

Insect Liife. Washington. I>. C.

I. The Hippelates Plague in Florida, vii, 379. figs. 1895.

38. TOWNSEND, C. H. TYLER
Psyche, Cambridge, 3Iass.

1. Two New Tachinidae, vi, 83-85, 1891.

2. A New Simulium from Southern New Mexico, vi, 106, 107, 1892.

3. A Parasite of the Fall Web-worm, vi, 176, 177, 1892.
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4. A Tachinid Parasite of the Oak Unicorn Prominent, vi. 187, 188, 1891.

5. A New Genus of Tachinidje, vi, 247, 248, 1892.

6. Description of a Sarcophagid bred from Helix, vi, 220. 221, 1892.

7. Tachinid Parasite of Eucetervia variaria Grote, and other Notes, vi, 258,

259, 1892.

S. An Aporia bred from Limacodes sp, vi, 275, 276, 1892.

9. An Interesting Blood-sucking Gnat of the Family Chironomidse, vi 369-372,

pi. viii, 1893.

10. Description of a new and interesting Phasiid-like Genus of Tachinidas s.

str. vi, 429, 430, 1893.

11. Note on Atropharista jurinioides Towns ,
\-i, 461, 1893.

12. A Cabbage-like Cecidomyidous Gall on Biglovia, vi, 491, 1893.

13. Hosts of North American Tachinidae, vi, 466-468, 1893.

Canadian Kntoniologist. liOntlon, Ontario.

14. Description of a Muscid bred from Swine-dung, with Notes on two Muscid

Genera, xxiii, 152-155, 1891.

15. A Tachinid bred from a Chrysalis, xxiii, 206, 207, 1891.

16. Notes on North American Tachinidae, with Descriptions of New Genera

and Species, Paper V, xxiv, 64-70, 77-82, 1892.

17. A Sarcophagid Parasite of Cimbex americana, xx'iv, 126, 127, 1892.

18. Notes on North American Tachinidae, with Descriptions of New Genera and

Species, Paper VI, xxiv, 165-172, 1892.

19. A Preliminary Grouping of the Described Species of Sapromyza of North

America, with one New Species, xxiv, 301-304, 1892,

20. A Trypetid bred from Galls of Biglovia, xxv, 48-52, 1893.

21. Comments on Mr. van der Wulp's Diagnoses of New Species of Mexican

Phasiidae, Gymnosomatida>, Ocypteridse, and Phaniidse, xxv, 165-168,

1S93.

22. A very Remarkable and Anomalous Syrphid with Peculiarly Developed

Hind Tarsi, xxvi, 50-52, 1894.

23. Note on the Proposed New Genus Calotarsa, xxvi, 102, 1S94.

Kntomological Kews, Philadelphia, Penn.

24. New North American Tachinidae, iii, 80-81, 129-131, 1892.

25. Notes on North American Tachinidae, sens. str. with Descriptions of New
Genera and Species, Paper IV.

26. An Exorista Parasite of Lagoa opercularis, iii, 159, 160, 1891.

27. A Tachinid Parasite on Chrysophanes dione, Exorista chrysophanje, n sp.

ii, 197, 198, 1891.

28. A Remarkable New Hippoboscid from Mexico, ii, 105, 106, 1S91,

29. New Jamaica Tachinidas, I, iii, 146, 147, 1892.

30. Note on Trichobius dugesii Towns , iii, 177, 178, 1892.

31. On the So-called Throat Bot, iii, 227, 228, 1892.

32. Some Deformities in the Abdominal Segments of Tachinids, iii, 166, 167,

1892.

33. On the Geographical Range and Distribution of the Genus Trichopoda, iv,

69-71, 1893.

Transactions of the Anieriean Kntoniologieal Society. Philadelphia,
Penn.

34. Notes on North American Tachinidae sens. str. with Descriptions of New
Genera and Species, Paper II, 349-382, 1892; Paper III, xxix, 88-132,

1892.
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35. The North American Genera of Calyptrate Muscidae, Paper II, xix, 133-

160; Paper III, 273-278; Paper IV, 279-284, Paper V, 290-294, 1S92.

36. Notes on North American Tachinidse, with Descriptions of New Species,

Paper VII, xix, 284-289, 1892.

37. The North American Genera of Nemocerous Diptera, xix, 144-160, 1892.

38. Contributions to theDipterology of North America, I, Syrphidag, xxii, 33-55;

II, Tabanidse, Conopidse, Tachinidae, etc., 55-80, 5895.

39. On a Species of Simulium from the Grand Canon of the Colorado, xix, 45-

48, 1S93.

Transactions of the Kansas Academy of Science, Topeka. Kansas.

40. On the Horseflies of New Mexico and Arizona, 133-135, 1894.

41. Note on a Peculiar Acalyptrate Muscid found near Turkey Tanks, Ariz.

135, 136, 1894.

Annals of the Xew York Academy of Science. New York. X. Y.

42. Catalogue of the Described South American Species of Calyptrate Muscidae,

vii. 1-44, 1892.

Insect liife, Washington. 1>. C
43. Further notes on the Cotton-tail Bot, with the breeding and identification

of the Fly.

44. Some Michigan Notes Recorded, ii, 42-44, 1889.

45. Laphria canis Will., ii, 162, 1889.

Technical Bulletin, Ohio E.xperiment Station. Norwalk, Ohio.

46. A Tachinid reared from the cells of a mud-dauber Wasp, i, 1893.

Zoe. San Francisco. Cal.

47. A New Trypetid from Chacaltianguis, Mexico, with Note on Hexachjeta

amabilis Loew, iv, 13-16, 1893.

Proceeclinjjs of the California Academy of Science. San Francisco, Cal.

48. On the Diptera of Baja California, including a few from the adjacent re-

gions of California and Mexico, (2), i\', 593-62, 1893.

•Journal of the Xew York E^ntomolog^ical Society, Xew York. X. Y.

49. A Nycteribid from a New Mexico Bat, i, 79-80, 1S93.

50. Some New Santo Domingo Tachinidae, ii, 78-79, 1894.

Journal Jamaica Institute, Jamaica. M'est Indies.

51. A Tachinid bred from a larva of Protoparcejamaicencis Butler, in Jamaica.*

52. A scorpion Parasite, Dec. 1892.

53. Notes on some Jamaica Muscida\ with brief anonymous descriptions of

doubtful forms.

54. Oecacta furens in Jamaica,

55. A bot-like parasite of a bird.

39. WEBSTER, F. M.

Kulletin ofthe Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station. Technical Series,
Norwalk, Ohio.

1. Methods of Oviposition in the Tepulidae, i, 151-154, 1893.

2. A Dipterous Gall-maker and its Associates, i, 154, 1893,

Insect liife, ^Vashington. D. C.

3. Notes on a Species of Necrophagous Diptera, ii, 356-358, 1890.

*My separata of these articles do not have pagination, and I do not have access t*o

this .Journal.
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40. WHEELER, WILLIAM MORTON.

fsyclie. <"aiiil»ri«lg'o. Mass.

1. Description of some new North American Dolichopodidae, v, 337-343, 355-3f>2,

373-379. 1S90.

2. The supposed Bot-fly Parasite of the Box-turtle, v, 403, 1890.

B'ropeetliiia:^ "^Viscoiisiii Natural History ^»c«*it*ty, miltvankoe. \Vi«.

3. On two new species of Cecidomyid producing galls on Antenuaria plantagini

folia, April, 1889, 209-216.

41. WHITNEY, C. P.

Canadian Kiitoniolo;>;iMt. BiOiulon. Ontario.

I. Descriptions of some New Species of Tabanida;", xi, 35-38, 1879.

42. WILLISTON, SAMUEL WENDELL
Itulletin ISroolilyn Kntonio!ogi4-al Society. Bro<»klyn. Hf. V.

1. On the Classification of the North American Diptera, First Paper, vii, 129-

139, 1885.

Entoniologica Aniei-icana. l£rook!yn. X. W
2. On the Classification of North American Diptera, Second Paper, i, 10-13,

1885.

3. On the Classification of North American Diptera, Third Paper, i, 114-118,

152-155, 1886.

4. On two interesting new Genera of Leptidse, ii, 105-108, i886.

5. Additions and Corrections to the Catalogue ai South American Syrphidie.

6. The Horn-fly. v, iSo, 181, 1889.

Berliner KntonioIos^lMehe Zeitselirit't. Eterlin. <iiermany.

7. Ueber Mallota cimbiciforrais Fallen, xxvi, 171, 172, 1886.

£ntouiologisehe Xaelirie.hten, ISerliii. Germany.

8. Ueber einige Leptiden-Characteren, Ixvi. 400, 1885.

Sj'Uil'.ler's BCntterflies of the Kastern luiteil ?«.tate>< ami Cvanada. Cam-
bridge. Mass.

9. The Dipterous Parasites of North American Butterflies. 1912-1924. pl. xxxix.

1889.

Psyclie. Cambridge. Slass.

10. On the Collection and Preservation of Diptera. 130-132. 1884.

II. Notes on Asilidae, 255-259, i88g.

12. Hilarimorpha and Apiocera, 99-102, 1888,

13. The Screw-worm Fly, Corapsomyia macellaria, 132-11H, 1883.

14. On the Rhopalomeridae, vii, 183-087, 1895.

15. Rhopalomera xanthoeps, n. sp. vii, March, 1895.

16. Notes on Tachinidas, vi, 409, 410. 1893.

iiitandard Xatiiral History. Cambridge, llass^i.

17. Vol. v.. Diptera, 403-433, 1884.

Kansas University (Quarterly, L.awrenee Kansa^i>.

18. Diptera Brasiliana, Part, II, i, 43-46, 1892.

19 On the Apioceridse and their Allies, i, 101-118. pis. ix, x, 1893.

20. Diptera Brasiliana, Part, III, i. 119-122, 1893.
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21. New or Little Known Diptera, ii, 59-70, 1893.

22. On the Genus Dolichomyia, with the Description of a New Species from

Colorado, iii, 41-43, 1894.

23. New Genera of Bombylidae, iii. 1894.

24. Two Remarkable New Genera of Diptera, i\-, 1895.

Biolo<^ia C'eaitrali-Aiiicricniia. I oiiiloii, C iiglancl.

25. Diptera, vol. iii, 1-80, pis. i, ii, 1S92.

Canadian KntonioIog'iMt, lA>n(Ion, Ontario.

26. An anomalous Bombylid, xii, 215-216, 1879.

27. Eristalis tenax, xiii, 176' 1881.

28. New or Little Known Genera of North American Syrphidae, xiv, 77-82, 1882.

29. Drosophila ampelophila, xiv, 138, (882.

30. The North American Spsoies of Nemistrinidse, xv, 70-72, 1S83.

31. Notes and Descriptions of North American Xylophagidas and Stratiomyida%

xvii, 121-12S, 1885.

32. North American Tachinidse, Gonia, xix, 6-12, 1887.

33. A New South Amsrican Genus of Coaopinas, xix, i6i-i63, 1887.

34. A List of Spscies, of Diptera fro.-n Saa Djaiingo, xxv, 170, 171, 1S93.

]Vote»4 on Injnriou.s In>4«'i't!>!, Rntoniolosical D.alM>ralor,v. liansiiix- lli«'t«.

35. Scopolia secjuax. n. sp. figs. p. 5, 6, 1SS4.

TransaoHons of tlie <'onii04-ti4Mit A«'a(l«'in ,> of Arts and Sd-ioiu-^'s, Xew
Haven. Conn.

36. Some Interesting'New Diptera, iv, 243-246, 1880.

37. The North American Species of Conops, iv, 325-342, 1883.

38. North American Conopida^; Stylogaster, Dalmannia, Oncomyia, vi, 87-94,

1884.

39. Dipterous Larva^ from the Western Alkaline Lakes and their use as Human
Food, vi, 83-86, 1883.

40. North American Conopidae; Conclusion, \i, 377-394, xli, 91, 1885.

41. S,vno3)sis of tlio Faniilifs and <;«'n«'ra of Xoi'tli American BHptei-a,
Kewllaven, <'onn. .1. T. Hnt liaway. pp. I-S4. luss.

Itulletin of tJie 4>lliii» Kx|ierini«'nt Station TeeJinieal Series. Xoi-walU,
Ohio.

42. Description of a Species of Chlorops reared from galls on Muhlenbergia

mexicana by F. M. Webster, i, 156-157, 1893.

Pp»e.ee:linu'>s of the Anieriean Philosophieal S«»fiety. I'liilade1|>hia, Fenii.

43. Contributions to a Monograph of the North American Syrphida-, xx, 299-

332, 1SS2.

American Naturalist, Philadelphia, Peiin.

44. A New Cattle Pest, 1889, pi. xxx.

Traiisa?tioHx of the .Vniprii'aii Kntoinolo3:ica! Society. I'liiladelphia.
Penn.

45. On the North American Asilidse; Dasypogoninse, Laphrina?, with a new
Genus of Syrphid-tC, xi, I-36, pis. i-iii, 18S3.

46. On the North American Asilidae, Part II. xii, 53-76, 1885.

47. Dipterological Notes and Descriptions, xiii, 287-307, 1883.

48. Catalogue of the Described Species of South American Syrphidse, xii, 308-

324, 1886.

49. Diptera Brasiliana, ab H. H. Smith collecta. Part L Stratiomyida:'.

Syrphidse, xv, 243-292, 1888.
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50. Catalogue of the Described Species of South American Asilidae, xviii, 67-91,

1891.

F.iitoniologrical Xews. Fliiladclpliia. Peiiu.

51. Copestylum marginatum and Volucella fasciata, ii, 1C2, 1892.

52. A New Species of Criorrhina and Notes on Synonymy, iii, iSgj.

53. On the Genus Erax, v, 136-137, 1894,

54. The North American Psychodidae, iv: 113-114, 1893.

55. The American Genera of Sapromyzinae, v, 196-197, 1894.

56. A New Tachinid with Remarkable Antennae, vi, 29-32, 1895.

Transactions of the Kansas Aoailcniy of ?«»«'ienre. Topeka. Kansas.

57. Table of the Families of Diptera, X, 122-128, 1S88.

58. Notes and Descriptions of North American Tabanidae, x, 129-142, 1888.

59. Bibio tristis, n. sp. in Kellogg's Insect Notes, xiii, 113, 1893.

\Viener Kntoniolog-isclie Zcitnng-, Vienna, Austria.

60. Eine Merkwuerdige neue Syrphiden-Gattung, iii, 1S5-186, fig. 1884.

Insect liife. ^VaslMn$;toii. J>. V.

61. An Australian Parasite of Icerya purchasi, i- 21-22, 1889.

62. Note on the Genus Lestophonus, i, 32S-330, 1889.

63. Eeucopis bellula, n. sp. i, 257-257, 1889.

64. Belvosia—A study, iv, 237-240, pli, 1893.

Bulletin United States ^^ational Itlnseunj. ^% asliington, 1>. 1'.

65. No. 31, Synopsis of the North American Syrphidae, pp. i-xxx, I-335, pis, i-

xii, 1886.

IVortli American 9^'auna. A^'asliington. I>. V.

66. Diptera of the Death Valley Expedition, vii, 253-259, 1893.

1)7. Manual of the Families and (lienera of Xortli American I>ii)tera.
Xew Haven, Conn. .T. T. Hathaway, (in press.)

44. WOODWORTH, CHARLES W.

Psyche. Cambridge. Mass.

I. Gonia senilis Williston, v, 43, 1889.

45 WULP, F, M. VAN DER.

Ti.jdschrift voor Kntomologie. Hague. Holland.

1. Amerikaansche Diptera xiv, 141-168, pi. xv, 1881; xxv, pp. 77-136, pis. ix,

x, 1882; xxvi, pp. i, ii, 1-69, pis. i, ii, 1883.

2. Nalezing over Amerikaansche Diptera, xxvii, pp, 1-4, 1884.

3. Diagnosis of New Mexican Muscidae, xxxv, 183-195, 2893.

Notes from the L.eyden Hiiseuni. Hague, Holland.

4. Remarks on certain American Diptera from the Leyden Museum and De-
scriptions of Nine New Species, iv, pp. 73-93, 1S92.

i'omptes Itendus de la Societe Bntomologitiue de la Belgitiue, Belgium.
5. Quelquus Dipteres Exotiques, 1884.

Wiener Entomologische Zeitung. Vienna. Austria.

6. Chrysops geminata VVied. und Macq., iii, pp. 139-141, 1884,

Biologia Central! Americana. liondon, England.

7. Diptera vol. ii, 1-264, pis. i-vi, 1888-1890.
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46. LYNCH ARRIBALZAGA, ENRIQUE
Ifioletiii <le la Acadeniia Xarioiaai «le Cieiioias <lc Cordoba. ISik'iiom Aire^.

Argentina.

I. Catalago de los Dipteros hasta ahora descritos que se encuentan en las Re-

publicas del Rio de la Plata. 1883, iig-152.

47. LYNCH ARRIBALZAGA, FELIX

Kevlsta ilel lliiseo de la Plata. Bnenois Aires. Argentina.

1. Dipterologia Argentina, Culicidae, i, 345-417, pis. i-iv, 1891.

Anales de la Soeiedad t'ientifiea Argentina. Itiienos Aires. Argentina.

2. Dipterologia- Argentina, Syrphids, xxxii, 80-99, 118-131, 194-202, 248-314,

xxxiii, 51-58, III-I2I, 188-199, 237-253, 33-46, 173-192, 242-270, 91, iSgj.

3. El Genero Sapromyza en America, xxxiv, 253-301, 1893.

Boletin de la Aeadeniia Xaeional de Cieneias. Bnenos Aires, Argentina

4. Dipterologia Argentina, Mycetophilidae, xii, 377, 436, 471-483, 1892.

The writer will be glad to receive additions and corrections to the foregoing list

for incorporation in a second part, which will contain a classification of the papers

by families. It has not been attempted to include all papers published upon North

American Diptera but only those of interest or importance to the systematist.

Undoubtedly some important references among the Experiment Station Bulletins

have been omitted.



"Horsel)acks ' in the Kansas Coal Measures.

HV W. K. CRANE.*

" Horsebacks," as certain peculiar formations occurring in the

Kansas Coal Measures are called, are not only interesting when
considered geologicall\% but also play a most important part in the

econoni}' of coal mining. The 'name "horseback" or "hogback"
was probably applied to these formations on account of their pecu-

liar rounded upper extremit)-, yet it might have been taken from

the term "horse" as applied to an enclosed mass of "country"
rock in a metalliferous vein.'f At various times and in various

places the following terms have been applied to these formations,

"horse," "want." ••troulile." "nip," etc., and most applicable of

all " clav veins, "t

Fig. 1 -H()r.se)):ick protrudintr into ttii' coal from abiive.

LocAi.nir.s. -— • Horsebicks " are by no means confined to Kan-
sas coal fields, but are found in great abundance in the Coal
Measures of Pennsylvania, in particular, and in several adjoining

r*A i)rt'liiniiiai-y paper jiiviiijr a few results obtaincrl liy the liiiivorsit y (Jt'ological
Kurvt'y of Kansas.
+ "()rt» Deposits."" .1. A. Phillips, p. :i>.

1:1*11. Second Oeol. Siir. Hep. H.. p. 27.

(14')) KAN. UNIV. yrAR.. A'or,. IV. NO. :(, .FANUARY, 181H).
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States. In fact there are few, if any, coal-mining localities known

in America where they do not occur. In our own state they have

been studied by the writer in Cherokee and Crawford counties only^

so that it is not known to what extent they may be found in the

other mining districts of the state.

NoMENCLAiURK. There seems to be a slight lack of harmony in

the usage of the above mentioned terms, especially in different

states. For instance, in Kansas the term "horseback" is applied

strictly to clay-fiUed, almost vertical fissures which pass through

the coal. In Pennsylvania such clay-filled fissures are called

"clay veins." Again in the coal fields of this state a dipping

down or a bulging up of the strata from above t)r below the coal,

especially the former, is called a "roll in the slate" of the roof.

This phenomenon is given the name "horseback." "nip," "want,""

etc., in the Pennsylvania collieries. The nomenclature adopted

by the Pennsylvania miners and geologists seems the most applic-

able and will therefore be used in this paper.

I'M";-. :i.— Horseback sliowiiifi the u])\var<l bul.L;iii?r of the coal and shah'.

Forms of the Fissures. —The "horsebacks " or "clay veins" of

Kansas seem to be clay-filled fissures formed after the coal was

consolidated. They trend in many directions with apparently no

regularity. So far as has yet been observed the direction of indi-

vidual fissures is wholly irregular, but a line trending northeast

and southwest seems to strike a larger proportion of them than

would a line in any other direction. The fissures usually are nar-
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row, averaging perhaps less than five feet as they are found in the

coal. They generally pass through the coal and into the shale

above, often reaching almost to the surface, but sometimes thin-

ning out to a mere fissure with no apparent thickness only a few

feet above the coal. At other times they do not pass entirely

through the coal from below, while still again in much rarer cases

they seem to hs passing downwards from ab3ve. Fig. i. The
downward extent of the fissures in most cases is entirely unknown
as coalmining operations do not follow them much below thecoai

itself-

The fissures often bifurcate, or in some cases split into more
than two branches, in both horizontal and vertical directions.

Their hade is generally but a few degrees from the vertical, and
perhaps a large majority of them hade less than thirty degrees from

the vertical, but occasionally one is found making an angle of as

high as eighty or eighty-five degrees.

Nature of the Walls. —The walls of fissures are usually rough
and ragged, but sometimes are smooth and polished presenting

well formed slickensides. This property is even present in the

walls of the coal seam itself in some instances, although not so

strongly marked as the fissure walls in the shales and clays.

Usuall}' the coal walls are rough and jagged with th^ irregularities

Fig. 3.—Hor.sebark showing t)ulji:lii,u; of stratii duo to liiteral compi-ussioii.
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of one side corresponding closely to those on the other implying

that the coal had been broken asunder and separated horizontally,

while in rare cases a vertical displacement of a few inches or a

foot has taken place. Frequentl}' angular fragments of coal have

lodged in the clay filling as though it had dropped from the roof

wall during the process of filling.

The horizontal position of the coal or shale strata usually has

not been disturbed, but in some cases the strata adjacent to the

fissure have been lifted up as though after the fissure was formed

and filled with the clay a lateral compression occurred with a

slight bulging upwards of the ends of the strata in contact as

represented in Fig. 2.

Extent and FkEguENCY of the Fissures. - The extent of the

fissures, both vertically and laterally, can hardl}' be determined.

The processes of mining operations are confined to so small a dis-

tance vertically that the fissures cannot be studied below tlie coal to

any considerable extent, and the tunnels and driveways are made in

such a way and tht- mines located in such positions that it is also very

<lifficult, or in fact impossible, to find the lateral extent of many of

the fissures. It is known that some of them extend continuously

for half a mile or more, but beyond this it is largely guess work,

althougli it is ju-obablc that manv of tliem e.xttiul much farther.

I<'ig. 4.—Horseback sbowiiij; displai-ement of o:)al and shiilo. imd fracturo of c )al.

Contents ok the Fissures.—The contents of the fissures consist

in most cases of fire clay which has doubtless been produced by
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liaving the iron, and perhaps other constituents, leached out from

the shales and adjacent coal. In a few instances the clay filling

contains fragments of coal or of sandstone similar to that which

may be seen in the shales above, implying that the coal and sand-

stone fragments have fallen into the fissure while the clay was
accumulating.

The fire clay is very finely divided, and as a general rule has no

regular structure; yet in some cases a lenticular structure is noted,

the convex surfaces of the lens-shaped masses being nearly hor-

izontal. The color of the fire clay is generally light, varying from

a light yellow to pale bluish or soapstone color. The general

appearance of the matrix indicates that at one time it has been in

a plastic, semi-liquid, homogeneous mass from which the excess

of water has gradually drained away. Before exposure to the air

this clay is usually quite hard and tenacious, presenting a formid-

able obstacle to the miner. But on being exposed to the air it dis-

integrates and assumes more of the common properties of clay.

Where the ''clay veins" or "horsebacks" are abundant the

"room and pillar" S3^stem of mining is usually employed and the

masses of clay are used to as great a degree as possible to support

the roof.

Fig .'). Horseback made uj) of two varieties of fli-e-ciay.
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Theories of Formaiion. -With tlie coal miners of this and
otlier states different theories liave been advanced to account for

thfc? existence of clay seams. One of these theories is that the

fissures represent former underground waterways, and that the

clay represents silt or sediment of various kinds which the stream

deposited in its course, such deposition having been continued

until the whole space of the fissure was filled. But how the fissure

was produced in the first place this theory does not say. Another

theory expressed by different miners is that the clay seams were

formed contemporaneously with the coal, Neither of these views

seems to correspond with all of the observed facts, consequently it

cannot be concluded that either of them is correct. Before giving

the,view of the writer let us glance hurriedly once more at the con-

ditions actually observed.

OJ3SERVED Phenomena. After examining a large number of

mines and strip pit workings in the southeastern part of the state

where the "clay veins" are quite numerous, the following facts

there observed may be summarized:

1. The walls of the clay-filled fissures present a rough frac-

tured surface as if they had been broken and torn apart by a hor-

izontal stretching process which was greater than the coal seams

could endtire. In some cases the layers of coal are pressed up-

wards near the upper surface and downwards near the lower.

Fig- 3-

2. There is always an upward displacement of the shale seams

at the upper extremities of the "clay vein." Displacement,

especially in the coal, is attended by fracturing. Fig. 4.

3. The fire cla}' in the fissure is usually homogeneous and

structureless, but sometimes has an approach towards a lenticular

structure. In all cases the clay in the "clay veins" is similar to

that underlying the coal, and when the latter is composed of two

or more varieties, as a dark and a light one, the same relation

exists between them in the clay vein, as is shown in Fig. 5.

4. Angular pieces of coal are often found mixed through the

clay in the fissure. These are evidently fragments of the original

coal bed, for in many places their exact former position can read-

ily be determined by their shape and the appearance of the wall of

the coal. There is very little broken or finely powdered coal to be

iound in any of the clay seams.

Probaule Origin. — It would seem to the writer that there is no

room for doubt regarding the origin of these "clay veins." Long

after the coal was formed and consolidated almost to its present

state, vibratory movements of one Jcind or another fissured the
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Strata including the coal beds. The great variety of fissures as

above described corresponds well with different forms of fissures

observed in many parts of the world in connection with the mining

for metalliferous deposits. Upon the production of such a fissure

the great pressure under which the fire clay at the bottom of the

coal had been existing would now be relieved on one or more sides.

If the fissure passed entirely through the fire clay the surface of

each wall would be relieved of pressure; if it only reached down-

wards to the fire clay the upper surface would likewise be relieved

of pressure. Considering the exceedingly unctuous property of

the clay and the softening to which it would be subjected from

time to time by the underground water, it is very easily under-

stood how it would soon move upwards sufficiently to more or less

completely fill the fissure produced by the earth's tremors. This

process would simply be an exaggerated case of ordinary "creep-

ing " so commonly noted in underground workings, the upturning

of the shale laminae near tlie upper part of the fissure would very

readily be produced by the upward movement of the clay acting"

under the great power which was forcing it along, while the occa-

sional fragments of coal and sandy shale found within the "clay

veins" can readily be accounted for by the occasional dropping of

a block which was almost broken under the first earth movements
which produced the fissures.





A Preliminan^ Report on the Glaciated Area

of Kansas.

BV EARL G. SWKM.

(The following? paper, wriltoii by Mr. Earl G. Swem, gives a few of the results of liis

luvestlgatioiis on the glaciated area of Kansas during the past summer while working
for the University Geological Survey of Kansas, and is preliminary to a fuller report
which it is hoped he will be able to prepare after another season's field work. E. H.)

In the summer of 1895 the writer made a tramp through the

counties of Doniphan. Brown, Jackson, Atchison, Shawnee, Doug-

las, Leavenworth and Wyandotte for .the purpose of observing

glacial phenomena. The counties traversed do not constitute the

whole glacial region of Kansas. This sketch, then, in so far as it

deals with the glacial problem of the whole state is and must be

imperfect. It is given more for presenting facts which have been

preserved than for the suggestion of theories.

The whole drift region of the state has not been surveyed in de-

tail by anyone. Of those who have been observers. Prof. Chamber-

lain is one. He has examined the line of the border of the drift and

loess and says * "In harmony with all previous observations in the

interior basin, I found in Nebraska, Kansas and Missouri, no evi-

dence of morainic ridging on the border of the drift, and it may be

safely asserted that no such morainic aggregation exists except as

a local development." Dr. Wright says fin regard to this region:

'• It would seem that the action of water and floating ice was pre-

dominant in determining the character of the glacial deposits over

that region (Eastern Kansas and Nebraska), and the theory is

plausibly suggested by Prof. Todd that the extension of the ice

beyond the Missouri formed glacial dams across the valleys of the

Kansas and Platte rivers so as to maintain for a short period tem-

porary lakes of considerable extent which received and distributed

the bowlder fragments of ice as well as the finer elements of the

glacial deposits. The most of the glaciated portion of this region

is deeply covered with fine loam or loess, which is probably a water

deposit and, as we shall hereafter see, is on good grounds believed

by Chamberlain and Salisbury to be an assorted variety of glacial

silt directly derived from glacial waters."

* 6th An. Eep. Director l'. S. G., S. p. SI.

+Ice Age in N. Am., p. 144.

(l.VJ) KAN. i;MV. yilAU.. vol.. IV. .NO. :j, .lA.M.'AKY, J8«ti.
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In the drift region of Kansas as a field of stud}', the student has

some advantage, which he does not find in similar regions covering

entire states. The drift occupies a relatively small part of the state.

On the west and south it is bounded by unglaciated territory. A
profitable comparison can thus be made between it and the adja-

cent driftless region. The fact also that in the state there are no

morainic accumulations of the later glacial period removes one ele-

ment of uncertainty and complexity encountered in the study of

some other glacial regions.

The native rocks of eastern Kansas are carboniferous limestone,

interstratified with heavy beds of shale. This arrangement has

made it possible for water to show its erosive power very effectively.

A topographic type has been produced which Prof. Haworth has

described in Volume II of the Kansas University Quarterly.

The shale has been easily worn away, leaving a hard capping of

limestone which forms a table-topped hill, with terraces formed of

layers of hard limestone, which have resisted wear more success-

fully than the over lying shale. This type of hill presents the ap-

pearance at a distance of steps leading up to a level surface. This is

the characteristic erosion contour in that part of eastern Kansas not

covered by the drift. We may safely say then that it was charac-

teristic, previous to glacial times, of the region now lying under the

drift.

The preglacial streams had eroded wide valleys. The smaller

streams in some cases have valley bottoms two to three miles in

width, with their former bordering limestone ridges still apparent.

A good example of a preglacial valley of a small stream whose

ancient bluffs still remain prominent is that of Walnut Creek, six

miles southwest of Horton. The valley of Wolf river in north-

eastern Doniphan county it also worthy of notice. The river flows

in an easterly direction as far as Severance. There it bends toward

the north, and flows northerly, until it joins the Missouri. The fact

that this river flows to the north in its ancient valley has seemed to

me to be unusual. A closer study of it will perhaps reveal im-

portant facts in regard to the manner in which the drift was de-

posited. It has not been easy to secure data in regard to the depth

of old river valleys. Most of the wells have been dug in drift lying

on ridges, and not in river bottoms. And in those cases when

wells have been made in bottom land water is usually struck be-

fore the rock is reached, so that even if we knew the depth we

could not always tell the true vertical extent of drift in the valley.

In the W^olf river bottom near Severance is a well twenty-two feet

deep. Most of the material passed through was joint clay. Near
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the surface the clay was so hard that picks had to be used. This

will illustrate the information obtained from other wells similarly

placed in river valleys. Big Soldier creek, which flows south

through the western part of the Pottawatomie Indian Reservation,

shows evidence in its banks and bed of having changed consider-

abl}^ its course from the preglacial channel, though it is still in its

preglacial valley. At Rock Ford, about one mile west from the

Agency building, this stream has for its bed a level limestone floor

which reaches up the stream for 100 feet, and extends laterally

from bank to bank. On the west bank a two foot layer of lead

colored shale lies immediately over the limestone. In the upper

part of this and rising over it is glacialdebris, consisting of pebbles,

bowlders (one foot in diameter,) red clay and red sand, all com-

pactly cemented together. This is two feet thick. On the east

side this debris overlies, as on the west bank, the lead colored shale.

Here above it there are 18 feet of reddish clay in which pebbles,

rounded and angular, are scattered. The limestone floor originally

extended down stream at least 150 yards. It has been eroded back

to Rocky Ford, where there is a fall of four feet, leaving still 100

feet of the floor visible. It does not seem probable that the stream

originally flowed over this floor with- banks of shale only two feet

in height. On a small scale, I think here we have an example of

falls formed through glacial agency. The computation of the age

of these falls might yield interesting results.

Bowlders are not frequent near the Missouri river in Doniphan

county. In the vicinity of Wathena and Iowa Point I saw none.

Near White Cloud one granite bowlder two feet in diameter was ob-

served. Bowlders are noticeably absent in the region of Troy, and

between Troy and Severance, until within a mile of Severance.

Here angular blocks of Sioux quartzite half a foot in diameter ap-

pear in a creek bed. Nearer Severance, where the native rock juts

out upon the road, are blocks of quartzite of the same size, and also

rounded blocks of limestone up to a foot and a half in diameter.

Here I saw for the first time what I often observed subsequently.

the arrangement of bowlders along ridges of outcropping lime-

stone. The occurrence of bowlders in the bottom of wells 40 to 50

feet in depth is not uncommon. Bowlders commonly occur in

creek beds, wherever the streams cut through native rock or are

near exposures of native rock.

Approaching Horton from the east the bowlders increase

in size and number. West of Horton about five miles are several

large quartzite bowlders. One is 12 feet in length and 4 feet high.

Speaking generally of the whole region traversed, the small
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bowlders (I to 3 ft. ) are of quartzite, granite and green stone. We
can safely say that 75 per cent are of Sioux quartzite. Of the

bowlders over 3 feet in diameter 95 per cent are quartzite. The
• luartzite bowlders are much more angular than the others. Of all

the bowlders observed during the summer, scratches were found upon
two only. The largest isolated limestone rock observed is located

21^ miles north and 1 1^ miles east of Holton. This is somewhat
rounded and smooth. It has some distinction in the neighborhood
from the fact that John Brown's initials are carved upon it. Near
it is a five foot granite conglomerate. The native rock crops out

nowhere in the immediate neighborhood. Near here is a wellizS
feet deep which doss not reach rock. The largest bowlder observed

is 6)4 miles north of Topeka. It is 23 by 13 by 7 feet; near this and

extending six inches out of ground is another four feet long; near

this is another ig by 8 by i feet. The three are granite conglom-
erate bowlders.

Many -rock exposures were examined for stria', but none were

found. A careful search was always made wherever the conditions

gave the least possibility of their occurrence.

In the greater number of cases the drift material instead of oc-

curring directly upon the limestone is upon shale which had been

weathered and disintegrated before the deposition of the drift.

But the shale in all such cases, with one possible exception, was
found to be undisturbed, not crumpled, crushed or to an\' extent

visibly moved. This occurrence of the drift upon the undisturbed

shale would seem to be pretty good evidence that it was not de-

posited as ground moraine. Two ami one-half miles south of Hol-

ton is a sectionon the Rock Island R. R.. which illustrates the con-

tact of the drift ami shale, though here the layer of drift is uncom-
monly thin. The section is 300 feet in length, 15 feet high in the

middle, 4 feet high at each end. The greater part is shale. Over
it all is a two foot layer of reddish soil with pebbles, which are in

some places arranged in layers. Where the soil layer meets the

shale the latter is disintegrated.

The great mass of glacial material in Kansas is of a pale yellowish

red color. Its greatest depth except perhaps in the northern drift

region is not much more than 175 feet. The deepest well of which

I heard that passed entirely through drift is one northwest of Hol-

ton. This has a depth of 126 feet. A well near White ('loud,

with a depth of 126 feet does not reach rock. Most of the wells

examined have a depth through drift of forty to sixty feet, though

depths of 70 to 100 feet were not infrequently met with. One hun-

dred and seventy-five feet is a liberal estimate for the greater depth.
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Fifty feet would he a fair estimate of the average depth. In going

south from central Jackson county the drift becomes less in depth

very noticeably.

I have said that the usual color of the drift is dull yellow. Below

are some variations from this. More might be given, but these are

typical:

Two miles from Denton on road to Everest is the following sec-

tion, made by a creek.

1. Soil, I ^2 feet.

2. Lead colored clay, hard and tough, at base is layer of

pebbles, 4 feet.

3. Red sand with pebbles, 4 feet.

4. N'ery fine white sand, 3 feet.

5. Brilliant red sand to bottom of section, i foot.

Four miles west of Larkin is the following. The laminae here

are unusually distinct.

1. Soil and \'ellow cla_v, 3 feet.

2. Brown sand, compact, with gravel, '2 inch.

3. Brown sand, 2 V2 inches.

4. Deep brown coarse sand, i V, inch.

5. Coarse red sand, 9 inches.

6. White clay, 5 inches.

7. White sand, 5 inches.

8. Fine red sand, 4 inches,

9. Black sand, compact, 2 inches.

10. Dark brow^n sand, 10 inches.

Below this are alternate layers of pebbles and sand. These lie

upon weathered shale, which rises about 5 feet above creek bed.

A generalized section of the whole drift region would be as

follows:

1. Soil.

2. Yellow clay, occasionally with pebbles, and sometimes over

sand.

3. Lead colored clay passing graduallj' into

4. Lead colored shale.

5. Limestone.

I found the following localities of special interest:

I. Holton.

Elk Creek flows at the base of a hill perhaps 60 feet in height,

and makes a very striking section. This section is almost directly

north of Campbell University. It is 60 feet in length, and varies

in height from two and three feet to twelve feet. At the left end

can be seen five feet of brittle lead colored clay in which there are a
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few pebbles. Tlie main section shows blocks of limestone 3 V^ feet

in length down to inch pieces. Rounded limestone bowlders are

also present. Pebbles and gravel, rounded and angular limestone

bowlders are mixed indiscriminately together and packed com-

pactly. Blocks of quartzite also appear but they are as numerou's

as the bowlders of limestone and granite. Blocks are also found

which show that they have been consolidated and hardened from

rock rubbish similar to that which here lies around loose. Ver-

tically above the bowlders there appears light gray clay, then red

sand with pebbles. Ascending the bluff, all the way up to point

where cave has been made by children is found the red sand with

pebbles. On the walls of this cave can be S3en wavy strata of

sand i}4 feet long, and blotches of red sand gravel. On top of bluff

there are a few bowlders. A short distance up the creek are some

sand pits. These are in same bluff a- preceding section, and about

midway between top and bottom. They show irregular la3'ers of

white, light brown, coarse brown and gravelly sand. South of

Holton about a mile are several sections of interest on the Rock

Island Road. The first is about 25 feet in depth, the material is

3'ellow sandy clay. At the base of a 9 inch layer of soil is a 3inch

layer of pebbles. This stands out very conspicuously, with no

similar layer above or below it. The layer follows the curve of the

ridge through which the section has been made. Pebbles are not

noticeable elsewhere in the section. Farther along the railroad is an-

other section 15 feet in depth. Three and one-half feet from the

top ''3 a layer of pebbles up to seven inches in length. Below

this is the sandy clay to the bottom. Farther south is another sec-

tion 120 feet long. A layer of pebbles appears here as in previous

sections with the clay l)elow. The first section in tlie Holton

region of which mention has been made shows that the hill, a part

of which it discloses, is moraine in nature. It deserves more study.

I went asfar to the east of Holton as Larkin, about nine miles;

whili some interesting sections occur, there is nothing similar to

that of the Elk Creekbluff in Holton. There is no evidence that

the moraine, if it is properly such, as it occurs at Holton, extends

to the east.

2. Pottawatomie Indian Reservation.

I found no driftless region within the territory usually definetl as

covered with drift until I reached the southern part of the Potta-

watomie Indian Reservation in Jackson county. This is about

twenty miles to the north of the southern limit of drift as sketclied

in geological maps of Kansas. On the Reservation appear terraced

hiils, the typical erosion found in the native limestone of which
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mention has been made before. Typical rounded drift hills also

occur. Three miles west of the Agency building, on the west side

of the Big Soldier, the Hmestone rocks are very prominent. Here
there is ver\- little soil of any kind. On the ridges the rock forms

almost a perfect floor. The blocks of limestone in this floorlike

surface are somewhat rounded, but this has come undoubtedly

from weathering and not glacial action. Three quartzite bowlders

were found on top of one of these ridges. One of the bowlders is

situated where there was no soil at all, on a limestone floor. These
ridges are 1250 feet above sea level. The}' are higher than the

land to the south and east.

3. Atchison.

The region of Atchison is interesting for its dissimilarity from

Wathena, White Cloud and Troy in the adjoining county on tl.e

north. In these places only one bowlder was found lying on the

ground. Near Atchison they are not infrequent. The brown flints

which had been observed in other regions were very abundant in

Atchison. A layer of these above the limestone can be seen in

various places in the city. The following is a section exposed yi

mile north of the city on the B. & M. R. R.

1. Layer of yellow clay with pebbles and fragments of lime-

stone, 5 feet.

2. Irregular layer of limestone bowlders from yn foot to 1^3

feet in diameter. Greenstone pebbles also are present. This is

very irregular in outline, and in thickness 2 to 3^ feet.

3. Yellow clay and brown sand, 5 feet.

4. Layer of brown flint pebbles, so numerous that the layer

seems to be wholly composed of them. Occassional limestone and
greenstone pebbles found, 4 feet.

5. Disintegrated limestone, 2 feet.

6. Limestone.

Whole section 25 feet in depth.

Inquiries were usually made for wood found m wells. Two and
a half miles north of Holton wood was found in a well at a depth of

40 feet. Wood was found in a well near Effingham at a depth of

90 feet, and at Atchison on the Midland College campus at a depth
of 50 feet. Prof. Knerr of Midland College has examined the spec-

imen taken from the college well, and says that its cells show that

it is coniferous. No section was found that indicated in any way
a layer of forest material.





A Geological Section at Providence, Missouri.

BY ALBAN STEWART.

On October i, 1894, i^^ company with Professor G. C. Broad-

head of the Missouri State Universit}', I visited the region at and
surrounding Providence, Missouri. Providence is a small town,

consisting only of a store, postoffice and a number of small dwell-

ings, situated on the Missouri, Kansas and Eastern Railway,

twent3--five miles northwest of Jefferson City. The bluffs, both

east and west of the city offer excellent facilities for examining the

various strata there exposed, having been cut down perpendicularly

for the road bed of the railroad. The}' are capped with the Burling-

ton limestone, below which is the Chotean limestone containing

many characteristic fossils, such as Rhynchouclla niissourirusis, Pro-

ductits blairil one or two species of Ortlioceras, etc. The total

thickness of these two limestones is one hundred and forty feet.

The following section is that existing at the town and extending

one and a half miles below it.

1. Top of bluffs.

2. Burlington limestone, 90 feet.

3. Chotean limestone, 50 feet.

Consisting of:

a. Drab colored limestone with siliceous geodes and con-

taining but few fossils, 20 feet.

b. Brittle, dove colored limestone, abounding in fossils,

such as RhyncJwnella, Orthoceras, Prodnctiis, Perno-

pcctin slmmardii, etc., 3 feet.

c. Thin shaly limestone, including Trilobites {^Phillipsia,

spp.) Crinoids, Bryozoans, Spirofcr, Goinphoceras,

Orihis, Corals, etc., 25 feet.

4. Light green calcareaus sandstone, Tamocris caudagalli, i foot.

5. Devonian limestone, dove colored, containing in its upper

part, Favosites alpineiisis and Stomatopora cxpansa, below

which is found Loxincura robusta; four feet from the top

is found a large Turbo like fossill and Spin'/cr erriternus,

25 feet.

6. Chert, some of wdiich is oolitic, alternating with sandstone

and limestone, 5 feet.

7. Magnesian limestone, 7 feet.

Qfil) KAX. UNIV. QUAE.. VOL. IV. NO. 3, JANUARY. 1896.
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(S. Sacharoidal sandstone, lo feet.

g. Surface of river.

The strata at this point dip gradually toward the west, and the

sandstone mentioned as No. 4 disappears about three hundred

yards east of the town. This marks the uppermost part of the

Hamilton at this place. One of the peculiarities found in this sec-

tion is the Turbiform fossil mentioned in No. 5. The limestone in

which it was found is very hard, and consequently, it was difficult

to extract a fossil as large as this, so that its S3'stematic charac-

ters could be accurately determined. It was referred bv Prof.

Broadhead to the genus Turbo, and b\- another paleontolgist to

Pleurotomaria. It seems to be peculiar to this localit\-, though

not abundant. The same horizon was subsequently examined in

Callaway count}- without finding other traces of it.

The Hamilton limestone lies above the first magnesian limestone,

No. 7, with only five feet of sandstone and chert intervening which

must I'epresent a long interval of time.

The following groups of the Missouri section are not represented

here.

^^ •
\ Corniferous.

Devonian. ^ it u 1

/ Lower Helderberg.

TT ci • \ Niagara.
Upper Silurian, ^j j o-'^ '

I
Hudson River.

T C--I \ Trenton.Lower Silurian. ,>i 1 r,

•

/ Black Kiver.

It seems that after the first magnesian limestone was deposited

there was a slight upheaval, the limestone remaining above the sur-

face of the Paleozoic ocean until the latter part of the Hamilton,

when it was submerged and received the remaining part or the sed-

iments of this group. Even in Callaway county, thirt)- miles dis-

tant, the thickness is much greater, including the Hamilton shales,

which art' there well developed and showdng their characteristic

fossils.

fust undernrath the magnesian limestone the sacharoidal sand-

stone is found. There are but fen feet of this exposed above the

surface of the river, and this for only about fifty 3'ards; it projects

outwards from the bluff and presents the evenlv rounded surface

characteristic of this sandstone where weathered. We were not able

to determine the cause of the sudden appearance and disappearance

of it. The character of the surrounding strata would not warrant

the inference that it was a local upthrust. More proloably it repre-

sents a small island. We were unable to examine the opposite

side of the river for its occurrence there.

I am indebted to Prof. Broadhead for kind assistance in the

development of the section above given.



iNotes on Discharge of the Kansas River at

Lawrence, Ks.. Since 18(S1.

BY E. C. MURFHV.

In 1880 Mr.
J.

D. Bowersock put in a gauge on the Kansas river

at Lawrence for the purpose of comparing the height of the water

on his w^eir,—or dam as it is called— at different dates. He has

read the gauge dail}' since Feb. 1881. and when the water was rising

or falling rapidly, two or more times a day, up to Aug. 1895, re-

cording the reading only when there was a material change in them.

He has prepared for the V. S. Geological Siirve}' from his record,

a table giving the mean weekly gauge reading or height of water on

his dam during this period.

In Aug. '95, tliis place was cliost'U as one of the government

river gauging stations, and the writer given charge of it. Through

the kindness of Prof. F. H. Newell of the U. S. Geological Survey

who has charge of all the river gauging stations in the United States,

I have permission to use for this paper Mr. Bowersock's data and

the discharge measurements made by the writer.

The gauge used by Mr. Bowersock was a vertical board graduated

to feet and inches fastened on the east end of the south pier of the

carriage bridge, with its zero on a level with a large stone in the

crest of the dam. The gauge used at present is a vertical board

graduated to feet and tenths, fastened to the old one with their

zeros coinciding.

The crest of the dam is 595 feet long and is not quite horizontal,

the south end being 4 to 5 tenths of a foot higher than the north

end. When the gauge reads zero the water is on a level with the

crest of dam near its center.

The flume is on the south side of the river with its gates a few

feet west of crest of dam. It is 60 feet wide and has a maximum
depth of 7 feet when the gauge reads zero.

The discharge measurements—except Nos. 9 and 10, were made
from the west or up stream side of the bridge about 65 feet west of

crest of dam. The channel has a maximum width at this place of

690 feet broken bv four piers. Fig. 2 shows a plan of the dam.

bridge and flume: and Fig. i. the section where the discharge

measurements were made.

(lG:i) KAX. iNiv. i^r.MJ.. VOL. IV, .no. :>. .iamakv. Je'JU.
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From a quarter to half a mile above the bridge there is a bend in

the river, which deflects the water to the north bank at the bridge,

making the maximum velocity on the north side of the north pier,

and causing considerable edd3ang on the north side of piers Nos. 3

and 4, when the water is high.

The bed of the river at this place is rock from the south abut-

ment to a little north of pier No. 3; the rest of it is sand. The

south half of the dam is cement masonry on rock, through which

there is little seepage; the north half is made of timber cribs filled

with rock and through these and the sandy bed there is consider-

able seepage. The discharge measurements were made during the

months of July, Aug., Sept., and Oct., and are numbered i, 2, 3

and 4, and c in the order in which they were made. These measure-

ments expressed in cubic feet per second arc plotted in Fig. 3, as

abscissas using the corresponding gauge readings as ordinates.

Three current meters were used in measuring the velocity.

Measurement No. i, was made with Haskell meter No. 6, No. 2,

with Price meter No. 19, and the other eight with Haskell meter

No. 17. The depth was measured every five feet, and the velocity

every five to twenty-five feet depending on the rate of its change.

Section C D being large it is impossible to measure accurately

the velocity when the gauge reading is much less than one foot, so

that measurements No. 9 and 10 were made at Lecompton, 11

miles up the river on the Santa Fe R. R. The only tributar}- of

the Kansas river of any size between Lawrence and Lecompton is

the Delaware. The average discharge of this stream on Oct. 25,

when measurement No. 10 was made, was less than 12 cubic feet

per second. Fig. 4 shows the Lecompton section on Oct. 5, when

measurement No. g, was made.

I have computed the discharge from Mr. Bowersock's record of

mean weekly gauge readings by two methods. Tor the period from

Jan. 1, 1891, to July 31, 1S65, I have found tlic probable mean

daily gauge readings by plotting the weekly means and drawing a

curve similar to that for the months Aug. to Nov. '95, and so that

the mean of the seven daily ordinates of this curve is the same as

Mr. Bowersock's weekly mean. Entering the rating table w-ith

these probable daily mean gauge readings the discharge for each

day was found. For the period Jan. i, 1886 to Dec. 31, 1890, the

discharge for each week was found by entering the I'ating table with

the weekly mean gauge reading and multiplying the corresponding

discharge by seven. The rating table gives the discharge in acre feet

per 24 hours. It is computed from the rating curve, Fig. 3, by re-

ducing the discharge in cubic feet per second, to acre feet per 24
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hours. We have applied this table for the ten years from Jan. i,

1886 to Dec. 31, 1895, assuming that the cross section where dis-

charge measurements were made has changed very little during

this time. The soundings show that the bed is hard rock or stone,

except near the banks. No repairs of any magnitude have been

made on the dam during this period, and those that have been

made, have not—Mr. Bowersock thinks—materially changed the

cross-section or velocity of approach.

Table II gives the monthly, mean monthly and annual discharge

in acre feet, for the ten years 1886-95. Fig. 5 shows diagram-

matically the mean njonthly discharges. It is seen from this figure

that the maximum discharge is in May and the minimum in

December.

Table III gives some interesting facts of the different years.

Column two gives the greatest gauge reading. Column three the

number of weeks the gauge read zero or less. Column four the

number of weeks that the gauge continuously read zero—five the

time of maximum gauge reading. Column six longest period of zero

gauge reading, and seven the maximum monthly discharge.

Zero gauge reading corresponds to a discharge of 787 cubic feet

per second. We see then that eleven years out of these fifteen the

discharge at this place was less than 790 cubic feet per second for

three or more weeks at a time. From measurements made by the

writer, and additional facts furnished by Mr. Bowersock in regard

to the power of his dam—which it is not necessary to present in

these notes, we find that the average discharge for Dec. 1894. and

Jan. 1895, was not more than 550 cubic feet per second.

TABLE r,

KANSAS RIVER (LAWRENCE) RATING TABLE (189.)) ACRE FEET IN 24 UOLTRS.

Gauge
Readiaps
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TABLE Tl.

DISC^HAKGE IN AOKE FEET,

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July.

189.5
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Supplementary Notes to the Article on Con-

tinuous Groups.

BY H. B. XEWSON.

The second section of the-paper entitled Continuous Groups of

Projective Transformation, etc., in the Quarterly Vol. IV, No. 2,

requires correction at one or two points and elucidation at other

points. B}' an oversight I failed to draw one of the most important

conclusions which the s\'nthetic method yields; viz: that the real

group Gj contains a 'host' (German, Schar) of transformations

which can not be generated from the infinitesimal transformation.

1. In the paper mentioned only real transformations are con-

sidered.

2. A pseudo-transformation transforms to one of the invariant

points all the points of the line 1 except the other invariant point.

This second invariant point is indeterminately transformed.

3. It is better to say that the group G' contains only one pseudo-

transformation. The distinction between plus and minus infinity

is neither necessary nor proper.

4. A one-termed group G, of real transformations contains

two infinitesimal transformations. These are given by the two

infinitesimally narrow conies touching 1 at -j-dO and —dO, the two

points infinitesimally near to O. The characteristic anharmonic

ratios of these transformations are respectively i-|-dand i—d,

where d is infinitesimally small. All transformations of the group

whose characteristic anharmonic ratios are between i and 00 may
be generated by the first, and all between i and o by the second,

of these infinitesimal transformations. The transformations of the

group whose characteristic anharmonic ratios are negative can not

be generated by either infinitesimal transformation.

I. A one-termed group G' of real transformations contains two

infinitesimal transformations whose characteristic constants are re-

spectively \-d and —d, where d is infinitesimally small. All

transformations of the group whose characteristic constants are

positive may be generated b}' the first, and all whose characteristic

constants are negative by the second, of these infinitesimal trans-

formations.
(\W) KAX. I'NIX-. yi AR. vol... IV. NO. ,?. .JANUARY. IH'.Ki.
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6. An exactly similar tlieory holds for one-termed groups of

real projective transformations of the most general form in two,

three and n dimensions. The parameter of every such group is an

anharmonic ratio. Such a group contains one identical, one in-

volutoric, two pseudo and two infinitesimal transformations. The
transformations of the group whose characteristic anharmonic

ratios are negative can not be generated b}^ either infinitesimal

transformation.

It would seem at first sight that these results contradict Lie's

general theorem that every transformation of the projective group,

in any number of variables, can be generated by the repetition of

an infinitesimal projective transformation. (See "Cont. Gruppen "

page 45.) Lie's theorem is correct for the group of all real and

imaginary transformations; but as has just been shown it is not true

that every real transformation can be generated b}' the repeti-

tion of a real infinitesimal transformation.

I have learned recently from a note in the Bulletin of the New
York Mathematical Society for Nov. "93, page 66, -that Professors

Study of Marburg and Engel of Leipsic have reached a similar re-

sult for the case of Lie's special linear homogenous group in two

variables; but I do not know that they are yet in possession of the

complete theory. Professor Taber of Clark University has quite

recently established nearly the same results in the special cases of

the group of orthogonal transformations (New York Bulletin for

July '94, page 258-9) and the group whose invariant is an alternate

bilinear form (Mathematische Annalen, Band 46, page 581, Nov.

'95.) Professor Taber has not given his results their obvious

geometric meaning.

A new proof of Lie's theorem is here outlined. Let (i-f dz),

where dz is an infinitely small complex quantity, be the character-

istic anharmonic ratio of an infinitesimal transformation. If it

can be shown that (i-(-dz)n=k, where \\:^a::> and k is any real or

complex number, then Lie's theorem is proved; for the assumption

of complex values of k and real or imaginary invariant space ele-

ments is equivalent to the assumption of complex values of the

variables and constants in the equation J =^k '-
• We may

X,—

n

X—

n

set (i-|-dz)=re^y; then y is infinitely small and r is infinitesimally

less or greater than, or equal to, unity. This value can be repre-

sented in the complex plane by a point infinitely near to the unit

point. The locus of a point representing the value of r°e™>' where

n becomes infinite is a spiral, which by a proper choice of dz can

be made to pass through any point of the plane.



Fissicorn Tachinidae.

BY S. W. WILLISTON.

In " Entomologica Americana," iii, 151, I described a peculiar

genus of South American Tachinidae with remarkably developed

antennae under the name Talarocera, in reference to the peculiar

basket-shape- of the organs. Figures of both male and female

antennae I give herewith. Since then two other genera of the same

family with these organs abnormally developed have been described,

Dichoccra Williston and Diglossoccra Wulp; and Brauer has re-

cently * called attention to the fact that Walker long ago f had

referred two species with divided third antennal joint to a distinct

genus, Schizotachina. Four of the species thus made known,

Schizotacliina convecta Walker, .S'. cxiil Walker, Dichoccra lyrata

Williston and Diglossoccra bifida Wulp have the third joint some-

what similar in structure in the male. In S. convecta, according to

the description, the joint is "divided into two parts which are

equal in length, slightly curved and converge toward each other at

their tips:" in .S'. cxiil, it is "divided into two parts, which are

^ ^—i^^.'.'

^o"^^^^

Fig. 1. 'SaXnroccra niyripenniti Wied. ; Antenna of male,

linear, rounded at the tips, and of equal length; upper part bent

upward;" in D. lyrata, (see figure, Entom. New^s, Jan. 1895, p. 30),

the inner division has a foot-like expansion at the tip, touching the

curved outer part: in D. bifida, the structure is similar to that in

* Sitzungsb, kaiserl. Acad. Wissensch. civ. 6CH).

+ Insecta Saundersia, 2tJ4.
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.S'. conn I hi, and except that the latter is from Java and the former

from the United States one mi<;lit suspect that they belong to the

same genus.

In Talaroccra iiii^^ripcniiis V\\^(\. {T. sntithii. Will.) the structure,

as will be seen from the figure, is very different and exceedingly

remarkable. For their description the reader is referred to the

original paper. I will only add here that all the ' twenty-four

branches are covered with microscopic hairs or pile. In front view,

I have stated, the figure presented by the ends of the rods or

branches is an oval one.

Professor Mik % ventures the opinion that this peculiar struc-

ture of the male antennae in Talarocera and Dichoccra may be a

monstrosity, as a somewhat similar structure has been observed by

Strobl and himself in the female of Thryptoccra exolcta Meigen, or

at least in specimens that differ only in that character from typical

forms. That Dichoccra can be a monstrosity is disproved by the

Fig. 2. Talaraccnt iiifiri))(nnis Wii'd.; Aiilciinaof ftnnalc.

fact that numerous specimens of the species have since been found

by Prof. Aldrich in Idaho, and others by Mr. Snow in eastern

Wyoming the past summer. The distribution, it is thus seen, is

wide.

Nor is it possible to consider the wonderfully elaborate structure

in the male of Talaroccra a monstrosit}', though but a single speci-

men is known yet.

1 may add here that Tachina ///.s^-Z/A; Walker belongs in the genus

Mclanophrxs Will, and is possibly identical with one or the other of

the described species.

% Wiener Eiit. /.fit.. May. lMi.5.



List of Asilidae, Supplementary to Osten

Sackeii's Catalogue of North American

Diptera. 18/8-1895.

BY W. A. SNOW.

LEPTOCASTER.
cubensis Bigot; Roeder, I, 340.— Portorico.

flavipes Loew; v. d. Wulp, X, i.—^Massachusetts,

longipes Johnson, D, 273.—Jamaica,

obscuripennis Johnson, E, 304, 305, 323.—Florida,

pictipes Loew; Osten Sacken, G, 167.

scapularis Bigot, A, 444-—California.

sp. Osten Sacken, G, 167.— Mexico.

DASYPOCON.
(?) quadrinotatum Bigot, A, 412.— California.

SEILOPOCON.
(?) rubiginosum Bigot, A, 419.

ABLAUTUS.
Loew, Centur. vii, 63. 1866. Ablantaliis Loew, Berl. Ent., Z., 1874, 377; Osten

Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 67.

mimus Osten Sacken; Williston, M, 53.—Arizona,

trifarius ? Loew; Osten Sacken, Gi 168.—Mexico.

DICRANUS.
Loew, Bemerk. Fam. Asil., 13, 1851; Macronix Bigot.

n. sp. Williston, MS.—Mexico.

STENOPOCON.
aeacidinus Williston, N, 289.—Western Kansas,

albibasis Bigot, A, 422.—California,

fuscolimbatus Bigot, A, 421.—Mexico.

SCLEROPOCON.
ochraceus v. d. Wulp, "W, 96.

OSPRIOCERUS.
aeacus Wiedemann; Osten Sacken, G, 168.

sp. Osten Sacken, G. 168.—Mexico.

MICROSTYLUM.
fulvigaster Bigot, A, 410.—Mexico.
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ARCHILESTRIS.
Loew; Fseudarchflcstcs Bigot, Bull Soc Ent. Fr. 1889, 183.

magnificus Walker {Dasypogoii); Schiner, Novara Exped., 168;

Osten Sacken. G, i6g; Williston, Psj'che, 1889, 259.—South

America.

dizon;as.

lucasi Bellardi; Osten Sacken, Gr, 170.

phoenicurus Loew; Osten Sacken, G, 170.

tristis Walker, Dipt. Saund., 93 {Dasy/yooo/i): ]o\\v-\?,on. E, 323.

—

Argentina, Florida.

Dizouias biclnctus Loew, Cent., vii, 54; v d Wulp. "W, 96; Osten Sacken,

Cat. Dipt., 68, 230; G, 169

sp. Osten Sacken, G, 170. — Mexico.

sp. Osten Sacken, G, 169-—Mexico.

PSILOCURUS.
Orthoiicuromyin Williston, S, 67.

modesta Williston, S, 68 {Orthonei/roiny/ii). —South Dakota,

nudiusculus Loew; Williston, L, 10.

LAPHYSTIA.

sexfasciata Say {Dasypogon); Bigot, B. 87: Williston, L. 9; M, 53;

Johnson, E, 323.—Montana.

Triclis tiotala Bigot, A, 433; B, 87. [Williston].

Lnphyslia sub/asciata Bigot, .\nn. Soc. Ent Fr., 236, 1879 [Williston].

TRICLIS.

tagax Williston. L. 9. pi. 1, figs. 6, 6a. ; N, 289.—California.

CERATURCUS.
aurulentus Wiedemann; Brauer, Wien. Ent. Zeit., ii, 56.

cruciatus Say; Williston, L, 6, pi. I, fig. 2; Brauer. Wien. Ent.

Zeit., ii, 56; Johnson, E, 323.—Florida,

dimidiatus Macquart; Brauer, Wien. Ent. Zeit., ii. 56.

geniculatus Bigot, A, 443.—Mexico,

nigripes Williston, N, 287.—Georgia,

rufipennis Macquart: Brauer. Wien. Ent. Zeit., ii, 56.

MYELAPHUS.
lobicornis Osten Sacken, {C(-ra/iirgi/s)\ Williston, L, 7; M, 53; N,

28S; Brauer. Wien. Ent. Zeit., ii, 56 {Ccratu?-gi/s).—Cali-

fornia.

melas Bigot; Williston, L, 5-7, pi. I, figs, i, la.—California.

rufus Williston. L, 7; N, 288.—California.

DICOLONUS-
simplex Loew; Williston, L, 11, pi. I, fig. 4-
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DIOCTRiA.
albius Walker: Williston, L, 8; Slosson. J. v. 6.—Washington.

Connecticut, Mt. Washington,

nitida W'illiston, L, 8. —Washington,

pusio Osten Sacken; Williston, N, 288.— Colorado,

sackeni Williston. L. 8. —Washington.

CALLINICUS.
calcaneus Loew; Williston, L, ^t,.

Dasypo.cro)i hilhieatum Bigot, A, 411. [Williston]

HETEROPOCON.
Loew, Linn. Ent., ii. 48S, 1S47; Anisopo,ifO)i Loew, Berl. Ent. Zeit., 1874, 377'

Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 68.

gibbus Loew; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 68 {Aiiisopogoii)\ Coquillett,

0, 20 (id.).

lautus Loew; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 6g, {Aiiisopogoii); Willis-

ton, L, 16, (id); Coquillett, C. 20 (id.)—Washington, Cali-

fornia.

ludius Coquillett, C. 20. 21 ( A/iisopogon).—California, British

Columbia.

patruelis Coquillett, 0, 20-22 (^Anisopogivi).—Texas.

phoenicurus Loew; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 6g (Auisopogoti);

Coquillett, C, 20 (id.).

rubidus Coquillett. 0, 20, 21 (^Auisopogoii).— California.

senilis Bigot, A, 423 {Afiisop>ogon'); Williston, L, 15 (id.); Coquil-

lett, C, 20, 21 (id.); Johnson, E, 323 (id. ).— California.

Florida.

vespoides Bigot, A, 423 {Anisopogon)\ Coquillett, C, 20 (id.).—

California.

CYRTOPOCON.
aurifex Osten Sacken; Williston. L, 11.

bimacula Say: Slosson, J. v, 6. — Mt. W'ashington.

callipedilus Loew; Williston, L, 12.—Wyoming.
cerussatus Osten Sacken; Williston, L, 15.

chrysopogon Loew; v. d. W^ilp, "W, 100; Johnson, E, 323.

—

Florida,

cymbalista Osten Sacken; Williston, L, 12.

dasyllis Williston, S, 66. — Colorado,

dasylloides W^illiston, L, 1 1 ; S, 67.—Washington,

dubius Williston, L, 13.— Oregon.

? gibber W^illiston, L, 14, pi. I, fig. 9.—California.

f IIolopogO}i .^ appendlculatus Bigot, A, 43S. [Williston]

.

? nebulo Osten Sacken; Williston, L, 14.—Washington,

nugator Osten Sacken; Williston, L, 13. — Oregon.
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plausor Osten Sacken; Williston, L, 12. — Colorado.

positivus Osten Sacken; Williston, L, 13, 14.

praepes Williston, L, 12, 13. —Washington.

profusus Osten Sacken; Williston, L, 13, 14.

sudator Osten Sacken; Williston, L, 13.

n. sp. Williston, L, 13, no. 18.—Washington.

n. sp. Williston, L, 12, no. 15.—California.

sp. Williston, R, pi. IX, fig. 6.

(? Lasiopogon) n. sp. Williston, L. 14. no. 22, pi. I, fig. 10.

—

Wyoming.

? n. sp. Williston, L. 14. no. 21, pi. I, fig. 11.—Wyoming.

PLESIOMMA.
indecora Loew; Johnson, D, 274.—Jamaica,

lineata Fabricius; Williston, P, 170.—San Domingo.

DAMALIS.
Fabricius, Syst. Antl. 1805.

n. sp. Williston, MS.— Mexico.

HOLCOCEPHALA.
abdominalis Say; Slosson, J, v, 6; Johnson, E, 323.— Mt. Washing-

ton, Florida,

calva Loew; Johnson, E, 323. — Florida,

longipennis Bellardi; Osten Sacken, G, 171.—Costa Rica.

Discoccphala dii'isa Walker, Trans. Ent. Soc. Lond. n. ser. v, 279; Osten

Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 71 {Ilolcoccphala). [fide Williston]

.

HOLOPOCON.
nitidiventris Bigot, A, 437.—California. ["gen. nov. ? " Bigot],

philadelphiciis Schiner; Johnson, E, 323.— Florida.

PYCNOPOCON.
cirrhatus Osten Sacken; Williston, L. 15.—California.

STICHOPOCON.
catulus Osten Sacken, G, 170.—Mexico.

trifasciatus Say; Williston, M, 53; N, 289; Osten Sacken, Gr, 170;

Townsend, K, 598.—New England, Kansas, Southern Cali-

fornia, Lower California, Mexico.

Dasypogon caudidiis Macquart, Dipt. E.\ot. ler, Suppl., 67, 48; Bellardi,

Saggio, etc., ii, 78 [Stichopogoii); Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 70. [Willis-

ton].

Dasypogon galascens Walker, Trans. Ent. Soc. N. S., v, 277. [Bellardi],

Dasypogofi fasc/c'c?ilrisMa.cqua.rt, Dipt. Exot
, 46 Suppl., 60 75, pi, VI, fig.

13. [Bigot],

sp. Osten Sacken, G, 170.—Mexico.

TOWNSENDIA.
Williston, Kansas University Quarterly, iv, 107.

minuta Williston, Kansas University Quarterly, iv, 108.—Mexico.
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HABROPOGOhS.
Loew; Dacti/iscus Rondani.

? bilineatus Williston, L, n, pi- I,, fig- 8.—North California.

NEOLAPARUS.
Williston, Piychs, 255, 1889; Lapariis Loew, Bemerk. Fam. Asil., 1851 (name

preoc).

? pictitarsis Bigot, A, 417 {Lapari/s)\ Williston. L, i, 4, 25 (id.).

SAROPOCON.
adustus Loew; Williston, L, 23; N, 290.—Western Kansas,

combustus Loew; Williston, L, 23; N, 290.—^W^estern Kansas.

senex Osten Sacken, G, 179.— Mexico.

n. sp. Williston, N. 289. — California.

BLEPHEREPiUM.
Rondani, Stud. Entom. i, 8g, 1848; PIcDietoIcstcs E. Lynch A., F, 6, 72; Osten

Sacken, G, 171; H, 418.

coarctatum Perty, Delectus, etc., 181, pi. XXXVI, fig. 4 (La/'/iria);

Walker, List, etc., vi, 504 {Dasypogon); E. Lynch A., F,

6, 73; V. d. Walp, W, 88; Williston, Q, 75.— Guatemala,

Panama.
Dasyfogojt bonariensis Macquart, Dipt. Exot. i, 2, 194; Walker, List, etc.,

vi, 439 [E. Lynch A.].

? Blepharepium luridiim Rondani, Stud. Entom., 89.

DasypogoJi snbcontractus Walker, Dipt. Saund., 455 — .\mazon.

Senobasis annulatiis Bigot, La. Sagra's Hist Cuba, ySg, pi X.X, fig. 3; Osten

Sacken, Bull. Buff. Sjc. Nat. Sci., 1874, 184; Cat. Dipt., 72 {Diogmi(es).

Dasypogo?! sccabilis Walker, Trans. Ent. Soc. (2), v, 276; Bellardi, Saggio,

etc, ii, 63, pi I, fig. 4; Schiner, Verh. zool.-bot Gssellsch. xvi, 701 (Seno-

basis); Osten Sacken, Gr, 171 {Planetolestes); H, 41S, (id.). [E. Lynch A.]

.

DEROWIYIA.
Philippi; Williston, Psyche, i8Sg, 256; D/ogim'tcs Loew, Centur., vii, 35; Osten

Sacken, Cat. Dipt
, 72; Gr, 173; H, 418.

affinis Bellardi; Osten Sacken, G, 173 {Dioi:;iii//cs)\ Cat. Dipt., 72

(id.)._

angustipennis Loew {^D/og/nifcs); O.stcn Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 72

(id.); Williston, L, 25.

basalis Walker, Dipt. Saund., 95 [Dasypogon ), v. d. Wulp, X, 2.-

—

Connecticut.

Diogmiles bilineatus Loew, Cent, vii, 40: Osten Sacken, Cat Dipt., 72. [v.

d. Wulp].

bigotii Bellardi; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt.. 72 { Dioginitcs"); John-

son, E, 324.—Florida,

brunnea Fabricius; Schiner, Verh. zool.-bot. Gesellsch.. xvi, 677

{Dasypogon)\ Walker, List, etc.. vi, 421 (id. ): Osten Sacken

Cat. Dipt., 72 [Diog//iifes).

craverii Bellardi; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 72 {Diog/niti's ): G. 178

(id.).
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cuantlensis Bellardi; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 72 {Diogniitcs); G.

174, 175 (id.).—Guatemala,

discolor Loew (^Diogniites')\ Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 72 (id.); v.

d. Wulp, V, 77 (id.); Williston, L, 25.

dubius Bellardi; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 72 {Dioginitcs): G, 173

(id.),

duillius Walker; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 73 {Diogi)iitcs)\ G, 178

(id.),

jalapensis Bellardi; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 72 ( Diogiititcs^\ G,

173, 174, 178 (id.).—Guatemala,

lindigii Schiner; Novara Exped., 16^ (^Dasypogoii')\ Osten Sacken,

G, 174 {Diogmitcs). —South America, Panama,

memnon Osten Sacken, G, 174, pi. HI, fig. g {Dioginitcs).—Costa

Rica, Panama,

nig ripes Bellardi; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 72 {Diogniitrs); G, 175

(id.),

pseudojalapensis Bellardi; Osten Sacken. Cat. Dipt., 73 {Diogiii/tes)\

G, 173, 178 (id.),

rubescens Bellardi; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 73 {Diogi/iitcs); G,

173, 174, 176, 177 (id.).—Costa Rica,

rufescens Macquart; v. d. Wulp, V, 76 {Diog/ni/cs): "W, 91; Willis-

ton, L, 24.—Arizona,

sallaei Bellardi; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 73 {Diog>/ii/cs)\ G, 174,

pi. Ill, fig. 8 (id.).

tau Osten Sacken, G, 174, 176, pi. Ill, fig. 11 (^Diog'iiHi's).—Panama,

ternata Loew (^Diog?nites); Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 73; G, 173

(id.); Williston, L, 25; Johnson, E, 323.—Georgia, Florida,

umbrina Loew {Diogiiiites); Osten Sacken, Cat, Dipt., 72 (id.);

Williston, Li, 25. — Virginia, Connecticut,

winthemi Wiedemann, Dipt. Exot. i. 223: Auss. Zw. Ins., i, 387

{Dasy/>ogon); Schiner, Verb, zool.-bot. Gesellsch., xvi, 678

(id.); V. d. Wulp, W, 93; X. 2; Osten Sacken, G, 177 {,Diog-

inites)\ Williston, L, 24, pi. II, fig. 6: Q, 75; Johnson, E,

324.—Indiana, Kansas, Connecticut, Florida, South

America.

? Diogtnites miseUiis Loew, Cent, vii, 39; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 72; G,

173. 177' Williston, L, 24 (Dcro?riy2a)\ Psyche, 1889, 256 (id ).

sp. Osten Sacken, G, 178 {Diogiiiifrs).

sp. Johnson, E, 324.— Florida,

sp. Johnson, E, 324.—Florida.

LESTOMYIA.
Williston, L, 19.

fraudigera Williston, L, 21, pi. II, fig. 5. — California.
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sabulonum Osten S acken {C/a7'a/or)\ Williston, L, 20, pi. II, fig.

4.—California.
TARACTICUS.

brevicornis Williston, L. 19, 22, pi. II, fig. 3; M, 54 {Aphaiiiartaniu).

—Washington,

niger Macquart; Williston, L, 22 {Ccrati/rgiis^; Brauer, Wien. Ent.

Zeit., ii. 54, 56 (id.).

octopunctatus Say; Williston, L, 22, pi. II, figs. 2, 2a, Johnson. E.

323; Slosson, J. vi, 320.—Florida, Mt. Washington,

vitripennis Bellardi; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 66 {Ccratiirgus);

Brauer, Wien. Ent. Zeit., ii, 56. [fide Williston.]

COPHURA.
Osten Sacken, G, 181.

sodalis Osten Sacken, G. 181, pi. Ill, fig. 13.—Mexico.

LASTAURUS.
fallax Macquart, Dipt. Exot. Suppl. i. 63, pi. VI I, fig. 5 {Dasj-

pogon')\ Schiner, Verh. zool.-bot. Gesellsch., xvii, 373;

Osten Sacken, G, 180; Williston, Q, 73. — Venezuela, Mex-

ico, Costa Rica, Panama.

.^ Lastanrits }7iti/abilis Loew, Bemerk. Fam. Asil., 12; Osten Sacken, G, 180

[Schiner]

.

lugubris Macquart, Dipt. Exot. Suppl. i, 64 {Dasypogon); Schiner,

Verh., zool.-bot. Gesellsch., xvii, 373; Osten Sacken, G,

180.—South America, Guatemala.
;"' Lastaunis atithracinus Loew, Bemerk. Fam. Asil., 12; Osten Sacken, G,

179, pi. Ill, fig. 10 [Schiner].

NICOCLES.
analis Jaennicke; Brauer, Wien. Ent. Zeit., ii, ^(i (Ltp/arthn/s).

abdominalis Williston. L. 17, pi- I, figs. 14, 14a, 14b; Coquillett, O.

119.

emulator Loew; Coquillett, 0- 119; Brauer, Wien. Ent. Zeit., ii.

56 {Lcpiart]irtis).

argentatus Coquillett, C, 119, 120.—California,

dives Loew; Coquillett, O, 119; Brauer, Wien. Ent. Zeit., ii, 56

{Leptarthrus).

? fur Williston, M, 53 {ApJiamartaiiia).—Arizona,

pictus Loew; Coquillett, O, 119; Johnson, E, 323: Brauer, Wien.

Ent. Zeit., ii. 56 {^Leptarthrus').—Florida,

politus Say; Coquillett. O, 119; Brauer, Wien. Ent. Zeit., ii, 56

lyLcpfart/inis).

rufus Williston, L, 18, pi. I, fig. 15; Coquillett, C, 119.—Wash-
ington.

? scitulus Williston, L, 19, pi- II, figs, i, la; M, 54 (^Aphamartania)\

Coquillett, O. 119-—Washington.
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LOEWiELLA.
Williston MS.; Blax Loew, Ceutur. x, 24, 1S72: Z>/acodes 'Loew, Berl. Ent. Zeit..

1874, 377; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt
, 71 (name preoc).

bella Loew; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 71 i^Blacodcs); Williston, M,
54 {J A/'/iai/iarfaii/a); Coquillett, C. 33 {-Blacodcs).

clausa Coquillett, C, 33, 34 {Blacodcs).—California,

cristata Coquillett, O, 33, 34 {Blacodcs).—California,

trunca Coquillett, C, 33, 34 {Blacodcs). ~Q.^X\{oxW\?i.

PSEUDORUS.
bicolor Bellardi; Williston, L, 15; Psyche, 1889, 256; Osten

Sacken, G, 183.— Guatemala.

DORYCLUS.
Jjennicke, Neue Exot. Dipt., 58; Abhand. senck. Gesellsch, vi, 366, 1867; Ampyx

Walker, List, etc., 564, 1855 (name preoc).

distendens Wiedemann, Auss. Z\v. Ins., i, 571 {Asilus)\ Ja^nnicke,

Neue Exot. Dipt., 366, pi. XLIV, fig. 3; Roeder, Berl. Ent.

Zeit., xxxi, 77; Williston, Psyche, i88g, 256; Q, 77.—Brazil,

Guatemala, Mexico.

Megapoda crassitarsis Macquart, Dipt. Exot. Suppl. i, 70, pi, VII, fig. 11

(male). [Roeder].

Megapoda cyaneiventris Macquart, Dipt. Exot. Suppl. i, 71, pi. VII, fig. 12

(female); Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 73. [Roeder J.

Ampyx varipoDiis Walker, List, etc., vii, 564; Osten Sacken, G, 1S2 (male)

[Dorycltis). [Williston]

.

Doiyclns lafipcs v. d. Wulp, Tijischr. v. Ent , (2) v, 215, pi. IX, figs. 7-12

(female). [Roeder].

APHESTIA.
Schiner. Verb. zool.-bDt. Gasels^h, xvl, 673, 1866.

nigra Bigot, A, 235. — Mexico.

CEROTAIHIA.
Schiner; Ccrololicii/d E. Lynch A.. F. 19, 1880.

dubia Bigot, A, 238.—Mexico.

macrocera Say; Johnson, D, 274. -Jamaica.

nigra Bigot, A, 238.

ATOEViOSiA.

Macquart; Cormcn/s/s Walker, Dipt., Saund., 154.

beckeri Ja^nnicke; E. Lynch A., F, 19. Buenos Aires?.

eupoda Bigot, A, 234 {Con/iaiisis).—Mexico.

mucida Osten Sacken, G, 184.—Mexico.

puella Wiedemann; Rondani, Truqui's Stud. Ent., 61; Osten

Sacken, H, 418, Johnson, E, 323.—Florida, Brazil,

soror Bigot, A, 236. — Mexico,

tibialis Macquart; v. d. Wulp, W, 105.—Columbia,
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xanthopus Wiedemann, Auss. Z\v. Ins.. i, 529: v. d. Widp, W,
105. —Mexico.

sp. Osten Sacken. G, 184. -Costa Rica.

ATONIA.
W'illiston, Psyche, i88g, 257.

inikii Williston. N. -93 {A/o//iJsia)\ Psyche, 257, 1889.

HYPERECHIA:
Schiner, Verb, zool.-bot. Gasellsch, 16, 67

-s,
1866.

atrox Williston, L, 28, pi. II, figs. 7, 7a. 7b.—Penns3dvania.

POCONOSOMA.
arachnoides Bigot, A, 227.— jNIexico.

dorsata Szy: Williston, L. 33: M. 56.—Washington.

inelanoptera Wiedemann: Williston. M. 56.—Florida.

DASYLLJS.

albicollis Bigot, A, 229. — Mexico.

astur Osten Sacken; Williston, L. 26. 27.—Washington, Oregon,

Western Kansas.

columbica Walker; W'illiston, L, 27. —Washington, Oregon.

tiavicollis Say; Williston, L, 2^: Slosson, J, v, 6.—Mt. Washing-

ton, Connecticut.

grossa Fabricius: v. d. Wulp. "W, 103.—Canada, Connecticut,

Florida.

I.apliria tcrgissa Say; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 75 and note 115 (/^a.s-_\'///.s');

Wiiliston, L, 26, 27 (id.); Johnson, B, 324 (id ).

poiticata Say; Bigot. A, 218 {Laphria'): Williston, L, 26 27; John-

son, E, 324.—Florida.

sacrator Walker; Williston, L. 26.—Mt. Washington.

thoracica Fabricius; Bigot, A. 218: Williston, L, 26.—Connec-

ticut. Pennsylvania.

unicolor Williston, L, 26.—Washington.

LAPHRiA.
carbonarius nom. nov. Williston, MS.—California.

Lapliria «/////r(/.v Williston (nee Meigen), L. 29; M, 54.—California,

canis Williston, L. 31: M. 54: Slosson. J, vi, 6.—Connecticut, Mt.

Washington,

corallogaster Bigot, A, 227. —North America {La/npn'a/).

ferox Williston, L, 29: M, 54.—Washington,

franciscana Bigot, A, 22^: Williston, L, 31: M, 54. Washington,.
California,

gilva Linn. {Asil/(s\: Loew, Linn. Ent., ii, 548, 8; Schiner, Faun.

Austr. , i, 139; V. d. Wulp, W, 104. —Canada, Colorado,

California.
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IstVus r///'//s dt' Gssr, Ins , vi, 241, 4, pi. XIEI, fi;< 15.

Laphria bilineatd Walker, List, etc , iv, 1156; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt
, 76;

Williston, L, 30; M, 34. [Williston]

,

ichneumon Osten Sacken, Q, 185, pi. Ill, fig. 6. —Guatemala.

numitor Osten Sacken, Q, 185. —Nicaragua,

olbus Walker; Schiner, Novara Exped. , 173.—South America,

pubescens Williston, L, 32: M. ^y. N. ^go: Slosson, J, v. 6.

—

White Mountains, Mt. Washington, Oregon, Washington.

rapax Osten Sacken; Williston, L, 29.

ruficauda Williston, M, 55: P, 170.—San Domingo, Cuba,

saffrana Fabricius; Bigot, A, 218: Williston, M, 54. 56; Osten

Sacken, Cat. Dipt., j^{Dasy//is ): Johnson. E. 324. - Florida,

North Carolina.

sericea Say; Williston. M. 54: Slosson, J, v, b.— Mt. Washington.

ventralis Williston. M, 54. 55- — California,

vivax W^illiston, L, 30: M. 54. 55.—Washington.

vultur Osten Sacken; Williston, L, 29: M. 34.—Washington,

Oregon.

Xanthippe Williston, L, 31. — Oregon.

LAMPRIA.
aurifex Osten Sacken. G, 187.—Mexico, Costa Rica.

Lampria clai'i/'cs Bellardi, (nee Fabricius, Wiedemann, Macquart), Saggio,

etc., ii, 13, pi. 1, fig. 15. [Osten Sacken].

bicolor Wiedemann: Schiner, \'erh. zool.-bot. Gesellsch., xvi, 692,

709; Bigot, A- 217; V. d. W'ulp. "W", 105; Williston, L, 32;

Johnson, E. 324.—Brazil, Florida, Connecticut, Pennsyl-

vania.

clavipes Fabricius; Schiner, Novara Exped. , 174; Verh. zool.-bot.

Gesellsch., xvi, 691: Macquart, Dipt. Exot., i, 2, 61, (non

Suppl. iii, 22); Walker, List, etc., vii, 510: v. d. Wulp, W,
104; Osten Sacken, Q, 186; (non Bellardi, Saggio, etc.);

Williston, Q, 80. —Panama.
felis Osten Sacken; Wdliston, L, 32.—Washington.

mexicana Macquart: v. d. Wulp, "W, 105; Osten Sacken. G. 188.

rubriventris Macquart; Williston, L. 32.—Georgia.

spinipes Fabricius, Syst. Antl., 162 i^Laphria'); Wiedemann, Dipt.

Exot., i, 240 (id.); Auss. Zw. Ins., i, 525 (id. ) ; Schiner,

Verh. zool.-bot. Gesellsch, xvi, 692; Osten Sacken. G. 187.

—Brazil, Central America.

Za^A/-/a rt^"«/,s- Fabricius, Syst. Antl., 163. [Williston].

NUSA.

Walker, Dipt. Saund. 108, 1854; Williston, Psyche, 1889. 256; AudrenosoJUd

Rondani, Dipt. Ital. Prodr., i, 160, 1856; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 77.
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chal}-bfa Williston. M. 56 (A/hfrciioso/iia): P, 170 ( id. ). —San Do-
mingo, Cuba,

cincta Bellardi: Osteii Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 77 {Aiii/rnioso/na): G,

188 (id.).—Briti.sh Honduras,

cineria Bellardi: Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 77 {Aiii/renosiniia); G,
188 (id.)—Panama,

formidolosa Walker; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 27 (^A/idri-iiosoi/ia):

G, 188 (id.).—Guatemala, Nicaragua, Panama,

fulvicauda Sa3% Jour. Acad. Phil, iii, 53, pi. VI; Compl. Wr. , i,

12 {Lapliria )\ Williston. L, 33: M, 56 {Aiidrc/ioso/na).—
California, Maine, Florida.

Lafhria pyrrJiacra Wiedemann, Auss. Zw. Ins., i, 517; Schiner, Novara

Exped,, 175 {Andre)wso?na); Oaten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 77 (id); G, 18S

(id.); Johnson, E, 324 (id.)-

xanthocnema W^iedemann; Schiner, Verh. zool. -hot. Gesellsch.,

xvi, 691; V. d. Wulp, 'W, 104 ( Aii(i/-c/iosr/!a)\ Osten Sacken,

Cat. Dipt.. 77 (id.).

sp. Osten Sacken, G, 189 {Aih/rciioso/ini). —Guatemala.

OMMATIUS.
marginellus Fabricius; Roeder, I, 339.—Portorico.

peregrinus Osten Sacken, G, 210.—Panama,

saccas Walker; Johnson, D, 274.

tibialis Say; Williston. M, 76; Johnson, E, 324.—New England,

Georgia, Florida.

ATRACTIA.
marginata Osten Sacken, G, 212.—Nicaragua.

PROCTOCANTHUS.
arno Townsend, K. 599.—Lower California.

brevipennis Wiedemann, v. d. Wulp, "W, 108; Williston, M, 73:

Osten Sacken. G. 206; Johnson, E. 324.—Argentina,

Georgia,

craverii Bellardi; Osten Sacken, G, 206.

exquisitus Osten Sacken, G, 206, pi. Ill, fig. 12.—Mexico,

fulviventris Macquart; Johnson, E, 324.—Florida,

heros Wiedemann, v. d. Wulp, W, 108; Williston, M, 73, 74;

Johnson, E, 324.

milbertii Macquart; Williston. M, 73, 74: R, pi. IX, fig. 7; Osten

Sacken, G, 206.

philadelphicus Macquart; Williston, M, 73, 75; Johnson, E. 324.

—

New England, Florida,

rufiventris Macquart; Roeder, I, 339.—Portorico.

rufus Williston, M, 73, 74.—North Carolina, Massachusetts,

virginianus v. d. Wulp, "W, 109, pi. X, figs. 5, 6.—Virginia.
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ECCRSTOSIA.

amphinonif Walker, List, etc., ii, 387; Osten Sacken, G, ^07.

—

Mexico, Lower California.

Pi-octocKii/Jiiis za»io>i Townsend, K, Goo [fide Williston]

.

ERAX.

a^stuans Wiedemann (non Linneus); Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt.. 234:

Williston, M, 64, 65, 72.—Eastern States, Brazil.

Erax runlmrbts Macquart, Dipt. Exot., I, 2, 116, 22; Osten Sacken, Cat.

Dipt., 79. [Williston],

affinis Bellardi: Osten Sacken, G, 202.

anomalus Bellardi: Williston, M, 64. 65, 6g; U, 137; Osten

Sacken, G, 198-201; Coquillett, 0, 175 {Ejfcr/d).—Arizona,

aridus Williston, T, 254.— California.

bastardii Macquart: Williston. M. 64, 65, 71: O. \i9^ fi»- 525;

Johnson. E. 3^4-—Atlantic and Central States, Portorico.

.-' Asi/us (cslintiis I,inn. (non Wiedemann), Syst. Nat., ii, 1007, 5; Amcen.

Acad., vi, 413, 95; Fabricius, Syst. Ent., iv, 379, 8. (For other references

see Osten Sacken, Cat, Dipt., 79). [Williston],

/ Asiliis marro/ab/s Wiedemann. Auss, Zw. Ins., i, 45S, 51; Osten Sacken,

Cat. Dipt., 79 (El-ax); v, d, Wulp, W, 113. [Williston].

I'lrax I'oitoralus Macquart, Dipt. Exot., i, 2, 115, 20; Osten Sacken, Cat.

Dipt., 79; Koeder I, 339. [Williston].

Erax incisiiraUs Macquart, Dipt. Exot., i, 2, 117, 24; Osten Sacken, Cat.

Dipt., 79. [Williston],

Erax tibialis Macquart, Dipt. Exot., i, 2, iiS, 27; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt.,

79, [Williston],

bellardi Schiner: Osten Sacken. Cat. Dipt., 81 {Ncocristiciis): Wil-

liston, Q, 85.

Candida Coquillett, C, 175" 1/7 {F,ffn-ia')\ Williston, U, i37-—
California,

carinatus Bellardi: Osten Sacken, G, 203, 204: Townsend, K. 598.

.'Erax sp. Osten Sacken, G, 205, no. 11. [Osten Sacken].

cinerascens Bellardi: Osten Sacken. G, 198. 202: Johnson. E, 324:

Townsend, K, 599-—Lower California. Florida, Washing-

ton, Western Kansas, Arizona, Connecticut.

Erax fiirax Williston, M, 64, 65, 67, [Williston].

Erax albibarhis Macquart; Osten Sacken, Cat, Dipt., 79. [Osten Sacken].

costalis Williston, M, 64.

comatus Bellardi: Osten Sacken, G, 203.

completus Macquart: Osten Sacken, G. 199-

dubius Williston, M, 64.—Washington.

Erax n. sp. Williston, 1 c, 68,

flavofasciatus Wiedemann: v. d. Wulp, W. 113-

haloesus Walker: Johnson, D, 274.—Jamaica.
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jubatus Williston, M, 64-66; U, 137; Osten Sacken, Gr, 203.—New
Mexico,

lascivus Wiedemann; Schiner, Verb. zooL-bot. Gesellsch., xvi,

687; xvii, 394; WilHston, Q, 86.

latruncuhis Williston, M, 64, 65, 67; T, 254.—Arizona, Montana,

leucocomus Williston, M, 64, 65, 69.—Western Kansas, New
Mexico,

maculatus Macquart: Osten Sacken, G, 198, 200, 201; Willistdn,

Q, 86. — North Carolina, Texas, Georgia, Florida, Mexico,

Guatemala, South America.

Erax lateralis Macquart; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 79; Williston, M, 64, 65,

70; Johnson, B, 324, [Williston].

Erax ambig-uHS Macquart; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 79. [Osten Sacken].

Asi'lus z?ilerruplies Macquart, Hist. Nat. Dipt., i, 310. [Osten Sacken]

.

Erax {Eri'sticiis) in'Uosus Bellardi; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 81 [Neoeris-

ticiis). [Osten Sacken, Williston].

nigrimystaceus Macquart; Osten Sacken, G, 203.

parvulus Bellardi; Osten Sacken, G, 203, 204.

pernicis Coquillett, O, 175-177 {£fferia).—California,

pogonias Wiedemann; v. d. Wulp, W, 114.—Arizona,

prolificus Osten Sacken, G, 197, 198, 202-205.—Mexico,

quadrimaculatus Bellardi; Osten Sacken, G, 197.

Erax bimaciilatus Bellardi, Saggio, etc., ii, 45, pi. II, fig. 11; Osten Sacken,

Cat. Dipt., 80. [Osten Sacken, Williston].

rapax Osten Sacken, G, 198, 201.—Mexico.

rava Coquillett, O, 175, 176 {Efferia); Williston, U, 137.—Texas.

rufitibia Macquart; Roeder, I, 329,—Portorico.

similis Williston, M, 68.—Arizona,

stamineus Williston, M, 64, 68; U, 137; Osten Sacken, G, 201.

—

Montana,

stylatus Fabricius; Schiner, Verh. zool.-bot. Gesellsch, xvi, 686; v.

d. Wulp, "W, 112.—Wisconsin, Brazil,

tagax Will'ston, M, 64, 65.^—Arizona,

tricolor Bellardi; Osten Sacken, G, 202; Townsend, K, 599.

—

Lower California,

triton Osten Sacken, G, 198, 200.—Mexico,

unicolor Bellardi; v. d. W^ulp, "W, 114; Osten Sacken, G, 203,

205.

varipes Williston, M, 64, 71.—Arizona, Western Kansas,

sp. Johnson, E, 324.—Florida,

sp. Osten Sacken, G, 203, 204, no. 9.—Mexico,

sp. Osten Sacken, G, 205, no. 10.—Mexico,

sp. Osten Sacken, G, 198, 202, no. 7.—Costa Rica,

sp. Osten Sacken, G, 198, igg, no. 2..—Mexiqo.
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MALLOPHORA.
bergii E. Lynch A., F, 35: An. Soc. Cien. Arg. , xv, 10.—South

America, Mexico.

Mallophora fica Macquart Dipt. Exot. Suppl. iv, 78; Osten Sacken, Cat.

Dipt., 78. [E. Lynch A.].

bomboides Weidemann; Williston, M, 57, 58; Coquillett, 0, 118;

Johnson, E, 324.—Florida.

clausicella Macquart; Williston, M, 59; Coquillett, 0. 118.—Penn-

sylvania.

fautrix Osten Sacken, Gr. igi, pi. Ill, fig. 14; Coquillett, C, 118.

—

Mexico, California.

fulvi-analis Macquart; Osten Sacken, G, 191.

fulviventris Macquart; Osten Sacken, G, 191.

guildiana Williston, M, 60; Coquillett, O, 118.—Western Kansas,

Montana, North Carolina. California.

infernalis Bellardi, Saggio, etc., ii, 21 (Wiedemann?); v. d. Wulp,

"W, 106; Osten Sacken, Gr, 189.—Mexico, Panama.

laphroides Wiedemann; Bigot, Ann. Soc. Ent. Fr., 542, 1857 (Mcg-

aphfln/s): Williston. L, pi. II- fig. 11; M, 59; Coquillett,

C, 118; Johnson, E, 324.—Georgia, Florida.

Mallophora heteroplcra Macquart; Bigot, 1. c. {Megapliorus); Schiner,

Verb, zool.-bot. Gessellsch, xvii, 387.— Brazil.

macquarti Rondani, N. Ann. di Bologna, 1850 (Sep. Dipt. etc..

Osculati, 13); Loew in litt. in Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt.. 78,

233; Osten Sacken, H, 420.— Brazil, Cuba.

J/«//o//fo;-o .s-fo/Z/Vr Macquart (npn Wiedemann), Dipt. Exot. i. 2, Sg; Bigot,

in Sagra's Nat. Hist. Cuba, 790.

Mallophora scopipeda Rondani, .\rch. per la Zool , iii, 1S63 (Sep., Dipt.

Exot., 46); Williston, Q, 83.

megachile Co(]uillett, O, 118.—California.

nigra Williston. M. 58; Coquillett, C, 118.—Minnesota.

orcina Wiedemann : Williston. M. 58: Osten Sacken, G. 191: Co-

quillett. C. 118: Johnson. E. 324. --Virginia. Florida, Ari-

zona.

pluto Wiedemann, Auss. Zw. Ins., i, 477 {Asiliis): Schiner, Verh.

zool. -bot. • Gesellsch., xvi, 688; Novara Exped., 176; v. d.

Wulp, W, 106; Osten Sacken, G, 190, 191.—South America,

Guatemala.

robusta Wiedemann; w. d. Wulp, "W, lob.

sp. Osten Sacken, G. 190, no. 4.—Guatemala.

sp. Osten Sacken. G. 190. no. 3.—Guatemala.

PROMACHUS.
albifacies Williston, M, 60, 63. 64: Osttn Sacken. G, 192, 195.

—

Arizona, Mexico.
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anceps Osten Sacken, G, 192, 194.—Panama.
.'' Proi?2ac/nis fuscipennis 'QeW&xd'i (non Macquart), Saggio, etc., ii, 24, pi. II,

fig. I [female; the male belongs to a different species.—Osten Sacken.]

bastardii Macquart; Williston, M, 60, 63; Osten Sacken, G, 192,

193.—New England, Pennsylvania.

Asiliis itlli'inus Walker, Dipt. Saund., 136. [Osten Sacken].

cinctus Bellardi; Osten Sacken, G, 192. 193.—Guatemala, Nica-

ragua,

fitchii Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 234, note 121; G, 192; Williston,

M, 60, 61; Johnson, E, 324.— Kansas, Connecticut, Florida.

Triipanca apii'orus Fitch; Osten Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 78.

forfex Osten Sacken, G, 192, 194.—Costa Rica.

PromacJnts quadratiis Bellardi, Saggio, etc , ii, 27, pi. II, fig. 3; Osten

Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 78. [Osten Sacken].

fuscipennis Macquart; Osten Sacken, G. 192.

nobilis Osten Sacken, G, 192, 196.—Costa Rica,

princeps Williston, M. 60, 62; Osten Sacken, G, 192.—Wash-
ington.

Promacluis n. sp Williston, L, pi. II, fig. 14. [Williston.]

pulchellus Bellardi; Osten Sacken, G, 192.

quadratus Wiedemann; Osten Sacken, G, 192, 193.

rufipes Fabricius; Wiedemann, Auss. Zw. Ins., i, 487, 93; v. d.

Wulp, W, 107; Williston, M, 60-62; Osten Sacken. G,

192.—Florida, Illinois.

trapezoidalis Bellardi; Osten Sacken, G, 192. 193.

truquii Bellardi; Osten Sacken, G, 192.

vertebratus Sa}-; Williston, M, 60, 62: Osten Sacken, G, 192, 193.

—Kansas,

n. sp. ? Townsend, K, 598.—Lower California,

sp. Osten Sacken, G, 193, no. 2.—Mexico,

sp. Osten Sacken, G, 192, 195, no. 5.—British Honduras.

STENOPROSOPUS.
arizonensis Williston. S- 76.—Arizona.

HELICMONEURA.
Bigot, Thorns. Arc. Ent. ii, 352, 1858; Williston, Psyche, 1889, 255; MoctJiertis

Loew, Linn. Ent. iv, 58, 1849 (preoc); A^eo})iocthr)-its Osien

Sacken, Cat. Dipt., 82, 1878.

plebeius Osten Sacken, G, 209, {Neoinoctlierus).—Mexico,

truquii Bellardi. v. d. Wulp. "W. 116 ( Moctlirnts).

NEOiTAMUS.

affinis Williston, S, 73- -California.

distinctus Williston, S, 73: Slosson, J, vi, 320.—New Hampshire,

Connecticut.
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TOLNIERUS.

notatus Wiedeman; Williston, S, 74- —North Carolina. Michigan,

South Dakota, New England,

callidus Williston, S, 75- —Oregon, Washington.

ASILUS.

angustifrons Williston, S, 7i- —Washington.

annulatns Williston, S, 70.—New Hampshire, Massachusetts,

Connecticut, South Dakota, Kansas.

astutus Williston, S, 70. — California.

auratus Johnson, E, 305.—Florida.

chrysauges Osten Sacken, G, 208.—Guatemala.

flavipes Williston, S, 72.—Pennsylvania, Connecticut.

midas Brauer, Sitzb. d. k. Acad. d. Wiss., 387, pi. II, 1885; Wil-

liston, S, 69; Osten Sacken, G, 208, 209.— Mexico, New
Mexico.

novae-scotiae Macquart; Williston, S, 68; Slosson, J, vi, 320; John-

son, E, 324. — Connecticut, Mt. W^ashington, Florida.

sericeus Say; Osten Sacken, G, 208; Williston, S. 68.—New Eng-

land, Peniisylvania, Indiana, Kansas.

RHADIURCUS.
leucopogon Williston, S, 75- —South Dakota, Nebraska.

EPITRIPTUS.

niveibarbus Bellardi; v. d. Wulp, W, 117.

albispinosus Bellardi; v. d. Wulp, W, 117.

ARNAMOSTUS.
iopterus Wiedemann, Auss. Zw. Ins., i, 438 (Asi/us); Loew, Diptf.

Siidafr. , 142; Schiner, Verh. zool.-bot. Gesellsch. xvi. 684;

Osten Sacken, G, 211.—Brazil, Honduras.

ADDENDUiM TO PAGE 1 75 UNDER DIOCTRIA.

albius Walker; Coquillett, 0, 80.

nitida Williston; Coquillett, O, 80.

parvulus Coquillett, O, 80.—California,

pusio Osten Sacken; Coquillett, O, 80.

resplendens Loew; Coquillett, 0, 80.

rubidus Coquillett, O, 80.—California,

sackeni Williston; Coquillett, 0, 80.
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Editorial Notes.

Prof. W. H. Carruth has just published, through Holt & Co., an annotated

edition of Scheffel's Ekkehard, with introduction, illustrations and map.

Professor E. H. S. Bailey, who has spent the last six months working with

masters in Germany, will return to his post in the department of chemistry about

February ist.

Dr. S. W. Williston has passing through the press a volume entitled "Synopsis

of the Families and Genera of North American Diptera." The Bibliography in

this number of the Quarterly will appear as an Appendix.

The Scteiififjc American for January 4th and January nth, has interesting

articles on the bicycle, with many illustrations of parts and methods of manufac-

ture.

Prof. F. H. Hodder has published through Eldredge & Bro., Philadelphia, a

text book on the governmental machinery of Kansas, state and local, entitled

"The Civil Government of Kansas." The introduction consists of a sketch of the

history of the state.

Dr. E. C. Franklin, acting professor of chemistry, has spent some time during

the autumn over the newly discovered simple elements argon and helium. He

has successfully isolated both gases, preparing a large number of specimen tubes,

and used them in demonstrations before his classes.

The department of Palaeontology has for sale or exchange a magnificent slab, of

about twenty square feet in area, of Uintacrinus Socialis from the Kansas Cre-

taceous. It has numerous complete heads in excellent preservation. Address

Prof. S. W. Williston, Lawrence, Kansas.

The department of Physical Geology and Mineralogy at the University now has

passing through the press volume 1 of the reports of the University Geological

Survey of Kansas, and hopes that it will be ready for distribution about the first of

April. It will contain about 100 pages of text with many figures and plates, and

is devoted almost exclusively to the stratigraphy of the carboniferous area of

Kansas.

A discovery of much interest has recently been made in western Kansas of an

extinct species of Bison, the skull having an expanse of nearly four ftc!. Em-

bedded below the humerus of the skeleton was a small, bu: perfectly formed arrow

head. The Bison has not yet been identified with certainty, but seems closely

allied to B. antiquus, though evidently larger. The formation is apparently

the same as that which yielded the skeletons of Platygonus recently obtained by

the University. The Bison skeleton, that of a bull, will be mounted shortly in

the University Museum.
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Prof. L. L. Dyche returned about November ist from a six month's trip to

Greenland. As the fruits of his expedition the University museum received -ten

walrus skins; two walrus skeletons; two narwhale skeletons; a group of four bar-

ren ground caribou or Greenland reindeer, five polar bears, includiug two old

males, one female, one yearling and a cub, a series suitable for a fine group; ten

seal skins, representing three species; a collection of one hundred and thirty

skulls of North Greenland mammals; a collection of North Greenland fowls; a

collection of rocks characteristic of the country; three hundred bird skins, more

than twenty-five hundred eggs, and a number of nests; and finally, a considerable

ethnological collection.

The new Physics and Electrical Engineering Building is designed for the most

advanced original research, as well as for complete undergraduate instruction.

Besides offices, lecture and class rooms, there are two general laboratories of 5,200

sq. ft. floor surface, fitted with all laboratory conveniences; a chemical room, bal-

ance room, suitable repair and supply rooms, storage battery room, and individual

research rooms, fitted with stone piers, gas and water. The building is constructed

without iron, and wired to deliver any current to any room. An instrument

maker is constantly constructing new apparatus. The building is heated and

ventilated throughout by the Sturtevant Fan system, with automatic electric regu-

lating service, There is now almost $27,000 of apparatus for demonstration and

experiment, and a sufficient corps of assistants to kee;p the laboratory in use all

day. A system of circuits connects with the Engine House, where eight different

dynamos can deliver into the laboratory different kinds of currents aggregating

over 100 H. P.

Mr. David H. Holmes, a bachelor of arts from Ohio Wesleyan, and Doctor of

Philosophy from Johns Hopkins, was elected in December to the chair of Latin

Language and Literature in this institution, to succeed the late Professor Robinson.

Mr. Holmes spent three years teaching in Massachusetts, first in high schools and

then in Wilbraham Academy as instructor in Latin. Mr. Holmes' post graduate

work was in Greek, Latin and Sanscrit, He held at Johns Hopkins a scholarship

in Sanscrit, later a fellowship in Greek and the last year was assistant instructor

in Sanscrit. In 1893 he was elected Professor of Latin in Alleghany College,

Meadville, Pa., but resigned a year later to go abroad for further study, residing

one semester at Berlin and one at Bonn. While abroad he published his doctor's

thesis, "Verbs Compounded with Prepositions, in Thucydides." He also pub-

lished at Bonn this year, in Latin, an "Index Lysiacos " of the Greek orator,

Lysias, which has received favorable notice from the reviews.

Dr. Holmes is a native of Indiana, and thirty years of age.

The Quarterly is in receipt of a work which has a double interest for the

members of the University, as coming from two former instructors, whose names

are synonyms for thoroughness and energy; this is "The Elements of Physics," by

Edward L. Nichols, professor of Physics in Cornell University and William S.

Franklin, professor of Physics and Electrical Engineering at the Iowa Agricultural

College. It is to appear in three volumes; the present one treating Mechanics

and Heat, while the two subsequent volumes will treat Electricity and Magnetism

and Sound and Light. It has been written with a view to providing a text-book

which shall correspond with the increasing strength of the mathematical teaching

in university classes To quote from the introduction: "The present writers
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having had occasion to teach large classes, the members of which were acquainted

with the elementary principles of the calculus, have sorely felt the need of a text-

book adapted to their students. The present work is an attempt on their part to

supply this want. It is believed that in very many institutions a similar condition

of affairs exists, and that there is a demand for a work of a grade intermediate

between that of the existing elementary texts and the advanced manuals of

physics. No attempt has been made to produce a complete manual or compen-

dium of experimental physics. The book is planned to be used in connection with

illustrated lectures, in the course of which the phenomena are demonstrated and

described. The authors have accordingly confined themselves to a statement of

principles, leaving the lecturer to bring to notice the phenomena based upon

them. In stating these principles free use has been made of the calculus, but no

demand has been made upon the student beyond that supplied by the ordinary

elementary college courses on this subject. Certain parts of physics contain real

and unavoidable difficulties. These have not been slurred over, nor have those

portions of the subject which contain them been omitted It has been thought

more serviceable to the student and to the teacher who may have occasion to use

the book to face such difficulties frankly, reducing the statements involving them to

the simplest form which is compatible with accuracy." The book has received at

the hands of the publishers, MacMillan & Co., New York, a worthy and substan-

tial form such as befits a work destined to be standard.
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On the Skull of Ornithostoma.

BY S. W. WILLISTON.

(With Plate I.)

In the first volume of this Quarterly, the writer described briefly

a skull of Ornithostoma {Ftcranodon), correcting some important

errors which had been made by Marsh. The University of Kansas

lias recently come into possession of another skull, collected by

Mr. C. H. Sternberg in western Kansas, which adds some interest-

ing facts to those hitherto known. It is to be regretted that the

very faulty figure of Ptcraiiodoii published by Marsh stills finds

expression in different works, and especially that the recent edition

of Dana's Manual should be disfigured by it. The injured condi-

tion of the posterior part of the specimen from which the figure

was made had obliterated the supratemporal fossa, and in conse-

quence the orbits are represented as directed obliquely backward.

One need not call attention to the absurdity of representing an

animal with such a long and slender maxillary portion having eyes

that would look towards the back of the head.

In the specimen from which the figures in Plate I are drawn, the

skull has been somewhat compressed obliquely from above down-

ward, and not laterally as is almost invariably the case. By a

careful comparison of the two sides the relative and natural condi-

tions of the parts have been made out with tolerable certainty.

From them it will be seen that the orbits are directed, as would be

expected, anteriorly, rather than posteriorly. The supratemporal

fossa is of considerable size and the occipital crest is limited to the

posterior part of the skull, not extending as a sharp ridge through

the whole length, as stated by Marsh.

As is always the case with the Kansas specimens of these

creatures, sutures of the skull are for the most part wholly

obliterated, and therefore but little can be stated of the exact

relations of the different elements.

(195) KAN. UNI. QUAB.. VOL. IV. NO. 4, APRIL, 1896.
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The writer has already shown* that the lower jaws do not have

the sharply triangidar shape with concave upper surface, as

originally described. The buccal surface is flat and limited on

either side by a thin narrow parapet of bone. A similar structure

apparently obtains in the upper jaws; the roof of the mouth is not

arched, but flat, and it does not seem possible that the mouth

cavity could have been more than an eighth of an inch in depth in

life when closed, necessitating an extremely thin tongue, if it pro-

jected at all forward. The conjoined ant-orbital and narial opening

is elongate, subtriangular in shape, and with all the sides gently

concave. In length it measures 60 mm. with a greatest width of

30 mm. a little in front of the glenoid articulation. Its margins are

thin and smooth. At the posterior part a thin triangular plate of

bone descends to imite with the anterior ramus of the jugal, show-

ing a distinct line of union with it, which runs obliquely to below

the middle of the anterior margin on the orbits. On its front,

concave border, as it overlaps the jugal, may be seen the

beginning of a sutural line which probably separates the lacrymal.

Projecting from the superior anterior angle of the orbit is a slender

process, extending apparently directly outward or at the most with

a downward curvature. It has a length of 18 mm. and a width

near the extremity of 5 mm. Its posterior border is concave, and

forms part of the orbit. If this is the prefrontal extending over

the orbit, as in Mosasaitnis horridiis Will., I do not know of what

thedescending process connecting the jugal is composed.

The roof of the orbits is nearly horizontal above, where the least

distance between the margins of the two sides is about 25 mm.

The orbits are triangular in shape, with the angles rounded.

Posteriorly the roof is directed outward and downward with its

superior surface sloping into the supratemporal fossa. At its

extremity, where it unites with the postfrontal elements, it is

narrowed. The distance between this extremity on the two sides

measures 60 mm. The anterior and inferior borders of the orbit are

thin and sharp. The jugal is broad and smooth below. The

anterior ramus has a width of 18 mm, the posterior one at

its upper part a width of 7 mm. The squamosal descends down-

ward and backward nearly to the head of the quadrate and then

turns upward along the occipital margin. Below it there is a

thin, flat bone, which arches backward to the head of the quadrate

and forward along the under margin of the jugal, and which seems

to be the quadratojugal. There is no interval between it and the

*Kansas University Quarterly IV, (il, plate.
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bones above, but there can be little doubt that they are distinct

elements. The more thickened squamosal measures 6 mm. in

width at the middle, while the conjoined width of the squamosal

and quadratojugal is nearly 20 mm. The infratemporal opening

left between these bones above and the quadrate below is 45 mm.
in length and 15 mm. in width at the upper part. It is directed

downward and forward, its anterior extremity reaching as far for-

ward as the middle of the orbit. The supratemporal opening if of

considerable size. The crushed condition of the brain capsule

renders it difficult to ascertain its width accurately, but its length

directly backward from the extremity of the orbital roof is 25 mm.
The width of the completely enclosed cranium across the middle of

the fossae can not be over 20 mm. The occipital surface ascends very

obliquely upward and backward and was evidently somewhat

concave from side to side. The hemispherical occipital condyle,

9 mm. in diameter, looks obliquely downward and backward. The
basioccipital is quadrangular in shape, is gently concave and has

two pairs of small, pit-like depressions. The suspensorium, of

whatever elements it is composed, is broad and flat, passing

dire'ctly outwards and apparently somewhat downwards to the head

of the quadrate. The quadrates are very long and are directed very

obliquely downward and forward. At its upper part the union is

very firm with the opisthotic or supratemporal, the squamosal and

quadratojugal. The lower extremity is also firmly and broadly

fixed with the squamosal. Running inwards and a little back-

wards, as well as upwards from the glenoid articulation is a flattened

process which evidently is the pterygoid. The glenoid surface has

a transverse diameter of 15 mm. and an anteroposterior one of 10 mm.
It has an oblique trochlear surface directed from within outwards

and backwards. In front of the glenoid articulation there is a

slender opening between the narrow palatines and the maxilla.

The palatines at the front end of this opening have a width of

10 mm. The posterior nares have apparently an incomplete

division. They measure together about 30 mm. in width and have

a length of about 90 mm. Their margins are everwhere thin.





Bibliography of North American Diptera.

BV S. \V. WILLISTON.

PART II.*

Owing to illness in the writer's family, during the printing of the

first part of this paper, the manuscript of a considerable number of

references was unintentionally omitted. They are given below,

together with a few additional ones discovered since. Following

them will be found condensed references to the different papers

under each family. There has 'been an endeavor to make this

part as complete as possible, yet doubtless some references have

been overlooked.

Although only indirectly related to the present dipterological

fauna of North America, it will repay the student to give attention

to the fossil forms, as it is not at all unlikely that some of the

genera hitherto known only from the later North American

geological deposits may be found living. For this reason refer-

ences to Mr. Scudder's papers on fossil diptera have been added,

a list of which he has very kindly given at the writer's request.

16. GIGLIO-TOS. ERMANNO.
Syi. Diagnosi di nuove genere ed di nuove specie di Ditteri, viii, 158, 1893.

9^. Nuove specie di Ditteri del Museo Zoologico di Torino, vi, No. 102.

22. JOHNSON, CHARLES W.

Proceedings Academy of Xatural Science. Pliiladolphia. Penna.

3. List of Diptera of Jamaica, with Descriptions of New Species, 1894, 271-281

25. LINTNEK, JOSEPH A.

Canadian Entomologist, liOiidon. Ontario.

9. On Cecidomyia leguminicula, n. sp. xi, 44, 121. 122, 1879.

30. OSTEN SACKEN, CHARLES R.

Berliner Entomologische Zeitsclirift. Berlin. Germany.

13. Hilarimorpha Schiner is a Leptid, xxxv, 303, 304, i8go,

14. Synopsis of the Described genera and a species of the Blepharoceridae,

xxxvi, 407-412, 1891.

15. Second notice on the Apiocerina, xxxvi, 311-316, i8gi.

16. Additions and Corrections to the Catalogue of the Described Species of

South American Asilidse, by S. W. Williston, in the Trans. Ent. Soc
,

vol. xviii, 1891, xxxvi, 417-428, 1891.

Pwt I, antea. p. 129.
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17. Rejoinder to Professor Brauer's Thatsachliche Berichtigung, etc., in the

Berl. Entom. Zeitschrift, p. 487-489, 1892; xxxviii, 378, 379, 1893.

iS. Two critical remarks about the recently-pubHshed third part of the

Muscaria Schizometopa of M. Brauer and Bergenstamm; also a notice

of Robineau-Desvoidy, xxxviii, 380-386, 1893.

ig. On the character of the three divisions of Diptera, Nemocera vera,

Nemocera anomala and Eremochaeta, xxxvii, 417-466.

20. Synonymica about Tipulidae, xxxix, 249-263, 1894.

21. On the atavic index characters with some remarks about the classification

of the Diptera, xxxix, 69-76, 1894.

22. Eristalis tenax in Chinese and Japanese literature, xl, 142-147, 1894.

23. Contributions to the study of the Liponeuridas (Blepharocerida? Loew,

olim), xl, 148-169, 1894.

24. Midas or Mydas, a contribution to entomological nomenclature, xl, 846-

350, 1895-

25. Supplement to my recent paper on Liponeuridae, xl, 351-355, 1895.

J. Heriiiiig. Heidelbei's. CSeriiiaii.v (11. If. Fortor, IH Priiioe's Str.. I.on-

«loii. Kiii^laiiil).

26. On the Oxen-born Bees of the Ancients (Bugonia) and their relation to

Eristalis tenax, a two-winged insect. Enlarged edition of the Essay, on

the so-called Bugonia of the Anci-ents, etc., published in the Bullet.

Soc. Ent. Ital., 1893. 99. i-xiv, 1-80, 1894.

27. Additional Notes of the Bugonia-lore of the Ancients, pp 1-23, 1895.

Bulletino della Sooieta £iitoiiiologioa Italiaiia. Florence, Italy.

28. On the So-called Bugonia of the Ancients, and its relation to Eristalis

tenax, a two-winged insect, xxv. 186-277; Separatum, pp. 1-34, with

Corrigenda, 1S93.

Entoiuolosiist'M ^Vloiithly Magazine. liOndoii. Kng^land.

29. Explanatory Notice of my views of the Sub-orders of Diptera, (2), iv, 149-

151, 1893.

33. ROEDER, VICTOR VON.

W^iener Entoniologisclie Zeitnng. Vienna, Austria.

12. Ueber Myopa clausa Lw,, viii, 5, 1889.

13. Ueber Tachina florum Walk., viii, 4, 1889.

14. Zwei neue nordamerikanische Dipteren, ix, 230-232, 189c.

38. TOWNSEND, C. H. T.

Proceedings of the Entomological Hoeiety of Washington. I>. C.

56. Notes on Certain Cecidomyidous Galls on Cornus, ii, 390, 391, 1893.

57. The North American Genera of Calyptrate Muscidse, Paper I, ii, 89-100

1891.

58. Notes on North American Tachinidae, sens, lat., with Descriptions of New
Species, Paper I, ii, 134-146, 18O1.

59. Notes on the Genera Triplotricha Lw. and Agnotomyia Will., ii, 117-iig,

i8gi.
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42. WILLISTON, S. W.

Report of the State EiitoiiiolO|Ki!st of Illinois.

68. Fourteenth Report, p. 65, 1S85.

Kansas^ University Quarterly, tawrenoe. Kansas.

69. Triptotricha and Dialysis, iii, 1895.

48. COCKERELL, THEODORE D. A.

Psyche, Canihridge. Mass.

1. Phthiria sulphurea Loew, 1S95, iSS.

American Xaturalist. Philadel|>hia. Penna.

2. Cecidomyia atriplicis, 1895, 766.

The Entomologist. I^iondon. Fngland.

3. A Cecid bred from Coccida-, August, 1892, 280.

4. Notes on some species of Gall Gnats, 1890, 278.

Entomologists' Monthly Magaxinc. TiOndon. England.

5. The Biglovia Cecid, 1890, log.

6. Trypeta bigelovise, n. ep., i8go, 224.

Canadian Entomologist. JLondon. Ontario.

7. Trypeta, Clisiocampa and Ammalo, xxv, 112, 1S93.

8. The Tachinid Parasite of Cimbex americana, 1890, 76.

Proceedings Academy of Xatural Science of Philadelphia. Penna.

9. Supplementary Note to Mr. Johnson's List of Jamaican Diptera, 1894, 419

AVest American Scientist. liOS Angeles, California.

10. Contribution toward a knowledge of the Fauna and Flora of Wet Moun-

tain Valley, Colorado, September, 1889, 106.

Colorado Biological Association, Colorado Springs. Colo.

11. The Buffalo Gnat, Second Report, December, 1888.

12. Thistle Insects, Sixth Report," i88g, January.

Institute of Jamaica. Jamaica, W. I.

13. The Chrysanthemum Fly, Notes from the Museum No. 17, July, 1892.

14. Additions to the Fauna and Flora of Jamaica, Journal, 1893, 259.

Transactions of American Entomological Society. Philadelphia, Penna.

15. The Entomology of the Mid-alpine Zone of Custer county, Colorado, 1893,

305-370-

49. GIRSCHNER, E.

Berliner Entomologische Zeitschrift. Berlin. Germany.

I. Beitrag zur Systematik der Musciden, xxxviii, 297-312, 1S03.

50. RUEBSAMEN, E. H.

Berliner Entomologische Zeitschrift, Iterlin. Giermany.

I. Die Aussereuropaeische Trauermuecken des kceniglichen Museums fuer

Naturkunde zu Berlin, xxxix, 17-42; pis, i, ii, 1S94.
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51. HART, CHARLES A,

Bulletin of the Illinois isitate liaboratory of ^atnral History, Urbana, 111.

I. On the Entomology of the Illinois River and adjacent waters. First Paper,

Diptera, 1S4-270; pis. v-xiv, 1S95

52. SCUDDER, SAMUEL HUBBARD. (Fossil Diptera).

Report of the Ceologieal Survey of Canada. Otta^va. Canada.

1. The Insects of the Tertiary Beds" at Quesnel, Report for 1875-76, 266-280.

1877.

2. Additions to the Insect Fauna of the Tertiary Beds at Quesnel, Report for

1876-77, 457-464. 1878.

3. The Fossil Insects collected in 1877 by Mr. G. M. Dawso, in the interior of

British Columbia, Report for 1877-78, 176-187, 1879.

Bulletin of the I'nited States fieolosical and liieograpliieal Survey of
the Territories. Washinifton. I>. C

4. The first discovered traces of fossil insects in the American Tertiaries, iii,

741-762, 1877.

5. An account of some insects of unusual interest from the Tertiary rocks of

Colorado and Wyoming, iv, 519-545, 1878.

6. The fossil insects of the Green River shales, iv, 747-776, 1878.

7. The Tertiary lake basin at Florissant, Colorado, between South and Hayden

Parks, vi, 279-300, map, 1878.

Bnlletin of the I'nitert States Oeologieal Survey. IVashin^ton. I>. C.

8. Systematic Review of our present knowledge of fossil insects. Bulletin 31,

Diptera, 85-94, 1886.

Index to the known fossil insects of the world, including Myriopods and

Arachnids, Bulletin 71, Diptera, 221-227, 595-671, 1891.

10. Some insects of special interest from Florissant, Colorado, and other points

in the Tertiaries of Colorado and Utah, Bulletin 93, 35 pp. 3 pis. 1892.

Bnlletin of the I'nited States ^'ntional >Inseuni. ^Vashiui^ton. I>. C
11. Nomenclafor Zoologicus, Bulletin 19, Supplemental List, 1-376, Universal

Index, 1-340, 1882.

Zittel's Handbneli der Paleontologie. Mnnieh. Germany.

12. Systematische Uebersicht der fossilen Myriopoden, Arachnoidea und

Insekten, 1 Abtheil. ii, 721-831, figs, 1885.

Reports or the I'nited States ^."eologleal Survey of the Territories.
'WashinK'ton. I». V.

13. The Tertiary Insects of North America, vol. xiii, 734, pp. 28 pis. 40, 1890.

Proceedings of ths Anieriean Philosophleal Society, Philadelphia. Penn.

14. Tertiary Tipulidae, with special reference to those of Florissant, Colorado,

xxii, 163-245, pis, i-ix, 1894.

Annual Report Fnited States Geological and Geographical Survey of the
Territories. M'asliington, l». C.

15. (Reprint but little changed of No. 7) 12th Rep. 271-293, 1883.
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53. SLINGERLAND, M V.

Bulletin 7H. Cornell llnlversity, Agrienlttiral ICxperiment Imitation. Kii-
tonioloj^leal Divii^ion, Itliaea. "X. \'.

I. The Cabbage-root Maggot, with Notes on the Onion Maggot and allied

Insects, 4S1-577, 1894.

Acanthomeridse. 6-12. :j.>. 4:: 30-10: 3 >-ts.

Acroceridae. 6-~5; 14-I; 30-4. lO: 38-4'S: 42-4.".

Agromyzidae. 6-~0: 1 |-:{l: 25-:>,t;; 3 1 -:-'; 32-4; 33-:i-^; 42-tU. G3. 63.

Anthomyidae. 6-13. ifj. le-'J; 18-!; 2 I
-': 25-i: 38--H )o. 57; 53-1-

Apioceridae. i I -5, 11. 22: 30-2. 5, 10. 1."). lO; 33-4 <: 42-12, li), 41.

Asilidse. 6-4, 6, 38.53; 7-7; t 1-12, 13, 14, l.-). lo: 22-2: 30-UMiJ; 38-4'^ -t^: 42-2, 11.21.

47. M. .-)3. 65: 45-1- 2. 3.

Bibionidse. 25-2; 30-10; 33-37. 44. 4s; 42-");): 45-i.

Blepharoceridae. 7-1: 3O-10. 14, 23. 2.): 33-12; 42-20.

BombyliJdae. 6-27. 4S: 1 1 -1. ::. ,-), .-,ii, (i.7.S.<).10. 23, 21, 2\ 2-*, 3i. 33, 34; 1 9-2: 23-1 : 30-
10; 33-4: 42-21, 22. 23,26.6.1: 45-1. 2; 48-1-

Borboridae. 42-<i-

Cecidomyidae. I f-4i; |5-i: I 7-I: i8-«: 25--'>.*>. :. '>: 28-i, 3; 30-10; 31-2,5,

(l.ss:.); 32-6: 33-12. 37. i<. 5;!; S9-> 40-3: 45-1; 50-1: 5 1-1: 48-2. 3. 4. .->. 6, 7.

Chironomidae. I 1-31; 29-f^; 30 lo 38 '. 37. ,,4.

COnopidae. 6-21. 22. 3!); 1 (35: le-'^: 33-7, 11, 12: 38-:i-<; 42-l«. 20. 2.5, 27, 37, 3S:

45-1.

Culicidae. 30-10:32 3:38-37: 42-66:47-1.

Dexiidae. 6-23, 44. .54: 8-I: I o-i': 42-21; 38-3S. 57: 45-1. 7.

Diopsidae. 24-1.

Dolichopodidae. I -::. 4, .5. 6; 6-19: 29-1.5; 30-10: 33-^!: 40-1:42-47: 45-1.

Drosophilidae. I i-3i; le-^'i-S); 25-i: 42-4'.i.

Empididae. 6-:i6:
I

1 -3: 30-10. 13; 42-I'. ::i; 45-1

Ephydridae. 16-0; 42-30.66.47.

Ceomyzjdae. 22-2.

Helomyzidae- 1 6-0.

Hippoboscidae. 13-i: 38-2^. io: 45-1.

Leptidae. 4-2:6-20.34: 11-26; 1 9-I: 3O-10. 13: 38-3S. .50: 42-3. 4. S. 34. 47. 69.

Micropezidae. 6-IO: I6-IO: 7-7: le-'^'o •: 22 2: 33- i: 38-41: 45-1

Muscidae. 6-1. .^. 30. 51: 8-I; I I -31. 4:; 25-7. s. 4: 32-2.5; 33-3: 35-10; 38-4S, .57:

42-6. 1:1 44; 45-1.

Mycetophilidae. I I -2'.,. ;3i. 37: 20-I: 25-7; 3O-10; 33-5. 6; 42-21 : 45-1: 47-4.

Mydaidae. 6-36; 30-10. 21 : 33-9; 42-47.

Nemistrinidae. 6-10. 33; SO-IO; 42-30, 36. 47.

Nycteribiidae. 38-40

Oestridae. 2-2. 3; 8-IO: 2 5-5; 3 I -7: 32-1^: ; 8-31. J3. 4H; 45-1.

Ortalidae. 6-10.45; 1 6-h'.:, O: 33-10: 44-10.

Oscinidae. 9-iO: Ii-3i: I
6-8' . O; 25-i. 3, 6; 37-1; 38-4-<. 40: 42-42.

Phoridae. 1 -7; 1 1-20:29-7.

Phycodromidae. I8-1.

Pipunculidae. I 6-0; 42-25. t:

Platypezidae. 25-2. 3: 38-22. :Ji: 42-2.5.

Psilidae. 6-20; 16-0
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Psychodidse. 3--'. i; 38-37; 42-54.

Rhopalomerldse. 29-iO; 42-14. 15.

Rhyphidae. 30-io; 38-37.

Sarcophagidre. 6-"'4;8-i. M-ai; l6-'»: l8-i: 38-t>. IT. 57; 40-2; 45-i. 7.

Scatophagidae. 16-^2. n; 38-14; 44-1

Sapromyzidae. r 6-^'= '•; 33-3; 38-i'J. 38; 42-5">; 47-3.

Scenopinidae. 30-it>.

Sciomyzidae. I2-1; 16-K'i.'*

Sepsidae. 16-t': 45-1

Simuliidse. I 8-1. 5: 2 1-1:31-4; 38--'. 37. 3!). 4S; 42-66; 52-12.

Stratiomyidae. 6-ti, 2l;7-4; 12--': 16--'. it; 22-1,2; 30-1. 10; 32-3; 33-1: 38-38

42-2,31,49; 45-1; 51-1.

SyrphJdae. 2-I; 3-I; 6-8. 9. 14, 1.5, I8, :J7. 38. :«i. 40. 41; | 1-37,39; | 6-4. 5, 0, 8. '.); 25-1-

«; 29-4.10; 30-22.26,37,28; 32-7: 33-1- 3: 35-1. 5. li. 8; 38-38,48; 42-1. 7,21.

3.i, 4:5, 4.'). 48. 49. rA, .53, 60. 65; 45-2, :i; 47-2.

Tabanidee. I -i; 6-2, 31: 28-2: 30-10; 38-38. 40. 48; 4 1 -i; 42-3, ;j(i, 58; 45-1. 6.

Tachinidze. 6-2. 13. 33. 43. 4:i. 4.v. 7-(i: 8-I; lO-i; 16-854.9: 29-7.9; 1 1 -:i. 4, 31. 39.

30. 31, 38, 40. 41, 42, 45; 30-18: 3 I -1: 33-3. 10, U: 35-7; 38-1. if, 4. r-,. 7. 8, 10. 11, 113,

15, 16, 18, 21, 24, 25, 26. 37, 39, 32, :«, 34, :r>. ;it). :i8. 46. 48. :")0, 51, 53. 57, 58: 44-1; 42-9, 16,

33. :J5, 47, .56. 64. 66, 68; 45-3. 5, 7; 49-1 ; 52-9.

Therevidae. 6-36; ( (-17.18,27; 30-io. 42-47.

Tipulidee. I
-3; 4-1; 26-1; 29-3; 30-0- 7. 9, lO, 20; 33-3, 13, 14: 38-37; 39-1: 42-31;

45-1

Trypetidae. I l-l'J; 16-8;=. 9; 25-2; 27-1; 29-5.6; 3l-ii:33-8; 35-9; 38-20, 47;

45-1: 48-8.

Xylophagidae. 6-0; 30-1, lO; 42-



Involutoric Collineations in the Plane and

in Space.

BY ARNOLD EMCH.

In No. 2, Vol. 4, of this Quarterly I have treated the involutoric

transformation of the straight line and made an attempt to show
the usefulness of the elementary conceptions of the theory of groups

in the solution of geometrical problems. In this article I propose

to do the same thing with regard to the plane and space, and shall

confine myself to transformations with real variables and co-

efficients.

1. The Plane.

I. Among the collineations of the plane invollitions occur only

in the perspective collineation. Referring to cartesian coordinates

their equations may be written in the general form

ax

y

bx+ cy—

a

_ ay
^ bx-|-cy—

a

The invariant elements are: the origin (x=y=:o), every ray y:=mx
through the origin, and every point of the straight line

bx-]-cy—2a=0.

The origin and this line are known as the center and the axis

of the perspective involution (collineation). To the points (Xj, }', )

of the line at infinity corresponds the so-called counter-axis, in

German Gegenaxe,

bx-j-cy—a=o.

The other counter axis, or the line whose corresponding points

(x, y) are at infinit}', is

bx^ +cyj—a=:o

The counter-axes of an involution in a plane coincide, as is seen

from their equations.*

*See W. Fiedler, Darstellende Geometrie. Vol. III. i ed, pasje r)7:{-rT.

I'JO.'i) KAN. I'M. QUAR. VOL. IV. NO. 1. APRIL. 18!ll).
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The effect of the general projective transformations in the plane

X _„ a,x^+b^y,+c^
^

upon the perspective involution (i) is the new transformation

^ __ (aja+ Cjb)x+ (b^a+c^c)y—

c

,a

^ (a3a+C3b)x+(b3a+C3c)y—Cga'

_(a2a+C3b)x+(b3a+C3c)y—c,a
^ (a3a+C3b)x+(b3a+C3c)y— Cga

This will be an involution if

bj =a3=Cj=;C2^o,

and aj=b2=C3.
In this case the transformations which do not change the character

of an involution are (we change the indices 3 into i):

a , X

,

Yi

t>iXi+Cjy,+aj
a,y,

^ b,x,+c,y,+a,
The resulting involution is

a, ax

¥2

(bja-f ajb)x-|-(c^a-(-ajC)y— a^a

ajay
^ (bja+a,b)x-|-(Cja-f ajC)y—a^a

Putting in (2) b j
^c^=b2=:C2:=:o, a2^:a,, the perspective colline-

ation leaving the center invariant arises. Each ray through this

center C intersects the axis of coUineation in an invariant point S,

such that for two corresponding points A and A^ on this ray the

so-called characteristic aniian/ioiiic ratio of tlic perspective col/i/ieatioti^

is

A=(CSAA,=-^^

Taking an other transformation of the three-termed group of per-

spective collineations, vs'ith the characteristic anharmonic ratio

l\^, the combined effect of the two collineations is a coUineation

of the same group with the characteristic anharmonic ratio

In the involution A= =— i, while in the transformation—

a

a.

(3) Ai=— ^=+i» so that, in fact
a

,

*The first time introducod into geometry by W. Fiedler.
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aa,

—aa^

as is also seen from the resulting involution (4).

Transformation (3) being a perspective collineation in which

the center lies in the axis of collineation, b jX ^ -j-c ^y^ =0, and

where ^= ~f-i, is sometimes called an elation.'''' All the elations

which leave the center invariant form a two-termed group, so that

we now have the result:

TJic effect of the two-tenned group of elations upon the involutions

that leai'e a certain center invariant is the same system of involutions.

We will investigate how this result is to be modified if we apply

the two-termed group of elations to a certain involution with the

coefficients a, b, c. Evidently we may put

a^a^A
bja-]-ajb=B

Cja-!-ajC= C

where A, B, and C are three independent arbitrary real numbers.

In fact, we can choose the three coefificients a^, bj, and c,, or an

elation out of the group, in such a manner that these equations of

condition are satisfied. This is the case if

A •

b,

a

aB—Ab
''

~^^
'

aC—Ac
a«

Hence:

The effect of the two-tennecl group of elations upon a certain invo-

lution is the system of all involutions, that leave the center invariant.

The axes of the elation, and the original and the resulting

involutions, are represented by

b,Xi + Cjy^=o,

bx-j-cy=2c,

(bja4-aob)x-)-(Cja-pa^c)y=2aja,

respectively, and intersect each other in the point

2aCi — 2ab,

bc^—bjc' -^ bCj—bjc'

If, therefore, the axes of the elation and the original involution

have fixed positions, this point is invariant, which implies the

theorem:

*Sophus Lie, loc. clt. pa^e 26-.
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The combined effect of a one-termed group of e/attons and a certain

involution is tJic system of all iin'o/t/tions whose axes intersect eacJi other

in one and the same point. This point is determined by the intersection

of the axes of the original iiroo/i/tion and t/ir one-termed group of

elations.

That really all involutions of the system are obtained is seen

from the trigonometric tangent of the resulting axis of involution,

which follows from (4),

bja-|-a|b

c^a+ ajC

In this expression a, b, c, bj, c^, are fixed quantities; but it may
assume any real value if aj varies,

We have now discussed the the essential parts of our problem

and without entering into further details we will finally treat two

important special cases.

2 SPECIAL CASES.

(«) Orthogonal and oblique, or axial sxmnwtrx, may be considered

either as a linear, or as a special perspective involution in which

the center is at infinity. The analytic ' representation will be

identical in both cases if we choose the origin in the axis of

symmetry, and let this be the X-axis, and let the Y-axis be parallel

to the axis of elation. The center of the perspective involution

and of the one-termed group of elations is the infinitely distant

point of the Y-axis. Using either orthogonal, or oblique coordi-

nates the equations of the axial symmetry may be written

and those of the elation

Xj=X,

Xg

—

Xj,

y2=mx,+y,.

Applying the elation to the symmetry the result is the involution

and especially the axial symmetry Xg=x,

yg^mx- y,

having as its axis

m

or in words:

The effect of a one-termed gri>/f/' of linear elatio)is upon a certain

axial symmetry liai'ing the same infinite center is the system op all axial
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symmetries whose axes pass t/iroi/g/i tlie point of intersection op tlic axis

of the one-termed group of linear elations and tlie axis of tlie symmetry.

Fiti.

In Fig. I these relations are all illustrated in the case of the

orthogonal symmetr}'', or the reflection on the X-axis.

The original triangle ABC is reflected into A^BjC,. An elation

having its center at an infinite distance on the axis of Y, transforms

A^BjCj into a triangle AgBgCg, such that it forms an oblique

symmetr}- with the original triangle ABC. The axis S of the new
symmetry passes through the origin O.

The purely geometrical proof is easily obtained from the figure.

It is well known that the areas of the three triangles ABC,
AjBjCj, AgBgCg are equal.

{f) Central symjuetry is a special case of the perspective involu-

tion. It is represented by the equations

The two-termed group of elations transforms the central symme-

try into the system of involutions

a^x
^ ^"bjX-f c^y—a/

Yi
aiY

b^x+Cjy—a/
consisting of all involutions that leave the center invariant.
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Thus we may say:

The effect of the two-teniicd group of clations upon the coucentric

syuiuietry is the systeui of all involutions that leave the same center

invariant.

From the form of the above equations we also deduce the fact:

The effect of t/ie one-termed group of elations upon tJie concentric

sxminetry is the system of all involutions lohose axes are parallel to the

axis oj the one-termctl group of elations.

Fi y. Z.

We illustrate this theorm in Fig. 2. The central symmetry with

the centre O transforms any original triangle ABC into A^B^Cj.

An elation with the axis e transforms the triangle A^B^Cj into the

triangle AgBgCo, such that it forms an involution with the^triangle

ABC whose axis is S is determined by the points of intersection of

the pairs of sides AB and A^^Bg, BC and BgCg, CA and CgA,.

The purely geometrical proof for this is easily found by means

of the theorem of Menelaos concerning the transversals of a triangle,

so that we may leave it to the reader.
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It may be well to add the remark that every linear involution

Xj^.—ax-(-by,

y,=cx+ay,

with a24-bc=i

is a perspective involution with its center at infinity, or an axial

symmetry. The axis of symmetry is

X,
b

and the center is at infinity in the direction of the pencil of parallel

rays

y=:—^^
x+ m,

where m is a parameter.

7 Space.

3, In space there are two different kinds of involutions. The

first is comparable to the one in the plane and the theorems found

there maybe generalized for space; their nature is the same. The

equations are

ax
* bx+cy+ez-
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To the plane z=o corresponds the plane at infinity; thus every

pencil of rays having its apex in the XY-plane is transformed into

a pencil of parallel rays, and a pencil of planes with its carrier in

the XY-plane is transformed into a pencil of planes. The invari-

ant elements of the involution are

y ^ ._ , , ^
rl a*

1 a--r be

c

be

^=— 1 a^ be.
X a— I a2-fbc

Both lines intersect the z-axis and are parallel to the xy-plane.

Designating b}' A and B the angles which these rays make

with the positive part of the xz-plane there is

c
tgA=

tg:B=-

1 a2-|-bc

c

a—i/as-^bc
therefore the trigonometric tangent of the angle under which the

lines cross each other

tg (A-B) =^; be

The condition for a right angle is b=c.

rit 3.

Designating in Fig. 3 the lines of invariant points by g and 1, it

is clear that a ray connecting any point of g with any point of 1 is
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an invariant ray with those two points as double-points. Every

point of the ray is transformed into a point of the same ray, such

that the rross-ra/io oi the two corresponding points and the double-

points is harmonic. Passing a plane through g it will intersect 1

in an invariant point and conversely every plain through 1 intersects

g in an invariant point. Planes through g and 1 are therefore

invariant planes. Taking such a plane J through either g or 1, it

will intersect the other in an invariant point C. Every ray through

C in J is invariant; the involution in the plain J is therefore a

perspective involution with C as a center and with that one of the

lines g and 1 through which the plane passes as an axis.

If any ray h in space is given, the corresponding ray h, in the

involution is found by the following construction: Through g
pass any two planes J and K intersecting 1 in C and D and h in

A and B. In the involutions of the planes J and K determines

the corresponding points to A and B, respectively, which in the

figure are designated by Aj and B,. The ray through these points

is the corresponding ray to h. From this is seen immediately that,

in the involution of tlic scco)ui kind in space, to anv rav in space

corresponds a ray si/c/i tliaf tliey are on f/ie same ruled lixperl>oloid with

the rays of iiroariant points.

Since the rays g and 1 and a third line 'determine a ruled

hyperboloid it is also seen that /// tliis in-eolution the generatrices of

any hyperholoid through the rays of invariant points are transformed

into generatrices of the same liyperludoid; <>/ in otiier loords, the invo-

lution leaves such hvperholoids invariant.

As 00 - rays pass through a point in space there are also 00 - hy-

perboloids of this kind passing through a point in space. The
points of a line determine all the hyperboloids through g and 1,

their number is therefore 00 ' "^'00 -=00 '^
. Thus we may say:

The second kind of involi/tions in space leaves the poi/its of tivo ravs

and the complex op hyperboloids thi-ough these ravs i)ivai-iant.

As a corollary we may add:

There are 00 ' invariant hyperbolic paraboloids through any point in

space.

(Through a point 00 ' rays may be drawn which with the rays of

invariant points are parallel to the same plane).

Again:

/// the involution of the second kind in space there are 00 ^ invariant

hyperbolic paraboloids

It must be remarked that the above propositions are true for a
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general projective transformation leaving the points of two ravs

invariant.

5. In this chapter we have to investigate whether there are

any projecctive transformations in space which leave the character

of the involution of the second kind unchanged.

Writing again the equations of these involutions

ax-f-by
X

J
=

,

z

ex—ay ^^

a-+bc

we deduce the ratio

by

Yi ex—ay

a ^-b

Xi y

}',
c

Designating the ratios ' and respectively by u^ and u,

y 1 y

this relation assumes the form

au+ b
(7)cu—

a

which shows that the ratios u, and u are in the relation of an

involution in the straight line. From this we conclude //ui/ tlic

pencil of planes throiigli the axis z is Ira/isfon/ieil like the point-range

in the involution of a straight line.

The double-elements of this involution are

c
~"

y

a— ] a3+ bc X
"=

1 =T'
which with z= ±: 1 a^-j-bc confirms the previous result.

In my article in the Quarterly* I have shown that the one-

termed group of transformations

*Loc. cit.

bu^—bk ^_,
Uo=,

—

-, (8)
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with the invariant points ± i % _^ ,
where k designates a para-

^ c

meter and b and c the same constants as in (6), leaves the

character of the invokition (7) unchanged. The transformation

(8) applied to (7) gives

(ab—bck)u+ (b2+abk)
u..

(ack-}-bc)u— (ab—bck) (9)

Assuming — as the factor of proportionality, we obtain as the

resulting involution in space

(ab—bck)x+(b2+abk)y

y-2--

Zc

(ack-pbc)x—(ab—bck)y

(10)

(ab—bck)2 4-(ack+ bc)(b2+abk)

The transformation in space which produces this result is

Xg^bxj—bkyj,

yo=kcXi+byj, (II)

Z3==Zj(b3+bck2).

These equations are obtained from (8) and (g) by noticing that the

determinant of the transformation (g) is

(a2+bc) (b3+bck3).

The transformations as represented by equations (11) is linear and

the determinant is

b —bk o

kc b o =(b2-f bck)-',^

o o b»+bck--^

i. e., always positive.

The invariant rays are

y \ c
'

and z=o, or 00 .

These lines are real or imaginary according as b and c are of

apposite or same sign. Thus, the system of linear transformations

(6) leaves a tetrahedron invariant which has one of its sides at

infinity, and as its finite edges

x=y=o; b X

\ c y \ c
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The system, however, does not form a group.

6. The next question is now as to the relation of the invokition

of the second kind in space and the system of transformations

which leave its cliaracter unaltered. For this purpose equation

(^8) niav he written

U,^ ^ • (12)

k ,^U,+I

Designating the invariant elements of (7) b}- m and n. and those

of (8) or (12) by p and g, there is

mn=—pg,

or
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The parameter k' may, like k, assume any real value, since from

the expression above we deduce

b^-aki.

a— ck^'

Considering the transformations (12) and (13) separately it is

seen that the planes through the z-axis are transformed into two

certain systems of planes through the z-axis by the transformations

(12), and (13), such that the one system is the reflection of the

of/uT oil the yz plane.

The double-elements of (13) are

:\/4+ k^^'
c

ki
""

^ "b

Designating them by r and s, there is

b

b

c

P

or
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In case that b=c, a^-i-b^^i, and the involution becomes

Xi= ax t by,

Yi^bx—ay,

I

z = ,

z

Geometrically this means that every straight line parallel to the

z-axis is first reflected on the xz-plane, so that x=xi, y^y^ z=zi

and then rotated about the z-axis,

Zj=axi—by^,

yj=bxi+ayS

which results into the involution

x,=ax+ by,

y^=bx—ay,

I



A Study of the Type of the Greek Hpitaphios

with Special Reference to the

Oration in Thucvdicles.

DAVID H. HOLMES.

This study is an outgrowth of a more special investigation into

the genuineness of the Epitaphios of Lysias, a much disputed sub-

ject, but none the less interesting because it has received more or

less attention throughout the history of classical study. There is

a feeling no\v-a-days that it is bad classical form to treat a subject

which has once been treated. Indeed, this feeling has been so

alive as to have induced a search for the ''new and novel", which

has at times been followed by results either heterodoxical or quite

wide of the niark. At any rate, keenly conscious of this classical

cant, I have felt the necessity of creating an excuse for dar-

ing to stud}' again a subject so much studied, and in m}' Index

Lxsiacus (Bonn 1895) I have endeavored to furnish such an excuse

in the means which it affords of more accurately deciding some

internal questions as to whether or not Lysias wrote the speech

which bears his name. One of the outgrowths of this study is the

present paper, and, like most outgrowths, it is lacking somewhat

in unity of purpose. This is especiall)' visible in the partial stylis-

tic comparison based on participle and finite verb, a comparison

which was not carried out further by reason of the limitations of

space as well as of inclination. Yet so far as I know there is no

study which exactly covers the same ground with this, and while it

is in a certain sense a compilation of facts, it will be found not

wholly lacking in originality of treatment. The literature bearing

on the subject is too extensive to admit of enumeration here.

I shall, therefore, first consider the different representatives of

the Epitaphios historically, its significance and its type. I shall

next consider the oration given in Thucydides in particular.

Finally, 1 shall endeavor to draw a conclusion as to the relation

which this oration sustains to the history of Thucydides and to the

oration actually delived by Pericles.

(21i)) KAN. UNIV. QU.\K. Vol.. IV, N<». 4. .\PKII., 18i«),
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The Publi*' li'iiiieral.

The manner in which the Greeks conducted a pubHc funeral is

described by Thucydides (2, 35): "The relics of the dead were

exposed in a tent, erected for tlie purpose, for three dax'S, during

which the relatives might bring funeral offerings. When the time

came for burial, the wagons of each tribe bore a coffin of cypress

wood in which the bones of its slain were deposited, and one bier

covered with a pall was carried in commemoration of the missing.

Any one, citizen or alien, might join the procession, and women
who were related to the dead w^ere present to lament them. The
remains were placed in a public tomb in the most beautiful suburb

of the city—the Ceramicus—and an orator expressly chosen b}' the

senate, pronounced the funeral speech." From the epitaphioi of

Lysias, Plato and Demosthenes, we learn that sacrifices were

offered and games celebrated in honor of the event.

The Funeral Orations.

If Demosthenes is to be believed, the Athenians were the onl\'

people who honored those who fell in the service of their country

with funeral orations ^Lept. p. 499):

JI.0V01 Twv 7rdvT0)v avOpwTToyv iirl rots TeXevTyjaaaL SrjfJioa-uL Troteire AoyoD?

CTTtTa^ibi's iv oi<? Kotr/xetre ra twv ayj.Ou)v avSpwv e'pya.

Although this is not true to the letter, yet the delivery of such

orations was ciistoinarx only at Athens, wliile elsewhere it was

occasional, and doubtless in imitation of the Attic example. The
origin of their institution is very ancient and consequently very

uncertain. The Scholiast on Thuc. 2, 35, understands Pericles to

ascribe the institution to Solon, upon whom the later Greeks were

accustomed to father almost any law or usage which could not

otherwise be accounted for. (Dionys. Halic. Ant. Rom. 5, 17:

Diog. Laert. Sol. i, 2, 8.) Thirwall and Grote believe that they

had their origin in the Persian wars. (Thw. Hist. Gr. , vol. 3. p.

54; Grote Hist. Gr., vol. 6, p. 41. See also Diod. Sic. 11, 33. who
says expressly: roje. izpiiiTov; and Dion3's. Halic. Ant. Rom. 5, 17.)

It is not improbable that both views are correct; they clearly do

not necessaril}' conflict. They could not have been instituted

much later at any rate, since we have an actual example of one

within forty years afterwards, and since about nine years later still,

at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war (B. C. 431), the practice

was so firmly established that a regular course of ceremonies was

prescribed for the occasion.

The specimens of this kind of composition during the classical

period, of which any mention has come down to us, are as follows:
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1. The earliest is the oration of Pericles in honor of the citizens

who fell before Samos in a war which was concluded 440 B. C.

Stesimbrotus quoted by Plutarch in liis life of Pericles (p. 156 D)

has preserved a fine sentiment from this speech, which is alluded

to by Aristotle (Rhet. i, 7, 34) as the work of Pericles, where he

compares the loss of the slain to the abstraction of the spring from

the year. (I differ from Roscher and agree with Weber here as to

Aristotle's quotation being from the Samian oration. See also

Grote Hist. Gr. , vol. 6. p. 41.)

2. The second in order is the speech which is the especial sub-

ject of our study, reported by Thucydides in the second book of

his histor}'.

3. The next in order, though of uncertain date, is the oration

composed b\' Gorgias the Sicilian. The type of the epitaphios was

not set until the time of Gorgias, who luifortunately was the first to

give the stamp to this style of composition. It appears from

Philostratus who considered it a specunen of v-n-ep^dWova-j. aocfyix.

that it was delivered at Athens over those who fell in the Persian

wars. It was about this time, not earlier than 427 B. C, that

Gorgias, then advanced in years, first came to Athens. The stilted

and unnatural style of this sophist exerted but too powerful an in-

fluence at Athens, and formed the model for subsequent epitaphioi.

4. The funeral oration of Lysias was written (>s/ci!s/7>Iy, to com-

memorate the valor of the Athenians, who, under the command of

Iphicrates, went to the aid of the Corinthians, B. C. 394; but

iiititallw (as I endeavored to show in a paper prepared several years

ago) it was intended for a practice-speech. Its genuineness is

questioned by some scholars, and asserted by others, and this

difference of opinion ought to he an excuse for further stud}' of the

question. I cannot forego the somewvhat irrelevant but brief intro-

duction here of the immature conclusion I then reached in a study

of this (piestion. I give it onlv for what it is worth and b\- no

means as m}' final conclusion: There is no external evidence

against the genuineness of Lvsias' epitaphios, unless the silence of

Dion_ysius concerning it is to be so construed. What external

evidence there is, is in favor of its L\sianic origin. In respect to

internal evidence, the deviations from L\sias' norm outweigh the

parallelisms by reason of the greater weight which naturall}'

attaches to differences. But when we consider the exigencies of

the panegyric stvle our scales swing into ccpiilibrium. Put on the

side of the similarities the testimou}' of anti(juit\' and the scale
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turns in favor of the genuineness of our epitaphios. But the ques-

tion is to me still an open one.

Thirwall (Hist. Gr. , vol. 3. p. 131) calls this oration " a noble

oration, a worthy rival to that of Thucydides". Blass says he is

choked by the antitheses and has to get into the atmosphere of the

Olympiacus before he can breathe with ease. Grote says it is a

very fine composition (Hist. Gr. . vol. 6. p. 191). while Dobree

(Adv. I. p. 8 ) calls it " non modo Lysia sed quovis oratore

indignam." Hence, we see, its merit is largely- a matter of per-

sonal taste. For my part, I like it the more I study it. So far as

its chronological inaccuracies are concerned, these considerations

have been known to give way before the exigencies of rhetoric even

in modern times.

Photius and Suidas (quoted at length by Sauppe, Fragm. Oratt.

Att., p. 170) speak of the funeral orations of Lwsias in tlie plural

number.

5. We have the authorit}' of Photius (Ed. Bekk.. p. 487) for

saying that Isocrates was guilty of plagiarism for having introduced

into his Panegyricus many things which had been said by Archinus

and Thucydides and Lysias in their funeral orations. The funeral

oration of Archinus, therefore, comes next, being somewhat earlier

than 380 B. C, the date of the Panegyricus. Plato also in his

Menexenus (p. 234 B) indicates that he is acquainted with some

funeral oration of Archinus. The date and circumstances are un-

known, but a fragment of Archinus, (on the mortal condition of

man) is preserved by Clement of Alexandria, which seems to

belong to it. (See Sauppe, Fragm. Oratt. Att., pp. 166-7). Plato

also makes reference to an oration of an entirely unknown Dion.

(Menex. 234 B; 236 A).

6. Next in order comes the Menexenus of Plato. Socrates is

represented as the speaker, and professes to have been taught the

oration by Aspasia, but he talks about events which occurred

thirteen years alter his own death, which happened B. C. 399.

The ironical and the serious are inseparably blended throughout

the whole. Plato here indulges in his sarcastic propensities at the

expense of the orators, more especially those of the Sicilian school.

7. We now come to an instance of the eTrtrae^tos Adyos among the

Asiatic Greeks. On the death of Mausolus, king of Caria (B. C.

352 ), his queen Artemisia offered a prize for the best literary pro-

duction in his honor. Theodectes, a Lycian, but a pupil of Plato

and of the Apollonian Isocrates, Theopompus of Chios ( both of

whom were likewise disciples of the Athenian Isocrates), as well as
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Naucrates the Erythraean, are mentioned among the candidates.

The prize is reported by some to have been awarded to Theodectes,

by others to Theopompus. The oration of Naucrates is mentioned

by Dion3'sius of Halicarnassus, as among the models of this kind

of composition.

8. Demosthenes has left on record an express testimony- that lie

was appointed to deliver a speech in honor of those Athenians who
fell at the battle of Chaeronea, B. C. 338. (Dem. de corona, p. 320):

)(€LpoToi'wv o Brjfxo'; rhv ipovvT ivrl Toi? TtTeXtvTrjKOdL i^eLpoTovrjcrev

.... e/xe.

The epitaphios logos given in editions of his works manifesth'

refers to the battle of Chaeronea. Dionysius of Halicarnassus (de

adm. vi dicendi in Dem., c. 13) speaks of this speech with great

contempt and considers it spurious, which is likewise the general

opinion of ancient critics. The question has been carefully dis-

cussed by Westermann. Its bungling imitations of the Menexenus,

the un-Demosthenic manner of its treatment of Philip, its ridiculous

falsification of history so far as the Thebans are concerned, are little

less than conclusive against it, though the imitator has successfully

reproduced the Demosthenian rhetorical whip-crack in several

instances. The Epilogus indicates that the writer, whoever he

was, was acquainted with the epitaphios of Hyperides, and had

imitated it.

9. The last extant funeral oration which belongs to the Hellenic

period is that of Hyperides (B. C. 322). As a work of art it may
be placed on a level with the speeches of Pericles and Aspasia as

these are delivered to us by Thucydides and Plato. It deals more

in historical allusions than any extant epitaphios. It enjoys the

distinction of having the most simple and the most pleasing style.

I^iterary Origin of the Epitaphios LiOgos.

The Epitaphios Logos claims for itself, like the early inhabitants

of Greece, an autochthonic origin. Homer, in the twenty-fourth

book of the Iliad, commencing with line 720, gives a brief account

of the threnos, "lamentation", which attended the reception of

the body of Hector. From other authorities also, (for whom con-

sult Becker's Charicles and Guhl and Kohner) we learn that the

threnos was an essential feature of the funeral rites of the early

Greeks. The best detailed account of the funeral ceremonies is,

perhaps, that given by Lucian, (de Luctu, 10). Plato in his laws

(947 B) gives the regulations for the burial of a lepei!?. From these

descriptions of later writers as well as of Homer, we learn that an

aoiSy} of a mournful character was sung by the Opr]vw8ol (the minstrels
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or hired mourners), participated in by the female relatives and a

chorus of women. The imperfect tense, Oprjveov, in the passage of

Homer cited above, seems to warrant the conclusion that the aoiSr]

consisted of strophes, and that at each pause some mourner broke

in with some passionate lament. The antistrophe is easily provided

for by the chorus of women. Such an explanation at least utilizes

all the material and accords well with the previous and subsequent

history of the chorus. Thus we have here again an illustration of

the /xei/ and 8c principle entering into the Greek life as well as into

the Greek language. The threnos without doubt contained many
allusions to the valor and virtue of the dead, and this fact gave to

the threnos a personal and aristocratic character which was in exact

keeping with the times in which it flourished. It was then that the

government of Greece most nearly approached the patriarchal

form. It was then that the family was a unit for both political and

religious purposes. Later, when the tyrants came in, the threnos

was changed to meet the new political and social conditions. In

the 13'ric odes to the dead, of Pindar and Simonides, we see the

next step in this development. The ode of Simonides on the

heroes of Thermopylae is especially significant in this connection as

forming the connecting link between the personal and aristrocratic

threnos and the impersonal and democratic epitaphios. It would

be interesting to trace the line of resemblance between the growth

of the Epitaphios Logos and that of the tragic drama, did it not

carry us beyond the limits of our present purpose. Suffice it to say

that in the dithyramb from which the tragic drama was developed

we have the same three classes of jierformers: the minstrels, the

leaders of the chorus, and the chorus itself— as we had in the early

threnos. The prose of the Epitaphios may be said to correspond

to the collotpiial iambics (Arist. Poet., c. 4) of the tragedy, the

orator to the mourner and the bard. The incorporation of legends

is common not only to the threnos and the dithyramb, but is a very

marked feature of the Epitaphios. In fact, the presence of t}'^?; is

to be looked for as much in the Epitaphios as in the tragedy.

The transformation of the threnos into the epitaphios was due to

the reforms introduced into the society of Athens by the establish-

ment of the Athenian democracy near the close of the sixth centur\-.

The exact time at which public funerals began is not known. But,

without discussing the weight of inferences to be drawn from the

statements of L}sias (Epit. 3-20), of Thucydides (2, 35), and of

Herodotus (5, 78), we can say with safety, at least, that the custom

did not exist before the time of Cleisthenes.
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The Siaiiifioaiioe of the F|)itaIlIlto^<.

The meaning of the Epitaphios is revealed b}' a stud}- of the

times in which it flourished. We have already said that it was

impersonal and democratic. The family had become the city.

No more of the superiorit\- of birth as an element of government.

Yet the Athenian could not easily forget the pleasant taste of the

old aristocracy. And while at Athens absolute equality must be

insisted upon, the orator who would praise the Ivyiveui of their dead

relatives and by so doing indicate their own noble origin, was

loudly applauded. If they could not give vent to their feeling of

aristocracy, as toward' other families, it could find expression for

itself as toward other cities. All Athenians were equal, but

Athens was a good deal better than Sparta. The medium of this

expression was the Epitaphios or the Panegyric. So the Epita-

phios was one of the ways the democracy had of expressing its aristo-

cratic sentiments. In this respect we have a close parallel to the

Epitaphios in our Fourth of July oration. On every Fourth of

July, we Americans endeavor to stifle our individual aristocrac)',

and adopt the motto '-evsrv man is as good as another and a good

deal better," and become nationallv very aristocratic as toward

other nations.

The Type of the r.pitaphioss.

The Epitaphios in its later development came to be regarded as

a distinct species of epideictic orator\-. The earlier epitaphioi

were, no doubt, much less formal, but the differences chiefly to be

noted between the earlier and the later representatives of this type

must have been in point of diction rather than in subject-matter.

And so, for the Sicilian school made many changes in this art, and

the epitaphioi that are extant bear very conspicuously the stamp of

this school. That the Epitaphios is epideictic and therefore ver}'

near the Panegyric in its nature, is not onlv evident internally from

the similarity in diction and to a less extent in subject-matter, but

there are certain external coincidences, a few of which it may not

be amiss to mention. Thus, races and athletic contests attended

the delivery both of the Epitaphios and the Panegyric. Again, the

same writers produced the same kind of literature. Gorgias who
set the pattern for the Epitaphios also wrote a Pythicus and an

Olympicus. L^^sias has also an Olvmpiacus. The chief difference

between the Epitaphios and the Panegyric seems to be in the

greater range of subjects of the later. Nor was there the same
libert}' in the choice of subject-matter peculiar to each. The
Epitaphios was much more restricted also in this respect. "They
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coilforraed ", says Professor Jowett, "to a regular type. Thev
began with gods and ancestors and tlie legendary history of Athens,

to which succeeded an almost fictitious account of later times.

The Persian war formed the center of the narrative. In the age of

Isocrates and Demosthenes the Athenians were still living on the

glories of Marathon and Salamis." They closed with the threnos,

the lamentation of the orator over the slain, and the paramythia,

the consolation of the bereft.

Notwithstanding the restricted limits which hampered the orators

in this style of composition, there is not a little difference to be

observed in content in a comparison of the different epitaphioi.

Thus, the epitaphios of Lysias is distinguished from similar com-

positions by the fullness and enthusiasm with which he dwells on

the old Attica of legend. The language of Demosthenes suggests

the perfunctory discharge of a tiresome duty (cf. Epit., p. 1390).

Pericles (Thuc. 2, 36) and Socrates (Menex., 239 B) dismiss these

prehistoric achievements with the briefest possible notice, though

they are gravely cited by the Athenians at Plataea (cf. Hdt., 9, 27),

and Aristotle assures us ( Rhet. , 2, 22, 6) that without such allusions

no epitaphios would be complete. Hyperides, who in other

respects shows himself independent, omits altogether to mention

them. Isocrates (Panegyr., 10) declares himself content to rest his

claims rather on the treatment than on the novelty of his subject.

It would be interesting to note other differences and especially the

more than ordinary personal character of the epitaphios of Hyperi-

des, and how from this Vv^as developed another style of composition

of which the funeral sermon of to-day is its legitimate offspring, but

here space, unity and inclination again prevent.

^iiiiiiiiai'.v of Perioles* Funeral Oration.

(Thuc. 2, 35-46).

I. EPAINOS CHAPS. 35- 42.

(a) Prooimion. Ch. 35.

Ch. jj. Heretofore, orators on like occasions have commended
the institvitional origin of the funeral panegyric. To myself how-

ever a public burial would have seemed preferable to entrusting

the virtues of many men to the eloquence of one. There is danger

to the orator of overstating the case so far as that auditor is con-

cerned who is ignorant of the facts, while to the well-informed

hearer justice does not seem to be done to the valor of the dead.

Disbelief and envy are excited in those whose own valor is sur-

passed by that of the eulogised. I shall, however, conform to law

and custom and endeavor to meet your approbation.
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(b) Prothesis. Ch. 36.

Ch. j6. I shall begin with just praise of our ancestors as is but

fitting, seeing that they have handed down to us a country always

inhabited by the same race—an empire which our immediate fore-

fathers augmented and to whicli we ourselves have made additions,

until it is now in good trim for either peace or war. But our pres-

ent and past victories over Barbarian or Greelv are too well l<nown

to need rehearsal here. I shall rather point out by what institu-

tions we have risen to empire—and our civil policy which is the

cause of our greatness. Sucli topics, I take it, are not unsuitable

to the present occasion.

To. rwv \\Oqvwv. Chaps. 37-41.

C/i. jj. In our form of government we are not imitators but set

the pattern for others. We are a democrac}^ Equalit}^ is at the

l:)asis of our laws, merit at the basis of our public preferment. The
poor and the rich have an equal chance to contriliute to the public

weal, as well as to enjoy the honors in the gift of the state. Tlie

same spirit pervades throughout the private life of our citizens and

we render cheerful obedience both to the written laws of the state

and to the unwritten laws of society.

Ch. j8. We are public spirited also, in that the celebration of

o'ames and festivals, the public and private entertainments, lighten

the public heart. Nor are we limited in the enjoyment of luxuries.

Such is our greatness that the best productions are brought to us

from every quarter of the globe (world).

C/i. jg. We differ from our enemies in militan* matters. We
do not deny to strangers free access to our city in order to conceal

our resources. Courage in action and not cunning in strategem is

our defense. The Lacedaimonians reh' upon the severity of their

military discipline to develop manly courage. An easy mode of

life does not unfit the Athenian courage for valorous deeds. They
form a confederacy to attack us: we defeat them unassisted and on

their own ground. No enem}' has yet encountered our united

forces—yet the}' complain of defeat as if caused by our whole

strength, and boast of victory as if over our entire armament. The
inborn courage of our disposition and not that acquired by institu-

tion frees us from apprehension for the future and makes us pre-

pared for all exigencies.

C/i. 40. Our city is alsp to be admired for its cultivation of

philosoph}' unmixed with effeminacy. We regard riches as a means
to an end, not as an occasion for boasting. We account shiftless-
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ness and not poverty disgraceful. Pri\'ate business and domestic

cares do not prevent our citizens from being well informed in

public affairs. He who neglects the state is useless to the state.

The measures we adopt are the result of discussion and political

sagacity. In the case of other states, ignorance is the basis of

their courage only to be undermined by reflection. We gain our

friends not by receiving benefits, but by conferring obligations.

He who does you a favor will be more likely to do you another

than he whom you yourself have favored, for the kindness he

returns will not be esteemed a favor but regarded as a debt. Our
generosity springs not from the calculations of interest liut from

the confidence of liberality.

Cli. 41. In short Athens is the school of Greece. Every
Athenian possesses that individuality and versatility which enables

him to adapt himself to whatever circumstances, and that with

grace. The truth of this is attested by the present power of our

city which is the result of these very qualities. Our state alone is

greater than report. Our enemies experience no chagrin when
defeated b}^ such opponents, while our subjects do not complain

that we are unwortliy of empire. We need no Homer to attest our

power to future ages to which we shall always be the theme of

admiration—made so b}' monuments of our deeds left on every land

and sea. It was for such a countr}' that these men fought and fell,

and in such a cause they well deserve the emulation of us all.

Ettuh'o? rcoF u7ro6'a;'ovra)v. Cll. 42.

Ch. 42. I have thus praised Athens to show that the contest

between us and our enemies is not for equal stakes; and so

indirectly to establish the worth of our fallen heroes whose valor

has adorned the city with all that makes it the theme of my
encomiums. Their courage is evinced by their glorious death.

Their faults as private citizens are effaced by their public services.

They did not hesitate to meet danger that they might enjoy their

wealth or escape their povert\'. To the enjoyment and attainment

of riches they preferred vengeance on their countr3''s foes. They
preferred the safety of the state purchased by their death to

personal safety at the price of submission. Thus with their bodies

they bore the brunt of battle and perished at the bight of glory.

II. THRENOS CH. 43.

Cll. 4J. You who have survived them may pray for a safer

career, but greater courage you need not desire. It is yours to

become enamoured of your city's grandeur and to be mindful of
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that valor by which it was attained. The sepulchers of the dead

are in the memories of the living. The whole earth is the tomb of

the illustrious. Their virtues are not alone inscribed on perishable

stone in their own country, but are written on the eternal tablets of

the heart in all lands. Emulate their noble example, account

happiness libert\', and liberty valor. Remember that it is not the

unfortunate that should be most unsparing of their lives, but the

prosperous as well who have most at stake. For to the high-

minded death is less grievous than adversity.

III. I'ARAMVTHIA— CH. 44-46.

CIi. 44. To the parents of the departed, I do not offer condo-

lence but consolation, for as theirs was the noblest death, so yours

is the noblest sorrow. Yet it is difficult to comfort those who have

learned by experience to prize the blessings the}' have lost. To
those of 3^ou who are young comes the hope of other offspring with

which to bury your sorrow and enrich the state. To the old is

offered the remembrance of past happiness and the lustre given to

the remainder of their lives by the glor}' attained by their children.

For honor never grows old. In the declining years of life, it is not

so much gain that gladdens, as honor and respect.

C/t. -/J. To you, the sons and brothers of the slain, belongs the

contest of emulation. For no one refuses justice to departed merit,

and though you surpass them you will not be thought equal. The
envy of competition ceases only with the death of its object

whereas the merit which obstructs no one is honored with a zeal

unmixed with jealous rivalr}'. To the widows, let me say, it will

be your greatest glory to guard the virtue of your sex and to

become the theme of conversation among men as little as possible.

C/i. 46. The tribute of words has now been offered to the dead.

The tribute of deeds is this public fimeral, and the maintainance

and education of their children at the country's expense will be a

just and liberal reward. Where the rewards of virtue are the most

liberal, there are found the best citizens. And now let each of you

take a sad farewell of the deceased and depart in peace.

The Kelatioii wlii«'h our Wpeeoli WiiMtaiiis to the I9i?<t4»r.v of Thue.^dides
and to the Oration Aetiially l>elivered by the Orator l*eriele«.

Technicall}' speaking the funeral oration of Thucj'dides here put

into the mouth of Pericles is the only example of the epideictic

class in the history of Thucydides.

Since we have it from Thucydides himself, that he had, from the

commencement of the war, formed the purpose of writing its
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history, we may fairly suppose that he heard most of the discus-

sions which took place in the Ecclesia between 433 and 424 B. C.

,

the latter year being the year when his twenty years exile from

Athens began. Such discussions would be the addresses of the

Corcyrean and Corinthian envoys in 433 B. C, the speeches of

Pericles, the debate on Mitylene in 427 B. C, and the speech of

the Lacedaimonian envoys in 425 B. C. These, then, are the

speeches which must form the basis of a consideration as to

whether he treated the speech historically or artificially.

Confining our discussion to the funeral oration, we find that it

gives rise to three queries: ( i ) Does Thucydides here represent

the style of Bericles? (2) Does Thucydides here faithfully por-

tray the policy of Pericles? (3) Does Thucydides here give the

words of Pericles?

Professor Jebb's theory is that Thucydides does here represent

the style of Pericles and for three reasons: (a) Thucydides must

have repeatedly heard Pericles whom he pronounces the first of

Athenians—most powerful in action and in speech (i, 139), and it

would therefore be strange if he did not give some traits of the elo-

quence which was so stirring in those times. (b) The bold

imagery and striking phrases whicli are attributed to him b\'

Aristotle and Plutarch are parallelled by certain portions of his

Thucydidean speeches. Thus, Arist. Rhet. 3, 10. 7:

"(oaTiep lle/jtKA^s e(J3r} ryv re6Ty]Tii. rj/i/ aTroXofxeyrjV iv rw TToX^fxw ov TO)<i 7/(/)a-

vlq-Bm Ik rjys TroAfois. "wtTTrep et rts to esp Ik tov Ivlivtov e^eAot lb. rr;v

Ai.'ytvai' dc^cAfiF iKeXtvat ttjv Xrjfx-ijv tov Ylupueo)?. Plut. Per. 8. 5: tov

TToAe/xoi' "ijSr] KuOopav (Itto \leXo7rovrr]<Tov 7rpoa(fiep6fi€vov, and of those who

fell at Samos: iyKMfJud^oiv iirl tov f3r'jixiT0? (WM'aTovi eXeye yeyoi'ii'M KaOa-

Trep Tov<; ^eous" ov yap eKewov; (lvtov? (>pwp.ev, aAAa rais rt/xats a? e^ovcrt Kai

Tois dyaOoL^ a 7rape';^or(rt d(9avaToi'? dv.iL TaKfi'MpofiiOa. With SUch expres-

sions as the foregoing are compared the following in the epitaph-

ios: ch. 43: TOV ayr'jpo)v eVatvov KaXXicrTOv tpuvov rrpoiip.i.voi. ch. 41 : p-vq-

p.eia KitKuiv KuyuOwv (u8ui ^vvKaTOLKL(yuvT€<;. ch. 43: avhpwv iTri(ji'j.v(l>v irdcra yrj

Tttt^os, and others. Cf. also ch. 62 in his speech to the Athenian

Ecclesia: kt^ttIov koL iyKaXXi!)Tn(rp.a ttXoxWov.

(c) There is a majest}- in the rhythm of the whole, a certain

union of impetuous movement with lofty grandeur which Thucy-

dides gives to Pericles alone. Thus, Professor Jebb. But, if I

may be so bold as to have an opinion in the presence of such

authority. I think it unlikely that there is any conscious imitation

of the style of Pericles in the speech as given by Thucydides, and

for the following reasons;
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If we were to try to conceive what sort of a speech Thucydides

himself would have written for his history, keeping in view the

spirit and style of the historian as seen in the other portions of his

writings, no speech could fit the conception better than this funeral

oration. True, it is also a fact that if we were to try to conceive

what sort of a speech Pericles would have written, from a study of

his life and policy, no speech would fit that conception better than

this speech so far as its style is concerned; but, Thucydides was

writing for his history, not so Pericles. Thucydides had ample

excuse for deviating from the beaten track of the Epitaphios, not

so Pericles. No one of the epitaphioi is so far from the set type

of the Epitaphios in point of view of subject-matter as the funeral

speech of Thucydides. And this in my judgment is conclusive as

against the verbatim theory. Again, Thucydides' business was

not to imitate the style of the masters of oratory for the benefit of

posterity. His work was not that of a rhetorician, but he was to

represent the motives which were at work in shaping the destinies

of Greece and the policies of her foremost statesmen. The fact

that Thucydides was in very close personal contact with affairs in

Athens at that time argues well for his historical accuracy in his

facts and philosophy, but. if it proves anything beyond this, it

proves what is too much—that he gives the actual words of Peri-

cles, for it is untenable that Thucydides would stop to imitate

Pericles when he could get his very words. The verbatim theory

is, as I have said, refuted by the extreme lack of harmony of the

subject-matter of the speech with the unyielding requirements of

the type. I find after having written the above that to Dahlman
belongs the credit of the argument from non-conformity, though I

have the consolation of knowing that 1 am not alone in my opinion.

It is futile to urge that the absence of mythical embellishment is

rather a proof of the fidelity with which Thucydides has reported a

speaker who regardless of the vulgar taste w^as resolved to treat a

well-worn theme in a new and higher strain. Such, however, is

the insinuating statement of Jebb. But this will not hold, because:

( I ) It is not characteristic of Thucydides to report a speaker with

such fidelity, as he. Thucydides, himself admits. (2) The taste

which made the Epitaphios what it was, is not vulgar when looked

at from a historical point of view. (3) The theme was not at that

time so well-worn as to have become tiresome, since this is the first

extant speech of the kind that has come down to us. The type

had not been set long enough to have become tiresome. And (4)

so great departures from the norm were not made in later times

when the theme was worn even to being threadbare.
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To these considerations are to be added (i) the testimony of

Phitarch (Per. 8) to the effect that Pericles left no written speech.

(2) Quintilian declared those extracts in his time to be spurious.

(Cicero in Brut. 7., evidently refers to those speeches imputed to

Pericles by Thucydides with no thought of expressing an opinion

as to their genuineness. ) (3 ) The picture of Athens as painted

in the epitaphios forms a fitting comparison to that of Sparta pre-

sented in the speech of Archidamus in i-8off. . in which we trace

again the mind of Thucydides, so visible throughout his entire

history in the pairing of speeches, and which contributes so much

to its dramatic effect. In fact the speech seems rather to have been

written for the student of history than for an audience of mourners.

(4) It is observable that Thucydides, in ushering in his speakers,

studiously employs terms implying that he is only reproducing the

substance of what they said or might have said, e. g. : cAeye ra8e

or ravra. (5 ) Thucydides used his speeches, as his special means of

tracing back the visible facts to the internal moving causes and in

no speech is this principle more clearly seen than in this funeral

oration. For there can be no doubt that the speeches attri-

buted to Pericles and this one in particular, do accurately repre-

sent the characteristic features of Pericles' policy. No dramatist

ever better understood the art of thinking and feeling everyone of

his characters than Thucydides. From an Athenian he can become

Archidamus, or Hermocrates. He can lose his individualit}' as the

historian and don or doff any make-up at pleasure. As an artist

he plays each role with a view to the unity of the whole and here

his individuality never forsakes him. He recognizes in Pericles

the foremost statesman of his time; he represents him as a believer

in Athens for Athenians, as an advocate of peace, arbitration, reci-

procity,— the Henry of Navarre of Greece. He thinks Pericles, he

feels Pericles, he writes Pericles—not Pericles the orator, but

Pericles the man, the statesman, the policy, and in painting Peri-

cles, he paints the Periclean age.

{"Stylistic Comparison Based on Participle and Finite Verb.

It would be interesting to make a minute comparative study ot

the five different epitaphioi in their use of hiatus; of questions: of

doublets; of vocabulary: the reflexive pronoun; the articular infini-

tive; the correlatives re . . . /cat and re . . . re: the prepositions; anti-

thesis, hyperbola, methaphor, and simile: syntax and periodology;

the period and the individuality: the rythmical law according to

which Demosthenes avoided the accumulation of more than two

short syllables; and so forth, but the limits of space would not
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permit, though inclination is strong. I have, however, taken up

wJiat I regard as perhaps the most general characteristic of the epi-

deictic style—the play of the participle and the finite verb. To

this end I have prepared diagrams showing the curves of the parti-

ciple and finite verb for each speech. The representation of

Participial and finite-verb curves of the 'ETrtrac^tot.

statistics bv curves is b\' no means new,* but its novelt\' is not

entirely lost as applied to language. I am willing to admit that

the results obtained are rather more interesting than instructive, or

more instructive because of their interest, than interesting because

*An idea suggested to rue by I'lof. l^odge of Uryii Mawr.
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of their instructiveness. Not new facts so much as new confirma-

tion. The five prominent elements in Greek expression (any

language for that matter) are the noun, finite verb, participle,

infinitive, adjective. I have accordingly prepared three sets of

diagrams: ( a) A set showing the curves of the participle and the

finite verb for each speech. (h) A set showing the curves of a//

the five elements just stated for car/i speech. (c) A set showing

the curves of rai-// of the five elements just stated for a// the

speeches. I regret that only the first set of diagrams can be repro-

duced in this article.

Without entering into a detailed statement of all the inferences

that can be drawn from these diagrams, I will, for the sake of illus-

tration, remark briefly only on the first diagram ( Lys. Epit. ). I

have chosen this as being the longest speech and the most polynie-

tochic. The ratio of participle to tinite verb in the epitaphios of

L)'sias is 1.6: i. there being 380 participles and 238 finite verbs.

The number of participles to the page is 22-^; the number of finite

verbs, i^ji,- It is especially to be remarked with regard to dia-

gram (i), that where the wave of the participle in the epitaphios

reaches its highest point (33), there, that of the finite verb reaches

it-slowest (10). The line of finite verbs is I'ather flat-breasted,

while the bosom of the participle seems to be well developed. It

will also be seen that the highest point reached by the finite verb

is not so high as the average hight of the participle, and that the

lowest point reached by the participle is not so low as the average

hight of the finite- verb. It is also to be noticed that where the

wave of the finite verb reaches its highest points, there the parti-

ciple reaches its lowest points. They seem to attract and repel

each other alternately until they finally conclude to dwell together

in unity. The highest number of participles on an}' full page is

33; the lowest 15. The highest number of finite-verbs on any full

page is ig; the lowest 10.

We see from this that the epitaphios -'swells with participles in

the true epideictic style." A good example of the heaping-up of

participles may be seen in sec. 27, another in sec. 31. In fact

there are many places in the epitaphios, where to quote Professor

Gildersleeve, "there are hardly enough finite verbs to hold the

sentences down; where the finite verb has to be reached through a

crowd of circumstances: the logical relations are not clearly ex-

pressed, and the play of color in which temporal causal conditional

adversative rays mix and cross is maddening". (See Amer. Jour.

Phil. vol. 9.)
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Other notable points:

(1) Lysias', the only epitaphios in which the participial aver-

age is higher than the finite-verb average.

(2) Correspondence of curves of participle and finite verb in

endings of speeches.

(3) High point of both participle and finite verb in the begin-

ning of diagram (2). How accounted for— nouns.

(4) Peculiar ending of curves in Thucydides' epitaphios.

(5) High (comparative) point of adjective in Demosthenes.





A New Species of Dinictis from the White

River Miocene of Wyoming.

BY ELMER S. RIGGS.

Among the specimens collected by the Kansas University

Geological expedition of 1895 is one of a sabre-toothed cat having

the general characteristics of Dinictis, but differing markedly from

any described species. It comes from the Oreodon beds of eastern

W3'oming. The distinctive characters are: The absence of the

second lo\ver molar, the slenderness of the base and the concave

outer border of the upper sectorial as seen from above and the

presence of but two incisors in the mandible. The name D.

paiicidcus, sp. nov. , is proposed for it.

The material consists of a skull, mandible, radius, ulnaj, humeri,

the atlas, axis, and eighteen other vertebras, together Avith numer-

ous fragments. The skull is badly weathered in the frontal and

premaxillary region, but the lower surface, the arches and the

occipital portion are well preserved. The mandible is almost com-

plete. The teeth are all present save the incisors and the upper

tubercular molars. Compared with D. fclina Leidy, the type of

the genus, the skull is a little longer and broader across the arches,

but narrower across the basi-occipital region. The capacity of the

brain cavity is not above two-thirds as great, and the root of the

zygomatic process does not project below the basi-cranial axis.

The sagittal crest is thin and high, the arches slender, and the

supraoccipital is moderately projecting. The otic bulke are well

inflated, and the paroccipital processes slender and directed back-

ward. The infraorbital foramen is large, though not enough of its

border remains to determine its shape. The palatine foramina lie

opposite the anterior border of the third premolar. As in D. cyclops

Cope, the sphenoorbital and rotund umforamina are conjoined and

situated well forward. The latter receives a small ali-sphenoid

canal connecting it with the foramen ovale. The last foramen cor-

responds in position with that of D. felina as described by Scott,*

but is less prolonged transversely by the alisphenoid canal, which

opens at its inner border. The foramen lacerum medius is large,

''Proceeclinss of the Acadepiy of Natural Sciences of riiiliiclelphia 1889.

(3:J7) KAN. FNIV. QUAK. VOL. IV, NO. 4. APRIL, 18'.)(i.
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oval in shape, and separated from the eustachian canal by a thin

plate of bone. Just back of the otic bulla is the round and rather

small jugular foramen. On the median side and lying near it is

the small posterior opening of the carotid canal. The precondyloid

foramen is located directly back of the latter and is similar in size

and shape. The postglenoid foramen enters at the antero-superior

angle of the external auditory meatus and forms a groove across the

entire anterior wall. The mandible is broader and stronger than

in D. felina, the symphysis and the flanges are deeper, and the coro-

noid process is shorter, narrower and less recurved. The flanges

form a sharp projecting ridge at the angle with the anterior border.

The anterior mental foramina are small and inconspicuous. The
condyle is long and narrow, the masseteric fossa comparatively

shallow and sloping at its borders.

?— ? I— I ^— ^ I— I

Dentition I -^ C , P mA_Am
2—2, I—

I

3—3 I—

I

The upper incisors together with the premaxillary border, are lost

entirely. The vipper canines are laterally compressed like those of

D. felina but somewhat broader and longer than the estimates

given of that type. They are two-edged, lenticular in cross section

and minutely denticulate on both borders as in D. cycIops, although

in this specimen the denticulation on the anterior border is almost

worn away. The upper conical premolar is two-rooted, broader

and more laterally compressed than in D. felina, but no trace of a

secondary cusp remains. A short diastema separates it from the

third premolar as well as from the canine. The anterior lobe of

the third premolar is wanting, but the posterior one is prominent

and is separated from the principal lobe by a transverse fissure

similar to that of the carnassials. The upper carnassial, as before

mentioned, is peculiar in its slender base as seen from above, its

concave outer border, the prominence of its anterior basilar pro-

cess, and the slenderness of the neck connecting with the internal

conical cusp. The heel is low and retreating, the principal cusp

short, and the transverse fissure open and marked. The crown of

the tubercular molar is lost; the roots remaining indicate a rather

strong tooth.

The crowns of all the lower incisors are broken away, but the

position of the two roots remaining in one ramus and the one in

the other, points to the conclusion that there were but two incisors

on a side. The outer root is much stronger than the inner one.

The lower canine is almost round at the base, slender, somewhat
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recurved and slightly drawn to an angle on the posterior side

throughout its entire length. The second premolar is separated

from the canine by a descending diastema somewhat longer than in

D. felina, and almost double that of D. s'qualidens. The tooth is

a trifle smaller than the corresponding upper one and like it is

separated from the third premolar by a short diastema. It is two-

rooted and similarly compressed, but retains a slight posterior lobe.

The third and fourth premolars are similar in size to those of D.

fi'lina, but the basilar lobes are larger and more angular. The
lower sectorial has a more prominent heel, but bears only the

slightest trace of a postero-internal cusp. No trace of a second

molar can be found, although fractures in both of the mandibles

just back of the carnassials would have brought it to light had

even a rudiment existed.

The length and proportions of the bones of the front leg indicate

Skull of Dinictis parlcidens Riggs.

a very slender animal. The humerus though slenderer is almost as

long as that of the robust D. hoinbifrons described by Mr. Adams
in the American Naturalist for June, 1895, while the radius is con-

siderably longer and more slender. A series of measurements

compared with those of D. fclina will give an idea of the relative

size. In Leidy's description of the generic type measurements of

two different specimens are given. Those of the second and larger

are used on account of their corresponding most nearly with the

measurements of this specimen.
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Measurements. I), foliiia. D. paucidoiis

M. M.

Skull, length from condyle to incisors 159 .165

occiput " ' . 176

breadth across zygomata 113* 122

Mandible, length from angle to incisors 123'"
. 129

of entire dental series 071 .069
" " of molar series 051 .049

breadth of incisor series 015 .014

Length of upper molar series 045 .043

Upper canine, length 042"" .046

longitudinal diameter 015 .016

transverse
" 007 .007

Length of upper diastema 007 .005

Lower canine, length , 016 .022

" " longitudinal diameter 008 .008
" " transverse "

007 . 007

Length of lower diastema 012 .014

Breadth of crown of upper second premolar 005 .006

third 016 .017

sectorial 021 .019

" " lower second 003 . 005

sectorial " 019 .018

Transverse diameter of brain case .045

Depth of flange from base of canine 031 .032

" symphysis 027 .031

" mandible at front of sectorial 018 .021

Breadth of front border of mandible 023 .025

Distance from condyle to angle of mandible 021* 030

to summit of coronoid process 032 .029

Height of occipital crest above occipital condyles .055

Breadth of sk\ill across mastoid processes 070 .062

Distance from anterior margin of glenoid cavity to posterior

maxillary border 044 .046

Length of glenoid cavity 023 .029

Length of bony palate 072 073*

Humerus, length of 172 . 189

breadth of head and great tuberosity 038
" "

of distal end 042

Ulna, length of 172

" olecranon to posterior lip of sigmoid cavity

to coronoid process ...

Radius, length of

diameter of head

of distal end

.040

043
190

.029

.046

157
.018

.027

It will be seen that the specimen upon which this species rests is

somewhat larger than D. fclina, and considerably longer and

slenderer of limb. The absence of the second lower molar might

^Estimated.
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not be especially significant in itself, since that tooth is described

as just disappearing in D. bombifrous. Also the denticulate

superior canine is described in D. cyclops, the absence of the third

incisor in D. squalidcns, and the general size and proportions of

the skull in D. fcliiia, but in no existing type are all these characters

combined. Moreover the peculiar shape of the upper carnassial,

the slight development of the postero-internal lobe of the lower

carnassial, the presence of but two incisors in the mandible and the

proportionate length and slenderness of the forearm, appear to be

constant characters. These, together with the absence of the

second lower molar, seem sufficient grounds for establishing a new
species, which from the small number of teeth may fittingly be

termed Dinictis paiicidens. The type is preserved in the University

of Kansas Museum.





Continuous Groups of Projective Transfor-

mations Treated Synthetically.

BY H. B. NEWSON.

Part II.

In Vol. IV, No. 2 of this Quarterly the writer gave a tolerably

complete synthetic theory of the Projective Groups in one dimension

and promised a similar theory for the same groups in two dimen-

sions. The present paper is a partial fulfillment of that promise.

^1. Construction of Projective Transformations.

Let TT and tt^ be any two planes intersecting in the line 1 and

making any convenient angle with one another. It is known from

the theory of projection that when we have given any four elements,

lines or points, of the plane tt and the four corresponding elements

of TT^ then the projection of tt on tt^ is completely determined.

These four elements must be taken in perfectly general positions;

i. e. if four points be taken, no three can lie on a right line; if four

lines be taken, no three can pass through a point.*

Let us suppose that we have given four lines a, /3, y, 8, in the

plane tt and the four corresponding lines a'^
,
(3^

, yS 8^ in tt^ The

four lines a, (3, y, 8, intersect in the six points P, Q, R, S, T, U

;

the corresponding points in tt^ are P^, Q^, R^ 5% T^ U^ Let

us call the points in which a, (3, y, 8 cut the line 1, A, B, C, D.

Then we have in the plane tt on the lines a, (3, y, 8, the four ranges

(PQRA), (TSPB), (QSUC), (RTUD). If we construct in the

plane tt^ on the lines a^, (3^, y\ 8^ the points A^, B^, C^ D^, so

that the anharmonic ratios (PiQiRi Ai)=(PQRA), (TiS'PiB^)=
(TSPB), (QiSiUiCi)=(QSUC), (RiTiUiDi)=(RTUD); then

A^, B^, C, Di will lie on the line P, which in tt^ corresponds to 1

in TT. Let the lines joining AA^, BB^, CCi, DDi bea', b', ci, d^;

the lines a^, b^, c\ d^ 1, P all lie in tt^ and touch a conic K', every

tangent to which cuts 1 and P in corresponding points.

Let us now consider the line 1 to belong to the plane tt^ and find

the line 1^ in tt which corresponds to 1 in tt^. This can be done

*See the following standard references: Reye's Geometrie der Lage, Band II, page

7. Clebsch-Lindemann's Vorlesungen ueber Geometrie, Band I, page 250. Lie's Con-

tinuierlicbe Griippen, page 21.

(i43) KAN. UNIV. QUAR., VOL. IV, NO. 4. APRIL, lt<9U.
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exactly as before by considering ranges of four points each on a^,

j3^, y^, 8' and constructing the corresponding ranges on u, /i, y, 8.

As before we shall have four points on 1 in tt^ and their four corre-

sponding points on 1^ in tt: the lines joining these corresponding

points all lie in the plane tt and together with 1 and 1, determine a

conic K in tt, every tangent to which cuts 1 and Ij in corresponding

points. Let the points on 1, corresponding to A, B, C, D on 1 be

Aj, Bj, C,, D,; and let the lines joining AAj, BBj, CC^, DD^,

be a, b, c, d. Now a and a^ are corresponding lines of the two

planes. For A and Aj are two points of tt whose corresponding

points in tt' are A and A'; hence a'^, the join of A and A^, corre-

sponds to a, the join of A and A,. For the same reason b and bS
c and c^, d and d', are corresponding lines of the two planes.

Thus we have in general:

The taiii^oifs to iJic tioo coiiics K and A' from aiix point oit 1 arc corre-

sponding lines of the two planes.

By the aid of the conies K and K' we can now construct the point

pi in TT^ corresponding to any point 1' in tt. Draw the tangents

from P to K and let them cut 1 in Q and R; the lines in tt^ corre-

sponding to these tangents from P are the tangents from Q and R
to Ki; these meet in P^, the point corresponding to P.

If we have given any line as g in tt, we can construct the corre-

sponding line g' in tt' as follows: take two points P, and Pg on g

and in the manner just explained construct the corresponding

points Pj and P.]; the line g> joining P{ and Pi corresponds in tt^

to g in TT.

Since the constructions in the two planes are exactly alike, these

operations are strictly reversible. By means of the conies K and

Ri, the configuration in tt corresponding to any given configuration

in tt' can be constructed. And further, one of the planes as tt^ may

be revolved about 1 until it coincides with tt, and then the construc-

tion thought of as all in the same plane. We shall make constant

use of this last conception.

The lines joining corresponding points of the planes tt and tt'

form a linear congruence (Strahlen-Congruenz) of the third order

and first class; (see Reye's Geometrie der Lage, II. Band, p. 94).

By means of this congruence the projection of tt on tt^ is completely

determined. By a revolution about 1 this new set of points may be

brought back to tt and both sets of points thought of as existing in

the same plane. This operation of projecting the points of tt into

a new system of points on tt^ and by a revolution about 1 bringing

the new system back to tt will be called a Projective Transformation
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of the plane tt. Such a projective transformation is determined

and completely constructed by means of two conies K and K' in the

pland TV and touching the line 1.

TlicorcDi I. A projective traiisfoniiatioii of the points of a p/aiie is

completely tleteniii/ied l>y means of two conies K and K^ touching a fixed

line 1 of the plane.

It is clear from this method of constructing a projective transfor-

mation that any .point P outside the conic K; i. e. a point from

which two real tangents can be drawn to K, is transformed into a

point Pi outside of K^ Similarly a point within K is transformed

into a point within K*. For the tangents from P to K in this case

are a pair of conjugate imaginary lines, and their corresponding

lines are conjugate imaginar}? tangents to K^, and hence intersect

in a real point inside of K'. And finall}^ it ma}^ be seen that any

point P on K has its corresponding point P^ on K^.

In order to construct P^ on K' corresponding to any point P on

K, draw the tangent to K at P; from the point where this tangent

to K cuts 1 draw the tangent to K'; its point of contact v/ith Ri

will be the point Pi desired. It follows from this last construction

that the polar of any point P with respect to K corresponds to the

polar of P^ with respect to K'. This fact suggests a method for

constructing a point P^ within K^ which corresponds to a point P
within K. 'Construct p the polar of P with r<^spect to K; then con-,

struct pi the line corresponding to p; and finally construct the pole

of pi with respect to K^; this will be the point Pi desired.

The transformation determined by K and K^ transforms the line

1 into some line l^. Since 1 is a tangent to K, 1' must be a tangent

to Ri. The line P is easily seen to be the tangent to Ri from the

point of contact of R and 1. The tangent to R from the point of

contact of R^ and 1 is transformed into 1.

L By C/ L R

The chief results may be concisely stated as follows:
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llicorciii 2. The conic K dividi's ilw plane tt into the rci^^ions O (^out-

side) and I (/nsidr) ;
///( t-(i//ic K^ //rridrs tiic plane tt' into two correspond-

ing regions O^ and I^. T/ie projective transformation determined liy K
and K'^ transforms t/ie region O into O^ and tlie region I into /' ; //

transforms the boundary of O and I into the t>onndarr of O^ and /'.

These two conies touching the line 1 have generally three other

common tangents which will be designated by x, y, z, (Fig. i).

We shall next examine the relation of these three lines to the trans-

formation determined by the two conies K and K^. Let us take a

point P on the line z and draw the two tangents from it to the conic

K; one of these tangents is the line z which cuts 1 at C,, the other

cuts 1 at some point as Q. The corresponding point to P is found

by drawing tangents to K^ from C^ and Q. One of these tangents

is again the line z; the tangent to Ri from Q intersects z in P^ the

corresponding point to p. In like manner every point on the line

z is transformed into a point on the line z; in other words the line

z is an invariant line of the transformation. In the same way it

may be shown that the lines x and y are also invariant lines of the

transformation. The fixed line 1 is not an invariant line, although

a common tangent to the two conies.

The points A, B, C, which are the intersections of the invariant

lines X, y, z, are invariant points of the transformation. This is

evident from the fact that the two tangents from A to K are the lines

y and z; the two tangents from C^ and B^ to K^ are also y, and z,

which intersect at A the startling point. Thus A is a self corre-

sponding point, or an invariant point, of the transformation; the

same is true of B and C.

It is easy to see from the construction that these three points

and these three lines are the only ones left invariant by the trans-

formation determined by K and K^. In particular cases where the

conies K and K' are specially related to one another, e. g. touch one

another, the invariant figure may be different. These special cases

will be determined later. When the conies K and K^ do not inter-

sect, the sides and vertices of the invariant triangle are all real; but

if the conies intersect in two real and two imaginary points, they

have only one real common tangent other than 1, the other two

being imaginary. In this case the invariant triangle has one real

and two imaginary vertices, one real and two imaginary sides. If

the two conies intersect in four real points, tlie invariant triangle is

again real in all its parts. We shall call this most general transfor-

mation, Case I

.

For special positions of the conies K and K^ the invariant figure
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may be different. Thus special cases arise when the conies touch

one another, or touch the lines 1 at the same point, or have con-

tact of the second or third order, etc. These special cases we now
proceed to examine.

Let us first consider the case of a projective transformation where

the two conies touch one another. The invariant figure in this case

consists of y, the common tangent to the two conies at A their

point of contact, and another common tangent x intersecting y at

B, (Fig, 2 (a) ). It does not matter whether the two conies inter-

sect in two other real or imaginary points, the invariant figure is

the same in either case. This kind of a projective transformation

may be considered as a special case of the last when two sides of

the invariant triangle coincide. We shall call this Case II.

Instead of simple contact as in last case the two conies K and K^
may have contact of the second order at a point A. When the

conies have a contact of the second order they can and must inter-

sect in one other point. In this case the common tangent to the

two conies at A is the only invariant line of the transformation and

the point A is the only invariant point on the invariant line, (Fig.

2. (b) ). We shall call this Case III.

Again the two conies may both touch the line 1 at the same point,

the contact being of the first order. In this case the two conies K
and Ri have two other common tangents x and y which intersect

at some point C. (Fig. 2 (c) ). It is at once evident from the figure

that the transformation determined by K and K^ leaves the lines x

and y and the point C invariant. A little further consideration of

the construction shows that the points A, B, and L on the line 1 are
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invariant points. But if a projective transformation leaves more
than two points of a line invariant, it leaves all points on the line

invariant, (Cont. Gruppen, page 117). Therefore every point on

the line 1 is an invariant point of the transformation. Any line

g drawn throngh C intersects 1 in some point as G. Therefore the

line g having two points G and C invariant is an invariant line.

Thus we see that every line through C is an invariant line. Hence
we conclude that the transformation determined by the two conies

K and K' touching the line 1 at the same point leavesthe point C,

all points of the line 1, and all lines through "C invariant. The
two remaining points of intersection of the two conies may be

either real or imaginary, the result is the same in either case. If

these remaining points of intersection are coincident, i. e. if the

two conies have double contact, the resulting transformation is still

of the same character and the invariant figure the same. This con-

stitutes Case IV.

When the two conies have a contact of the second order at the

point L on the line 1, the invariant figure takes still another form.

In this case only one other common tangent x can be drawn to the

two conies. This common tangent intersects 1 at A, (Fig. 2 (d) ).

The transformation determined by the two conies in this position

leaves invariant all points of the line 1 antl all lines through. A.

If the two conies have contact of the third order at L, then 1 is

the only common tangent they have, (Fig. 2 (e) ). Such a trans-

formation leaves invariant every point of the line 1 and every line

through L. The invariant figure is therefore the same as before.

This constitutes Case V.

We have now enumerated all the special positions which the

conies K and K' can take and there are no more cases to be con-

sidered.

TJtcoroii J. Ei'cry projective triDisfonitaiioii of tJic plane deierniiiied

by two conies K and A'' touching a fixed line 1 of the plane leaves a cer-

tain plane figure invariant. Titere are five cases to be considered:

Case I. WJien the two conies are not in contact, the invariant figure

is a triangle.

Case //. When the two conies have contact of the first order not on

1, the invariant figure consists of two invariant lines, their point of

intersection, and an invariant point on one of the invariant lines.

Case III. IVhen the two conies have contact of the second order not

on 1, the invariant figure consists of one invariant line and one invar-

iant point on that line.
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Case IV. When the two eonies have a eoiitaet of the first order on 1,

tlie invariant fi^i^i/re eonsists of ait points on t/ie line 1. a sini;;/e point A
not on 1, a /id the pencil of lines through A.

Case V. Jf'hen the eonies have contact of the second or third order

on 1, ///(• invariant figure eonsists of all points on the line 1 and all lines

through a point A on 1.

We need a convenient and expressive notation for these five

kinds of projective transformations in the plane. We shall desig-

nate a transformation of the first kind by the single letter T. When
we wish to designate the conies which determine the transforma-

tion, we shall write it T (KK^ ). WHien we wish to call attention

to the triangle which remains invariant we shall use the notation

T(ABC). Transformations belonging to cases II and III will be

designated by T^ and T '
' respectiveh'. Transformations belong-

ing to cases IV and V will be designated by S and S' respectively.

(To be continued.)





Editorial Notes.

The department of Palaeontology has for sale or exchange a magnificent slab, of

about twenty square feet in area, of Uintacrinus Socialis from the Kansas Cre-

taceous. It has numerous complete heads in excellent preservation. Address

Prof. S. W. Williston, Lawrence, Kansas.

Mr. Vernon L. Kellogg, formerly managing editor of the Quarterly and an

instructor in the University of Kansas, has recently been made Professor of

Entomology in Stanford University where he has been associate professor for two

years past. Professor Kellogg's Monograph on New Mallophaga, published by

the Stanford University, has attracted wide and favorable attention.

In a decent paper *by Professor Cragin "On the Stratigraphy of the Platte

Series, or Upper Cretaceous of the Plains " the author proposes a number of new
terms for various divisions of the Cretaceous of Kansas, with many of which the

*Colorado College Studies, vi, 53.

writer can not agree. In the first place, I doubt the necessity or even desirability

of introducing a term that is perfectly synonymous with "Upper Cretaceous,"

already well established, to include the Dakota, Benton, Colorado, Montana and

Laramie groups. These rocks, presenting as they do marine, brackish water and

fresh water deposits, certainly have nothing in common that renders any other

term than that in use desirable.

Osborne Limestone. The writer has already restricted the name Ft. Haysf
Beds to this group of limestones. It is true that Mudge:]: used this term in a wider

tTrans. Ivans. Acad. Science, xiii, 108.

tBull. U. S. Geo. Surv. Hayden. No. :i 21S.

sense. " The massive stratum of limestone above described, together with all the

deposits above the sandstone of the Dakota, I shall call the Fort Hays division."

To use Professor Cragin's own words, "if a geological subdivision must be given

a confessedly new name whenever one chooses to pare it off or add to it a little, or

has doubt about the original disposal of some small fraction of it, confusion worse

confounded will increasingly result and finally reign supreme in the science of

stratigraphic geology." The benefits that Mudge conferred upon Kansas geology

are certainly worthy of this concession. In any event the writer has thus restricted

the name and Professor Cragin's name is a pure synonym.

Smoky Hill Chalk. Professor Marsh has already named these beds the

Pteranodon Beds, of which fact Professor Cragin seems to be ignorant. Professor

Cragin subdivides these beds into two zones, the "Norton Zone" and the "Trego
Zone." Aside from the fact that Norton Zone is an unfortunate term, inasmuch
as the deposits in Norton county are very sparse and uncharacteristic, the author

gives no characters by which the two zones can be distinguished. The present

writer had fondly hoped that he exploded the error made by Mudge and followed

by others that the "blue shale" was characteristic of the lower horizons. There
is no marl anywhere in the Niobrara deposits and absolutely no lithological differ-

ences between the upper and lower beds, as the writer has convinced himself by
microscopic examinations.

(251) KAN. UNIV. CiUAR, VOI,. IV, NO. 1. APRIL, 18%.
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The sole difference discoverable is the relative greater abundance in some

places among the upper rocks of iron, giving, when acted upon chemically, a more

buff or yellow color to the chalk and a deeper color to the " blue shales." There

IS a paleontological distinction between the upper and lower beds, as the writer

has already pointed out, (op. cit.), and if one needs characteristic terms for the

two horizons, the names Hesperonnis and Rudistes beds would be far preferable.

Nor is there any geological horizon of jasper, and I am surprised that the author

should have so intimated. As is well known, the Nebraska Tertiary beds lie

iincoiifo)-7nably upon the Niobrara, and the silicification of the uppermost part of

the chalk from the percolating waters could not possibly produce a geological

horizon.

The resent writer was the first to call attention to the presence in Kansas of the

Ft. Pierre deposits. Since that time he has had the opportunity of studying the

same group of rocks in various other regions to the northwest. There is absolutely

no difference, yet discovered, either lithological or palseontological to distinguish

the outcrops in Wallace county from those of the typical beds in Dakota and else-

where. Professor Cragin proposes to call these beds in Kansas the "Lisbon

Shales," but he gives nothing whatever to distinguish them from the beds above

them. Why then should they have a distinct name? Nor does he give any

reasons for naming the Arickaree shales of the Fo.x Hills group in Cheyenne
county. One is hardly justified in naming geological horizons without attempting

to define them. There has already been too much of such aimless nomenclature.

The author seem to have been unaware of the publication of the paper by the un-

dersigned in the Trans, of the Kansas Academy.

S. W. WiLLISTON.
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